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TAC, a stoto-wide irriculuin dowlopnil.n prkm; fa
in 11967, iA as fund cd through 71 gonrrous grani of $'71,250 hy
the Claude Worthing:Lon BeneLlum rounda hon. %Vest Virginia
Institute of Technology is greatly induhte ed to i:he Board of
Directors of the Benccium Pouridation for its support, and in

particular to Mr. Byron B. Randolph for hi'
interest and concern for the ohjeetives or the project .
Project---TAC eNempliRos Wost Virginia Institute of
Technology's continuing efforts to be of service in assisting
to meet the needs of the education profession in the state.
Designed to advance a comprehensive curriculum development program in the area of conflk!ting idoologie.,;, Project--

TAC included the establishment of a curriculum materials
center, a five-week summer institute for teachers, and the

publication of a teaching resource hook The curriculum

materials obtained through ProjectTAC consist of over two
thousand volumes; these are housed in the new library on our
campus. The summer instit ute was conducted in 1968 and
was highly praised by those in attendance.
This resource book, addresscd in particular to secondary
social studies teachers and administrative personnel who are
concerned with curriculum development in the area of conflicting ideologies, has been prepared in response to a need
for a publication that would be concerned with basic information and teathing materials pertaiiiing to the evolution
of communism and the development of the political and
economic institutions of the United States.
To ensure that this publication would effectively meet
the aforementioned needs, all segments of the education'
profession were involved in its preparation. Throtigh the
cooperation of public school teachers, administrators, and
nationally recognized scholars in academic disciplines, a
topical outline was designed for the resource hook. Each of
the first five sections of the resource book was written by a
scholar in the field; the final section concerning teaching
materials was prepared by secondary social studies teachers
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winiunisin was IIjliiteci
Teaching /Thom.,
kt educators to impleineni N()cial studies prowl is in the
conflicting ideologies la the belief that a IC1 heard
mlii' 11H ynd iW1

if ir school!; imii

best he attained throngh ii culianeed cooperative relatio0
ship between sehohts in the various social science
school administrators. and classroom teachers, Project TA C
the expertise,
sought to design a program that woukl
interests, and concerns of these professional groups_

The original idea for Project TAC was conceived in
1965, when Professor Eiviimf P. Shahan, director, Vanderhill
University Institute on Communism and Constitutional
Democracy, contacted the West Virginia State Department of

Education to ascertain its interest in instituting a model
state.wide program in the area of teaching about communism. This writer, then program specialistsocial studios
in the state department, endorsed l'rofessor Shahan's invita-

tion, and the project was initiated, In COO peration with

county superintendents of schools and officials of institutions of higher education, Professor Shahan and this writer
selected eleven West Virginia educators to attend the Vanderbilt University Institute during the summer of 1966. After
the completion of this initial phase of the project, this writer

continued the project as a staff member of West Virginia
Institute of Technology.
With the assistance of Professor Shahan and five highly
trained West Virginia secondary school teachers who
attended the Vanderbilt University Institute, the diree ;or of
ProjectTAG, designed the program. These teachers rencered
invaluable service in planning the project and later served as

assistants for the summer institute and the resource book.
They were: Chester A. Ellison, dr., social studies teacher,
Wyoming County Schools; Lydia .1. liennen, chairman,
Social Studies Department, Morgantown Junior High School;
Beatrice 13. Noll, chairman, Social Studies Department,
North Junior High School in Martinsburg; Sister Mary
Stephen Reynolds, a teacher and a member of the Sisters

Auxiliaries of the Apostolate Motherhouse in Monongah; and

Arlene Tokarz, social studies teacher, Notre Dame High
School in Clarksburg.
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(iTt tLttirfl con

fil to s, filmstrips, records, and
which would include
other media m aterials that, could he LiLiIiwd hy teachers. The
nolilical ion a u re!;olirce 1001( on teaching iihollt (q)111the Scennil prineipal ol valve. After reviewing
1111_1111S111
published to dale,
tII of the rekource hooks that had been
wal; determined that the publication should 'Delude position
patiers by e(loweLent scholars in the disci plins and recommendatifins bv educators pertaining to the instructional
procow
The final objective of the pruject %vat.; to conduct a
five-woek summer institute for West Virginia educatnrs; to
ensure odequate in-service training for teachers and the
proper implementation of the program at the local level, it
was decided that each of West Virginia's fifty-five county
school systems would he invited to send at least one person
to the institute.
After the basic objectives of the project wre approved
the West Virginia Board of Education on November 3,
1966, the director of Project--TAC prepared a formal proposal for a financial grant and submitted it to the Claude
Worthington Denedurn Foundation. On Ivlarch 6, 1967, the
Board of Directors of the Benedurn Foundation generously
funded the grant request.
Immediately after the funding of Project-1NC, Professor

Shahan, the five West Virginia secondary school teachers, and
this writer began to construct a detailed topical outline of the

subjects to be presented in the resource book and the summer institute. fro ensure that this state-wide program would
he relevant to the needs of teachers, each school system in
the state was requested to make detailed recommendations
regarding the specific objectives of the project. After rewing the questionnaires and consulting with scholars
throughout the nation, a tentative topical outline was prepared. Upon the completion of the tentative outline,
nationally recognized scholars were selected to act as consultants to the project.
During the 1967-68 academic year, these consultants
worked closely with the director of ProjectMC and the

vi

teachrs. Through the excellilt.
five West V
tion that was e$Uttfl siwl, the ohjoctives of the p
implemented ond the topical ontlines ror the resource book
d the institial.e were finalized. Each consultant prepared a
IA

position papil 'for his ussitflied topic and organized an inII
wock ii tho institute,
structional. prooniii for LiaIlII(
meanwhile, th40S1). consultants assisted the teachers In preparing r comittjidaLons regarding selek..ted 1)11 iliof4raphu..,s for
students and. tuachers, instructional media materials, and
classroom

tec nnues and .ietivities for presenting each of the

topics.
The ontimi;

I, this res
iree honk yen( .t the cooperative work of the consultants Lind the teachers. The resource

book is orgar iII into six chapters. The first five chapters
consist of th, topical summary papers of the consaltants.
Chapter I 1\/1.Mis: -ISM-LENINISM, was prepared by Professor

Gerhart Niemeyer, professor of government. University of
Notre Damo, This paper includes a discussion of ideologies
such as atheism, materialism and humanism, as eighteenth
and nineteenth century backgrounds to communism; social
movements before the twentieth century; the tenets of Karl
Marx and Friedrich Engels; Marxism-Leninism; and more
recent communist ideolof.4y,

Professor Herbert J. Ellison, director of International

Programs, University of Washington, wrote Chapter 11, 'NE
BOLSHEVIK q,EvoLuTION AND DEVELOPMENT OF
SOVIET COMMUNISM. This chapter considers nineteenth

century Russian revolutionisni, the Bolshevik Revolution,
Lenin's regOle, Stalin's regime and de-Stalinization. The
topic of WORLD COMMUNISM is presented in Chapter III
Prepared by l''.rofessor Milorad l. Drachkovitch senior staff
member, Hoover InStitUtiOn Ofi War, Revolution, and Peace,
Stanford UrtiVin$ity, this summary paper refers to the history
of internationaj communism, the communist conquest of

East-Central Nutope, the Sino.Soviet conflict, and present.
day events ati they relate to the international scene.

Chapter IV, THE SOVIET COMMUNIST REGIME, was

written by .P1:o1essor Andrew Gyorgy, professor of International Affairs, Institute for Sino-Soviet Studies, George

V II
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Wzuthington University . IL embodies a discussion or the Soviet

Union's political, legal, and economic systems. Other aspects

of Soviet culture are aiso considered. The final summary
paper, Chapter V, POLITICAL AND ECONOMIC INSTITUTIONS OF TIlE UNITED STATES, was prepared by Profes:AA- W. L. Caucncwald, chairman, Political S,Acuev D'Parl

ment, Ball State University. This chapter includes a broad
interpretation of the theoretical foundations of democracy,
the economic system of the United States, and contemporary
economic issues.

The concluding chapter of the resource hook, Chapter
VI, INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS, was prepared by the
teachers with the assistance of the consultants. Organized in
terms of the chapter topics presented in the first five chapters

if the resource book, each section of Chapter VI recommends bibliogaphies for teachers and students, teaching
concepts, key terms, classroom activities, discussion ques-

tions, and educational media materials that can be utilized by
classroom teachers in preparing instructional units. All of the

instructional materials that are cited in the chapter will be
made available to West Virginia teachers. Along with these
materials, West Virginia teachers may request instructional
materials consisting of over two thousand books and a wide
variety of films, filmstrips, tapes, maps, sample teaching
units, and previously published resource books that were
collected by the curriculum center of ProjectTAC. In addition, audio tapes of the summer institute lectures are available; these lectures do, of course, correspond to the topics of
the summary papers in this resource book. To obtain all of
the aforementioned materials, teachers should write: Director, Center for Instructional Technology, West Virginia

Institute of Technology, Montgomery, West Virginia 25136.
TEACHING ABOUT COMMUNISM : A RESOURCE
BOOK has been designed to assist West Virginia educators to
develop teaching units that will be appropriate for their
respective schools and grade levels. It was never intended that
this publication should serve as an instructional program that
would merely be imposed on a school system or its teachers.
The summary papers that comprise the first five chapters are
VIII
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for the teacher's use. The reading level of this material is
beyond the level of most students. The contents of the f list
five chapters are intended to give the teacher a basic background concerning topics that might be presentet in teaching

units; it is hoped that the individual teacher will be encouraged to read definitive works on these topics and the
wealth of original source material that is available.
It would he impossible for this writer to list the names of

of those who contributed to ProjectTAC. The contributions of Professor Shahan and the previously mentioned

consultants and West Virginia teachers were absolutely
essential to the project. This writer is also greatly indebted to
the following persons associated with West Virginia Instita Le
of Technology: W. Clay Hamilton, a former faculty member,

who coordinated the activities of the summer institute;
Ronald Alexander, assistant professor of history, who read
the manuscript of the resource book; James S. Brill, director,
Center for Instructional Technology, who provided assistance
and advice concerning instructional materials; Suzanne M.
Riggio, former director, Office of Public Information, who

read the manuscript and offered valuable suggestions regarding many matters pertaining to the project. This writer is

especially indebted to Bernice Johnson who served as a
secretary to the project and cataloguer of the curriculum
materials center. Mrs. Johnson typed the manuscript of the
resource book and contributed in many ways to all aspects of
the project.
It is hoped that West Virginia educators will find this
resource book to be of assistance to them in the design of
instructional units. This writer sincerely solicits inquiries and
comments from those who utilize it.
Donnell B. Portzline
Professor of Education and Social Sciences
Editor and Director, ProjectTeaching About Commimism
West Virginia Institute of Technology
Montgomery, West Virginia 25136
September, 1975
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Chapter I

MARXISM-LENINISM
By Gerhart Niemeyer

A. Revolutionary Ideologies Before Marx

Communism has been called an ideology in arms. This
means that it is a movement occasioned and initiated by a
body of ideas which has the character of an ideology. In the
beginning were the works of Karl Marx, some of them written in collaboration with Feiedrich Engels, who added several
books of his own later. "Marxism" w such, though, was not

the produ.ct of Marx but rather of his followers, including
Engels, who saw Marx's ideas as somewhat more of a complete system than he had allowed. The system of ideas carried

a message demanding certain action, which in turn led to
Vladimir Ilyich Lenin's elaboration of the ideology into a
body of dogmas concerning Party organization and revolutionary strategy. It was Lenin, too, who organized what is
now the Communist party in strict accordance with the
requirements of the ideology as he -saw it. Thus, the sole

reason for the Communist movement, Or party, is the
ideology first created by Marx, as interpreted and expanded

by Lenin. For that reason, the ideology is now officially
called MaraismLeninism
"Ideology" is a term that should be used strictly. From

the beginning of the nineteenth century, the term has
denoted ideas stemming, not from the mind's openness

toward truth, but rather from the will to power, or from the
will to impose a preconceived idea on the world. These ideas
are, therefore, basically irrational and untrustworthy.
"Ideology," the word itself, goes back to Destutt de Tracy

(1801), whose school of thought Napoleon Bonaparte
bnished away contemptuously as "ideologists." Since then,
the word has retained a derogatory character, meaning something like "doctrinaire," or "false consciousness." Marx himself used the word and concept prominently when he implied
that all ideas or concept structures in the present-day society

are meant only to mask the power interests of the ruling
1
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class. Karl Mannheim, the famous sociologist and himself a
Marxist, made a study of the phenon-ienon of ideology in his
Ideology and Utopia. Recently, the term has been used in the
sense of "distorted mentality" (Voegelin), meaning a mentality n.- longer oriented toward the understanding of reality
but rather toward a fancy or dream of a non-existent reality.
Sometimes this "second reality" has been presented in the
form of a "utopia." Utopia (meaning "nowhere") was the
name of a work by Thomas ltiore, a chancellor of Henry VIII;
it had a number of imitators later. A utopia is essentially an
imagined social order which works in perfect harmony but
only because sone key feature of the actual hurnan reality
has been left out. Thus, Thomas More himself said that his

utopia would work if it were not for "superbia," i.e., the
besetting sin of pride whkh, however, is a basic feature of
vitiated human nature that must be taken into account by
any political structure.
Eric Voegelin has recently analyzed the type of ideologies
that have emerged in the last century and a half. He refers to
then as "ersatz-religions" because they envisage something

like human salvation from all evil, not in terms of divine
action, but political. 'Their goal is the creation of a future
realm of perfect freedom and harmony. Voegelin's widely
accepted meaning of the term distingvislws "ideology" from

the antonym "philosophy" (or "theory"), meaning love of

truth and deep insight into the world as given to us by

experience, while 'ideology" applies to irrational systems of
thought based on the -will to see the world in a preconceived
way and not to adknowledge any facts to the contrary. When
such doctrines bring forth political mass movements, they
seek to attain total, or totalitarian, power precisely because
their idea-systems conflict with actual reality and they desire

to bend reality so as to make it conform. The modern
totalitarian movements all have had ideological character
which distinguishes them from an old-fashioned autocracy
aiming merely at untroubled political stability.

Recent studies (Norman Cohn, Pursuit of the Millennium) have thrown light on the history of ideological movements in our Western Civilization. One can distinguish two
2
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waves, one of religious ideologies, which were prevalent from

1200 to 1600, and one of secular ideologies, from 1750
onward. Among the religious ideologies, there were some that

organized themselves for political action and totalitarian
power, controlling territory and maintaining armies. k predominant pattern of the religious ideologies turned on the
expectation

of an imminent millennium (the

concept,

"thousand years," stems fro ie Rev. of St. John 20: 2-5),
often imagined as a "third age," the "age of the Spirit" in
which there would be no more laws, authorities, church,
government, private property, or inequalities. Many of these

groups considered themselves beyond good and evil and,
thus, incapable of doing any wrong, an attitude which made
them defy the laws. Others considered themselves the armed
instruments of the coming utter transformation of the world,
for the sake of which they would first have to conquer and
suppress all their opponents. The last of these religiouspolitical ideologies played a frightening part in the English
revolution around the middle of the seventeenth century.
The ideologies that began to appear with increasing frequency and virulence from the second half of the eighteenth
century Can also be called millenarian , since they, too, looked
toward a radically changed world free from all evil. While the
religious ideologies, however, assumed some kind of supernatural intervention, even when they saw themselves as the
armed forces of supernatural powers, the modern ideologies
relied wholly on political action of some kind or another, i.e.,
on world-immanent factors, to bring about the envisaged
millennium . The secular rnillenarian ideologies, to which

Marxism was a late addition, sprang up in great numbers and
varieties during the one hundred years after 1750. The most

frequent patterns, though, contained certain common features: a) the idea of a perfect social order without govern-

ment, private property, inequality, or other evil, as the

historical setting for a fully human life; b) the idea of history
as a movement, in stages, toward that social condition which

would be history's climax, the movement described sometimes as automatic progress, sometimes as the deliberate
realization of a utopia, and sometimes as a revolution or
3
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series of revolutions; c) the identification, with this movement of history, of some social element that would act in the

role of history's servant in the fulfillnient of mankind's
ultimate destiny.

When Marx appeared on the scene a nu ber of ideol-

ogies were very prominent.
Progressivism, the belief that all vicissitudes automatically

and inevitably add up to the steady progress of the "total
mass of humanity" was first formulated by Anne Robert
Jacques Turgot (1727-81) but received its most eloquent
articulation through Marie Jean Antoine Condorcet
(1743-94). He divided history into ten phases, of which the
tenth, yet to come, would be the ultimate perfection of man,
a world-wide culture, and the cessation of social evils. Progressivism did not bring forth an organized political move-

ment, but, as a general tendency of thinking, it influenced
the entire era.

Fourierism, named after Charles Fourier (1772-1837),
envisaged a society in which men would live in well-ordered
communities of 1,620 people each, their life being ordered in
accordance with the structure of the human passions, which
Fourier believed had been badly distorted by civilization and
its morality. Once this social plan were realized, nature also
would progress toward perfect harmony without harsh cli-

mates or arid soil. Fourier's doctrine was popularized by
Victor Prosper Conside-rant in 1838. Although the Fourierist
movement continued for some time and even founded a few
settlements according to Fourier's plan, its decline was relatively rapid.
Baint-Sim onism was initiated by Claude Henri De

Rouvroy Saint-Simon (1760-1820, the first to look on the
industrial age as the key age of history. He anticipated a

reorganization of mankind under the leadership of the
"industrial class" (comprising both management and labor)

and thought up a new religion to go with the new order.
Saint-Sinionrn was summarized by Amand Bazard in 1829.

Bazard and Barthelemy Prosper Enfantin led the SaintSim onians, who, after the death of their master, attained
great influence all over Europe. Eventually, quarrels within
4
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the leading group fatally weakened the movement.
Positivism's leading exponent was Auguste Com.:e

(1798-1857), Saint-Simon's pupil, who broke away from
Saint-Simonism to develop his own views lie is best known
for his "three ages" of history, the "theological, metaphysical
and positivist" ages. The third of these, still to be realized,
would see a completely rational organization of all human
life under the leadership of scientists and bankers. Conte also
elaborated a new religion which substituted worship of mankind for worship of God, and an ethic of "altruism" for that

of love. As an organized movement, positivism quickly
declined after the founder's death, but, as the reduction of all

knowledge to the methods characteristic of the natural
sciences, positivism has become one of the most widespread
attitudes of modern times.
Proudlionisrn was founded by Pierre Joseph Proudhon
(1809-1865), a contemporary of Marx and the most popular
socialist thinker in France during the nineteenth century. In
1840, Proudhon formulated the equation "property=theft.

He advocated the abolition of the state and, thus, became
one of the originators of the anarchist tnovernent.
Blow uism's basic tenets had their origins in 1795, toward

the end of the French Revolution, when Gracchus Babeuf
organized the first communist conspiracy, an enterprise that
aimed at eventual dictatorship, abolition of all private

property, and complete regimentation by the state. His
message was picked up in the 1830s by August Blanqui
(1805-1881), who preached class struggle and revolutionary

dictatorship as the road to a new realm of freedom and
envisaged a revolutionary technique in the form of action by
small but well-disciplined cadres.

When Karl Marx came to Paris in the fall of 1843, the
city had been a hotbed of secret societies, revolutionary
papers and magazines, conspiracies, and insurrections for
more than a decade. Socialist ideas had already played a role
during the French Revolution. After the end of the revolution, the idea of socialism had fermented until, during the
1830s, it manifested itself in a variety of socialist schools and
magazines. In 1842, the German writer Lorenz von Stein firs
5
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surveyed this phenomenon in a book called Socialism and

Communism in France. Ile tried to reduce all these schools to
a common denominator by means of a distinction between

"state" (the government) and "society" (the web of economic activities), betveen which he discovered a number of
"contradictions" that spawned socialist movements. He felt
that these movements had inherited the promise of freedom
and equality of the French Revolution and had carried it
from the political into the economic sphere. Thus arose what
was then called "the social question," namely the question of

how freedom and equality could be realized apart from

political rights, which usually meant the question of private
property. Von Stein also pointed out that there was a new
"class," the industrial workers, whose aspirations the
socialists represented.
Marx's socialism vas different from all the other varieties
in that Marx thought the class struggle w ould eventually
come to the point where the uprising of the workers as a class
would accomplish the downfall of the present-day society

and bring about the "realm of freedom." He called this

"scientific socialism," referring to his doctrine of the "laws
of history" as the "sciepce" that revealed the necessity of the
coming proletarian revolution arid the future socialist age,
and contrasting his "scientific socialism" with the "utopian

socialism" of such men as Proudhon. All the same, the
followers of Proudhon and other anarchists gained great
influence under the leadership of Mikhail Bakunin

(1841-1816), who later rivaled Marx for the leadership of the

First International (1864-1873). The followers of Blanqui
also were active in many insurrections. Among others, they

predominated in the so-called Paris Commune of 1871, which
briefly governed Paris following a successful socialist uprising.
Meanwhile, in England, a socialist movement called Chartism

rose strongly until it floundered of its own indecision in
1849. Later, after 1881, the new Fabian Society developed a

non-Marxist brand of "gradualist" socialism which sought to
realize its ideas through influence on administrations and
legislation_ In Gerrna.ny, Ferdinand Lassalle (1825-1864)
founded a labor party hi 1863, but his emphasis on the state
6
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and change through legislation was distinctly non-Marxist. In
Italy, where Anarchism was widespread, socialist ideas
appeared in the thinking of Gioseppe Mazzini (1805-1872),
an Italian who figured significantly in the movement for
unification of Italy.

After Marx's death, the varieties of socialism that predominated were mainly four : a) Anarchism, or, in its later
form, Anarcho Syndicalism; hostile not only to the state and

organized government, but also to a strong party organization; b) Marxist Democratic Sociism, characteristic of the
socialist parties organized at the Second International, 1889,
with its center of gravity in the German Social Democratic

party that resulted,

in

1875, from the combination of

Lassalleans and adherents of Marx; c) Fabiaii socialism, in-

fluential in England and, to some extent, in the United
States; and d) Leninist Marxism, developed out of the rejection of the Second International after its failure to prevent
World War I in 1914.
B, M. x's "Religion of Revolution"

Kasi Marx was born in 1818 in ririer, a medium-sized city

on the German-French border in the Moselle Valley. His
parents were of Jewish descent, recently converted to the
Christian religion. His father practiced law; there was no
poverty in the family.
In 1837, Marx went to Berlin University, where he joined

a circle of young Hegelians, followers of the philosopher
Georg Wilhelm Friedrich Hegel, who had died in 1831.
Hegel had left to his followers the impression that he had
attained the philosopher's goal in discovering the ultimate
truth, not only f r his age, but for all ages. His philosophy of
history explainec ill change through the action of Absolute
Mind (or Spirit) which, going through vatious stages of im-

perfection, would ultimately "come to itself" in the final
stage of "absolute knowledge " Ilegel's formulation that
everything real is rational and everything rational, real, had

led to a split among his followers, sonic of whom saw
rationality in things that existed, while the others wanted to
7

bring about a rati nality that did not yet exist. This second
group, the "Left Hegelians," wanted above all to embody
rationality in this world rather than leave it in the form of
metaphysics, or merely thought-about transcendence." The
_latter caused some Left Hegelians to attack Christianity as
inferior to Hegel's kind of redemption. David Friedrich
Strauss's Life of Jesus (1835) and Ludwig Andreas Feuerbach's Essence of Christianity (1841.) set the pattern for this
"critique of religion." Feuerbach argued that all religion was
nothing more than a projection of m.an's own noblest attributes to an imagined being; in his view, , man had created
God, rather than God, man Accordingly, man only need
"take back" his own attributes in order to "be free." Bruno
Bauer, Marx's teacher, was the leader in the "critique" of all
political conditions in the light of' the full rationality which
Hegel was believed to have promised. Soon all Left Hegelians

engaged in the "critique" of this or that, but particularly of
Christianity and other forms of religion. This was the situation when Marx joined the fray.

Marx had obtained his Ph.D. from Jena University in
1841. He intended to become a professor, but about that
time the authorities became suspicious of the Left Hegelians,
and Marx found the door to the academy barred . He went to
Cologne as editor of the Neue Rheinische Oeitung, a liberalprogressive newspaper, in which he wrote on various social,
legal, and political situations, always applying "critique" of
everything for supposed irrationalities. Within a year, he ww
fired; a little later he went to Paris to join his friend Arnold
Ruge in a literary venture of "critique," the Gennan-French
Yearbooks. Only one double issue of this periodical

appeared, 1844, containing two contributions by Marx and
one by Friedrich Engels. At that time, Marx established a
friendship with .Engels that was to last for life. The two
collaborated on some works during the following years. In

Paris, Marx made contact with the various socialist and
communist societies then flourishing in the city; here he met
Proudhon, Blariqui Bakunin and other revolutionaries. Expelled by the French government, he went to Brussels, where,
in 1847, he joined the "Communist League," a revolutionary
8
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society mainly composed of exiled Germans. For this group

he wrote, n Late 1847 and early 1848, The Communist
Manifesto.

At the Um of the 1848 revolution, Marx returned to

'Cologne and the Neue Itheiniscize Zeitung, but was indicted.

Although he was acquitted. IMarx had to leave when the
revolution collapsed. This time, be ended up in London,
where he resided until his death. Having become convinced,
in 1850, that a iteneral revolution was not to flare up again in
the near future, he turned to economic studies. For a livelihood, he wrote tor American newspapers. Mainly, however,
he depended on donations from Friedrich Engels, who, as the
son of a success-NI businessman and a Manager of the family
enterprise himself, was able to help Marx again and again,
even establishing a yearly allowance of three hundred fifty
pounds for him. Nevertheless, Marx's financial position remained precarious, mainly because he insisted on a "respectable" standard of living without earning much money himself. Furthermore, he declined a chair at a German university
in order to remain independent.
In 1864, Marx and Engels helped found the International
Workingmen's A ssoc iation, the so-called "First International." Its. characteristic feature was a strong central
council compared with winch no real power resided in any
.0c. or group ixf members. Soon Marx's and Engels's position
was threatened by Bakunin, who sharply opposed them on
the questions of state and party organization. Bakunin was
defeated, but with difficulty, and Engels transferred the
International tO the United States; this led to its practical
demise in 1873. Marx was involved with his rival Bakunin
once more in 1871, during the Paris Commune. Marx originally disapproved of the commune, while Bakunin hailed it
enthusiastically. However, in order not to leave the myth of
this revolutionary enterprise to the Anarchists, Marx subsequently endorsed it, too, and succeeded in attaching the
symbolism to his cause. Other than in these episodes, Marx
and Engels acted only as political advisors to their actively
engaged followers, particularly in Germany-.

Karl Marx is best knowri for two of his works, The
0
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Communist Manifesto, 1848, and his three-volume magnum
opus, Das Capital, of which only the first volume was pub-

lished during Marx's lifetime in 1887. Engels edited and
published the other two volumes in 1885 and 1894. A fourth
volume, Theories of Surplus Value, was put together from

Marx's notes by Karl Kautsky. It was prior to The Cornmunist Manifesto, however, that Marx formulated his world
view in a number of writings, few of which were published at
that time. The most important of the "early writings" are:
Critique of Hegel's Philosophy of Right (1844), Economic

and Philosophic Manuscripts of 1844 (first published in
1932), The Holy Family (1845), The German Ideology (pub-

lished in part in 1846), and The Poverty of Philosophy
(1847). The publication of the Economic and Philosophic
Manuscripts in 1932 gave rise to a new wave of interest in
Marx. A great number of books have been written since then
on the "early Marx," or the "humanistic" Marx.
The "early writings" can be divided into two groups. Up
to 1845, Marx was writing mainly about "Oienation," the
estrangement of man from his society and in his society, and
what would be an order in which man could be at home.
Beginning with the German Ideology in 1846, however, Marx

turned his attention to the "laws" which, according to him,
governed the forward movement of history in spite of what
men thought and intended. These two quite contradictory
emphases were then combined in the Communist Manifesto,
which speaks of a necessary and impersonal movement of
history toward a climax of a perfectly harmonious order.
Marx's later works only elaborated his world view and its two

disparate ideas. Capital, especially, consists merely of ela-

borate proofs of a conclusion Marx had reached almost
twenty years before.

In the context of high school instruction, it may not be
feasible to probe too deeply into Marx's philosophical

thoughts. Simplifying rigorously, one may say that the
writings of 1843-45 revolve around the thesis that whatever
exists must be destroyed because it is irrational, untrue, and
inhuman. This idea has three aspects: the utter unworthiness
of everything that exists, the truth and humanity of things to
10
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come, and "ruthless destruction" as the way from here to
there. The concept by which Marx described the falseness
and inhumanity of the present was "alienation," or sometimes "self-estrangement." These terms come from Hegel, by
way of Feuerbach, but it is impossible to go into their history
here. Marx wished to say that aspects of human nature and
human life which belong together are torn apart and
separated by virtue of the structure and the social order. He

dwelled particularly on two manifestations of this fragmentation: a) Man's thought (above all, when it tikes 'the
form of universal and generalizing concepts) has become
separated from his practical life. Man is confronted by tile
products of his brain as if they were realities with a life of
their own. Whenever Marx encountered universal concepts,
he saw in them evidence of "alienation," so that an institution like the state, which ih based on the concept "man," alPo

partakes of this alienation. Foremost among these "alienated" products of consciousness is religion. Philosophy runs a
close second, followed immediately by political concepts. As

an alternative to these generalizing ways of thought, Marx
offered his own concept of "man in his real activity," as well
as his belief that theory and practice really form a unity, If
man is to have a human existence, the unity must be restored.

b) Man's labor has been estranged from him by tile

development of the "division of labor," causing production
to be subjected to the forces of supply and demand. Marx
proclaimed, in the Economic and Philosophic Manuscripts,
that man is a "self-creating" being. What he meant was that,
unlike other animals, man could not survive on raw nature.

He was forced to fashion for himself clothes, food and
shelter, as well as tools to procure them, thereby creating
"his own life" through the objects he produced. Thus, Marx
identified labor with man's essence, As Aristotle said: "More
than anything else, labor is man." From this, Marx concluded

that when the labor process comes under the control of
another, man is separated, or "alienated," from his own life
and from his "species." The alien control over human labor is
established, for instance, through slavery, but another form is

ii
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through the market forces of supply and demand, making
someone else's suits dictate what one should produce and
whether or not one may obtain a living through one's labor.

The market forces, in turn, are consequences of the "division
of labor," i.e., specialization in certain branches of labor,
which deprive man of his universal character and make of
him a special tool. The exchange and its laws then become an
inescapable necessity. . The forces of the market are not
planned or designed and confront all men as an "alien, hostile

power." A society based on the division of labor and the
market exchange is an "alienated society," a whole system
contrary to humanity.
What Marx had supplied through these ideas is a definition, of evil in human life. Since the alienation, according to
him, extended to the whole of society, the "destruction of
everything that exists" is the prerequisite of the liberation, or
emancipation, of man. At first, Marx may have imagined,
together with other Left Hegelians, that this "destruction"

could remain purely in the mind. As one "exposed" the

irrationality of existing conditions, the slumbering rationality
of people would be awak ened. Marx conceded that this had

been done successfully with respect to religion, but considered this only the beginning for a radical attack on all
practical conditions of existence, for which religion merely
served as a mollifying "opium." His name for that attack was
"radical revolution," one which should be sweeping enough
not to leave "the pillars of the house standing."
Such a revolution, to be sure, would not occur merely in
the mind, but would he brought about by brute force. And
who would supply the force? Marx gave his answer first in a
general definition:

... a class with radical chains, a class of civil society which is not
all

a class of civil society, an estate which is the dissolution of
estates, a sphere which has a universal character by its universal
sufferings and claitris no particular right because no particular
a sphere,
wrong but wrong generally is perpetrated against it.
finally, which cannot emancipate itself without emancipating
itself from all other spheres of society, which in a word is the
complete loss of man, and hence can win itself only through the
complete re-winning'of man.
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His specifications mean 'hat there is a "class" vhich
tcptc:icut all i-aarikind

(1,L,
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specifications set, Marx then looked wound mor a hying
example and noti d the cla,:s which was so much talkod about
then, Thus, he concludes his liar:wraith: -This dissolution of
society as a particu!ar estate is tlw fwalictoriat,

The "I ,Jws of I listorv"
r ian Ideology Marx introdneed a ne
In the
idea that history moves aecordinit to hioxorable Objective
laws which can be scientifically known. The idea had been
conceived by others before Marx, but it was a new addition
to Marx's own thought, and, what is more, nobody before
him had used it as systematically. "We know but one single
science, the science of histoiy," Marx and Engek wrote. What

they meant was that the knowledge of history's laws contained all the answers to

iman problems that had previously

been supplied by philosophy, ethics, political science, and

economics. They explained history's motion in terms of
human material wants and their satisfaction, for the sake of
which men developed "modes of production." This action
engendered new wants, leading to technical changes which
produced new -modes of production." The movement from
one "mode of production" to another was subject to laws
which could be scientifically formulated, Marx claimed. Ile
insisted that, contrary Lo the history of the modes of production, there was no history of consiAousness, i.e,, consciousness did not follow its own laws of development, but
simply followed along the lines of change in the modes of
production. -Life is not determined by consciousness but
consciousness by life," This is the materialistic explanation of
history (and society), according to which man's economic
activities are primary and fundamental, while Lhe activities of
his reflective mind are i.'onsidered secondary and derived.

A most important point was Marx's belief that one could
know the -laws of history- objectively, since they consisted

in changes in the "modes of production" that could be
observed and traced to such fundamental facts as wants and
13
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ionlific
riirl her claim

produetion. Vrom this claim of a

I
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that the future can also he known "scimItirically.'"Fhis

likcorv as a "science" for ethics
and other disciplines of thought that arc meant to instruct
human choices. One wore point is significwit in this context:
Mire Marx stated at first that the "driving fortes" in history
were innuan needs and the technology of I heir satisfaction, a
few pages lat(r he shifted his position to say that revolutions
wore the driving force in history.
There are, thus, two emphases in Marx which ultimately
are incompatible. Historical materialism maintains that what
happens in history occurs because of a necessity beyond
anyone's control and obedient only to observable "laws." It
also asserts that one can "scientifically- foresee that the
present-day society (bourgeois society) will be followed by a
socialist society, which will he the first socie y without class
distinctions and class rule. One may call this Marx's evolutionary emphasis with the centerpiece being the concept of
entailml tho

11311,1(111

"inexorable laws." Both Marx and Lenin admitted that

revolution, by contrast, is deliberate action requiring a certain type of conscimisness. If, indeed, revolutions are the
milestotws of history, then there is such a thing as a history

of consciousness, at least of revolutionary consciousness. The

fulfillment of history would depend on what happens in
men's minds. This is the revolutionary emphasis. Both
emphases have had their adherents among Marxists, and
Marxists have also tried CO have both together, to combine
them like Marx tried to do. The discrepancy, however, has
had a tendency to show up again and again. Marx called his

socialism "scientific- because he believed he could show that
socialism and the revolution leading to socialism would come
as a matter of historical inevitability. At the same time, he
penned the sentence: "Men make their own history.'

The emphasis on "laws of history," part and parcel of
results,
any variety of Marxism, has certain philosophical
society
as a
people
to
look
on
man
and
his
since it causes
by-product of impersonal historical forces moving at their
own speed and rhythm. This is the reason why people talk
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only of th

y Marx" as the humanistic Marx." Once
Marx's attention %ITT: turned to the study of historical necessity, it, rather than man's humanity, was his chief cont..rn. It
is true he figured that hisiorioal necessity would eventually
with tlw fulfillment of man's humanity in a classless
society. Hut still his variety of socialism is concerned with
social and political forces, the "character of the previa
epoch," and other questions of history's time schedule, and,
thus, with the structure of impersonal change rather than
with man's humanity.
The Communist Manifesto sums up Marx's world view.
Apart from that, it is one of those documents which any
educated person ought to have read carefully, regardless of
how he feels about it. It consists of a preamble and four
parts. Parts I and II are particularly important; Part HI
consists of a critical survey of socialisms other than Marx's
and has chiefly historical interest; the brief Part IV contains
some strategic principles,
Part I deals with three topics. In the first five paragraphs,
we find the general idea that all history is essentially a series

of class struggles, to which is added the assertion that "the

class struggle" in our time has come to a decisive point
because it has been "simplified." Two great hostile camps are

said to be facing each otherbourgeoisie and proletariat.
follows a twenty-paragraph discussion of the
bourgeoisie, its rise to power against the feudal class, and its

There

"revolutionary part" in destroying all previous traditions.
The bourgeoisie has developed the world market, subjected
the countiyside to the rule of the towns, created massive
:ins of production, and loosened every social bond by the
impact of free competition. Then comes a key sentence: "A
similar movement is going on belcre our own eyes." The
"similar" movement is supposedly that of the proletariat;
therefore, Marx implies that this is the new class which will
overthrow the rule of the bourgeoisie, just as the bourgeoisie
overthrew the rule of the feudal class.
If we look closely, however, he describes the two movements in quite dissimilar terms. The bourgeoisie is said to

have risen as the result of new markets and methods of
15
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proletariat is expected to rise through an
produtt
incessant struggle which would go through various phases. It
woulo mount in intemity until the "decisive hour" when the
two camps would openly clash and the bourgeoisie would be
overthrown. One should note a number of important ideas
about the struggle: a) the various "battles" of the proletariat
would aim, not at immediate results, but at the everincreasing strength of the revolutionary forces; I)) the
proletariat alone would have the quality of a "really revolu-

tionary class," meaning that it would not be induced by any
attainment to give up its struggle for the total transformation
of all society; c) the revolutionary sitar tion would become
ripe through the ever-increasing misery oi the workers, to the
point where the bourgeoisie would have to "feed its slaves"
instead of "being fed by them;" and d) the revolution of the
proletariat would differ from all other revolutions in history,
because it alone would be capable of destroying private
property, thereby removing the basis of class rule and class
antagonism.

Part II of the Manifesto deals with the Co _munists and

the r progams; these, of course, zue not the same Com-

munists we know now, but rather the "Communist League"
of Marx's day. The first six paragraphs define the Communists as the "most advanced and most resolute section of
the working-class parties" and claim that they have over all
others "the advantage of clearly understanding the line of
march," The definition is today applhd to the Communists
of Leninist persuasion. These first paragraphs are followed by
a defense of the Communists' major objectives; abolition of
private property, the family, and nations. There is much
sophistry in these pages, but it, too, applies chiefly to the
Communists of 1848.
Toward the end of Part II, one finds two important
paragraphs concerning what the proletariat will do with
public power once it has conquered it. These paragraphs are
frequently overlooked, but they deserve careful and repeated
reading. 1mme'diately following them, Marx lists a ten-point
program, or platform. Most of these points belong to the
arsenal of all liberal and progressive movements. Only a few
16
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among them have a distinctly communist flavor, e.g, establishment of industrial armies" and "gradual abolition of the
distinction between town and eountry." Plti-t II closes with

two paragraphs which sum up Marx's anticipation of the
"realm of freedom" he expected to ensue after the overthrow
of the bourgeoisie.
Although it is important to study The Co rn nist Manifesto in detail (except, possibly, Part HI), it is equally

important to stand back, as it were, and see the total combination of its ideas, i.e., Marx's mes:Age. Equating history
with class struggles, or, rather, with the class struggle," sets
the framework for everything that follows. We gain the
impression of a series of decisive changes in the structure of
society in the past, each resulting from a revolution by which

the ruling class was overthrown, its particular kind of
property shoved aside, and a new "mode of production"
initiated. The important point is that all these changes have
led to the present situation in which there is a class struggle
with a difference. On the one hand, the ruling class of today

is different because it has played a revolutionary part in
dissolving all traditional bonds and, at the same time, it has
developed a means of production of unprecedented capacity.
On the other hand, the revolutionary class is different
because, alone among all revolutionary classes in history, this
one is a class not possessing any property of its own. By its
revolution it cannot set up a new class rule (which by
definition would require a class owning the means of pro-

duction). It must, instead, abolish all previous modes of
production and all private propertythereby the foundation
of classes and class rule. Finally, the situation is different in

that "the class struggle"

is

polarized in our time into a

struggle between only two classes, the bourgeoisie and the
proletariat, all other classes being identified with one of these
two. So it is in this period that one final battle will decide
not only the doom of the bourgeoisie, but also "the class
struggle" as it has gone on in human societies since time
immemorial. From the victory of the proletariat will emerge
a humanity freed from the ancient curse of private property
and class antagonism. Human destiny will be fulfilled.
17
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Marx's message thus turns chiefly on the struggle between

the bourgeoisie and its -grave-diggers," the proletariat. He
inentions a number of economic and political developments
future
that will help this struggle. I le makes clear that
socialism requires the previous development of production
methods by the bourgeoisie. Essentially, though, the message
lies

in the characterization of the two "camps" and the

prediction of the outcome: the bourgeoisie is the epitome of
ail evils that have ever beset mankind; the proletariat is the
"only rev ilutionary class," propertyless, therr fore untainted
by evil and destined to liberate mankind. The proletariat has
a "historical mission." To accomplish it, the working class
the

must be conscious of it. By virtue of that mission,

proletariat is "the class that holds the future in its hands." In
this character of the proletariat lies the guarantee which Marx
holds outhistory moves not only forward but upward.

D. From Capitalism to Social'.
Das Capital, Marx's life work, comprises three for-

bidding-looking volumes. The general reader can pick up the
salient ideas in the first of them. Even though Marx is best
known for this work, one must say that it does not add
anything to his pre-1848 works through which 11.e formulated

his world view. Capital is mainly an elaborate proof of a
foregone conclusion.

The ideas of Vblume I fall into two groups, the first
concerning the structure of -bourgeois society," the society
based on the "capi.:alist mode of production," the second
dealing with the development of that society toward its

ultimate downfall in a final economic cnsis accompanied by
social revolution. The first group, the structural maalysis,
that
cent:.!rs on the concept of surplus value, trying to prove
exploitanothing
but
the
instituted
capitalism as a system is
tion of labor; the concept of surplus value, in turn, is based
For his prediction of
on Maxx's doctrine of economic value.
the inevitable collapse of bourgeois society, Marx relied
above all on his "general law of capitalist accumulation";
however, he also referred to the law of the declining rate of
18
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profit and his theory of economic crises.

In general, it is noteworthy that the one ma or work to
which Marx devoted his life after 1850 consisted of an
analysis of the -pfesent-day society,- as he called it, rath(T
than of the ideal society of the future, or of the entire series
of societies which, according to his view, have succeeded each
other in history. It was out of his study of the present-day

society that he concluded the unavoidability of the future
socialist society, a., well as the great good that must come
from the "destruction of everything that exists.
The proof of the presnu-day society's total decadence
hinged on the concept of surplus value. All economic value,
Marx assumed, was determined by the amount of labor
required to produce a good, or, to be more precise, the
amount of labor that would be typically necessary to produce something in a given society at a given level of technology. This is the so-called labor theory of value, widely
accepted in Marx's time. At present, economists use the
so-called marginal utility theory of value, by which value is
t_etermined by the utility something has for the economic

man "at the margin," i.e., at the point of a decision on

whether or not to add or subtract a unit.
The labor theory of value has long been abandoned as
unreliable. In Marx"8 writings, however, its significance lies
not in economic analysis, but in an evaluation of the social
relationship between employer and laborer. Labor is brought
into the market like a commodity, Marx said, and sells at its
economic value, determined, like that of other commodities,
by the amount of labor required for production. Labor
power is -produced," of course, by feeding, clothing, and
housing a worker and his family. Whatever the cost of this
upkeep may be, that is the value of labor power. Marx went
on to say that every worker works off the cost of his own
upkeep in a fraction of, the full day for which he is engaged.
If this fraction be one half, then, during half of the working
day, the worker produces value equivalent to the value of his
own labor power, but during the remainder of the day he
produces value over and above what the employer had to pay
to obtain his services. This "over and above" is what Marx
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called surplus value, which he described as net gain for the
employer.
Surplus value, according to Marx, is the sole source of all

.apital; therefore, capital is nothing ln.t the value derived
from labor for which the capitalist has not paid anything.

This is called exploitation. Marx also asserted that wages tend

to remain at subsistence level, since competition and the
introduction of machinery compels each capitalist to depress
his labor cost as much as possible. The charge of exploitation
which Marx raised was not against the individual capitalist,
but lather against the system as a whole, the capitalist being
only a faithful if helpless functionary.
The "general law of capitalist accumulation" appears to
have a complex conceptual structure, but it is simple. Marx
assumed that competition is the driving energy of capitalism,
but he saw mounting difficulties and deepening "inner contradictions" resulting from this. There is a whole catalogue of

"inner contradictions," e.g., the "contradiction" between
increasing wealth oi the system as a whole and the increasing
misery of the masses, the "contradiction" between more and

more "social" production and private appropriation, the
contradiction" between rising production and diminishing
or stagnating consumption, and so on. As capital "accumulates," it also "concentrates" in larger and larger units, which,
in turn, are "centralized" in fewer and fewer hands. The class
of capitalists grows smaller.
On
other hand, progressing technology of production

causes an unemployed or half-employed surplus population,

forming an "industrial reserve army" that becomes a perpetual source of cheap labor. Thus, larger and larger masses
sink into ever deepening poverty and degradation. From the
capitalist urge to expand production, there results, every
once in a while, an incapacity of the ma.-ket to absorb the
total product. A crisis of the entire system is created. Such a
crisis occurs periodically and supposedly grows worse. This

trend combines with other tendencies to bring capitalism
nearer to collapse to the same degree to winch it succeeds in
own terms. Finally, "the centralization of the means of

production and socialization of labor at last reach a point
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where they become incompatible with their capitalist

integument. This integument is burst asunder. The knell of

capitalist private property sounds. The expropriatoisite
expropriated."
Capital is frequently considered an economic treatise.
Actually, it is a sociological analysis, written in the langila..;o

of economics, of the power structure of a certain type of
society. The analysis seeks to show that the workers themselves, by producing surplus value, "forge the chains" which
fetter them. The attentive reader is supposed to infer that
only the workers themselves, by their insurrection, can put
an end to the system. The sociological analysis, however, also
has a moral function in that it is meant to provide factual
wounds for the total condemnation of the bourgeois society
as a system, irrespective of any particular, immoral action.
From the sociological analysis follows the indictment of the

system for e%ploitation, i.e., taking advantage of the workers'
necessity to have to sell their labor power in order to live and
appropriating to the capitalist value that actually belongs to
the workers who created it, Finally, the sociological analysis
is meant to demonstrate that, apart from everything else, the
capitalist system is wasteful, inefficient, and beset by "contradi,:ti 3ns" among its various aspects. As a system of production, it could not even be called rational. These judgments

are implied in what appears to the reader to be a purely
objective economic analysis.

The "early writings" form one group, Capital and some
other economic writings (notably the Critique of Political
Economy, 1859), another. A third group may be classified as
"political writings," the most important of which are the
Address of the Central Committee to the Communist League
(1850), the Class Struggles in France (1850), the Eighteenth
Brumaire of Louis Bonaparte (1852), the Civil War in France

(1871), and the Critique of the Gotha Programme (1875). To

these one might add the Inaugural Address of the Workingmen's International Association (1864), except that,
according to Engels, this document does not fairly represent
Marx's views. Because these writings, while not generally

known, contain some important ideas on revolutionary
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strategy, they were carefully studied by Lenin.

The Address (1850) was written during a period when
Marx still expected a renewal of the revolutionary upheavals
of 1848-49. It is an instruction to the German Communists

concerning tWr. relationship with the then revolutionary
democratic (hut not communist) elements of the bourgeoisie.

arx, in effect, told his followers never to settle for any

particular objective.
If the democrats propose proportional, the workers must demand
progressive taxation; if the democrats themselves move for a
moderated progressive taxation, the workers must insist upon a
tax whose rates are so steeply graduated as to bring ruin to big
capital; if the democrats demand a regulation of the state debts,
the workers must demand state bankruptcy.

Since Marx's writings were later dogmatized, these instructions were adopted by the contemporary Communist
party. They meant that concrete demands, in themselves,
must never be allowed to represent the revolutionary cause
but must be used as a means to push revolutionary unrest
beyond any change of settlement. Marx called this the principle of "revolution in permanence." Under the title "permanent revolution," this principle was later taken up by Leon
Trotsky; however, it was discredited eventually as a result of

his political defeat. Today, it is usually called "continuous
revolution" and hailed as a Leninist principle.
The Class Struggles in France and the Eighteenth

Brumaire together contain Marx's analysis of the revolutionary developments in France between 1848 and 1850.
Marx first believed that tho Revolution of 1848 was the
revolution of which he dreamed. Actually, it was merely an
aftermath of the French Revolution of 1789, with the feeble
attempt to push it toward a socialist revolution turning out

failure. In these two works, Marx looked at this
"defeat of the proletariat" in the assumed perspective of an

to be

a

assured future victory of the proletariat over the bourgeoisie.
Having dismissed the possibility of a new revolutionary up-

heaval at that time, he began to see the struggle of tho
proletariat as a long conflict consisting of a number of
"defeats" similar to the failure of 1848. Each defeat, how22
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ever, would contribute toward the proletariat's growing
strength and unity.

The struggle would also have to be fought with non-

proletarian allies. Marx looked at both the petty bourgeoisie
and the peasantry in this light. In The Communist Manifesto,
he had given the impression that the Revolution would be a
single cataclysmic event, a mighty uprising that would
immediately clear the air. His other political writings, however, make the Revolution appear as a long-term strategy
continued for many decades. During this period, the proletariat would be inferior in strength and numbers. In Revolution and Counterrevolution in Germany, another political
tract of this time, Marx and Engels even state that no proletarian revolution could succeed unless it obtained the support
of the peasantry, the same peasantry of which Marx, in the

Eighteenth Brumaire, had spoken in most contemptuous
terms.

The Civil War in Prance rei.resented Marx's desire to
appropriate for his cause the myth of the abortive Paris
Commune of 1871. Marx hailed this uprising as the first
instance of a purely proletarian revolution which had briefly

succeeded and "discovered" the political principle of the
future proletarian rule. Actually, the Paris Commune adopted
a radically democratic power structure. Marx's endorsement
caused the deep confusion which we note later in Lenin's
State and Revolution, where dictatorship is called democracy
and vice versa.

The Critique of the Gotha Programme was a somewhat
irritated reaction of Marx to the proposed platform of the
two socialist parties in Germany which, in 1875, moved
toward a merger. It contained, however, Marx's only elaborate statement of what he expected after the proletarian
seizure of power. Here, he introduced the important concept
of the "period of transition" when society would be no
longer capitalist, nor yet socialist. In this period, there would

be government through a "dictatorship of the proletariat."
By "despotic inroads" it would manage a "revolutionary
transformation" of society. Marx made no definite state-

ments about the duration of this period, except that he
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foresaw two stages in it. rFhere would be a "lir: " stage
allowing no private property or exploitation and compensating each person in accordance with the work he contributed. Since this procedure raised legal problems of distri-

bution, there would have to he a law and, presumably, a state

to enforce the law. In the "higher" state, however, pro.

duction would be so abundant that each person could receive
from society "according to his needs." No legal problem of
fair share would exist. In this stage, there would be no more
law, also rendering the state superfluous. Engels, in the AntiDuehring, spoke explicitly of an eventual "withering away"
of the state. Thus, Marxism emphasizes the state only during
the "period of transition" and looks for an eventual stateless
society.
E. Marxism and Engels and Lenin

As George Lichtheirn in his informative Marxism, An
Historical and Critical Study (19(31) has said, Marxism as an
ideological system of ideas came into existence between
Marx's death in 1883 and Engels' death in 1895. It was

Engels himself whose works came to serve as something like
textbooks of a system of ideas, paxticularly his Anti-Duehring

(1878), or the extract from it published under the title,

Socialism, Utopian and Scientific. One must also mention his

philosophical essay, Ludwig Feuerbach and the End of
German Philosophy (1888), and his Origin of the FarnilY,
Private Property and the State (1884). Another philosophical
work, Dialectics of Nature, was not published until 1925.
Engels tended to assume that Marx had created a new universal science concerning both history and nature. He also
assumed the authority so formulate its principles in sweeping
generalizations. In doing so, he carried Marx's ideas into areas

Marx himself never touched. At the same time, Engels,
impressed not only by Marx, but equally by Charles Darwin,
stated Marxism in more evolutionary terms than Marx had
done. In this wEy, Marxism emerged as a system pretending

to have explanations and answers for every possible aspect of
knowledge and for all time. Engels particularly is responsible

for the formulation of "dialectical materialsim," now the
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official philosophy of communism and not to be confused
with Marx's materialfst explanation of historical changes and
social structures. Besides Engels, Karl Kautsky in Germany
and Georgi Plekhanov in Russia helped to formulate Marxism
as a system.

In the Anti-D _hring, as has been already mentioned,

Engels formulated his well-known phrase that the state, after
the Revolution, would -wither away"; this assertion was in

opposition to the Anarchists, who wanted to "abolish" the
state. Engels characterized the state as a temporary phenomenon of history, having the sole function to suppress the
lower classes in the interest of the property owy!eri; He gave
the impression that the character of society would change as

soon as the bourgeoisie was overthrown. "The first act by
virtue of which the state really constitutes itself the representative of the whole of societythe taking possession of
the means of production in the name of societythis is, at
the same time, its last independent act as a state."
Unlike Marx, Engels apparently did not foresee a lengthy

"period of transition" replete with a dictatorial "revolutionary transformation of society." He wrote as if the great
social transformation would come almost by itself as the
result of the proletarian insurrection. One has the impression
that the change would be completed within a few weeks or,
at most, a few months. Thereafter, the state would sink into
obsolescence "like the bronze axe or the spinning wheel,"

and society would be run by a kind of business administration rather than by a government.

The Anti-Duehring and the Ludwig Feuerbach are the
main sources for the philosophy called dialectical materialism
which Engels created. Marx had merely explained historical
change and social structure in terms of underlying economic
foundations, and bad assigned law, government, and all ideas

to the -superstructure," as he said in his Preface to the
Critique of Political Economy. Dialectical materialism, however, is far more. It is a philosophy seeking to explain the
nature of all reality in terms of contradictions, change, and
generation of new essences in the process. Engels's dialectical

materialism turned on three key concepts: a) the unity of
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opposites, b) the "negation of the negation," and c) the
transformation

of quantitative change into qualitative

change. On these foundations, Lenin later was to build a

more explicit structure of dialectical materialsim, solidifed by
talin into philosophical dogma.
Dialectical materialism neither added to, nor subtracted
from, Marx's ideological message. It did, however, reinforce
communist ideology's claim of having answers for every kind
of question and exPlanations for every part of reality. Engels
proclaimed an "either-or" antagonism in philosophy: what is
not dialectical materialism is "idealism," and vice versa. To

understand communist ideology, it is more important to

know that there is such a thing as a general philosophy which
communists claim as their very own and regard as exclusive
of every other philosophy, than to be fully conversant with

all the details of this philosophy. All the same, dialectical
materialism is explained in every communist ideological
textbook.

Engels' Origin of the Family further added to these
pretenses of the ideology by sketching, in the brief compass
of 150 pages, the complete evolution of mankind, discussing
the institutions of family, property, and government. Again,
he offered generalizations encompassing the history of East
and West, North and South; whereas Marx had confined his
analysis not only to the "present-day society" but also, as he
said at one time, to the West. What is more, Engels offered a
survey of historical developments for times prior to historical
records. In the course of his argument, he managed to add
one more cause to the socialist movement, the liberation of
sex relations from the strictures of monogamous marriage.
The co-architect of Marxism in Western Europe was Karl
Kautsky (1854-1938), the leading theoretician of the German
Social Democratic party and author of the Erfurt Program
(1891). Like Engels, he wrote abundantly, teaching Marxism
to the masses. He had a great influence on Lenin until bitter
controversy separated the two after the outbreak of World
War l.

Another theoretical leader among German Marxists was
Eduard Bernstein (1850-1932), whose Presuppositions of

Socialism (1898) cast doubt on some of Marx's chief tenets.
Bernstein pointed out that the development of capitalism had
not conformed to Marx's predictions and that the masses had
neither sunk into deeper misery nor become more revolutionary. Accordingly, he argued, socialints should no longer
look for the Revolution or conduct an irreconcilable class
struggle but, rather, seek to obtain more justice and welfare
in society through legislation, Bernstein's views came to be
called "revisionism," a term which now means any attempt
to moderate the more radical and combative aspects of the
ideology. Kautsky opposed Bernstein, nearly having him
expelled from the party.
In spite of this official condemnation of Bernstein, the

German Social Democratic party practiced a more "reformist" than "revolutionary" line, though it used revolutionary language. The German Social Democratic party con-

stituted the center of gravity in the Second International,
founded in Paris in 1889. The Second International, structurally a loose league of socialist and labor parties, pledged
itself to action that would prevent the outbreak of a general
waz, or to stop that war after it had broken out. When war
came in 1914, however, socialists in France and Germany
supported their governments by voting for war appropriations. The Second International fell virtually to pieces, even
though it was revived after the war.
The 1914 failure of the Second International marked the
end of the Marxist movement which until then had grown
steadily in numbers and influence. Reacting aggressively
against the Second International and Bernstein's ideas, Lenin
developed a new interpretation of Marxism which stressed
the irreconcilability of the class struggle, the total character
of the coming revolution, and the dictatorship of the proletariat. Consequently, a second Marxist movement began after
World War I. This new wave of Marxism, in sharp opposition

to the first, is called Marxism-Leninism. It is the core of
communism as we know it now.
Communism is a foundation of V. I. Lenin. Although we

have examined the writings of Marx and Engels, we must
understand that the two men created no mass movement and
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controlled no organization apart from the First International.
The only precise way to define communism, therefore, is to
call it the movement and the ideology established by Lenin.
It continues to regard Lenin as its highest authority. This fact
leaves no doubt about the identity of the subject matter for

any study of communism. For this reason, the words

"Communism" and "Communist" should be capitalized.
These are the proper names which Lenin's movement gave to

itself. Marx, of course, is relevant, but only insofar as he
entered into the communist ideology by way of Lenin's
interpretation. Logically speaking, it would make perfect
sense to begin a study of communism with Lenin and only to
"flash back" to Marx. Pedagogically, however, such
treatment is difficult, since Lenin becomes much more
understandable once one has comprehended Marx.

"Lenin" was a political alias used by Vladimir Ilyich
Ulyanov (1870-1924), the son of a school official in Simbirsk
(now Ulyanovsk). Lenin's older brother, Alexander, belonged

to a revolutionary and terrorist organization and was executed for being involved in a plot on the life of the emperor.
The event strongly influenced the young Lenin. After
studying law, he devoted his life wholly to revolutionary
activities. Following two periods of banishment to Siberia, he
left Russia in 1900 and joined a small group of revolutionary
Russian intellectuals in Switzerland, where the group edited

Iskra, a revolutionary newspaper. In 1903, the second congess of the Russian Social Democratic party met first in
Brussels, then in London. Over a question of party organiza-

tion, Lenin caused a split between his adherents and the
other party members, the former from then on being called
Bolsheviks, the latter, Mensheviks. This was the first time
Lenin's ideology began to have both an organizing and splitting effect.

The Bolsheviks continued for some time as a faction of

the Social Democratic party, but, by 1912, they had a
full-fledged Russian party organization of their own. In 1918,
the Bolsheviks constituted a separate party, the Communist
party. During World War I, Lenin participated in two socialist
international conferences in the Swiss villages of Kienthal and
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Zirnmernwald where he became the leader of the left radical
opposition to the Second International and laid the foundations for the Third International, which he founded later, in

1919. After the overthrow of the Russian government in
1917, Lenin returned to Russia with the help of the German

authorities. He immediately assumed leadership of the
Bolsheviks and called for the overthrow of the Provisional
Government, composed of liberals and socialists. After an
abortive coup d'e.tat in July, Lenin had to flee to Finland,
from where he returned in September, urging an immediate
uprising against the Provisional Goveniment. This occurred,
under Trotsky's management, in early November. During the
yeaxs following the ensuing civil war, Lenin systematically
destroyed all rival political forces and established the dicta-

torship of his own Party. He suffered a stroke in 1922,
another one in 1923, and died in 1924.
Due to Lenin's way of treating Marx with blind faith, the

aspects of Marx which he endorsed were enshrined

as

dogmas. Communists were allowed to quote them, but never

to question them nor to examine them critically. Lenin
himself changed much in Marx's body of ideas, possibly
believing that he was merely bringing out the true Marx.
Lenin's Imperialism, for instance, furnished a new picture of

bourgeois society with many features not found at all in
Marx's analysis. Lenin's concept of the Revolution implied
the possibility of "making" the Revolution, even where
conditions were not yet ripe, something that would not have
occurred to Marx. Lenin's notion of the Party was wholly
new. Lenin strongly emphasized the roles of consciousness and
revolutionary theory, while Marx left these things to historical development.
With all these revisions, however, Lenin is inconceivable
without Maxx All his thinking and planning revolved around
the core of propositions which Marx bequeathed to his followers, to wit, that the present-day society is incurably and
hopelessly evil and false, that its destruction at the hands of
the working class is imminent, that from it will follow the
emergence of a socialist society, and that class struggle is the
requisite for the accomplishments of this change.
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F. The Vanguard Party and Its Road to Power

The book in which Lenin first put forth his ideology in
coherent form was called What Is To Be Done? (1902). This
title, taken from a famous novel by N. G. Chernyshevsky in
1863, may stand as a motto for Lenin's entire work. Lenin,

unlike Marx, was no longer addressing himself to questions of

human nature and its unfolding, alienation, history, and the
nature of the future. On all these matters, he assumed Marx
had already found the truth, once and for all. Accepting
Marx's pronouncements as his starting point, he asked what
should be done about it. Thus, Lenin's ideological contributions are mainly in the realm of strategy and organization.
What Is To Be Done? contains the ideas that Lenin
brought to the important Second Party Congress of the
Russian Social Democratic party. The first congress, at Minsk
in 1898, hardly deserved to. be called that; it was the 1903
congress at Brussels and London that established and organized the Russian Social Democratic party. Lenin wanted a
small, disciplined, and very homogeneous organization on the

model of a military force; his opponents thought in the
usual and traditional terms of a broad, mass party. The
difference is important, but more important are the ideas

behind it. Lenin thought of revolutionary "consciousness" as
the pilme requisite for a revolution. While Marx also had
made the Revolution dependent on the growth of "class

consciousness" in the proletariat, he had expected it to
develop as a kind of sociological by-product of the class
struggle. Looking back on a half century of proletarian

moderation in Western Europe, Lenin now said flatly that the

proletariat by itself would never attain more than a "tradeunion" consciousness. It would never be interested in anything more than improving the workers' condition in the
bourgeois society.

Revolutionary consciousness for Lenin was a consciousness no longer oriented toward the present-day society, but
toward the socialist future earlier predicted by Marx. Lenin
also sometimes used the term "independent thought," which
meant independent of the influences of the present. Accord30
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ingly, he stated that "without revolutionary theory there can
be no revolutionary movement." The "revolutionary
theory," i.e., Marxist view of history, could obviously be the
property of only a few. Lenin distinguished sharply between

the "spontaneity" of the masses, which to him was reactionary because it reflected the influences of the present,
and "consciousness," which derived the purpose of action
from the Maxxist vision of the future. Only those who were
capable of "consciousness" could form a party capable of
functioning as the leader, the "vanguard" of the masses. The
term "vanguard" evokes the image of a marching army whose

destination is known only by the advanced element. Those
who intended to be revolutionary without "consciousness"
or "theory" would only be the "tail" of the masses (Lenin
spoke actually of "tailism") and thus would remain, in fact,
reactionaries.

Again and again, Lenin returned to the ideology as the
decisive factor in the Revolution. In this context, he made a
statement of far-reaching consequences. There are only two
ideologies, he said, bourgeois and socialsit, for "mankind has
not created a third one." Consequently, he who deviates "in
the slightest" from the strict path of socialist ideology is, in

fact, already in the enemy's camp, though he may esteem
himself a socialist. This "either-or" stricture of Lenin's be-

came the justification for the practice of purges in the
Communist party.

Lenin's insistence on socialist ideology, or "theory," as
the sole basis of a successful revolutionary movement dictated his ideas concerning Party organization and discipline.
The Party should not be an association of all who were in
sympathy with socialist ideas, but only of those who were
actively engaged in revolutionary work. He envisaged a small

band of "professional revolutionaries" whose life would be
dedicated entirely to revolution and who would be maintained for this purpose at the Party's expense. In the interest

of maintaining the unity of theory, freedom of criticism
would not be permitted. Discussion might be allowed before
a decision had been made by the Party leadership, but afterwards the decision was binding on all and beyond criticism.
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This principle was called -democratic centralism." It meant
that discussion was allowed only to move toward a foregone
conclusion. Authority in the Party would be built, not from
the bottom up, but from the top down. The Party would
deliberately be kept small and put under an army-like discipline. It is interesting to note the frequent use of military
terminology in Lenin's writings. He envisaged the Party
advancing over a causeway with swamp on both sides against
a heavily defended fortress. This imagery suggested to him
the need for a small, superbly armed, dedicated, and utterly
disciplined band of fighters who, because of superior organization, would prevail over vastly more numerous and more
powerful enemies.

A certain similarity existed between Lenin's party and
Auguste Blanqui's cadres. Blanqui had some influence on
Lenin by way of the Russian revolutionary writer, P.
Tkachev, but Lenin always claimed there was an essential
difference between him and Blanqui in that he, Lenin, never
forgot Marx's insistence on the revolution by the "overwhelming majority" of the people. Accordingly, cadres were
not enough. The Party had to obtain the support of "the
masses," a term Lenin introduced. The relationship between
the small, professional Party and the masses was to be maintained by a string of non-communist, mass organizations,
each with members belonging for non-political reasons. The
members were to be controlled, however, by a few Communists placed in key positions. Lenin later called these
organizations "transmission belts." A number of these groups
with large membership, strung loosely around the solid core
of the Party, would enable a small number of Communists to
manipulate a vast number of people. In this context, Lenin
made the distinction between -propaganda" and "agitation."
Propaganda he defined as the explanation of a great many
ideas to people, or, rather, the propagation of the communist
ideology, which only a few are able to receive. By contrast,
agitation meant to dwell on one single idea, to expound on it
ceaselessly, to reduce all questions or problems to this one
idea, thereby arousing people emotionally. "Agitation"
would be the mode of relation between the Party and the
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masses.

In 1906, during the Russian Revolution of that year,
Lenin wrote a book that first spelled out his strategy of how
to attain power. To understand this idea, one must grasp the
dogmatic way in which a Marxist would think of the Revolu-

tion in terms of time. Since Marx had declared that the
Revolution would come as the result of historical developments beyond anyone's control, all Marxists would be concerned with the question of exactly where, in the scheduled
course of history, they would be at any time, and whether
their historical position were near the revolutionary stage. A
"bourgeois" revolution was not supposed to occur until the
feudal society had developed its utmost possibilities. A
proletarian revolution would also presuppose the full unfolding of capitalism. A bourgeois revolution would be made
by the bourgeoisie initiating the bourgeois society; a proletarian revolution, the socialist society. If Marx's historical
materialism were to be true, this evolutionary explanation
had to be regarded as the answer to the time problem of the
Revolution. Russia, in 1905, was not a capitalist or a
bourgeois society, whatever else it may have been. Therefore,

the Revolution of 1905 could not possibly have been considered a proletarian one. Lenin and his friends visualized
that it might succeed and result in a bourgeois government,
which would introduce the typical liberal-democratic structures and freedom, though it might not look kindly on any
attempts to prepare a proletarian revolution.
In this situation, Lenin conceived the idea of dovetailing
the bourgeois and the socialist revolution. Actually, the idea
had first occurred to Alexander Parvus and Trotsky. Dovetailing meant that the Communists would not let the bourgeoisie
make its own revolution and maintain its government during

the period appointed to it by history. The Communists
would lead the bourgeois revolution after which they would
set up a "democratic revolutionary dictatorship of the prole-

tariat and the peasantry." After a brief period of "democratic" changes, the proletariat would oust the peasantry
from the government and, using public power as its instrument, make the socialist Revolution.
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Tactics, the
In this plan, announced by Lenin in his Two
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again as the class enemy.
The entire mode of communist operations derives from
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"watch their ally as if he were an enemy," and to treat him
openly as an enemy when the time for the second revolution
had come.

b) A clear distinction was thus established between
"coming to power" and "the Revolution." In Marx's book,
the "overthrow of the bourgeoisie" and the taking of power
by the proletariat were one single operation. Lenin's strategy
envisaged a road to power that would not coincide with the
overthrow of the bourgeoisie, but would occur in alliance
with certain elements of the bourgeoisie. The Revolution
would be carried out afterwards by "action from above," i.e.,
the use of public power for the purpose of subverting social

order and the traditions of the country. Joseph Stalin later
called this process the "Revolution from above."
c) Recalling the problem of timing the Revolution

according to the supposedly objective schedule of history,
Lenin now opened a possibility for the Communists to come

to power at the beginning of the "bourgeois" stage of
history. Moreover, he would bring forth a socialist revolution
without giving the "bourgeois" society a chance to develop
under its own government. In other words, Lenin conceived

of a method of revolution that seemed to make it unnecessary to wait for the full development of capitalism before
proceeding to the socialist revolution. Together with his
typical emphasis on "revolutionary theory," this meant that
wherever there was a group possessing "revolutionary

theory," it could "attach to itself" any social element in any
type of country and move into power, after which it could
push towaid socialism by "action from above." A revolution
could now be "made" almost at will, provided one followed
Lenin's strategy correctly.

In 1905, Lenin selected the Russian peasantry as the
Communists' allies. Later, in 1920, he extended the concept

to other potential allies in other contexts, notably to the
so-called "national bourgeoisie" in colonial and semi-colonial

countries. In order to obtain the support of this ally, the
Communists would advocate national independehce, as

incompatible with the ultimate conditions Communists
envisage as is peasant land-ownership. In 1935, and again in
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1956, the Communists became interested in an alliance with

the social-democrats and the progressive elements of the
liberal bourgeoisie in Western' countries. In either case, the
Communists were willing to support the objectives appealing
Lo their allies provided that, in return, they could "attach to
themselves" their allies' numerical strength.

G. The Pattern of Communist Operations

During the first half of 1916. Lenin wrote Imperialism,

the Highest Stage of Capitalism, probably the strongest

missile in the arsenal of communist ideological weapons. In
this work, Lenin consciously set out to add to Marx's and
Engels's ideas. He asserted that capitalism had developed
beyond the system that Marx had analyzed. Competition had
given way to monopoly, and industrial capital to "finance
capital"a concept suggested to him by Rudolf Hilferding's
Finance Capital (1910). Marx had described the concentration of capital in larger units and its centralization in fewer
and fewer hands. Lenin maintained that control had further
contracted, passing into the hands of even fewer financiers
who no longer directed enterprises as manufacturers, but,
rather, confined themselves to "coupon clipping."
Monopoly, Lenin continued, meant that deliberate and

organized control had replaced the anarchy of capitalist

competition. Monopoly had now pervaded all of public life in
capitalist countries. Governments, Lenin said, were nothing
more than instruments of the monopolists, who sought to

control the sources of raw materials and cheap labor by

expanding their country's political control to those overseas
areas vital to them. They also needed such areas because
capitalist countries had now developed an exportable simplus
of capital in need of investment opportunities. Lenin began
to call the highly industrialized countries "collective
capitalists," a concept not found in Marx. Imperialism, he
asserted, had become a structural necessity for the "collective
capitalists"; they could not prosper if they were unable to
control overseas areas and exploit cheap colonial labor. In
Lenin's description, the exploitation of colonial labor had, to
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some extent, replaced the exploitation of the home proletariat. The proletariat had been "bribed" with a part of the
"super-profits" derived from the colonies into acquiescing in
their countries' colonial ventures.
Because of the necessity of controlling overseas areas, the
perialist countries had become involved in conquests. For

the first time, the entire world was now "shared out" beween a few "collective capitalists." In the future, argued
Lenin, only a re-division would be possible. Imperialist
countries would war with each other for control of the prized
overseas possessions. Thus, Lenin concluded that wars are

caused by imperialism, and imperialism alone. Indeed, he
believed, wars are one of the endemic features of the entire
imperialist world system. At the same time, though, imperialism had divided the world into two antagonistic
"camps": the imperialist countries and colonial peoples.

When, in time, the latter eventually would obtain more
strength through economic development, an armed conflict

would shape up between the two camps. In the decisive
battle, imperialism would be overthrown, ending not only
private property and exploitation but also war. Hence, said
Lenin, to be against imperialism means to be for peace.
One can see how he transferred to the international scene
Marx's picture of the class struggle mounting towards a "final
battle." The "class struggle" was now being fought between

entire peoples. The "final battle" had not the character of a
domestic uprising, but of an international war.
Imperialism, Lenin maintained, was not something which
capitalist countries were at liberty to engage in or not; rather,
it was a "stage" of capitalism. Kautsky, with whom Lenin
clashed for the first time over this question, had said that
imperialism was merely a foreign policy adopted by
bourgeois governments who could abandon it when they
wished. Since monopoly had taken the place of competition
and competition was the energy that drove capitalism ceaselessly forward, Lenin concluded that the stage of imperialism
was capitalism's "highest stage." It could develop no further.
The next event on the agenda of world history would inevitably be the proletarian Revolution.
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Lenin's Imperialism gave a new twist to the communist
ideology. Marx had seen the class struggle as taking place
essentially within the various nations' walls, although he did
say that it could not be successfully completed in one nation
alone and that ultimately it would have to become a worldwide event. Lenin shifted the scene of the class struggle to
the theater of world politics without giving up the domestic

Vi.eater. Both were now linked. Lenin's new analysis enabled
communists not only to interpret domestic events in the light
of their assumption about the class struggle, but to similarly
interpret international developments. Lenin also shifted the

main accent of the concept of "contradictions" from the
"contradictions" supposedly inherent in the capitalist

edonomic system to the "contradictions" of a political nature
between various imperialist countries. Furthermore, Lenin's
thesis provided an apparently plaugible explanation as to why

the proletariat of Western industrial countries had not, as
Marx predicted, become revolutionary. Lenin said they had
been "corrupted" by their masters' bribes. Among the elite
of the workers, the "labor aristocracy," there had developed
"social-chauvinism," i.e., a feeling of solidarity between
workers and their country which mounted to a betrayal of
the Revolution.

Finally, Lenin's book provided new grounds for moral
indignation against capitalism by picturing the fat monopolists, the "coupon clippers," the "parasitic capitalists" and
their "super-profits," their unbelievable exploitation of
colonial peoples, and their bribery of their own proletariat.
The major ground for this moral indignation, however, was
the evil which Lenin now ascribed exclusively to imperialism:

war. Lenin's characterization of imperialism had enormous
influence far beyond the ranks of communists, as witnessed
by such figures as Jawaharlal Nehru and Garnal Abdel Nasser.
While Lenin was hiding in Finland during the summer of
1917, anticipating his return to Russia to seize power, he
wrote State and Revolution, published in 1918. It was an
attempt to visualize the theoretical foundations of the power
he was about to set up for communists on a dictatorial basis
and to square its requirements with Marx's and Engels's
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pertinent statements. The book is the most confused and,
one may say, disingenuous work of Lenin, hiding rather than
clarifying the communist ideology's position on governing

power. All the same, the book is very important because,
together with Lenin's pamphlet, The Renegade K3utsky, it is

the text that served as a guideline for the operation of
communist regimes.
The following concepts are particularly noteworthy:

a) The concept of the "period of transition," the period
following the overthrow of the bourgeoisie, described by
Lenin as a period in which classes would continue "for a long
time to come" and the class struggle would intensify rather
than abate; a period, therefore, when the Communists would
organize the state as a dictatorial instrument of the Revoludon with total power.
b) The concept of the "dictatorship of the proletariat," a
"regime based on force and not limited by law." This kind of

reOme Lenin considered an integral element of the class
stzuggle. "A Marxist is only he who extends the acknowledgement of the class struggle to the acknowledgement of
the dictatorship of the proletariat." Again, Lenin clashed on

this point with Kautsky, who called on the Soviets to organize their political regime as a true democracy. Kautsky
reasoned that the Communists could afford democracy once
they had taken from the capitalists the means of production,
the basis of their power. Obviously, Kautsky's assumptions
concerning the period after the overthrow of the bourgeoisie
were as different from Lenin's as night from day.
c) The duration of the "period of transition." Lenin did
not specify the length of this period in terms of years, but

rather in terms of conditions. Two of these conditions he

took from Marx: the "class enemy" must first be fully

repressed, and the means of production must be developed to

the point where they can produce abundance. To these,
Lenin added a third, and the most significant, condition:
only after men had learned to accept labor as their "prime
want of life," after they had conformed to society so as to
give it their best effort without stint, and only after they had
developed the discipline of social order of their own accord,
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only then could the state "wither away." As long as the state
existed, Lenin maintained, there could be no freedom;
freedom prevailed only where there was no state.. In other
words, the "period of transition," with its dictatorial restric-

tion and repression, could end only if and when there
appeared a "new man," the "new Soviet man." In this

context, Lenin reiterated Marx's division of the period after
the seizure of power into two stages, except that now Lenin

called the "lower stage" socialism, and the "higher" one

communism. According to this nomenclature, Soviet Russia
today is still in the socialist stage.
d) The order of the future. In State and Revolution,

Lenin made more detailed statements about the future
society than had either Marx or Engels. He envisaged a
society in which accounting, registration, and business
administration would become so simplified that anybody

with a knowledge of reading and writing could exercise these
functions. No government would be needed, only an administration run by amateurs. As for quarrels between people,
Lenin called these "excesses" which, at first, would be
spontaneously prevented by .bystanders but eventually would
also "wither aWay."
Lenin's last contribution to the communist ideology was
his Left.Wing Communism: An Infantile Disorder (1920).
The book was a polemic against communists who believed
that the Bolshevik Revolution in Russia had already changed
the nature of reality and brought about the millennium. They

no longer wanted to take into account the facts of life.
Lenin's view, by contrast, emphasized the "protracted
struggle," destined to continue because the strength of the
bourgeoisie had "increased tenfold" after the Bolsheviks'

seizure of power. The proletariat, in spite of its victory, was
still inferior in numbers and power.
The power of the enemy, Lenin insisted, was rooted not
only in the ownership of the means of production, but also in
the "terrible force of habit" nourished by "small commodity
production." Lenin was obviously referring to the peasantry
(small commodity producers) and present attitudes, unchanged by the Bolsheviks, which "surrounded the prole40
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One th odd mote that Lenin 's i ole roretation of 10 the
class enemy is arid in -whot Ivskies his strength- di ffers radically from that o f Mars, For Marx, the class en emy rras the
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of the factories, For Leuin, the must persistent elass (3Ra-fly
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on which the "protracted stiuggle' could be called ended,
one may smy that the coramtnists are engaged in a limitless
struggle. IThe condition which they licive stipulated for ending

it amounts to a relnaking of mail, the creation of a rnan ttiat
is unlike any type of oilman ever =known. It seems th at the
communists' stuggle is likely to go on forever.
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Mao Tse-ting, Both St-alin ark(iNlao ha-ve beer demoted since
then. Apart fro m intra-CQmoninist pcolities, this is realistic,

for neither of theill co.ntributed anythi ng coniparahlo to that
of the first tkiree,

Stalin enshrinud in dtgroa Imain's ideas about strategy
and orgaiiiz1ioii rnacEi as Lenin did Nunes ideas. For this

reason, COfli II-utast-1i is. an_ ideological ent etp rise- that is dog-
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The \Narks in which Stalin sun ined LIT " Leninism" were

Foquidationg of Lento lot (124) and Problems of Leninism
(192a). 'They are cor-verned: eniirely wiTh ideas about or-

ganization arid straiegty, Ole dictatorsh ip, SoAfiet Russia as an
instru inert of world revalu tior, and gLonal revolutionary
po lieies. Stalin, bitterly oliposecL by Trotsky, cornroitted the
rnovernent to the polic y nJ"socilisin in one con ntry," which
would, first and forernos-t, c onsolidate comrmunist pc,wer in
Russia SovLet U5Ia -wotld be the prime instrument of the
Revolution. Its foreign relati uns- would he cond ucted with a
view to t he enhancement or soviet rovver, otsty vianted to
use tile :Russian R evo lution as the beginnimg of a chain of

proletarian levolut ions in rnany leading countries, in other
words, t o interaatiorralize the Revoluti on (he celled that
pent-lament re-volution")- Because of Sta.lin's victory in this
quarrel, the poliver ini;erests of Russia become merged with
the ideological int erests
struggle f orward,

of

the party in ptishing the class

la 1938., Stalin published the gistery of the CeRnrounist
Party of the Sordet &ion, thu su-colled 'Sh art Course,"
which' became th_e efficiaL textbook on id eological indoctrination. Chapter IV prese nts a surramary treatment of
dialectical and historical mater ialism Ad'aielli still represents
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the substance of this philosophy, Stalin defined dialectical
materialism in four points: a) Everything is dependent on
everything else; nothing can be considered in and by itself;
b ) everything is always in flux; nothing is staticsomething is
always dying and something else coining up; c) development
is not mere growth, but turns from quantitative to qualitative
change; decisive developments occur by way of a "leap," the
movement being not onlv forward but also upward; and
d ) there are contradictions between what is growing and what
is dying. Characteristically, Stalin did not confine himself to

merely presenting these points, In each case, he added a
moral about the political attitude demanded bv these
"truths," Thus point (b) seemed to him to demand that one
should act in polities not as a reformer. hut as a revolutionary,

In 1950, Stalin wrote a pamphl t of the utmost importance: Alarx ism and

Linguistics.

Intervening

in an

ideological quarrel, he decreed that language should not be
considered as belonging to the "superstructure," which

changes from society to society and depends on the ruling
class of each society; rather, it should be looked upon as
corrirrirm property of all men, regardless of class. The science
of linguistics was thereby freed from the strictures of dialectical materialism. By implication, the emancipation would also

apply to the science of formal logic. in 1952, another
pamphlet of Stalin's, Economic Problems of Socialism in the
Soviet Union, made the astonishing admission that the "law
of value" described by Marx as characteristic of capitalism
was still valid in the socialist economy of the Soviet Union
and would remain valid for a long time to come. The pamphlet also contained some ideas about the end of the period of
transition.
Regarding Mao Tse-tung, there is a legend describing nim

as a heretic who developed his own kind of revolutionary
ideology. His heresy supposedly consisted in entrusting the
R.evolution to the .peasantry rather than to the voletariat
knyone familiar with Lenin, however, will remember that,
beginning in 1905, he had envisaged a revolution led by
Communists relying mainly on peasant numerical strength,
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idea he applied spedfi cally to Asia in 1920. In 19.'20 and
192-7, Stalin decided au thoritatively that "rural soviets" were

the proper model for a communist revolution in China. In
Vic New Democracy (1940 ), Mao Tse-tu rig ex pressly
acknowledged his i ndehtedness to Stalin 's guidaiwe regarding
the Revolution in China. Alan always remained loyal to Stalin

and Stalinism; at present, he blames the Soviet leadership
precisely for having abandoned Stalin's pattern.

Mao was listed among the five communist. "classics"
mainly because of his two theoretical works, On Practice
(1937) and On Contradiction (1937). These l ittle books
group the ideas of dialectical materialism together in even
more sweeping generalizations than do Stalin's. One of the
ideas worth m eationinp, is th e distinction between "antagonistic'' and "nen-antagonistic' contradictions, MI ich allow wi
Mao to state that contradictions would continuo even after
Revolution. These would, however, be ' 'nonantago ni stic. " He also introduced t he notion of the
"domilimit contradiction in each given situation without

letting us know h ow one can detect which of the various
"contradictions" is th e "domin ant" one. Even more than
Lenin, Mao emphasized the im portance of correct ideology

for handling matters, but he was also inclined te present
ideology in a way to make it suitable as an instrument for the
government.
Mao's most original contribution is in the field of military
strategy. During the Sino-Japanese war, he wrote a work, On

the Protracted War, based on the assumption that Japan,
though stronger, would lose the war because she was an
imperialist power. Against this background, he developed a
brilliantly-conceived political and military strategy of con-

fining the enemy to "the cities" and harassing him with
operations based in the "countryside." He demanded the
political mobilizati on of the people and a "united front" for
the purpose of warfare. This book has become a strategic
manual for a number of revolutionary strategists, notably the
North Vietnamese General Giap and Ernesto (C114) G uevaxa,

who modeled his own Guerilla Warfare (1961) on Mao's
thought.
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If (an l('iir! iii niind
--rnmunkl. ideology col alas
not only Marx's vvnrld view, hut also Lenin's strategic principles, one intuit allow that Nikita Krustwhev rrikidc a real
contribution through his principle of "peaceful cowtisten cc."
What be developed was a global strategy combining principles

of foreign policy, the use of force, and domestic politics
which aimed at decisive domestic changes within the Western

powers. Until 1961, the communists never possessed anything like a "blueprint l'or workl conquest." They had
developed global strategic patterns tIvice, .at. the Sixth
Comintern World Congress in 192N and at the Seventh World

Congress in 1915, but neither of these envisaged anything
like the complete road from the present to a future cximinuMst
takeover in the West's leading countries. One may, therefore,
Call "peaceful coexistence the first complete world strakegy
of the communists. Its sources are the following documents:
Declaration of the Tweler Com m w iiNt and Worhers Parties,

November, 1957; Statement of 81 Communist and Worbers
Parties, December, 1960; Khrushchey's very important

speech commenting On the Statonmit, January 6, 1961; and
the new Program of Die ConimnaW Partv of the Scfreiet
Union, October, 1961, Thq strategy consists of three parts:
a) a preference for wars of national liberation over world
wars and local wars; I)) a world-vvi(Ie alliance between com-

munists and anti-imperialist forces; and e) a plan for the
"peaceful transition from capitalism to socialism,"
Lenin and Stalin had assurned the inevitability of a deci-

sive military struggle between "capitalism and socialism."
After the Soviet. Union had developed a full range of nuclear
weapons and was well along in the missile race, Khrushchev
proclahned a shift in the balance of forces that enabled the

"World Socialist System to prevent any worid war by
deterring its enemies, From thifi new power, he concluded
that the abolition of war had beeome possible even before
the overthrow of capitalism. In his speech of January 6,
1961, Khrushchev made clear, however, that communism had
lot renounced wal% Ile distinguished between four types of
war: world wars, local wars, wars of national liberation, and
popular uprisings While the Soviet Union was interested in
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avoid in; tlit fird two types, it

I oo l

a "ver

toward the latter two. In other words, "peaceful coextaonce- meant a revolutionary stnnegy operating on a world,
le scale

through -wars of national liberation,"

tlw

\lien lam t.y pe,;ind "Nodai tiprisiv,s," the Culm type.
The Party program declared that the "national liberation
nioveiii tali,- was communism's most potent, ally. At the same
le, an offer of alliance was extemled to the former partners
of the 1935 United Front, the social democrats, pi ogressive
lila-111k, and IND oi fists, particularly those who opposed atomic
armaments. 'The plan envisioned a coahtion 1)etween ComMaoists and all generally left-wing political forces that can,

and will, rally under the conmion causes of "anti-war,'

"anti-imperialism," and -anti-fascism ." In order to facilitate
such a coalit,on, the connounKi prop,nun commits thP Nay
the comto an objective of "raoic'al reforms." Previously,except
for
reforms,
bad
always
rofosed
to
support
munists
tactiod prirposes, since they considered any attempt to

improve the presont-day society as hypocritical and nonsensical. 'They were committed to its destruction.

The present commitment to radical reforms rather than
The
revolution is unprecedented in communist history.
"rad wal reforms" would consist of a complete change of a
Western country's military and foreign policy, as well as
disarmament, large-scale nationalization of industries, and
"broad democracy," i.e., permisaiveness for subversive groups
controlled by communists. The communists would hope to

enter the government as a part of a coalition of liberal
they would
progiessive forces. Once in the government,
of
parliamentin order to
laimth a "mass struggle outside
smash the resistance of their enemies. This achieved, the

"peaceful transition from capitalism to socialism" would be
unopposed. The plan follows the pattern which the communists executed in Czechoslovaltia in 1948. It was described
and analyzed by the Czech historian, Jan Kozak, in a report
later published by the United States Government Printing
Office under the title The New Role of National Legislatice
Bodies in the Communist Conspiracy (1961). The idea is to
concentrate on the problem of getting communists into
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positions or public power as ItieralWICS a a CoaliCi0n after
which they can use Lhe public confidence attached to the
first

to oust their coalition partners, and then to

conduct the "Revolution from above,"
Critique of Con

mLSt

leology

ihrable power of
The corran nist ideology has
persuasion and should not be taught Lo the unsuspecting
student without, careful and penetrating criticism. Communism has been most frequently criticized for its practices,

but this kind of criticism does not touch the ideas from
which the practices spring. A more profound criticism,
therefore, concentrates on the ideas. For this purpose, the
ideas of cominunism should he taken seriously, stated in the
words of the original texts, and comprehended by means of
more general categories of inquiry. 13y way of example, we
shall offer here a criticism of the Marxist doctrines of aliena-

tion, exploitation, power of the ruling class, the laws of
history, and the future transformation of all human life.
Many intellectuals attribute to Marx the original

authorship of the concept of "alienatiOn." This is not true;
even in the modern history of ideas, the concept goes back,
by way of Feuerbaeh and Hegel, to Johann Fichte and Jean
Jacques Rousseau. If Marx's own narrow concept is put into
a more general framework of inquiry, one finds that alienationthe experience that one is a stranger in this life and this
worldwas telt by men thousands of years ago. It was felt in
ancient Egypt. It was also experienced by Socrates, who
spoke of this life as a kind of death in the tomb of the body;
by Plotinus, who first used the word "tilienation"; and by St.
Augustine, who saw men as pilgrims in this world away from
their true home with God.
This recurring experience has been one of being separated

from what is real truth beyond the appearances, from the
timeless in the midst of fleeting time, and from one's fellow
beings on account of one's separation from God. The experience and the symbols of alienation are as old as the written
records.
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Marx invented nothing new. lie simply intro(Iuce(l a
formula for alienation that took no account of the recurring
experience; instead, he attributed it to that soccil structure
which he called the "division of labor." What Socrates,

Plotinus, and St. Augustine had expressed was disrerarded, so
that alienation appeared no longer as something rwurring in
the human condition, but as something that would disappear
together with the abolition of the division of labor. How
weak Marx's point really is becomes clear when one reads his

statement about a "non-alienated" society which would

make it "possible for me to do one thing today and another
to-morrow, to hunt in the morning, fish in the afternoon,
rear cattle in the evening, criticize after dinner, just as I have
a mind, without ever becoming a hunter, fisherman,
shepherd, or critic," This indeed would have to be the ease, if
Marx were correct that alienation results only from divided
labor, and if divided labor could be abolished in an increasingly industrialized society.
Marx's charge of exploitation is a powerful one and must
be taken most seriously. If one looks closely, the charge has
three aspects: a) the surplus value is something that belongs

to labor because it is produced by labor; b) the capitalist

takeg advantage of the worker's need to work in order to live
and, thus, enslaves the worker by invisible threads; and

c) capital keeps the worker's wages at the level of bare
subsistence while it produces more and more wealth. It is
difficult to deny that exploitation of workers does occur, but
then attention should also be drawn to exploitation in other
contexts which 'Marx ignored. Whenever human beings find
themselves compelled by some necessity to which another
holds the key, exploitation is possible, and there are always

many who make use of the possibility. It is also true that
many do not. What is more, in any human relation where
exploitation occurs, we are also likely to find aspects of
freedom from, and protection against, exploitation. Exploitation resides in many human situations and in human
selfishness, but not exclusively in the economic structure.
in
The most widespread occasion for exploitation is probably
exploitation
occurs
within
the
sexual relationships. Frequent
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closely-knit honds of the family. Marx, first of all, reduced
the problem to aril fically narrow limits. S(condly, he was
unwilling to look at provisions and institutions desigoed to
protect human dignity and independence. Labor has been
particularly assisted by all kinds of such protections, oven
though exploitation is still found in the dependence of other
groups.

Marx's concept of the surplus value, the centerpiece of
argument regarding exploitation, again describes an
undeniable reality, but too narrowly, Civilization is possil

his

only because people produce more than they require for their

subsistence without being able to dispose of this surplus
according to their personal whims. Surplus value is produced
not only by manual laborers, but also by doctors, teachers,

artists, and others. From surplus value the great works of
public (avilization arc financed: roads, schools, hospitals,
churches, and governments. This fact applies to a socialist
society as well us to another type. In both cases, the employer collects the surplus value produced by manual labor,
which in the Soviet case is the government and in ours a
private company. The private company, however, passes on
much of the surplus value to the government in the form of
taxes, other parts to stockholders, and the bulk into investments that create new jobs. Marx's argument that the surplus

value really belongs to the worker should have led him to the
conclusion that the worker should have the disposal of it. In
the Critique of the Gotha Programme, however, he described
the future society as one retaining that part of the surplus
value required for reinvestment, public institutions, and
government. Only from the remainder would the worker be
Paid. Thus, the existence of surplth; value is not the problem;
nor is the title to surplus value really at issue. What matters is

how and for what ends surplus value is used. The most
important use is investment. When the government collects

the surplus value directly, it

is

likely to be invested in

projects furthering the government's power.
The communist ideology assumes that power is virtually
identical with ownership of the means of production.

Government is a mere front. Both Marx and Lenin empha49
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sized that political power is merely a derivative of ownership,
Communism vaunts itself for having discovered the secret of
power behind the political facade, and it promises that all
forms of oppressive power, even the state itself, will disappear once ownership of the means of production has been
abolished. The analysis of power is again artificially narrowed
down, leaving out important evidence. True, business entern
prises have power, but governments have more. And there are

powerful unions, powerful religious bodies, and powerful
universities to be taken into account. More important, how.
ever, is the fact that Marx and Lenin were aware of the
"Asiatic" type of society in which property owners were
weak and scattered; all power was monopolized by the cen,
tral bureaucracy of the prince or ruler. Power issued from the
control of public administration, rather than from ownership
of thc 11108r1S of production. Thus, power is more widely

based than Marx admitted. Vim is also political power
which is no( derived from ownership, What is more, this typo
of power seems to be particulayly unassailable and immune to
change. Since Marx and Lenin believed they could ignore the
relative autonomy of political powers, they were not attentive to the dangers of concentrating both political power and
the managerial control over people's livelihoods in one hand,

the hand of the government, Their analysis of power is at
best a half-truth which becomes an untruth by pretending
Out it is the whole truth.
insofar as Marx's main points were based on social

analysis, his thought is faulty because it is "reductionist,"
reducing both the scope of the problem and the relevant
evidence, both violating the laws of open-minded inquiry.
Reductionism is frequently the characteristic of ideological
thinking, which starts out with a "position," i.e., the deter
mination to look at things in one way and one-way only. If
somebody is determined from the outset to explain all reality
only in terms of underlying eeonomie phenomena, he wilt
ignore or distort all evidence to the contrary, narrow the
scope of investigation, to questions that admit of such

methods, and deny reality to anything else. In order to
protect the doctrinaire narrowness of his explanations, he
00

11111St irnlkht auy questioning that would jeo ardize the
initial arid arbitrary "position." The prohibition of questioning is characteristic of ali ideologies. In the case of Marx, we
find a flag'rant example in his b.:co:ion-1k! and Philosophic
ManuscripM, Wilvre he forbids "socialist man" to raise the

question "Who created me, my father, grandfather, and so
on, and the world?" The prohibition of questioning is particularly inadmissible in a body of ideas that claims to be
"scientiffi c,"

A view of liktory is at the very core of the communist
ideology. What is more, communists claim to know the "laws
of history with scientific reliability, and their knowledge
emphatically embraces the future. Because of this pretense,
their view of llf!e is radically different from that of other

people. In a sense, they retrospect the present from the
vantage point of the future. St-en Kierkegaard, the nine-

teenth century Danish philosopher, ciiiicized flegel for this,
pointing out that something that exists like man can only
look on the future as a series of open possibilities, which
means that he must be aware of standing within history and

not at its end. This awareness has something to do with
human rationality, and, by contrast, the communist claim to
have certainty of the future of history entails irrationality.

Communists assume the position of a being beyond and
above time and cast themselves in a role not befitting the
human situation, This certainty of the future is the root of
whatever irrationality characterizes communist operations
and conduct.

This basic irrationality is reflected in many of the concepts that play such a prominent role in the communist daily
life. The Party is called the "vanguard" because it presumably

is further advanced on the road to that certain future than
other elements of mankind; the present is termed a "period
of transition" through which one's mind is primarily on the
"next Phase," rather than on the present.; political forces and

actions which supposedly lead to the assumed future are
called "prooessive," which means the same as "good," so
that the march Of time takes the piace of ethics; the "Party
line" is considered not merely a directive of if. political or51

anizttion hut the nurute unfolding of the ahsolin
of history and, in this capacity, the onlY rnc

iuJ

framework for all personal action. In all of this LI ummunists are inclined to look upon the future as more real
than the present; from this, they derive attitudes that have
again and again baffled the world. None of these attitudes
would be possible without the conviction that history has
"laws" and that they can be "scientifically" known. The
main objective to the communist conviction is, of course, that
one can know only what is given, and history is not given as a

whole. What is given, at least to some extent, is the past,
while the future, as far as the human mind is concerned, is
nothing more than a projection of hopes or fears.
The claim of the communist ideology that it represents a
cience" is wholly spurious. Science is necessarily based on

experience. CornmuMst ideology, inasmuch as it pretends
certainty about something that has not yet occurred, loaves
the gyound of experience. All science is .ilbject to
examination and re-examMation, hut communist ideology
treats its classical authors as if they were possessors of
revelation. Marx himself prohibited certain questions of a
fundamental character. Since his time, the prohibition of
questioning and criticism has been vastly expanded. Moreover, science is supposed to explain facts and, of course, is
expected not to be in open conflict with them. Marxism has
notoriously failed in its predictions. Contrary to Marx's
"proofs," capitalism has not resulted in the ever-increasing
misely of the masses, the proletariat has not become revolutionary, and the "inner contradictions- of capitalism have
not prevented that system from further development. Contrary to Lenin's "proofs," the imperialist countries have not
been ruined by the loss of their overseas possessions, and
capitalism has developed an agriculture of immense productivity.
Communism's appeal often derives from the element of'
hope for a complete renewal of human life. Although hope is
as old as mankind, communism has given it a new content
and, what is more, a certainty based on its spurious claim to

-science." In every culture, men have looked forward to
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release from evil, and union vith the forces of life
road of goodness. All these aspirations center on man's rela40'11 with the divine ground of being as the origin of vatility

and order. Among the many forms which this hope has
hoken, communism ranks very low. It promises that life will
become different, new and integrated once the circumstances
of Our environment are radically changed, and it predicts this

&wive will result mainly from the radical destruction of
erything that exists. There is a wide gap in logic between
radical destruction and radical renewal. The communists ask
their true believers to leap across this chasm without offering

thent the aid of any supernatural grace. The communists
concentrate wholly on the tasks of the class struggle and
assert. that, if these Wks are energetically and determinedly

pertInmed, one day the communist followers will be reWarded by the appearance of the new man. They do not
.leir.t to any goodness evidenced in the pas1 'llat would
beivnie the sourc of this new man. He will only be in the
liutWe as the result of a negative struggle. The communist
ideology has hitched on to an ancient and ever-recurring
human hope, hut it makes demands on our credulity that
d anything encountered in any religion.
Are Communists Ideologically Motivated?

An important controversy today concerns whether or not
rnunist leaders are actually influenced by the ideological

ok they profess. This question

is

the basis of our

ment of the other side. If the men in the Kremlin were
wholly unimpressed by their own ideological statements and

pretnses, one could assume that their interests would he
confined to running their nation, preserving its security, and
increasing its wealth and the well-being of its citizens. One
would also assume that their outlook would be like that of
nonval men, that they would consider the future as a matter
of open possibilities, that they would not arrogate to themselves the monopoly of knowledge concerning mankind's

dokiny. and that they would look on themselves as one
nAtion among a number of others,
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Nobody denies that lht men in the Kremlin and their

wer machinery use ideological terminology and claim to he

loyal to Lenin's authority. If what they sav were true, one
would have to assume that these leaders consider themselves

engaged in m mission concerning all of mankind. One would
further assume that they believe in their doctrine relating to
the future and that they claim nothing less than total power
over all their adversaries in the world, conceding nobody any

right comparable to theirs. There is no room here to follow
the controversy in all its ramifications. Rather, a clarification
of what "ideological" and "irrational' mean in this context
will be essayed as a contribution to the argument.
Those who believe that the Kremlin leaders are no Ionger
interested in their own ideology point out that the letter of
its demand has frequently been violated, that the ideology
has frequently changed its content, that no ideological enthusiasm is to be Found anymore, and that there is much
resistance to ideological indoctrination. Much of this argument is based on a misunderstanding of what it is to be
ideologically motivated. As laid down in books, the corn,
munist ideology is a huge and complex structure ramified in
countless detailed concepts and definitions.
As present in the mind of a communist, these details are
reduced to a few very fundamental assumptions about man,
society, and history. He assumes without any doubt that the
"present-day society," i.e., capitalism or imperialism, is the
epitome of evil, corrupted beyond any hope of reform, and,
moreover, doomed to an imminent end. He is positively
certain that the "next" society in history will also be the
ultimate, that it justifies all human hopes and desires, that a
supreme effort on its behalf is the duty of every decent man,
and that this society will surely come. Finally, there is no
doubt in his mind that the price to be paid for this future
society is an incessant and irreconcilable struggle against the
"present-day society," that that struggle is his foremost duty
as a communist, and that he is a member of a Party that has
made the impossible possible and alone can be expected to
transform mankind in the direction of its future destiny.

These are three fairly simple convictions which are so
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fundarwrital, hw&ver that they could be vproted nly bY
equally Lndamental convictions.

It
in such terms alone that one cart grasj vvhat
"ideological mo-tivation" means. Vie are talking here of an
outlook on life and history, on oneself arid 4thers.Wi.th such
an outlool, it is quite conceivable to have occur a nurnber of
changes w ithout changing the outlook itself. This alteration is
indeed what happened to communist ideology, Which, in
itself, is strong evidence that , in terries of the core, the
ideology has indeed loeen a motivating force 011e ean say
that communists twe people who have conscionsly opted for
this conviction and recognize each other in toms of it. The
core conviction iS surrounded by many Enure detailed
concepts -which one can call rationalization. Surplus value,
the "law of irrurniseration," and the 'lower and the higher
L.;

stage" are exarnples of such rationalizations. They have
indeed been changed, not only recently, but from the very
beginning, without affecting the core conviction It is even
possible to reduce the ideological motivation to a part of the
core conviction , as evidenced by one prominent Marxist
thinker of our day, Herbert Marose, w ho no-w adinits that
practically all of Marx's inain tenets regarding capital isiTi and

the proletariat have turned out to be wrong. InS teaid Or

ending his adherence to !Marx, hovever, he turns arovrid and
asks: 'How, then, can Marx's concept be saved?" He rneans

how can (hie still overthrow capitalism vvithout a revolutionary proletariat and a crippli ng economic crisis_

In the siirrie way, tile Chinese and Cuban Com munists
have developed nelv principles of strategy wriile clinging to
the purpose of a radical revolution that vould overthrow and
destroy "Imperialism." Even the Russian Communists have
found it possible to reinterpret many of the rational izing
concepts while holding to the :main prospect: ''We shall bury
you!"
Itesistance to communist indoctrination has indeed:I increased and become vocal 6ince de-Stalinization began. This
fact, however, clues not necessarily prove the weakening of
ideological motivation, which has always been -the motivation
the true -heliever-connnunists rather than that of their
55
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attitude toward themselves. On the grounds of the ideology,
they look on themselves as a group of elect, the sole knowers
of the truth of history, of whom Lenin said: "Communists
should know that in all events the future belongs to them."

Thirdly, they would stop referring to the present as a
"period of transition" replete with struggles, defeats, and.
victories, hut not suited to settlement, or enjoyment, or
peace. They could then begin to look on human beings as
ends in themselves and allow individual persons to pursue
some of their own ends, rather than regarding all human
activities under their control as means to the revolutionary
strategy.

The communist irrationality stems from their view of
history and from their assumed certainty of the futut.,. As
rnentiened earlier, it is reflected in irrationalities characterizing many attitudes. The basic irrationality is ir,-)1

incom patible with pragmatic rationalities of an instrimertal
nature. Communists are extremely rational rri-iagers and
strategists of conflict, provided one forgets that the as.21.,p .
tion of a protracted irreconcilable conflict itself is irral
C ailing communists irrational, however, precuppos,-s

standards of rationality found outside of the comrre
world. This is not tantamount to saying tl-at afl noncommunist governments act rationally, put oril that
governments function on a rational basis insofar as th.2y work
for the common good of their peoples here and now, bow to

standards of right and wrong that are valid apart from their
own political expedience, acknowledge the limit of 'real
possibilities" as furni',hed by the real world in which we live,
recognize themselves as governments among governments and
as men among men.

By contrast, communist regimes have described themselves as organized for the purpose of continuing the class

struggle, which they conduct with a view to the power
interests of the Communist party. As far as moral standards
are concerned, Lenin declared that communists only

acknowledged as their morality the interests of the class
struggle; the Party Program of 1961, which made mention of
the "universal standards of morality," listed a special set of
57
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moral principles for the Party. Communists luck on

nal

possibilities" of the world in which we live only as obstacles
to the "possible reality," which includes a new man

fashioned in the image of the ideology. In this role, communists consider Themselves basically unequal to all others
and claim for themselves a standard of conduct that they are
unwilling to concede to anyone else. Their Party is for them

not a part within a whole, but ra ther the wkole," superordinated to family, country, and civilization. 'Thus, rather
than operating in the way of governments in general, communist regimes operate as entcrprizos for ultimately ideological purposes.

Sooner or later, the communist persuasion will come to
an end. With regard to Russia, at last, there is not much
evidence that this time is near. In 1966, the regime brought
out a new textbook, Ftmciernentals or Scientific
Communism, to complete the slate of four textbooks used in
public indoctrination. The new book deals mainly with the
the phase in which the
problems of "socialist society"
Soviets now consider Russia to be and the ultimate development toward communism. This is a strong reiteration of the

basic beliefs of the ideoloo, designed to be taught in all
secondary and higher level educational institutions.
Not everywhere does the self-imposed ideological com-

pulsion persist with the vigor that it shows in Russia and
China. In Yugoslavia and Czechoslovakia, by contrast, leading

intellectuals and even leading Party members seem to be
breaking out of the ideological straightjacket. rhilosophers
once more are concerned with the problems of man, in-

cluding those of t he spirit. Political reformers have proposed

and, to some extent enacted, moves towards liberty. Eco-

nomists have argued for loosening the iron grip of the central
government on production. The invasion of Czechoslovakia in
1968 has shown that there are limits to what the leaders of
the Soviet Communist party wilt tolerate in this respect.
Nobody can deny, however, that in these developments one
can see real hope that the nightmarish age of armed ideologies may draw to its close.
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Chapter II

THE BO LSHEVIK
REVOLUTION AND DEVELOPMENT
OF SOVIET COMMUNISM
By Herbert J, Ellison
A. Nineteenth Century Russian Revolutionism

Long before the appearance of Marxism it was an established custom of the Russian intelligentsia to follow the latest

trends in European radical thought. Even in the 1840s,
Frenchmen visiting Ric-si.a -were surprised at the frequency

of lively debates abow 5e ideas of the Utopian socialists,
ideas which caused ear. ;y a ripple of discussion in France.
Thus, the eager re-eptir_ n of Marxism was part of an established tradition; 1%.1.trx's ideas received wide circulation and
extensive discussion among Russians even before they had
any substantial impact in England where they were written
and to whose problems they were presumed to have greatest

vance. Some of the Russian revolutionaries abroad,
foremost among them the anarchist Michael Bakunin, had
e First interdirect contact with Marx during ttw
and
1890L; that
t:ic
JO
national. But ii; was not until
'

Mars's influence was widely felt.
The time was propitious in many ways. Marx's concept of
scientific, industrial socialism found wide acceptance among
an intelligentsia deeply committed to socialism but lately

discouraged by the failure of populist socialism to win
peasant support and thereby genen c a social revolution.

Some populiststhe People's Will ,roupturned to direct
icnieve their ends, only to
action against the government
dissipate their energies arid then- members in nets of violence.
Othersthe Black Reparation factionclung their faith in
agrarian revolution, but soon lost many of their most effective spokesmen to Marxisn-i. Among the latter was George
Plekhanov, a disillusioned populist who became a convert to
Marxism during his Swiss exile.

The fact that the People's Will group repudiated the
peasants as the manistay of a revolutionary drive in favor of
59
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the organization of conspiratorial revolution by a disciplined

minority was one evidence of a new attitude among the
radical intelligentsia. After terrorism too had failed, they

were much in need of a new revolutionary hope, and Marx's
messianic proletariat seemed to many to be the answer. The
development of an extensive industry and a large proletariat
was still in the future, but the rapid industrialization of
Russia, particularly from the 1890s onward, lent credence to
the view that Russia was bound to undergo transformation
nto a capitalist and industrial state of the European type,
populist claims to the contrary notwithstanding.
As so often in the past, the best opportunity for articulating the objectives of a new radical movement was provided

by the hospitably free atmosphere of Switzerland. It was
there that Plekhanov wrote his pamphlet Socialism and the

Political Struggle in 1883, affirming the primacy of seizure of

political power among the objectives of Marxist revolu-

tionaries. In the following year he wrote Our Differences, a
work which delineated the distinctions between Marxists and
Populists. The faith in Russia's ability to find a unique path
of development was replaced by an equally confident assertion that Russia must undergo capitalist industrial transform ation. The idea of the moral debt of the intelligentsia
gave way to the concept of historical inevitability, and the
industrial workers replaced the peasants as the main social
force behind the revolution.
In the late 1880s. after publication of Plekhanov's early
works, Mara ist circles, composed mainly of students, took

form in many .:.;aaions of the Russian Empire, irom Petersburg
to the Volga region and the Ukraine, New converts were won
zai the Marxist cause, and the influence of ManOst thought
extended to the Majori tO the radical intellirentsia. The
upon
same ingredients which gave Mmxism it amyl', ;afluence
ostensibly
its
European intellectual lifeparticularly

"scientific" statement of the economic and sociological reasons for the demise of capitalism and the development of

sncialistn, and its special blend of the most inspiring Utopian
socialist ideals with an impressive economics and sociology
you many converts in Russia as well. As the influence of
60
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Marxism spread, the continuing industrial development of the
Russian empire seemed amply to confirm Marxist prophecies,
while the vigorous development of Marxist social democratic
parties in Europe, the largest of which was located in
neighboring Germany, provided a direct fraternal tie with a

rapidly growing European socialist movement. It was both

the spread of Marxist ideas and organizations and the
example of the European socialist parties that led in the
1890s to the first efforts to organize a Russian social demo-

cratic party_ By this time, social democratic parties had
spread over most of Europe; only the Russian and British
.
parties had yet to make their appearance.
Only nine delegates, observed and harassed by the police,
made their way to the first Russian Social Democratic party

congress at Minsk on March 1, 1898. The delegates represented tht, major Maixist organizationsthose in Moscow, St.
Petersburg, Kiev, arid the Jewish socialist Bund in particular.
The party organization envisaged by the organizing congress

was a fairly loose one, following the general pattern of the
European paxties and allowing a wide autonomy to he local
organizations. No sooner was the party congress completed,
however, than its delegates were arrested, thus undoing the
organizational work. Between the Minsk congress and the
Second Congress of the RSDLP held in Brussels and London
in 1903, a vigorous competition took place for the organizational and doctrinal leadership of the party, a competition
which set the character of the congress and decided much of
the future of the Russian social democratic movement.
The debate among the Russian Social Democrats between

1898 and 1903 concerned the nature and purposes of the
Social Democratic party. A considerable number of Social
Democrats were coming under the influence of the revisionist

Marxist ideas of Eduard Bernstein, which in Russia were
known as legal Marxism. The legal Marxists, following Bernstein's lead, favored abandoning the revolutionary objectives
of the party. They concentrated upon building a legal, mass

social democratic party to work for the establishment of a
parliamentary order. Another group, kriown in Russia as the
Economists, wished to concentrate on specific and immediate
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objec vesfreed-oom of labor organizations and strikes,
better working conditions and wages, and general civil
liberties. The third major current in the Russian social

emocratic movement was that long championed by George

Plekhanov, a current which is usually labeled orthodox

Marxism to distinguish it from revisionist Marxist currents.
Ever since the beginning of his work in Switzerland in the
early 1880s, Plekhanov had insisted upon the primacy of
political revolution among the goals of the Social Democratic
party. In his struggle with legal Marxists and Economists to
make his view prevail at the Second Congress, he was joined
by an extraordinarily talented and energetic recent recruit to
Russian social democracy, Vladimir Ulianov, later known as
Lenin.

Plekhanov first met Lenin when the latter visited Switzer.
land in 1895. Lenin had read Plekhanov's pamphlet Our
Differences two years earlier and was firmly convinced of the

validity of the orthodox Marxist position. He therefore
sought Plekhanov's advice and guidance in planning his own
work with the Russian movement.
Earn the son of a school inspector in the Volga provincia
capital of Simbirsk, Lenin had completed his gymnasium

education with a distinguished record and, in spite of the
execution of his brother as an accomplice in the assassination
plot against the life of Alexander III, gained entry to Kazan
University. Subsequently expelled from the university, he
managed, through the intervention of his mother in the
Ministry of Education, to obtain permission to study for the
bar as an external student. During the period following his
expulsion from the university and before the completion of
his legal studies, he was converted to Marxism. After passing
the bar examinali _in, he went to St. Petersburg to become an
active member of a Marxist group known as The Elders. His
work in St. Petersburg was the background to his Switzerland

visit. Upon returning to Russia, he was arrested for social
democratic activities, imprisoned for two years in St. Petersburg, and then sent into exile in Siberia for an additional
three years. When Lenin returned to European Russia in
1900, he went from there to Germany where, with the aid of
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the German Social Democrats, he and other orthodox
Marxists were able to publish a journal, Iskra (The Spark),
which became the main ideological organ for the orthodox
Marxist group. Lenin's work on the editorial board of Iskra
won him the sincere respect of his colleagues, though the
uncompromising and often vitriolic tones in which he wrote
of political opponents caused questions to be raised about his
political ethics and purposes.

At the Second Congress of the RSDLP (July-August,
1903), begun in Brussels and moved to London after intervention by the Belgian police on the request of the tsar, the
orthodox Marxists emerged the overwhelming victors.
Because of the intervention by the police, the Eeonomists
had failed to secure the initiative in summoning the congress.

This enabled the Iskra leaders to take the initiative and
determine much of the delegate representation. Meanwhile,
the advent of economic depression and the abortive govern-

ment experiments in police unionism had done much to
undermine the position of the Economists, and increase
sympathy for the cause of the revolutionary socialists. The
Iskra group gained control of the party presidium, and the
subsequent withdrawal of the Jewish Bund, one of the main
supports of the Economists, made the victory complete. In
the very moment of victory, however, it became apparent
that the orthodox Marxists were not a united group, that
within their ranks Lenin had formed a separate faction.
Overtly, the main issue at dispute between Lenin and his
colleagues concerned the question of party organization. The

majority of the party, led in matters of theory by Julius
Martov, an old ally of Lenin from the days of work in St.
Petersburg during the 1890s, favored a definition of a party
member which required "regular personal assistance under
the direction of one of the party organizations." Lenin urged
an alternative definition, one requiring "personal participation in one of the party organizations," and implying a
much tighter conception of the party. In the preceding year,
Lenin had published one of his most important works, What
is To Be Done? (1902), in which he castigated all revisionists
and outlined his conception of the kind of party organization
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which would protect against infiltration by revisionist theory
and assure concentiation upon the goal of revolution. The

party, as he described it, was to be a select body of professional revolutionaries, rigidly centralized and ideologically
uniform. Only such a party would be an adequate instrument
for attaining the revolution toward which Marxist socialists
must work.

When he failed at the congress to secure victory for his
definition of a party member, Lenin worked vigorously for
control of the editorial board of Iskra, a position which he
intended to use to win the party to his own views. In the vote
on the editorial board, Lenin's faction was victorious, and the
name Bolshevik, from the Russian word bol'shinstvo
(majority), survived as a label from this single vote. Lenin's
group actually constituted a minority in the party as a whole,

However, the name, "Bolsheviks," and the name of the
losers, "Mensheviks" (from the Russian men'shinstuo, or
minority), proved more lasting than the control of lskra.
Shortly after the congress, Martov resigned. Recognizing that
he could not control the journal without continuing protests

from the party and from Plekhanov, Lenin himself left the
editorial board of lskra. By the time of the formation, in
December, 1904, of a formally separate social democratic
faction, the Union of Committees of the Majority, or Bolsheviks, Lenin had made it clear that he would split the
party, if necessary, to ,a.E:;urv. victory for his own organizational and theoretical positioro;, There is ample evidence
from his writings of the preceding years that he had formulated an alternative conception, not only of party organization, but also of party doctrine that would provide the
basis for a permanent separation of the Bolsheviks from the
Mensheviks and from the mainstream of Russian social
democracy.

Lenin's views were not simply the "orthodox Marxism
of Plekhanov, with its emphasis upon the primacy of the
political revolution. Lenin had formulated an alternative
conception of the nature of the stages of revolution, and of
the class struggle and party alliances that would form the

content of these stages. He accepted the basic Marxist
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categories of feudalism, capitalism, and socialism, and he
accepted the general view' among Russian Social Democrats
that Rossian was still on the borderline between feudalism
and capitalism, waiting for a proper bourgeois revolution.
However, he defined the essentials of the class structure and
class conflict in Russia in unique terms. As he saw it, the
main feature of the class structure was the conflict between
the whole of the peasantry and the landowning nobility.
Because of the numbers of the population concerned, this
conflict was of geater importance than that between the
uxban laborers and the bourgeoisie. He saw the first stage of
revolution., which would complete the transition to capitalism, as consisting of a struggle between the whole of the
peasantry and the landowning nobility in the countryside,
and the workers and the bourgeoisie agains.1., outocracy in
the cities. However, he eliminated the bourgews.1, that is, the
liberals, both as an ally against the autocracy in the bourgeois
revolution and as the leading political force in the capitalist

stage of Russia's development that would follow. In effect,
he virtually denied the bourgeoisie the entire historical role
which Marx had assigned them. Moreover, there were already
implicit in his %dews, on the eve of the 1905 Revolution, a

brief transitional capitalist stage and an early transition to
socialism. And during the "capitalist" stage there would be
not bourgeois, i.e., liberal, but proletarian, i.e., socialist,
palitical j)ower Lenin had thus radically revised Marxism,
albeit without any abandonment of any of the Marxist ;ro-

am objectives. He sought a direct seizure of power by

revolutionary socialists at the earliest possible moment, with
little regard for the niceties of economic and social evolution

as described in Marx. The seizure of power his primary
concern, what he described as flexibility in the application of
theory was in reality the subordination of the whole body of
Marxist theory to that purpose.
an extraTne events of the Revolution of 1905

ordinarily important experience for all the revolutionary
goups, and not, least for the Social Democrats. One of the
most important effects of the revolution was to clarify the
differences between Bolsheviks and Mensheviks. When the
05
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opposition parties succeeded, through united action in
general strike, in paralyzing governmental administration and

the economy and the government felt compelled to pacify
the opposition by conceding a constitution in October, 1905,
the Bolsheviks joined the Socialist revolutionaries in refusing
to call a truce in the revolutionary struggle. Both groups
continued revolutionary action against the government and
resolved to boycott the pending parliamentary elections. The
Mensheviks, meanwhile, followed the lead of the radical
liberals, preparing to participate in the parliamentary elections in order to later continue agitation on the floor of the
new parliament for a democratic political order and for social
reforms. Lenin contemptuously dismissed the Menshevik
tactic as "tailism", meaning that the Mensheviks, by following the path of the liberals, had betrayed the revolutionary proletarian cause.
In spite of these differences, and in part because of
pressures for the unification of the two factions emanating
from the lower party organizations, Lenin agreed to meet
with the Mensheviks for a party congress in Stockholm in
April, 1906, the Third Congress of the Russian Social Democratic Labor party. The differences over the alliance with the
liberals and the boycott of parliamentary elections persisted.
In the debates on the policies of the party for the period
following the completion of the bourgeois revolution, i.e.,
the capitulation of the monarch, the Mensheviks stood firmly
for a period of liberal democratic political leadership, while
the Bolsheviks insisted upon a revolutionary dictatorship.
These differences expressed themselves also in conflicting
views of party organization and revolutionary alliances. One

of the most heated issues was the question of the land
settlement, an issue on which the Mensheviks offered a
scheme of local control which would avoid excessive cen-

tralization of landownership and management in the hands of
the state. Lenin supported an unqualified state ownership
under the label of nationalization Another vital issue at the
congress was that of factional organizations. It was agreed
that separate factional organizations would be abandoned,
and it was incumbent upon Lenin to dissolve the Bolshevik
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faction, an obligation which he chose to ignore following the

ocxress.
At the Fourth Congress of the RSDLP in London in
1907, Lenin was still more insistent upon repudiating any
'.oilaboration with the liberals and upon the necessity of the
revolutionary proletaria:,, i.e., the Social Democratic puty,

olaying out the bourgeois revolution on behalf of the

bourgeoisie and without liberal collaboration. Thus, neither
the Stockholm nor the London congress had removed any of
the issues that separated Bolsheviks and Mensheviks; indeed,
both had served only to clarify differences. Meanwhile, the
political events in Russiathe receding tide of revolution and

the strengthening of the government's hand by a vigorous
reform initiativeconvinced Lenin more than ever of the
rectitude of his own views on party organization and revolutionary alliances and made him still more uncompiornising in

bis attitude toward the Mensheviks. Having failed to win a
victory for Bolshevism within the Social Democratic party by

other means, he now sought to seize control of the party
apparatus illegally. He summoned a meeting which styled
itself a party congress in Prague in January, 1912. Though
the meeting called itself the Sixth Congress of the RSDLP,
the Mensheviks were not invited, and the new party central
committee was entirely Bolshevik. That Lenin's peremptory
lion was not effectively checked by the Mensheviks was
mainly to the divisions in their ranks. The outbreak of

d War I in the summer of 1914 prevented an investin of the affair by a committee of the Socialist Inter'onal.
Although buoyed up somewhat by renascent labor unrest
in 1912 and after, revolutionary hopes were feeble indeed on
the eve of World War 1. Lenin seemed, however, to ignore the
prevailing soCic' "r1 Political circumstances, pursuing his
a faction and a doctrine within the
paroose of to.
_atic movement which served the
Russian so.volutionary ca ise as AC ConceiVed it.

The outbreak of World War I emphasized the fact that
the Bolsheviks were isolated not only from their colleagues in

the social democratic movement, but also in the Russian
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socialist movement as a whole. Whereas the other socialists
voted support of the war effort, the Bolsheviks denied their
support. Lenin was exiled in Switzerland during the war, and
there he played an important role among the segment of

European socialists who repudiated socialist support for
national war efforts and sought to form a new interne"onal
organization of anti-war socialists. For Lenin, the war years
marked the climax of the struggle of the capitalist state:: for

markets, a climax which had reached a highly developed form
of imperialist rivalry. Describing this ',Tivalry in his hnperialism, the Highest Stage of capitOstrz (1916), he went on
to insist that "the imperialist war must be turned into a civil
ww." and to suggest that the proletariat must turn its arms
against the bourgeoisie in order to achieve both peace and
socialism. The war years were depressing ones for Lenin and

for the Bolshevik faction. Efforts to obtain an anti-war
socialist international were unsuccessful, and the prospects
for revolution inside Russia seemed dim, the war appearing to
have welded the nation together with patriotic fervor. Lenin
was therefore suprised, though pleased and characteristically
well-prepared, when the news of the revolution of February,
1917, reached him in his Swiss exile.

On the eve of the 1917 revolution, Lenin's Bolsheviks
were still not a party in the full sense but rather a faction of
the RSDLP still carrying the Bolshevik tag. Lenin had post-

poned complete separation for a long time, hoping to win the
whole party over to his banner. His action in Prague in 1912
was an effort to seize the symbols of party authority while
excluding doctrinally unacceptable membersprimarily
Mensheviks. The confusion of party leadership in the years of
political repression of revolutionaries at home and dispersal
of leaders in exile abroad did noL make it convenient for the
Mensheviks to rally quickly to the defense of their interests.

But by the same token, Lenin was unable to secure full

control of a functioning party organization, since none really
existed. He did, however, destroy most of the confidence
that remained in his reliability as a Social Democratic colleague among the Mensheviks and thus deepened the division
in the party.
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It. was a faction raker than a prty,
lack of oliki
Virtualit: :id of
but also
the dislinguished social dernocridic leaders who had participated ni the organizing work of the 1K9Os ano the early yeas
of the eentury found themtclves in the Menshevik camp.
Lenin had failed to whi hi- more distinguished senior social
1!olshevit,

.

nOt J.

is cause. In consequence, however, his
I hall it would otherwise have h-on.

democratic leml,

control was rar

valued odedienee more Hum ix
to his colleaimes,
unilormity oi
lellectu,d indei inlene. H|s insistence

oridelice l ins own politica
debate and certainly to

and in,
ci-Loodoxy tended io
discourage rivp'; ror the piu

Thus. Lenin had formn -led a doctrine before he really
bi'd a totally intiependenl Hirk-, organization. That doctrine
-vas fully, indeed elaborate!: formulated before 1_917, even
If was exceedingly small and
while the Bolshevik faction
ebout deep roots either in the social democratic inovement
as a whole or in the working :Hass. Lenin clearly felt little
concern abont the fact that he had a doctrine before he had a
party, just as he felt little concern about the small number of
followers and the absence of the more distinguished party
names among his followers. His hehavior had amply demonstrated that doctrinal orthodoxy came before all other (-onsiderations. It was vastly moce important to 'lave an orthodox and obedient following in :A small faction than to havc
large and doctrinally heterodow following in a large par! y
organization that Lenin
organization. It w:ts with 1,his
prepared to seize the opdortunities created hy the February
revolution. Events latez proved the goat effectiveness of the
.

party he had t-orp,,.-,1 as an instrument of revolutionary action.
B.

Bolshevik Revolution

The Russian Revolution of 1917 can best be viewed as
the climax of a long period of political ferment and reform

stretching back at least to the middle of the nineteenth
century. While the ,vciopment of intellectnal opposition
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ent circles aiut 1111011 the part
01
the
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01
reform.'11..,
there was also u growing sense
major achievement of the reform OM was the emancipation

the reforms

helped to

I

of the serfs (1801), hut the judicial reforms and the introgovernment monizations indicated
dnetirn of elceted
new directimei in governmental organizatrm as well,

The assassination of Alexander II by a revolutionist's
bomb in 1881 symbolized the separation and hostility Hutt
had developed hetween the crown and the reform forces in
Russia, 'I'he government's reform meastirw seemed always to

/;1.(bvimf, polilieal opposi=
of the cxpeetation
to
lion, leadhig many of its members an increitsingly radical
and nec,inpromising polilleal program whose mo,it exireme

fu'ored political AlisasAnation, Ironically, revolutionary
-rated political reaction, not fa tiler reform,
terrorisi,
centin between the death of Alevinoer If
and the
ru

olution 0, 1905 was a period of largely conservativ i a during which .1.1e Alexandrine reforms were
systematically redu('ed rather than extended, During these
years, the govwnment introduced a number or important
ion and commercial
sures to acilitate railroad car
amistalcably
plain its
and industrial growth, bat it ma
of
a.aocratic
governdevotion to the principle and practico
desperate
ment and did little to alleviate the increasingly
plight of the peasantry or to deal with the problems of 0-le
gowing class of industrial labor. Meanwhile, its position
further undermined by the gTowing influence of nationalism
in the non-Russian borderlands of the empire, where questions were being forcefully raised, not only about autocracy,

and the

l'

but about Russian rule in general.
In the context of this political and social ferment, two
developments proved decisive. One was the rapid organi-

zation from about 1898 to 1904 of liberal and radical

(socialist) political parties dedicated to the overthrow of the

monarchy, The other was the embroilment of Russia with
Japan in competition for imperial territories in East Asia
bringing the .two empires into war in 1904-05. The RussoJapanese War, M which Japan inflicted a series of costly and
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humiliating mit itary de..en CS LI ion Russia, (n.!ated an intern
crisis in which political opposition flourished. The war was an

unpopular and costly failure, and the government's embarrassment, aggravated by the brutal handaing of peaceful
demonstraJons in January, 1905 (Bloody Sunday), i»ii.iaLc
a series or popular disturbances which reached tlitir climax in
a nationwide geraTal strike in September, forcing from the
government a series of important coneo,sions (the October
included the Prolnisn of a parliamentary
Manifesto)
monarchy.

The Revolution of 1905 and the October iVlaiiifesto

initiabql a crucial era in thy history of Hi ssi ii volutionism.
For one thing, `,.he Manifesto .:liarply divided the revolu-

lary opposition to autocracy- Part of the opposition,

notably the Socialist Revolutionary a

the Bolshevik branch

Democratic party, insisted on continuing the
revolutionary struggle and ignoring the Manifesto. On the
r hand, the liberals, both moderato (now called Octo;'Ists) and radicals (now called Kadets), us well as the MeeDemocratic! party, ins"
tievik branch of the
and
preparing
for elections to the
accepting the Manifes
new parliament which was to meet in the spring of 1906.
The Kadets and the Mensheviks both entered the new
parliament in the following spring. Their aim was to use it as
a means to force the granting of a constituent assembly. The.
bicameral legislature, with limited control over the public

purse and without any effective control over ministerial
actions, was wholly unacceptable to both groups, who sought

unicameral legislature and roher institutions of radical
suffrage and full cabinet
Tiocraey, including univers

their intransigence, partianything less than full
division between the
government and the opposition. It also ,.'i,vented stabilization of even the more modest parliamenta h. concessions by
which the government was prepared to abice. Moreover, the
vigorous action of revolutionary terrorists during 1906 and
1907 and the equally vigorous activity of extreme right-wing
nationalist groupsanti-liberal, anti-socialist, and often anti,ponsibility to the parliam r.
cularly their refusal to a,
democracy, served to perpe
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)itt(rlI(s n Russian
t
to
the
enfeeblement of the
that also contriliti. t'r
litical
new parliameihary wonarchy. By 1907, the gov7rnment,
having failed to win the liberals and moderate socialists to its
agrarian reform program and its structure of parliamentary
institutions, radi(7ally reduced tiv. .,le(Thrate. Having fully
reconsolidated its powe, it then re,2eeded upon a program
of full repression of the revolul ,n.
The period from 1907 to the world war were years during
which Russian rovolutionisre was in retreat. The majority of
the leading revolutionary figures were imprisonod or exiled,
and the prospects for wvolution seemed dim, i.ndeed, as Lhe
government's agrarian 1Ort,nli4 )rowfain quiacd the hitherto
restless rural population and urban labor was (;aiti peaceful,
There was also a mood of iLeal selr-evaluation mreading
of them
among cw tain mem heu of the intelligentsia
ir
Socialist
formerly members n! I he Social Ol'ilocratic
Revolutionary Myemeas) who proposcH a critical examination of tho philosophieal orimaples which had guided intelligentsia radicalism since the late nineteenth centur,', as well as
a re-evaluation of certain specific programs, especiaby the
fixed dogma of agrarian socialism. The iin:itation to selfcriticism was by no means cordially received, but, coming as
it did at a time of retreat, it contributed to the (12epening of
the mood of deiection which the revelations of ounlicity in
tlie Socialist Revolutionary terrorist organization, the
factional disputes among the Se-ial Democrats, and other
events helped to engender within dw ranks of Russian radicali
..L'hus, the years from 1907 mil the outbreak of the war
WOCP years of disappointment for the leaders of the revolutionary opposition. The radical "berals were compelled to
steady diminishment of their strength in the parlia-

creatd a

;11,,f

ment, or Demo, and a steady drift to the right of the

opinions of their membership, The Socialist Revolutionaries
were struck by intraparty divisions and scandal over the
betrayal of the terrorist organization to the secret police. The
Social llemocrats were divided by the dispute between the
Mensheviks and Bolsheviks, familiar since 1903 , but reaching

Th

a ne- peak of bitterness with the II/12

il..te,

pt of lx'n to

seize control of !he party orga ization by totally

Ilicit

means.
Hen

he current of IllisSiUti rvolutioillsm seem d to he
9ie eve of the fir .vorld war, On the
running slowly
,ne social and i)olitiother hand, the ,, .ies talmi to res
cal problems. however impressive, upon which the 1.,ifoht,

tionary movement had thrived were not aS yot adequate ti
create the kind of social and politHd stahility which tIL-?
government under Premier Petve :4olypiP

war.

seeking.

the viairr; of a revolutionary
Stolypin himself had fai
terrorist in 1911, an evidence that the revolutionary movement was anl very much alive. The instability of the ,ituali w 0'; Mich, us many perceptive statesmen of the time
iatgnizeO, that a major national diAorhance, such as that
sed by the Russo-thwanese War, could still open the floodgates af revolution . In 1,917, as in 1.905, it was an unsticce,;sful war.

u, y or 1917 brount to Russia not a single
overthrow .of the monarchy in
February and the Bolshevik coup d'i,tat against the Provisional Government in Octoberseparated by an eight-month
T

rnGin(

revolution,

but two

peilod of politkat and social turmoil during which the
liberals and moderate socialiAs sought successively to build
an effective and stabl.' government and lay the foundation
for a constitutional democracy. This troubled period is Vastly

more complicated and difficult to comprehend than the
revolut ionary

dram ati

events

which

Introduced

and

it; y-1 in its complexities lies the essence of the
t'assian Revolution.
The first and most commonly discussed feature of the

t 0,-

,,.,d

period from February to October was the effort of the

Provisional Government, initially liberal and liter
predominantly socialist in meribe- hip, both to provide
effective leadership

for the counte, and to prepare the

institutions of a political democracy to replace the conservative constitutional monarchy which had collapsed. The

events of the Revolution of 1905 and its aftermath had
revealed that the differences of political program and doc-

Inlets made ;Ocpvratioli
Is lId
hetwect
iremely difficult; 1.1) events of 1.917 made it clear that these
difforences had IOI diiiinisleI.
A second major f tire id he period wwl the vino-. of the
War 1, wnich had almidy severely drained the vitality
nation fo- over two and a halt years, continued its destructive
ourse, p ,senting as grave a challenge to the new government
wi to its unlamented predecessor.
The third !najor feature of the period was Lhe ei'upti
of political and social revolution. Latent under the
inonarchy, thee currents were endowed y ith new life by the
removal of the old symbols and apparatus of government
They
;Authority and by tie . lbanikdd roi,ei-cussions of the war.

mainly among the pea:iants, the industrial workers,
ami die ti.Atonal minorities.
of Russian life between the
Such were tho major
them in
February and October ovoluCuons. by examining
into
a
period
that
more detail, ono enetrutes more d -,niy crucial of modern
has often been characterr4ed as the most
Russian history,
of the ProThe most impressIve thing about the efforts
effective
adminvisional Government to build a stable and
constitutional
for
istration and to prepare the way
democracy in Russis was the feebleness of the organization
the beginning,
and instruments with which it worked. From
Government
leaderthe overwhelmingly liberal Provisional
1,917,
was
ship, heading the cabinet selected in early March, Yetrograd

deprived of full authority by the claims of the
of
Soviet. The preponderantly Menshevik and SRinleadership
the
name
of
the Petrograd Soviet refused to clairr power
socialism and y ct denied full power to the liberal Provisional
Government, The Soviet assumed full authority in such
of the militia and
matters as censorship and organization
claimed the right of veto over Provisional Government

actions on all major questions of domestic and foreign policy,
thus severely limiting the government's initiative.
Doubtless the diarchal structure of government did more
the authority and
than any other single factor to wear:en
Government.
But the
Provisional
effectiveness of the
7,1

government also lacked the essential instruments of iowor.
The imperial bureaucracy largely dismtcgrated following the
March revolution, Tho instiHn ions of self-government intended to replace it, outlined in constitutional enactments in
the early days after the revolution, actually came into existence only in scattered regiom of the country and never
became an effective agent and spokesman for thc government
in the localitie-s. The Provisional Government thus lacked tho
ability to transmit its will to the local level, usually de-

pending upon the line of command established between

notional and local soviets, and hence upon the collaboration
and approval of the soviets, to implement its decisions
locally. As the forces of revolution Rained confidence during

the summer and autumn of 1017, even the voice of the
soviets commanded scant attention in the localits Anarchy,
spreading rapidly, was also due to the lack of an effective
police organization and to an increasingly ineffectual army.
As the latter began to disintegrate in the late summer and
autumn, sending armed and mutinow; troopi back into the
towns and villages, it uided powerluDy
disorganizatio n.

i

he forces of social

Virtually every question with w hieh one deals in the

history of the Provisional Government leads back eventually

to the problem of the vr. The war demands were so

in-

sistent that the Provisio.ial Government was often simply
unable to deal with other problems. The commitment to the
war, however, was also connected with political attitudes.
The liberal leadership of the firA Provisional Government,
and especially the minister for foreign affairs, Paul Miliukov,
held that the revolutiol '-iad been primarily a revolt against .
the imperial governmont's failure to deal adequately with the
war, These men held, further, that the government had a
mandate to organize a more effective war effort and that the
ulation with a new
revolution would infc;
committed to policies
enthusiasm for the war.
of Rus,lian territorial aggrandizoment, thinking in terms of
m

gaining control of the straits to the Black Seas and of
annexing the Austrian and Ukrainian territoriesGalicia in
particul ar.

89

Pursuit of an aggressive war policy ou_ckly hia ght the
libeuil Provisional Government into headIceg colis.011 with
the Petrograd Sovie:... The moderate socialists of the Soviet
sought immediate peace wi'.',out annexations and indemnities. Their refusal to proclaim a unilateral peace, in view of
the detrmination of the Allies to continuu the war, meant
that they were bound wAly-nilly to continue the war themselves at a later date. However, they reacted aggressively to
news of Miliukov's declaration to the Allies promising respect
for tiw secret treaties and defining Russia's imperialist ambitions, The minister for war of the second Provisional
Government of May 5, Alexander Kerensky, dealt with the
crucial war problem after Miliukov's removal, Kerensky
continued to be concerned primarily with that problem when
he later became the prime minister of the Provisional
Government and the dominant influence in its affai-s from
July through 1ii:, Bolshevik B.evoluti:)n in October. Kerensky
agreed with oi,her moderato socially,cs that Russia should
renounce all imperial advantage and seek an early peace
annexxiions end indewnities. He shared Miliukov's
w, however, that the revolution had infused a new fighting
into the Russian population. He sought to mobilize that
spirit for a military offensive in July, which might give the
Allied powers an advantage in any peace negotiations with
the Central powers.

howew:, proved to tie a cataKerensky's (Arens!'
gains, the offensive quickly
early
fter
strophic failure.

spent its energy and ,i.iffered a series of reverses that turned
into a virtual rout. Thr? reverses bronght the first ir,rge-scale
demomtrations against the '-rovisional Government,

warning of things to come, and the first evidences of a

powerful Bolshevik influence among those disagreeing witil
the government's wx: policy. Effectively speaking, there as
no change in war policy 2roni the aftermath of the abortive
July offensive Eine the July Days that followed.
In the closing days of July there was, however, serious
concern in the war ministry and among the cabinet ministers
with the need to refurbish the military organization. On
Soviet had issued its Order Number
March 1, the Pet7,
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0:e the omemal
army, severly undermined the L;.riii clea,
Lary discipline. The results a
One, which, in seeking

the ,July offensive INhen, in delne-,c

had called a halt to offem,v( acc

el we
I-

T:

Lid.!!n;'

i-

rnittees had debat,,A whether th/ o..1,;ive
with tin) Petrograd Soviet's decimation io
ngthen
war only. Among other measures, the eff.0
of the
military discipline led, in late July, to the ix ,t00,
death pr xdLy at the front lines. Also taking fool-, as a more
comprenensive plan which aimed simultaneou to refurbish
military discipline and organization and, in an effort to assert
uue Petrogtad
the Provisional Government's independence
Soviet, to usr re!lable military rorc'es to s'oppc tho government, The plan is closely identified with the name a General

Lavr Kornilov, the chief military collaborator of the interested Provisional Government ministers and the man later

denounced independently by Kerensky as a traitor for his
role in the enterprise.

The Kornilov affair sometimes misleadingly called the
Korniloy mutiny) failed, but the denunciation of the action
as a military conspiracy against the Provisional Government
served further to undermine the already shaky structure of
officer-authority in the Russian army. Such events combined
with defeatist propaganda and increasing disorganization and
demoralization at the front to encourage widespread
desertion. By late ,..immer and early autumn, desertions
having reached catasti4J: ally large proportions, the Provisional Government, still sticking tenaciously to its war policy,
was faced with the unpleasant sight of the army literally
melting before its eyes. Soldiers occasionally commandeered
whole trains to secure transport from the westward front.
And the revolution in the army, coinciding with the revolution in the villages, both contributed to, and was stinmlated
by, that revolution. Soldiers going into villages with muniLions lent new strength to the forces favoring revolutionary
expropriation of private estates. On the other !1.and, peasant

soldiers at the front, hearing of the expropriations in the
villages, were determined to hasten home to secure their
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share of ihe !aud I 1W), by the eve of the liolshevik ;wiz
disorderly
of power, the b.usssul army had been redue .d
wklcspread
awl
unconrabble and was being dissolved hy a
the
Officers
and
(f',itinst
the
trollable series of mutiei(N against
authority of the g':verni..-ient.
du ng both
l (love
the i'rovisi
The leaders
well aware
l
i
riCilllcen
socialist peri
its liberal and mot,
social
revolution
latent
under
of the currents of political and
active
during
these currents became more
the old regime.
the suinmer and .-..utumn of 1917, however, the leaders were
rendered largely ineffective in dealing with them, not only by
their preoccupation with the war and their insistence that all

changes in the political and social order must be referred to
the constituent. zissembly (a hody whcw summoning the:"
air(sitedly postponed), but also by their Own political
doelriii which clashed conspicuously with the aspirations of
both peasants and national minorities. The forces of revolution, howevei, aggravated by the war and encouraged by the
overthrow of the monarchy, would be neither restrained nor
redirected.
vital and
The peasant (IUC'StiOfl was (MO of th
insistent of such forces to appear following the overthrow of
the monarchy. If to the libetal leaders of the early Provisional
Government the revolution imeant the opportunity to
institute a parliamentary democratic order, to the peasant the
meaning was summarized in the old populist formula, "land
and liberty." Since the emancipation, the peasants had

acquired the majority of the lands of the private estates

through purchase, and the Stolypin reform of the pre4var era
gave promise of continued transfer of the landt3 of the
nobility to peasant landowners. However, with the Iraditional
view that the land wr, theii:s by right persisting among the
peasants, the disappearance of monarchical power and, even
poWer, encouraged
more significantly, of local parie
spontaneous peasant expropriation of the land and livestock
of the private estates from the late vring of 1917 onward.
Such actions upon the private estates usually began indirectly
with pressures aimed to bankrupt thera especially thy refusi.!
to work at harvest time or the irtri;WnC0 upon olorbitant
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wages for either planting or havsl

fly at a later

stage did the actions niclude direct (:xprupruatio ii of land and
livestock , The Provisional Government received innumerable
requests for protection againsi such depredations from wives

of landowners absent at the front, hut it lacked local police
agents. The peasants, encouraged by the lack of resistance to
such actions, continued on their path, `Fhe result %va; a steady
March and
increase in expropriations which, betwe,
October, virtually obliterated noble estates,
The liberal loaders of the Provisionai Government did not

object to the peasmits receiving the land of the landowner,
but they wished to do it through orderly parliamentary
procedures. The moderato socialists who followed then'
sought, through their spokesmen in the ProvH nil Govero
pcasanh:
mein and io the local soviets, to cocour4,,
or to place
either to temporarily refrain from e.

the iand under the authority of "
cLstrihutn it to individual household::

t)t,s

rath r than

-fforts proved a
ndividual land
of communal

complete failure, since the peasant
holdings, not a perpetuation of
prelude to future
possession seen by the socialists
socialization, Peasant pressures in the expropriation drive
reached their climax in October. The climax coincided with
the disintegratior of the army. In a frenzied month of
activity, the peasants expropriated nearly half of the private

estates that had remained at the time of the February
revolution, Hence, the agrarian revolution, resisted by the
liberal and moderate socialist leaders of the Provisional
Government and the soviets, went its own course, For
peasant Russia, the revolution was now virtually complete.
Among urban laborers, the war had -created serious

problems even before the February revolution. The most
prominent of these were inflation and a seve,e decline of real

wages. \Cal the prices of' basic foodstuffs ail I common

consumer goods more than doubling in the course of the i,var,

the workers' wages had not kept pace. After the February
revolution, inflation became rampant. The Provisional
Government, without the ordinary apparatus of government
tax collection, had recourse to the printing press to moot its
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e results were a ,eve al iundrtd
c ., between February and Octobkr
Lion
severe hardships for the industrial workers, who',
re
w_.
little if at all, Faced with this predieument,
teas
attentive
to
increasingly hardliressed and ever more
aler, the
of anti-government propagandists. Among the
hol h
Bolsheviks
and
the
anarcitsts,
most important were the
so!ution
of
workers'
control
as
a
of whom advocated a policy
of
to the workers' problems. Preaching c.ass hatreo tristerici
workers
the desperately needed, close collaboration between
and manager, such agitators urged the workers to organize
and seize control of the factory. The workers would place
management in the hands of workers' committees in a
called workers' control, which was to deal with problcpt: by
;ind other measures. In fact, of
voting wmo
the workers' control movement had precisely the oppoi-_,
intended effect. Seizing control and voting wa.z.t,
creases, the workers soon realized they lacked the knowio..,,s,:e
withont
for management and could not continue operating elosere
capital and raw materials. The inovitable result was
within a few days or weeks after the seizure and a further
growth of unemployment. WorVers' control only aggravaN
it
the already severe problems of industrial labor, evec, asthe
of
industry
to
produce
for
further reduced tbe capacit&

war effort.
The nationalities gimstioil was a .veing one for the Pro.
visional Government. IL faced the problems accuynolated
under the imperial government, and it was frusi,rated in
dealing with the political leaeeri of these national minorities
conflict of
both by its preoccupation with the mar and by the
minorities
The
its political views with the aspirAtions of the
Government
liberal and socialist leaders of the Pawisional

agreed upon independence Ditty for Poland, a state whose
future rested at the time n the hands of Germany. These
leaders were illf)repared to meet the demands of the (ith,.,ir
minorities. Faced with a ,lesire for independence by all
political groups in Finland, the Provisional Government was
willing to witpdraw the unpopular policies of its predecessor,
guapintee
restore Finnish constitutional privileges, and
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Finnish aUtOflOifly, but not to ,ant. indepenc Jice. The

attitude prevailed toward the national ist movement in the
4, a central focus for the
nationalist movement was formed ii was called the Ukrainian
Central Council, or Ralo. Like the Provisional Government,
the Rada Was first led by liberal and other moderate
elements, and later by socialists, tho latter identifying more
than their predecessors with the cause of national independence, In June, the Rada demanded not only

Ukraine. There, on March

autonomy for the predominantly Ukrainian provinces, but
also a separate administration and army. When the Provisional Government refused these requests, the Rada pressed
forward independently, compelling thi! Provisional Govern-

ment to yield to its demands by early July. Having lost
control in Finland and in the Ukraine, the Provisional
.Government's failure to formulate an effective nationalities
policy was costing it favor not only there, but among many

others of the minority nationalities. The weakness of the
Provisional Government derived not only from its dosire to
postpone action until the meeting of the constituent
x,sembly, but also from failure of its leaders to sense
,

rapid changes in the attitudes of the national minori,'
toward Russian rule,
The Provisional G..vernment can be counted a failur in
virtually all respects. It failed to establish an eM.,,,!.ve
government, it failed to establish its own authority, n it

to deal competently with the major proble
beset the country. There was no solution found
problem of the wai; under both liberals and sociali
faik.d

the
the

country continued its hopeless fight even as its capacity for

warfare diminished. As the form, of revolution among
,.)easant, workers, and national minorities worked tHInselves

out, the government leaders proved unable to control and
dircet them, loing much or all of the support of tlw groups
Seein ftiese trends, Lelin chose to bide his time
ner and autumn of 1917, confident that the
:,-.!rnment's popularity would diminish s the
ir ,

uacy of its policies beclme increasingly apparent.
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Such was the background ,ir events against which the

Bussia
reHr!ied
challenge of Bolshon:,rn appea,ed.
from
oriented
i.ne
Boisiu,viu
awa
on April 3 and quickly
Goverimicnt
and
collaboration
iport of the
as. In his .,Apol
wan the noreBok Ant( socialists in the

Theses of the folk, .L, day, he declared that the war was
imperialist and that Inc only suitable policy was an munedii le also rejected the parliamentary
ate and unilateral
state, and thus the planned constituent assenthly, in favor of
power for thr,! soviets. Within a few weeks, after he had
assured an acceptance of this line within the Bolshevik group,
workers, in demonstrations against the government in early
July, the "July Days", were shouting "Down with the Provisional Government! All power to the Soviets!"a slogan.they

took from their Bolshevik mentors. Lenin was not then

prepared to sei7.e Power, however, he(!mise the Bolsheviks did
not control a majority in the soviets. The events actually
meant a setback for the Bolsheviks. Arrest warrants ware
-vho quickly
issued for the Bolshevik leaders, and
ail
a German
escaped to l'inland, was charge:' with s#,
:)vernment.
l.;Avor
agent. For a time, events seem ['

it continually failed to
the weeks that followed, ho.
problehi,;
:ant
faced it. Tne general
deal effectively with tft
prestige
and
power
could
only serve the
decline in its
Bolshevik advantage.
The Bolsheviks enjoyed considerable gains in party
strength during the summer, advancing from 80,000 members

in April to about 200,000 in August. Tnat their popularity
also increased is evident in their growing strength in the
,ioviets generally and in their control of the Petrograd and
Moscow soviets by early October. Their slogans of peace,
land, and national self-determination 'mere designed to appeal

to war-weary soldiers, to land-hungry peasants, and to the
aspirations of the nationtd minorities. By inid-September,
Lenin felt that the time had arrived for the !iolsheviks
seize power. The plan was mooted in the party for a kw
weeks, Finally, on October 10, the meeting of the central
committee of the party approved, with only two dissenting

votes, the decision to seize power. 'I.:a. work of organization
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was done by
'rrokky. Wil() liii l)O('tl Oh atrnian or the
Petrograd Soviet since September 2:3. Preparation of the
plans for the insurrection was comp Rod within five days. On
the night of October 21, the Bolsheviks sent nulled de tac Ii
ments to occupy the major bridges, railway terminals, and
pu hlic huililini;s of Petrograd. Korensky deparled from the
capital on tbe following morning to search for support from
troops outsido the capital, but he was never able to return,
Burl lig the course of the day, the Provisional Government
remained in session in the Wniter Pnlace, but, on the
following morning, the last defenders of the Winter Palace
surrendered, the [um isters being taken prisoner by
Bolsheviks,

The ignominious demise of the Provisioi al Govern fllent

gave ample evidence of the frailty of its foundations. Not
only was effective resistance not apparent in the capital, hut
eff orts outside the capital to organize resistance to the
Bolsheviks failed completely. Even many who were hostile to

the Bolsheviks (especially the anny officers) were equally
hostile to Kerensky and were unw illing to come to his aid.
Rerensky merely found himself derided by many military
officers whom he approached in his moinent of desperation,
The takeover in the country as a whole was by no means
as easy as in Petrograd. Bolshevik strength outside the cities
of central Russia remained weak, and, even in these cities,
especially Moscow, there was a long struggle for Bolshevik
control. Not until the end or the civil war, some three yeaTs
later, could Lhe Bolsheviks L isi iTi effective control over the
wh 01 e country.

It is the established view in Bolshevik historiography
the victory of the Bolsheviks in October of 1917 was inevit.
able. It is a view based on the assumption that social and
economic forces had reached the point where the transfer of

power to the party of the proletariat, i.e., the Bolsheviks,
could not be avoided. 'Trotsky himself later explicitly

repudiated this view, writing that the subtraction of Lenin
from the circumstances of October would have been suffi.
cient to prevent the Bolshevik. revolution. All the events of
the preceding months, reviewed historically, seem to suggest

Lenin win took the part.'
precisely this conclusion, It
the noninvay front compromises and cid labondior
it watt-, Lenin who formuBolshevil ;4t:clist iii .\pril
lated the tact ics and objectives al' power seizure in the
months that followed . u is, indeed, nu anceivahle I ra the
Bolsi 0,..ak

power scizaro w oiik! have bn I nderhiken or

would have succeeded vithout his initiative and, leadership,

is not, on the other band, perfectly clear that the

Provisional ;evrnment need have lader I. however, withont
cerLinii revisions of doctrine, without better leade rship, ;and
without a inure realistic appreciation of the (Arcumstanees of
ussio i the summer ani,1 au tuni n of 1917, such a failure

would kuve been hard t,c) avoid, `Cho altorna five Lo a Bolshevi

Ii

SIU re of power would seem to have heen u pressing through,
alheit funnifinghz, until such time as the war ended and the
govern molt was alile to turn its attention to finding solutions
to the major problems thut beset the nation. With their
victory, however, it was up to the Bolsheviks to find sAutions to those problems in their %VII way. This they sOt out
to do immediately, u ;nig as their instrument the all- Russian

Congfc.ss of Soviets which met on the day of their coup as
fot-m 91 authonty of t he new govern
C.

po w er

Lenin and the Soviet Governm nt in the 1920s

Soviet Russia asscd through three stages of its development Fromi 1917 to 19:32. The first was the period of consolidation of political power and the civil war, 1917 to 1921.

The second was the period of the New Economic Policy,
1921 to 1928. And the third, often -!alled the period of "Lhe
real Bolshevik revolution," was C. Iat of the irst Five-Year
Ilan. Each had a distinctive chariettet and left a special mark
Soyio L I ife and insti tu Lions.

The period of consolidation of power followed immediately upon the Bolshevik revolutiOn in October, 1917. Lenin

commanded ()my a small party with small armed forces
supporting. it. Although he had the endorsement of the allRussian Congress )1" smets for his seizure of power and for
his legis ative enactments and acted in the name ol that 1

8

tiit offecLive power of the
iks to govern the eoun try
was initndly no g--,;2enter doh tint.. cttlieii predecessors. I,enio
began Iii legisla tn., proi..trairi I r11 fned te ly the I and lw ivil ich
nationalized the lin-al hut
it in the pos-session or the
peasants, the proclomation Of W kers' control I 1 Industry,
and Lin7 granting (if 11.0 rikiit tI solt-de.erilunatioil to the
national nlinorilies. 11,,, was Unmovable on the iwie ci
lk

Bolshevil

rol

th koverilineni reicaing erforts by the
non-Bolshevik socialists to pint ininisterial positions. lie
laintained a' Bolshevik power monopoly, t\en to the point
ii

repudiatin4 the results of the constituent
tions of November which
giVe

elecviksz

III aj

or ty. Lenin fore ibly spers ti that body when it Ia iledIZ
voluntarily relinquish its ri guts in a anuary. Censorsh
installed, arld the Cheka, or se,!.ret police organization, so
crucial to Bolshevik power in later years, was introduced In

December,

By the vying.
the Bolsheviks had ren yed
number of their promises and had taken actions which
alienated many former supporters, Workers' control of
industry was gradually being replaced by a system of centralized inanagemen t. The handing of land to the peasants
_

was being followed by early measures for agrarian socializaon and, even more importantly. expropriations of grain by
force for the supply or tr:te cities and the army. Self-determination of the nationalities had been restated as selfdetermination for the proletariat, a formula which in practice
repudiated any nationalist movement which was not led by
local Bolsheviks and which sought independence of Soviet

Russia, Finally, negotiation or the treaty of Brest-Litovsk
with Germany in February, ratified by the all-Russian Congress of Soviets in %larch), sacri (iced such grreat quantities of

territory (reducing the Russian state in the west to the
boundaries of the limo of Ivan the Terrible in the sisteenth
century) that a Social Revolutionaries revolt broke out
against. tne Bolsheviks. tot lowed by the very rapid spreac
anti-Bolshevik military and 1.-1Hj ical organizations around the
country,
The OrInl iatioi of milita, forcos ig..iint ftc Bolsheviks
;-;

99

hp sin ii th IKuiui region in Winuary. The SR revol

vas

acoinipailled hy the urnirrection among the Czech forces ill
which initiated a widespretklonti-Boklievik rehellion
'di ere. Later, anti-Bolshevik forces qe,auly,ed not only in
,erin um in the solidi, hut, also in the northwest, and in the
Lage-tmale
With the additional compiled( ion of
1

action in the weA, in spite of the ProstGerman
nitoys k treaty, and i\llied intervention forces Witting in
nor( horn European 11 uia eentral As:a and the Far East,, the
position of the Boisheviki seenierl higlly precarious,
Suddenly, however, the revolution in Germany in
vomiter, 191'1, brightened the pichire immeasurably. It
opened new revolutionary opportunities, and the Red Army
marchol kvestward through the Baltic states toward Poland,
seouled to herald the long-awaited revolution in Europe,

th,t revolution which Lenin regarded as essential for the
success of toe revolution in Russia, But the new hopes were
short-lived. Ey the end of January, the bright prospects for
eommunist revolution in Germany had vanished, and a
democratic government had stabilized power in a way that
the rovisional Government in Russia had been unable to do.
However, the Allied decision to abandon the intervention in
the following Nittrchin spite of the advent of a commuoist

revolution in Hungary dunng the same month-iave the
Bolsheviks new hone. The !massed offensive of the White
Army during the sprfng and summer of 1919 was greatly
weakened by the precipitate withdrawal of Allied intervention forces, especially the hasty withdrawal of the French
from the tilr(raine, opening that territory to Bolshevik penetral i on. In t he months that followed, the Whites made some
inprpssive advaiwes, especially notable being the drive of

,knton Denikin's forces from the south toward Moscow via

the Ukraine, hut, by the late autumn of 1919, the White .
offensive was collapsing on all sides. The forces in the south,
managing to regroup in Crinea under the leadership of
GerJtral Peter Wrangel in the closing weeks of 1919 and early
1920, took advantage of the Polish invasion of Russia in the
Apring of 1920 to hreak out of their Crimean lair and attempt

a new of fensive. 'Fhe rapid collapse of Poland, however,

1

oNposed the nill White 1ortt t fiCI-scale acticAl I,y the
Rolsheviks, vliiI1 sent it scurrying in retreat, by the end (-)
1020, t he :-ovict government hod conclude, I I reat'io-; th rho
:itavs id 101a1d ;tncl wa:, :0 lonst teinpontrity, re-

signed to the losi of loinland, tbe Bah lc s';ite and l'ohind,
iero,nid
92'.2. 'hie last
tin
shevik power ve as restored between
territ ory of the 13re-war empire I o h on lily ;HMO NI'd was
tin Far Eastern republic in t.,he autumn tuf W22, roll ownig
the withdrawal of Japanese military forces.
I

During the course of the civil war, the 13olsheviks undertook, even while engaoM in a life-and-di ath struggle with
their opponents, o program of socialization of the economy.

They began with the nationalization of land, though for
practical purpose the land was left in the possession of the

peasants. They continued with the nationalization of the
cooperative orani zations,

the

rmijor industries

country, the banks, and foreign and domestic trade. At this
time, '..here
currency ;

vas

oven discussion about the abolition of

the introduction of full-fledged barter in trade.

Such were the policies which were given the narne "War
Communism.'"fhey reveal an eagerness to press directly
forward to full socialization of the economy, though there
was much disagreement among party leaders as to the
possibility of such a course. No one was more eager than
Lenin to press onward with the socialization program at the
end of the civil war. But it was clear to him that the time for
retreat, not further advance, had arrived. Revolutionaly
opportunities abroad had virtually disappeared; meanwhile,
the economic life of the country wiIs severely disorganized.
Agriculture produced about half of its pre-war output,

industry was down to about a third, and heavy industry

much further reduced in production. With the appearance of
popular discontent and organized political protest against the
Bolshevik leadership, the situation had become really
dangerous.

The introduction of the New Economic Policy at the

Tenth Party Con Tess in Mareli, 1921, marked a sharp turning

point in the limstoiy of the policy of the Soviet Communist
87
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by th simultaneous rapid growth of population. The ah-ricultural policy was essentially a stalemate. The government
wa.s not prepared to encourage Hie Vigonous development or
sio all -scalp peasant. agriculture, technically or otherwise.
I,ikewise, it. kvas not prepared to go forward with ull-rledged
socialization which, it reeogniAcd., the peasants would resist.
In this position of stalemate, at. least One economist (Eugene
Varga) and one party leader ( Ni dialas hinkharin) proposed
re-examination of traditional doRmas on agricultu:e and
recommended concessions to pill stint indiviclualisnl as a
means or securing production increases_ Suet) measures were
tried tentatively in 192:5 ,tud I 1-12fi. The results were on-

courag-ing, but the general picttire or industrial and agri-

cultural growth renlained unsatiffactory, however, at the
Fifteenth Party 1.ongress in December, 1927, the party
leadership secured endorsement of- a program or industrial
and agricultural developnunit which emphasized a balanced
industrial growth with cci us iderahle development of light
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contor or world eniumunist revolution. It hore inialy of the
marks of the ri.volutionary utopianism which iffpired its
creati(ni, isiqui14 appeals for revolution ami settin4 hitisily

ilhont thi task of oronizalion lor revolution ahroad t, Imre
also, however, Lin, rriarks of Bolshevik organizational theory
inil practice, with its strong centralism, its subordination to

the R a.;sian Communist party, and its devotion to the creation of elitist arid well-disciplined parties abwad. As with the
earlier organization of the Bolshevik party, Lenin placed
orthodoxy or docth ne and organizational lOyalty above mass
appeal, and, especially in the famous Twenty-One Conditions
prescribMg terms of womb wrship, he excluded a large potential leadership anii membership which refused to accept his
own notions of thr correct forms of inirty organization and
doctrine.
The turbulent conditions of the immediate postwar years
were discourLigingly barren or htsting revolutionary victories,
Indeed, lasting victories were won, as in the Ukraine and
Transcaucasia, onl v where supported by the direct force of
Russian arms. The revolution in Germany, so desperately
desired, failed to develop into a communist victory; the
victory in Hungary -was short-lived, The effort to carry the
revolution to Pelarid ran aqound on the rock of Polish
national resistance, By 1921, Lenin ordered abandonment of
the period of revolutionary offensives in favor of a tactic
nore suitable to tho times, a tactic that came to be called

"united front. ThQ "united front" policy aimed at ex-

tending the influence of communist parties abroad by seeking
radical groups--chiefly socialists in
hr--?r
alliances
Europe and nationalist movements in Asia. The idea was that,

seeking alliances in a common cause, the Communists
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Imlay (1 penetrate the leadership of
allied movements, iNinning
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the followers ()I' (hes( moveimints to their own Imnner. The
Communists also sought 10 build international movements of
labor ilirofirilern and iiensitills Kreidiniern itnd to set lip
institutions in the Soviet Union ha training communist

Nould gain the ol
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cadres for wiffli;
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front- produced few sii!,nificant

rOSIIIts IH Western countries. The communists achieved some

short-term gains e parliamentary parties and in labor organitions, hut the political tactic of union wiLh the socialists
proved a ilisustei: when appliiid ill Poland al the time of itoztif
Pilsudski's takeover in 1926. More promising was the

application of "(anted front" in relations with the Chinese
Nationalist pinty (Kuomintang) from 1923 Onward. Both
Russian diplumatip influence and the influence of the

Chinese Communist party grew apace. However, since the
success of the nationalist efforts at territorial unification of
northern and southern China were followed swiftly by a
purge of the communists in the Kuomintang, the, achievements of several years seemed to evaporate almost: overnight.
Nonetheless, the Itokhevized Comintern and its world-wide

structure of obedient, administratively subordinated part'es
had acquired considerable organizational and tactical experience during the 1920s. Even in defeat, the Chinese Communist party was a vastly larger and more significant organization than it had been at the beginning of the decade. And
in Europe. both Clermany and Czechoslovakia had mass
communist parties which played a considerable role in the
political life of those two countries and would play a still
more important ro e with the advent of the Depression.
D. The Stalin Era

Starting from a position of relative obscurity among the
Party leaders hut from a position of great power in the Party
and state apparatus, Joseph Stalin successively allied with,
and then turned against, the left-wing leaders of the Party,
Gregory Zinoviev and Leo Kamenev tie first used them
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;.inother group in the Party polithuro (Nicholas liokbarin,
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kiore moderate want4 of the Party and which ultiniately
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diliii had !-;eenied N Lw ii Favor of the moderate policies, but
only shortly alter the Fin ith Congress, which saw the
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development and sociallization. Somewhat later, he spoke of a

righl-vii', menace- in the Party, which ultimately was
iii ilied with hi i'
I d dl
ho end of 1028, Stalin
had secured his own policy and virtually isolated the men
11

now stigmatized as Ono right-wing loaders. Economic policy
was in his lkinds, al-0 his First Five-Year Plan initiated a

whole now era or rapid socialization of inclustry and agriculture, an era whieh abandoned the debates and doubts of
the 1 92ft-i
ravor of a vigoroos and inworniwomising ad
IJ;Iiltc on indUstnill .C.NMIns1011 and agrICLattral Collectivization,

Before looking at the significance of the First Five-Year
Plan in more detail, oflIc needs to examine several aspects of
Party policy in the 1920s and their impact upon Soviet life.

Two aspects of the ',impact of communism upon Soviet
society are particularly significant. On the one hand, tlie
Party was building its strength in all branches of Soviet
society effectively duriog tho 1920s, On the other, it was ilso
building ik control in religious, educi,itional, and cultural life,
as well as in the life of. the national minorities. This control

was built in a way (hat marked the rapid maturing of the
structures of Soviet totalitarianism, which reached its full
complotion only undr Stalin in the First Five-Year Plan era
aft er.

Religious Ho witnessed the abolishment, in 1918, of
nment sti hsidits for the church, religious education in
Is, and the right of the church to maintain its own
schools. These mea8uros wore followed by heavy losses in
clerical personnel during the struggle with the government in

the period of the cial war and after The first stage of the
battle between church and state was concluded in 1925
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years were- added to this for a lull univeriiity preparatory
oturse. In the middle of the 1920s, the government estahlsbed it system of technical schools to train tho specialists
vd(q1 for the changing industrial and agricultairid order The
influence of ideology in e(hucation vvas evident in tho attempt
introduce a system 1)1 sillijetl, matter presentation known

system which sought tO place each
the context of Marxist thought. Because the

as the complexes,
$1til)ject
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syAlom was vigor(ntsly resisted in the course of the 1920s by
aito

teachiirs. it possessed very limited effect. la higher
on, the government radically democratized educa

'1 opportunity in the summer of 1918 ,hy ellmmating
we requirements into the universities. 'I'his generosity
had shortly to he qualified, however, because of a rlomt of
unqualified students. Berhaps the most important development was the disappearance of the autonomy of the univcrsities: frorn 1922 on, the Commissariat, of Education
ypointed the chairmen and the faeulty of the universities.
One is struck by the extraordinary vigor of cultural
ivil v in the 1920s, especially the pervasive spirit of
experimentalkm, which produced so rich a belletristic literatatro and a great (leal of fertile experimentation in the arts
ati,(1 architecture. Impressive, too, aro the relative freedom of

thei writer and the long period of toleration in literary life,
prevailing holt) before and after the special edict. of toleration
in 1921. By the end of the 11)20s, however, this freedom was

drastically reduced, especially loi tilL national minorities,
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whose literature 1.1 ;IN
;t spirit of nuicpend
political overtones 1(11 ti iii1itt hi HI(' I'ioviet in,overnment,
OwaniAattons in all bran...her, ()I' culltind life wer. established
under the tutelage of the Party, and the waiv was prepared for
the energetic positive direct ioni of cullinral aid ivitv which
appeared in the emirs, or the Finii rive-Act:I' Plan.
I

developc.
;-;ovieti

(nu of the most important itspects oh the
It of the structure of Soviet government and of

tc. nlititriailism was the unfolding 0( the policies ol' the

government affecting the national minorities, The constitution of the 11,S.S,R., ratified in ,1anuary, 1921, and essentially the crettion of tihI1, denied any or the ;Autonomy to
the federal units of the Union of Soviet Sooialist Republics of
iNhich poliliiiil leaders among the national minorities had
dreatim1-, 'I'lw failure to achieve ;Jul authentic autonomy was
Clue not only to the centralist structure ot the Party, which
iprinted its Own character upon the state, but also to the
views of Stalin himself, against which there was no effective
resistance from either Lenin or Trotsky, or indeed any other
highly placed party leader, The minoritie,3 were confined to
the expression of their independent spirit hi a fairly limited
branch
cultural activity, but even there---notably inbelletristic ieeraturethe sphere of freedom was being rapidly
restricted by the late 1920s aS the government leaders came
to fear the consequences of autonomous oultural activity in
the border territories, particularly in the I 114oine.

Such were the main characteristics of the period of the
New Economic Policy. The retreat of 1921, had led to only a
very limited search for alternative econornic solutions. The
conquest of power in the Party apparatm by Stalin assured
that the search would he cut ar short in 1928 as he demonstrated his ability to make b will preponderant in Party

leadeNhip and policy, The Party apparatus, its leadership
conquered by Stalin before the end of the1920s, was greatly
extended, lts membership had grown steadily during the
1920s, reaching a figure of over one and a half million, and
the influence of the Party in Soviet society was vastly greater

than at the beginning of the decade. The religious organi-

zation had been fully subordinated to state power, the
9.1
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educational apparatus had been brought under state control,
and the minorities had been regimented within the structure
of a centralist constitution which was essentially the creation
of Stalin himself. Such were the conditions of the country on
the eve of the First Five-Yew Plan.
The First Five-Year Plan can properly be called Stalin's
Five-Year Plan. During the two years beginning in late 1927
and concluding at the end of 1929, Stalin was busily preparing

the way for supplanting the economic program

approved at the Fifteenth Congress in December, 1927, with

an economic program of his own conception. In an atmosphere o f artificially-created crisis, the policies of Gosplan,

the state planning commission, were challenged by the
Supreme Administration for the National Economy
( Vespnkba), headed by the Stalinist Valerian Kuibyshev. By

the end of July, 1929, Stalin had rernoved the men now
stigmatized as "rightists--Bukharin, Tornsky, , and Rykov
from their main offices and, in November, secured public
confessions of error from them In December, 1929, Stalin
implemented the Five-Year Plan as he conceived it, especially

with the important scheme for the full collectivization of
agriculture .

Between October, 1929, and IMarch. 1930. some fiftyfour per cent of the farms of the Soviet states were collectivized. The collectivization drive was suspended temporarily
in March, but was resumed again in July. In spite of terrible

resistance from the peasants and catastrophic losses (more
than two-thirds) of horses and cattle, and very heavy losses of
meat, milk , vegetables, and grain, the collectivization drive
pressed forward. By the late 1930s, the 25,000,000 peasant
farms of Russia had been reduced to some 200,000
kolkhozes (collective farms).

The changes in industry brought about by the First

Five-Year Plan were less important in the organizational sense

than were those in agriculture. The bulk of industrysome
84%was already owned by the state or by cooperatives.
Only the small shops, artisan industries, and private trade
remained to be absorbed into the public sector of the
economy. The main objective of the First Five-Year Plan was
95
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the doubling of industrial production in a period of

five

yea-rs. The greatest emphasis was on the expansion of heavy

industryiron and steel, coal, and chemicals. But there was
also expansion of the transportation networkroads, railways, and waterwaysand emphasis upon electrification of
the country and development of motor vehicle and agricultural implements industries. Consumer goods and housing

received very limited attention in the plan and even less in
the actual practice of the economic policy that followed. The
results -in industry were, however, vastly more encouraging
than those in agriculture, 'The output of various branches of
heavy industry increased three or four times over between
1929 and 1940, the Soviet Union becoming a major producer
of motor vehicles and a large producer of agricultural equipment and chemicals by the end of the 19305. The increase of

hydroelectric power was also significant, but the trans-

portation industries fared much less well, with the consumer
goods production declining drastically.

The sacrifices and changes imposed upon the Soviet
population were enormous. The peasants underwent a
revolution in their mode of farming. Many of those who
resisted, a group which included a majority of the peasant
population, were often punished by confiscation of property

and deportation. The suffering endured by peasants subjected
to such measures was made still worse by the terrible famine
which followed the rapid collectivization, a consequence of
both the peasant slaughter of livestock and crop failure.
Alter collectivization, the peasants found themselves in a
system of farming which, ostensibly cooperative, was in fact
a socialized system. A manager was usually appointed by the
state, and the quantity and kind of crops to be planted on
the individual farm were determined hy state planners. The
peasants were obliged to make compulsory deliveries at ex-

tremely low prices so that, in fact, their per capita incomes
were reduced below those of the 1920s. The industrial
laborer also had an exe -edingly difficult time, The First Plan
witnessed a drastic redo etion of real wages because the state
used the technique of inflation to secure the funds needed
for its industrial expansion programs. The simultaneous
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disappearance of consumer goods from the market and the
inflation of prices of the few goods remaining, as well as the
terrible deficiencies of housing in the rapidly expanding
industrial centers, substantially reduced the worher's
standard of living. As with the peasant, a huge increase of
compulsion in labor legislation was the government's niain
answer to the signs of resistance arnong the workers.
Such were the main features of the First Five-Year Plan.

Total socialization of the whole economy and considerable
expansion of the industrial sector had now been achieved,
although carried out in a fashion that inflicted enormous
sacrifices on the population and created grave economic and
social problems with which Soviet leaders must still wrestle
today.
From the end of the First Five-Near Plan in 1932 to the
outbreak of 125/orld War II, the Party was primarily engaged in

completing construction of the new agricultural and industrial system which the First Plan introduced. In this and
in other ways, the impact of Stalin's leadership policies upon
the Soviet Union was enormous. In the negative sense, they

drastically reduced the freedom of the peasant and the
worker. The peasant was left with virtually no rights in the
management of the land. The worker was tied to his job and,

by the outbreak of the war, could not change positions
without permission. Additionally, there was a growing group
of many hundreds of thousands of forced laborers. 'The deficiencies of the First Five-Year Plan arid of Stalin's economic

management in general revitalized opposition to the Party
leadership. It is this opposition that explains much of the
mood of the purge years. 'The purges had begun, especially
vigorously in the Ukrainian party, before the show trials of
the mid and late 1930s. But, in the latter years, they assumed

the character not only of an enormous purge of the whole

Party, but of mass purges which terrorized the civilian
population and compelled nequiescence before Stalinist rule.

In the positive sense, one can say that these were the
years when Soviet totalitarianism reached full maturity. 'This
was particularly notable in intellectual life. The establishment

f an official line in such branches of scholarship as phil97

osophy, history, and law not only eliminated non-Marxist
currents of thought, but established orthodox Marxist models
of work in each field. In belletristic literature, the relative
freedom of the 1920s vanished. Fellow travelers and
moderate Communists alike were deprived of the rights of
publication, and many suffered severe persecution. Themes
were now assigned to writers according to literary plans, and
socialist realismthe doctrine that the aspiration rather than

the reality constitutes the proper object of attention of the
writerbecame the order of the day in writing and criticism.
In education, an enormous expansion of the schools and of
higher education waS accompanied by a still further extension of political control. Mevnwhile, the religious establish-

mentorthodoxy, Judaism, and Islamwitnessed

unpre-

cedented harassment of clerics, closing of centers of worship,
and other measures which dealt these organizations severer

blows than anything they had yet endured in the Soviet

period. Finally, the nationalities witnessed a total regimentation of their political leadershipwith drastic purges of
political and cultural leaders alike.
To summarize, the party leadership of the 1930s utterly

repudiated the compromises of the 1920s in economic,

political, and cultural life. Such crucial discussions as thost,
concerning the revision of party doctrine in application to
economic questions or the party's proper relationship to the
intellectual and scholarly community gave way to militant
proclamations of the Party line. The peasants' mode of life
was revolutionized, and the urban population was doubled,
reaching a total of nearly 56 million in the decade between

1928 and 1940. Government functionariesmanagers

in

agriculture and industry, directors of cooperatives, planners,
etc.increased in number five times over in the same period,
totaling some 11.5 million by 1940. The national minorities
had lost all hopes of cultural as well as political autonomy.
Such was the transition from the venturesome, experhnental
conirnunisrn of the 1920s to the Stalinist communism of the
1930s. The change had not been accomplished overnight, to
he sure. It is certainly clear that much of this withdrawal had

begun eaylier in the 1920s and that, in some ways, the
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experimental mood persi ted even in the early 1930s. By and

large, however, Stalin's First Plan marked the very sharp
dividing line between the two eras. The rnature features of
the Stalinist system had developed by the eve of World Wax
World War II presented the Soviet Communist party with
what was perhaps the g-reatest challenge in its history. As in
the Russian civil war, the challenge was not only military, but
one of economic orgaiirzation and political leadership as well.
In the early stages of ie war, the Red Army suffered almost
uninterrupted retreat with heavy manpower losses. However,
military reorganization, including significant personnel
changes at the top, enabled the Red Army to absorb the first
and heaviest thrust of the German offensive and, even in the

first year of war, to undertake a counter-offensive which
rapidly broadened its scope. The loss of more than half of the
industrial and agricultural productive capacity of the country
created enormous difficulties in economic organization for

the Party, difficulties which it met with considerable skill.
Particularly impressive vas the massive transfer of industrial

plants to the Urals and Siberia for the maintenance of
industrial production there during the war. Politically, the
task was to appeal effectively to the population, overcoming
its flagging morale, and encouraging it to endure enormous
sacrifices at a time when the military situation appeared
hopeless. As during the civil war, the Party leadership
demonstrated extraordinary firmness combined with a
capacity for brutal disciplinary measures, as well as considerable skill in propaganda appeals to the population. The
discipline in the army was extremely stern, the regimentation
of the civilian population behind the lines equally so, and the
organizing power of the Party and governmental apparatus
were sufficient to maintain the resistance of even such a city
as Leningrad, much of whose population starved but whose
resistance continued nonetheless. The propaganda approach
to the population was east largely in nationalist terms. It was

apparently dear to Stalin that Communist slogans would
inspire few hearts for battle, but that nationalist slogans
which appealed to the historical achievements of the past,
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emphasizing military leaders and military greatness, could
have considerable value. Such propaganda was accompanied

by appeals to the national minorities as the Red Army
advanced into their territories and by religious concessions,

which included restoration of limited publication rights,
modest opportunities for religious education, and, finally, the

selection of the first Orthodox Patriarch since 1925. Such
concessions applied not only to orthodoxy, but also to Islam,
though the Jews gained nothing, since concessions to them
had no political value.
The events of the war revealed the ability of the Soviet
political system to absorb blows of fantastic severity and yet

emerge in control of the situation. The popularity of the
Communist party and of the Soviet government was at a very
low level on the eve of the war. Its situation was certainly not
improved by the terrible reverses suffered in the early stages

of the war. However, the Party proved not only a powerful
organization force in the face of the desperate needs of the
war, but also a powerful disciplining force to hold the population together and compel it to continue fighting when the
odds seemed hopeless. In this respect also, the situation is
rernMiscent of the civil war, when so often the cohesive and
disciplining power of the Party was the one thing which
stood between organization and anarchy in the war effort.
One is also impressed by the skill of the propaganda and the
concessions to the population in the war-time period which
aimed at cultivating a sense that the Party was much more a

part of the people and their aspirations than it had been
before the war. These latter created widespread popular
optimism about the possibilities for improvement in Soviet
life in the postwar period.
Hopes for an alleviation of the severe features of Soviet
life were quickly dashed by the experiences of the postwar
years. Government policy hoi e faint resemblance to the
aspirations nourished by the wartime propaganda and concessions, resembling rather the policies of the early First Plan
era. The policies of the Soviet Communist party in the early
post-war years were distinguished by renewed regimentation
of intellectual

life, reconstruction and expansion of the
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C n minim. party

The regimentation of intellectual

life

included both

severe treatment of F3turned laborers and prisoners of war, all
of whom were regarded as halnog collaborated to ohe degree

or another, and the effort to isolate these returnees from
contact with the rest of the population. Such policies seemed

to aim, at least in part, at preventing them from spreading
their impressions of the outside world. The regimentation in
cultural life was dominated by the familiar theme of partisanshipthe demand that all works of scholarship, literature, and art be politically oriented to serve the purposes of
the party, which laid down the official line in every field of
intelkc
and artistic activity. cultural policies also included a strong element of antiaesternism, which has led
one comnientator to describe the tone of Soviet intellectual
discourse during these years a,.; an anti-kVest symphony rising

in a powerful crescendo. Leaders in Soviet intellectual and
cultural life coda red severe regimentation of literature; heavy
censorship of films and'discrediting of producers whose
works proved politically unacceptable; extensive rewriting of

history and disciplining of historians and philosophers; a
large-scale intervention in the sciences, especially in favor of
Michurinist genetics as elaborated by the infamous Trofirn
Lysenko; and even the personal intervention of Stalin in the
field of linguistics, Mmy writers and scholars suffered public
humiliation, while others suffered the loss of positions and
incomes because of attacks by the Party.

Industrial reconstruction and expansion concentrated
initially on the repair of the war's destruction. It also rapidly

developed into a program of industrial expansion which,
between the end or the war and the death of Stalin in 1953,
doubled the production of the major products of heavy
industry and achieved much modernization of old industrial
equipment and the addition of altogether new industries to
the Soviet industrial establishment. The labor policies were
similar to those of the 1930s, with low wages, long hours,
and miniinal at tention to the general welfare of the workerIn agriculture, there was a discouragingly slow restoration of
productive capacity. The per capita production as late as
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1952 remained below that of the pre-war years. Use of the
"link" system, which employed cooperative family labor and

incentives of individual profit to increase production, was
widespread in the early postwm- years. However, a sharp
attack on the "links in 1950 heralded the introduction of a
policy of rapid amalgamation of kolkhozes, a policy which
steadily reduced the number of collective farms as it increased their size.
During the wartime occupation of the western
borderlands of the Soviet Union, the Germans were struck by

the lack of leaders among the national minorities. The circumstances were doubtless due to the thorough purge of
nationalists, both non-communist and communist, and to the
extensive purge of the intelligentsia of these territories during
the 1930s. The Soviet nationalities policy introduced a major
propaganda campaign after the war against the nationalism of
the minority nationalities (even as Russian nationalism was

flaunted without inhibition). This campaign sought simultaneously to discredit the West as an attractive alternative to
ties with Russia and to advance even beyond the purges in
intellectual life among the minorities during the 1930s.

Clearly, the Party regarded minority nationalism as a continuing problem and was not going to leave it unattended.
Isiloreover the necessity of fighting with guerilla forces in the
Baltic states and the western Ukraine for a long period after

the war indicated that the newly acquired territories had to
be forcibly compelled to accept Soviet rule.
The membership of the Party grew rapidly in the postwar
years ilaving fallen from 3.5 to 1.9 million members during

the years of the purges, the Party grew to 4 million by the
time of the wax. In spite of heavy losses during the war, still
heavier recruitment raised the total membership to some 6
million by 1945, and a rapid growth continued afterwards,
bringing the membership up to 7 million within a few years.
Stalin was exalted after the war as "father, great leader and
teacher of genius- and was in all respects the unchallenged
master of the Party organization. The leadersilip had reinained stable since the Eighteenth Congress of the party in
1939. However, there were signs of a struggle among the
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second echelon leaders in 1946-48. During the Nineteenth
Party Congress, as well as afterwards, Stalin was evidently
preparing a new purge of the top level leaders; he expanded
the size of the politburo from eleven members to twenty-five
in the new presidium, and he prepared a campaign of propaganda which cast doubt upon the quality of leadership of key
figures in the Party. By the time a the announcement of the
"Doctors Plot- on January 13, 1953, Georgi Malenkov,
Lavrenti Beria, Nikita Khrushchev, and Vyacheslav Molotov
knew that the fierce winds of purge had begun again to blow.
Only the death of Stalin, under very mystelious
circumstances in March, 1953, prevented the purge from
going full course. It was followed promptly by the reduction
of the presidium to a smaller size and the restoration of the
power of the old guard leaders of the politburo. Thus, the
Stalin era ended as it had begunin an atmosphere of conspiracy.

In foreign affairs, also, the Stalin era held important
decisions for the Soviet Union. At the end of 1927, the
Comintern abandoned the policy of "united front," hailing

the advent of a new era of revolutionary opportunities.
Within two years, the prophecy seemed amply fulfilled as the

Great Depression laid its heavy hand upon the world
ecoi.omy, opening an era of political turmoil. For the Soviet

lePclership, the chief focus of attention, as in 1918, was
Germany. Germany had been the pivot of Soviet diplomacy
during the 1920s, the central factor in an alliance against the

Versailles powers. But Germany appeared to be drifting
toward reconciliation w ith her former enemies; moreover,
Germany was hit harder than any of the major industrial
powers by the Depression, her people suffering severe
economic dislocation and massive unemployment for the
second time in decade. Hence, the German communists
were ordered t :abandon their -united front- with the
socialists; the ally of the 1920s became the enemy in a period

of political offensive which aimed to destroy not only the
power of the German socialists, but the Weimar Republic as
well.

The Soviet leaders

_

.scalculated terribly the nature of
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fascism and of Adolf Hitler. They callously worked for the
overthrow of the republic and unwittingly contributed
heavily to the victory of a totalitarian political power which
soon threatened the peace of Europe and the security of the
Soviet Union, Combined with the growing threat of Japan in
the anti-Comintern pact of 1936, the danger was formidable
indeed. In 1934, the "united front" tactic was rehabilitated,
the communist parties abroad being urged to align themselves
with parties of the left and center favorable to collaboration
with the Soviet Union and the coutainment of German and
Japanese aggression. The tests of this policy were several, but
the most crucial was the German challenge to Czechoslovakia
in the summer of 1938. The Soviets were excluded from the
Munich negotiations which surrendered that country's
western tenitorics to Hitler and rendered it defenseless when
he chose to devour it entirely the following spring. Henceforth, Soviet policy concentrated on an understanding with
Hitler, which was Lichieved on August 23, 1939, By the terms
of that agreement, the Soviets and the Germans divided their
spheres of influence in Eastern Europe, by definition
covering the Baltic states, Poland, and Bessarabia.

Freed from the fear of a two-front war, Hitler launched
his campaign against Poland at the beginning of September,
1939, dividing that country as agreed after the Soviet inva-

sion a half month later. The Soviets consolidated their
control over Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania with little trouble

during the following months, and Rumania, under both
German and Soviet pressure, surrendered Bessarabia without

serious protest. But little Finland resisted stoutly, fighting
heroically in defense of its land and its independence, and
casting grave doubts upon the military effectiveness of the
Red Army. Moreover, Hitler's lightning victories in the Low
Countries and France the following spring, the eviction of
British

forces from the Continent, and his conquest of

Denmark and Norway left the Soviet Union alone on the
Continent to face the Nazi juggernaut. During the few
months of ,uneasy peace that remained, Hitler moved relentlessly eastward, consolidating his conquered territories and
his alliances, and forcing Yugoslavia and Greece into sub104
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mission. By the spring of 1941, his armies stood poised on
the Soviet frontier. On June 22, he launched a powerful,
three-pronged attacic which within a few short months had
advanced to the gates of Moscow and Leningrad and seemed
destined to bring Russia to her knees.

From the Nazi-Soviet Pact to the German invasion,
communist parties abroad had attacked Britain and France as

the enemies of peace. With the German attack, the line
shifted abruptly, and the world-wide communist propaganda
apparatus directed its venom toward Germany, meanwhile
praising the democracies with whom an alliance was now
forged. Soviet diplomacy, in the hour of national peril, could

adopt only the supplicant's role. Once the tide of war had
turned at Stalingrad early in 1943, Stalin adopted a more
rigid posture toward his American and British allies, pressing
hard for every possible postwar political advantage for

communism and fox the Soviet Union. The very nature of
Germany's suicidal gamble for total power in Europe assured
him of ample opportunities. The objective of unconditional
surrender endorsed at Casablanca promised the total destruc-

tion of German power, the major power on the Continent
since 1871. Unchecked by Germany, and with the Soviet
Army in occupatiou of much of the area of Eastern and
Central Europe, Stalin would be free to manipulate the
,ovitable postwar political and social dislocation to his advantage. The guiding purpose of Soviet diplomacy, therefore,
was to strengthen communist forces in the area. One means
was encouragement of communist-led resistance movements,
as in

Yugoslavia. Another was the sponsorship of com-

munist-dominated exile governments to replace those which
had sought exile in the West, as in the case of Poland. The
Teheran Conference in December, 1943, found Roosevelt
and Churchill prepared to accede to most of Stalin's demands
on Eastern Europe, largely, as Churchill has noted, out of a
mistaken estimate of Stalin's postwar intentions. At Yalta, in
February, 1945, Roosevelt sought Stalin's early entry into
the conflict against Japan, offering incentives which paved
the way for the postwar Soviet role in Korea and China.
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Soviet relations with the Western powers had deteriorated-

badly even before the end of the war, the thorny issue of
Poland being the foremost cause. In the aftermath of the war,
as the Soviets proceeded. with the systematic preparation for

communist takeovers tbtoughout Eastern Europe and obstructed efforts at collaboration in Germany and Austria, the

alliance foundered, giving way in 1948-49, in the tense
climax of the Berlin Blockade, to the era which came to be
known as the Cold War, When, in 1947, America proclaimed
the Truman Doctrine in, response to Soviet pressures on
Greece and Turkey, the Soviets turned to rapid and complete

consolidation of commanist power in Eastern Europe, a
process completed with the communist coup in Czechoslovakia in February, 1948. The new communist offensive
was world-wide, commtulist parties throughout Europe and
ASia launching offensives against former allies, whether
or nationalists, in a series of insurrections which
spread from Malaya to Fr.
In Europe, the new offensives merely served complete

systems of control long in the making. In Asia, the most
spectaculaz achievement was the Chinese Revolution, which,
by the end of 1949, had consolidated control over mainland
China. A climax and carigerous miscalculation occurred in
Korea, where the launching of a direct military offensive for
taking over the south was met by a United Nations military
effort initiated by the United States. The conflict led
eventually to a stalemate, The years of the Korean Conflict
marked the climax of the Cold War. From the Soviet viewpoint, these were years of frustration. Checked in Berlin and
Korea, the communist offensive had come to a halt. Indeed,
there were clear signs in tile last months before Stalin's death
that the era of offensives was about to be brought to an end
with the initiation of yet another era of "united front" or an
appropriate equivalent.
E.

Thr,

ost-Stalin Era

Four major aspects of Soviet life since Stalin can he
singled out for special attention: the trend in leadership; the
1.06
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problem of relations with the satellite states of Eastern
Europe and with China; the problem of maintaining control

in intellectual life; and the problem of industry and agrialIture.
The new leaders talked a great deal of collegial leadership

in the early years after Stalin's death. However, Beria was
moved from his position as the head of the NKVD and shot
as arly as the summer of 1953. Subsequently, the key roles
were played by Malenkov as premier and Khrushchev as first
secretary of the Communist party. A disagreement centered

on the question of heavy industry versus consumer goods
000 developed between them. Malenkov was removed as
premier at the beginning of 1955. Khrushchev then vigorously asserted his own initiative in government policy in the
succeeding year and a half, a period which reached a climax
at the Twentieth Congress with the famous secret speech
about Stalin. The congress further relaxed controls over
dotrtestic intellectual life and the satellite states, contributing

mueh to the thaw of 1956 and to the rebellions in Eastern
Europe in the autumn of 1956. Khrushchev's policies thus
contributed substantially to the creation of a very dangerous
political predicament. It was mainly for this reason that he
faced resistance in the presidium by the spring of 1957.
Behind the announcement of the expulsion of Malenkov,
Molotov, and Lazar Kaganovich from the presidium in July,
1957, and their public denunciation as the anti-Party group,

lay important events. When faced with a demand for his
resignation from a majority of the presidium, Khrushchev
pitted the Party Central Committee against the presidium and
!Imaged to reverse this decision of the presidium majority.

Erorn 1957 onwud, Khrushchev's leadership of the Party
seemed very powerful. However, the discussions at the
plenary sessions of the Party Central CommittRe were frequently stormy and critical of Khrushchev's policies. The
perennial agricultural problem was especially difficult, and
efforts to hide failures in this field were unsuccessful.

etween 1962 and 1964, opposition to Khrushchev's
leadership gained strength; this resulted from a dissatisfaction
witll his adventurist foreign policy, especially the handling of
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the Cuban crisis in 1962; his often hastily conceived and

implemented industrial policies; and his agricultural policy,
which, in 1963-64, reached a period of sueh extreme shortages that grain had to be imported from the United States
and Canada. In October, 1964, Khrushchev's opponents
emulated his performance of 1957, appealing to the Central
Committee to secure his removal from office. As has been
frequently noted, the most obvious feature Pr the new leadership of Leonid Brezhnev and A. N. Kosygiai is its colorlessness. Brezhnez occupies the position

from which both

Khrushchev and Stalin built their power. He is first secretary

of the Paity, as well as head of the bureau of the Russian
Soviet Federated Socialist Republic and 0, member of the

presidium of the Supreme Soviet. Kosygin is chairman of the
Council of Ministers. Behind the colorless facade which they
provide, there have been important changes occurring within
the Soviet Union.
The problem of the Soviet relationship with the satellite
states thrust itself forward aggressively after Stalin's death.
The revolts in East Germany and in Czechoslovakia during
1953 gave some warning of the explosivenoss of the pent-up
forces there. The response of the new Soviet leadership was a

policy of concessions which reached a climax in 1956.
Khrushchev's secret speech, indicating among other things

the despotic and irrational way in which Stalin had directed
the affairs of the East European communist parties, contributed much to accelerating the thaw in ,k"astern Euorpe, as
did the developing ferment in intellectual life, particularly in
Poland and Hungary. The efforts by the Soviets to slow the
march of events in Poland in the summer of 1956 brought
forth a vigorous response from the Polish party. Only by
concessions to the independence of Polish leaders could the
Soviets achieve control of a developing revolution in Poland.
Nothing, it seemed, could contain the situation in Hungary.
The October demonstrations in Budapest broke into open
rebellion; efforts to pacify the rebels led to replacement of
the party dictatorship by a coalition government, promises of
restoration of democracy, and, finally, a Hungarian withdrawal from the Warsaw Pact and a proclamation of neu108
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trality.

dy by dcisive military action was the Soviet

government able to restore communist, control in Hungary
and gain control of the revolutionary ferment which might
quickly spread to the whole satellite empire.
In the aftermath of I Itingary, the Soviet i('t(lms sought to
robuikl the way of EasL Furopeao coninniniLai but it wa.:
clear that, die kind of unity of the Stalin era could never be
reproduced. For a few years, a relative calm prevailed;
Hungary was engaged in efforts at recovery from the

destruction and demoralization of the revolution; and in
Poland, Wladyslaw Gomulka sought to contain the pressures
for change and maintain com monist rule. For all of the East

European communist leaders, Hungary was a frightening

evidence of the depth of popular hostility toward their
Tunes and of the possibilitiel for ontrir,ht anti-communist,
revolutions when this force was unleashed. Thus, the late
1950s and early 1960s were an era of relative calm. Beneath
that calm, however, new pressures were developing.
Much of the dissatisfaction with communist rule in

Eastern Europe in the early 1960s centered on the failure of
economic policies and the relative economic stagnation,
Pressures for more esi ;mental policies and for revision of
hallowed communist economic dogmas were strong, coming
to the surface most vigorously in Rumania during and after
196(3. Similar pressures developed in Czechoslovakia in 1967,

leading to innovations in economic policy and to demands
for greater political freedom which carried with them much
of the vigor and scope of similar demands heard in Hungary
in 1956. In both Rumania and Czechoslovakia, the impressive

factor was that the new leadership was calling for an independent national communism of the Marshall Tito variety
in Yugoslavia, rejecting the Soviet model of economic organization and the Soviet "road to socialism." These basic!
ways were declared inappropriate to national needs or simply
economically unproductive. Equally impressive was the vigor

with which the leadership sought a renewal of ties with
Western Europe, making trade agreements, seeking broader
and freer cultural ties, and reaffirming a basic unity with the
European community from which they had been detached
after 1947
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l'lie relationship wit h China proved an irireasingly
oubled one from 1959 onward, The Soviet leadership made
every effort to conceal the dispute until 1963, when it issued

a series or responses to Chinese charges openly acknow..
ledging the seriousness of the lift. On the Chinese side,
meanwhile, the position had develoo d that. the !lovict. Union

had abandoned revolutionary communism, had hecome
revisionist, and had to lie displaced from its 10Rlen-Thip Of the

world Communist movement, 1Norse still, from the Soviet
viewpoint, was the Frequently repeated charge that the Soviet
ttnion had formed a bloc with the I tinted States, dividing the
worki

into two spheres of influence, Since the Chinese

accompanied these charges with claims to Soviet territory
and with essentially racist appeals against the Soviet Union as
a

white European imperialist power, there seemed little

chance of closing the breach.
Thus, the unity of the communist world in the Stalin era
had, by the mid-1960s, been replaced hy an open leadership

struggle between the Soviet Union and China, increasing
separation of the Soviet Union from the states of Eastern
Europe, and a vigorous independence of Soviet tutelage on
the part of communist parties abroad. The impact of these
changes in a world charged with a new wave of political
radicalism remained to be seen.

The problem of cultural thaw has been one of the most
challenging for the Soviet leaders in the post-Stalin era. The
cess began very soon after the death of Stalin, especially
belletristic literature. There was criticism of the bad
quality of much of the postwar literature and a rehabilitation
of literary figures of the past such as Isaac Babel, Yu Olesha,
Michael Zoshchenko, and Anna Akhmatova. Even Feodor
Dostoevsky was eventually rehabilitated. A much wider range
of literature became available to the Soviet reading public,
and tentative criticisms of the doctrine of socialist realism

appeared. Hitherto forbidden themes, such as the evils of
bureaucratic government and, more sensitive, life in the
prison camps of the Stalin era, came forth in literature.
Prominent literary figures such as Ilya Ehrenberg were able to

publish literary memoirs detailing some of the evils of the
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Stalin era's repression in literature. Criticism of past policies
of intellectual regimentation was applied also in historiography, ('Cflhi omics, sociology, jurisprudence, psychology, and the sci inces. Removed wore the most unattractive
features of col trot in the sciences, including the preeminence ul T, i. nku
d' field of genetics; the more

irrational Party dicta on ientific questions, notably the
prohibition against Albert
kiin's theory of relativity,
were withdrawn. The problem constantly facing the Party
leadership was that of where and how to set the limits to
intellectual ferment. 'I'he early stages of the thaw We
marked by groat uncertainty and attack and eounter-atlack.
The agreement to publish Doctor Zhivago by Boris Pasternak

in 1956 indicated something of the confusion in literary
censorship. The revolutionary events of 1956, in which the
East European intellectuals played so prominent a role, were
followed by drastic measures of intellectual repression, not
only in the East European
also in the Soviet
Union.

Yet, the thaw in Soviet intellectual and cultural life
continued, albeit with frequent setbacks and often bitter
debates between party ideologues and leaders of the literary
and artistic community. The encouragement of measures of
de-Stalinization by Khrushchev provided a pretext for
publication of works sharply critical of the Stalin era, such as
Alexander Solzhenitsyn's One Day in the Life of Ivan
Denisovich, the now famous story of a day in the life of a
labor camp inmate, a story for whose particulars Solzhenitsyn could draw on his own experience. But soon the Party

leadership complained of a flood of similar manuscripts,
charging, rather revealingly, that some writers were using the
pretext of de-Stalinization as a cover for more basic criticism
of communism and of the Soviet Union_ Similar ideological

counter-attacks were launched against works appearing in
other fields of intellectual and cultural life, all of them
evidence tIlat the Party found itself trying to stem the tide of
intellectual ferment which would, given the opportunity,
sweep away the structures of communist orthodoxy. For
those who sought to bypass the censorship and sent their
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works abroad, the penalties were sevei
ial of Yuli
Wine! aud ,\ndrei Sinyavsky demonstrated. The frequency

of trials of writers in 1966-67 was evidence both that the
fermein ei)ainued and that the leadership was determined to
contnnl

e Khrushchey era opened with a_

polic

effort to openly acknowledge the seriousne.s of the agTicultural situation inherited from tho Stalin era. This was done
in September, 1953. Subsequently, the main approach to the

problem of grain shortage, the key problem of Soviet agriculture, was the aggressive effort to develop the arid-free
lands of Siberia and Central Asia. Between 1 953 and 1960,
this agricultural program was the keynote of Soviet agricultural experimentation, though its successes were severely
limited. The unsatisfactory results of the program could not

be indefinitely concealed; indeed, in 1959 and 1960, they
became the object of trouhlesome scrutiny by the plenary
sessions of the Party Central Committee. The policy of
amalgamating the collectives continued during this period,
following the pattern set in 1950. This amalgamation contributed nothing to the solution of production problems, however. Meanwhile, the general situation of Soviet agriculture
continued to be highly unsatisfactory.
It was not until the autumn of 1963 that the seriousness
of the situation was again openly acknowleciged. A plan was

announced to shift course completely and concentrate on
more intensive cultivation of the best land areas of the
country, with particular attention to the use of chemical
fertilizers and further mechanization, especially in smaJl
farming operations. The new agricultural policy was slow to

be introduced, but it was accompanied by heavy shifts of
investments to agriculture, a long-neglected sector of the
economy, and by a steady rise in agicultural production. By
the 1967 harvest, it appeared that the situation had been
sufficiently remedied. A repetition of the crisis of 1963 was
unlikely. Still, the Soviet Union was a very long distance
from development of the modern agricultural economy that
underlay the affluence of the United States. Moreover, the
improvements following 1963 had been gained, like so many
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improvemynts in the past, by the saeri
collective
principal, by a virtual abandomnent of the program of
-etnodeling collective farms into state farms, and by large
concessions lo individual incentive for greatei production
both on private plots and on collective and state lands. These
c(IlIC
Vt ii distasteful not only ideologically, but
IOii
economically as well, for they inevitably diverted resources
in industrial investment_
Industrially, the advance of the Soviet I Jnion
al production continued to be in) pressive through the
early 1960s. ilowever, there were signs in the late 1950s of a
slowing down of the rale of industrial growth and of certain
very painful problems. Among the latter was the continued
low level of productive efficiency. Another was the lack of

development of many of the more modern branches of
industry, the retardation, particularly, of the chemical and
associated plastics industries. Still another was the need for
modern i zation of many branches 01 industry with the transition to more modern melt e ids of power production, traction,

etc. The problem of labor shortage faced the Soviet leaders
for the first time in

their history, and once again the

challenge of Western supremacy in technical modernization
became, as in the era of the early Plans, a dominant feature
of Soviet discussions of industrial needs, Finally, the rate of
gowth in the early 1960s had fallen behind that of some of
the more advanced industrial states. The combination of a
retarded agriculture and a low agricultural product with an
industry facing labor shortages, low efficiency, and the need
for technical moderniziltion presented the Soviet leaders with
a grave complex o f economic d itt cul ties.
Among the most pressing and controversial problems was

that of industrial organization. From 1962 onward, a small
group of Soviet economists had suggested the introduction of
profit motivation into management. Often referred to by the

name of one of the foremost proponents, Professor Evsei
Liberman of the Kharkov Engineering and Economics Institute, the scheme was introduced experimentally on a small
scale, but has not yet led to major modifications of Soviet
industrial organization.
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To evaluaft ccinlprc hensively the extent o: changes in the
post-Stalin ora, ono ought to note the continued expansion of

industrial power with emphasis upon military power, the
efforts to increase agricultural production, and the continuing efforts to transform the institutional structure and
mentality 01 Smile :iociet,y alter It ommunist pattern.

l'rty controls were less conspicuous and inhibiting in
cultural :ife thim under St;.din, 'I'he coercion of the individual
Soviet citizen had been subst.antially relaxed, especially in its
forms. There c :is more contact with the outside world,

there were steady improvements in a still very modest
stanchird r,t living. Thus, from the viewpoint, or the individual

Soviet citizen, the post-Stalin era represented a period of
substantial changes. For the government, it continued to
produce a range of exceedingly complex and difficult probIn external affairs, the most significant development was
the disintegration of the unity of the Communist camp, the

greater indvendence of the East European parties and of
parties outside the orbit, and thy direct conflict between the
Soviet and Chinese parties. The Vietnamese war notwithstanding, there appeared tc, be a steady broadening both of
contacts and of agreement:i between the Soviet Union and
the tInited States, though the rapid broadening of the arena
of Soviet diplomatic and military activity into the Mediterranean, the Caribbean, and elsewhere created new potentials
for serious cc nflict, as the 1962 Cuban missile crisis
illustrated.
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Chapter III
ORLI) COMMUNISM

Mil rail IV t)-

witel:

studied
world conununism
The huge top
from many angles--historical, doctrinal, organi:iational, etc.
-survey is
The angle of observations to be used in this c
cross-s( ctional in the sense that it will explore, historically,
the interaction !,ei ween the doctrine of Karl Marx (including
the multiple intor)rctatiw-r of that doctrine by Marx's
followers) and the intertmuonal communist movement, with
their nineteenth century antecedents, but with emphasis On
the (woks in out century.

A. Ambiguities of Nineteenth Centtny MarxLm

To begin with, one should keep in mind that there

existed a basic difference between Marxism and other

,locialist and nonsocialist revolutionary movements which
either preceded Marx's own thought and action, or were their
contemporaries. The key element of this difference is the fact
that Marx inaugurated the so-called "scientific socialism,
i.e., he assorted that the total transformation of human

society from its capitalist bondage into a new social'U
freedom was ';cientifically necessary, independent from

ethical considerations and human will, because inscribed in
the impersonal

historical process itself. In the speech

Friedrich Engels delivered on March 17, 1883, at the gravesiee of Karl Marx, he said that "just as Darwin discovered the
law of the development of organic nature, so Marx discovered
the law of development of human history." To be a Marxist,
therefore, means that one possesses, or believes to possess,
the key toward understanding the unfolding of human
history.
In spite of the postulate that Marxism is "social physics,"

there existed in Marx's own personality, as well as in his
teaching and action, a basic ambiguity which had played a
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capital role in the Marxist revolutionary movement. This
ambiguity was the result of the coexistence of two mutually
incompatible elements in Marxism: its "economic determinism" and its "revolutionary voluntarism." The former
corresponded to the Marxist affirmation that the degree of
economic development attained by a given people, or during
a given epoch, forms the foundation, the base, of their social
and political order with everything else (the state institutions,

the legal conceptions, the ideas on reliOon, etc.) being the
reflection of these hardrock, economic, determining factors.
The implication of this view was that since human relationships were predetermined by their economic roots, men
could not at their own will make or unmake what existed
beyond their realm of influence. In his Preface to a Contribution to the Critique of Political Economy, written in
London in January, 1859, Marx was explicit: "No social
order ever perishes before all the productive forces for which
there is room in it have developed; and new, higher relations
of production never appear before the material conditions of
their existence have matured in the womb of the old society
itself," In other words, socialism will come on the stage of
history only when capitalism has reached its highest point of
development.

On the other hand, Marx, by his temperament and convictions, was a fiery revolutionary who believed that, his task
was not simply to descnbe these impersonal laws of historical

process and to wait for their maturation, but also to contribute personally to the destruction of the bourgeois-

capitalist social and economic order which he loathed. In this
connectio n, as particularly visible in his private
correspondence, he believed in the revolution as the result of
human actions, iaespective of the ripeness of objective conditions for the revolution. This distinction between objective

ripeness and subjective revolutionary will become in the
twentieth century the crucial element, not only of dispute
among the Marxists, but of a split in the Marxist movement.
Moreover, historical record of our century has shown that
contrary to the economic determinism of the "science" of
M;irxismthe less a country was (and is ) economically and
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socially developed, the more its n'volutionary voluntarists
had (and have) a chance to seize pow r and proclaim the
advent of socialism.

Marxist ambiguities do not end here, however. Mar,;
own vision of the replacement of capitalism by socialism was
the result of his belief that socialism (and communism in its

wake) would not simply destroy the capitalist modes ol"
production and the inequities of bourgeois society, but
would, in fact, represent a progressive, qualitative stop in
human destiny, encompassing the best features of the
bourgeois-capitalist society while eliminating its negative,
exploitative side. At the same time, however, by the violence
of his attacks against the existing order and his emphasis on
the absolutely necessary revolutionary upheaval, Marx had
encouraged the aspirations of those who believed that

socialism and communism should be built only after total
destruction and elimination of all the features of the
bourgeois socie:-y. Here again, Marx had left an ambiguous
legacy which in this century meant that persons and move .
ments claiming his politicd heritage came to irreconcilably
opposite vieWS and policies.

Finally, Marx has been, above everything else, a student

and a critic of capitalist society, and he has not left any
blueprint for a future socialist society. This also explains, as
will be seen, why the communist parties which have seized
power in several countries during the twentieth century
would not profit from Marx's teaching in their own efforts to
build socialism. En this connection, Marxism was and remains
an effective tool of critique and struggle against capitalism,
but it helped very little in building a new, socialist humanity,
about which Marx dreamed but wrote only in very vague
terms. All the communist rulers in this century have had to
build their own realities which, in spite of claims of Marxist
orthodoxy, have varied considerably from each other. And
the international communist movement itself, while paying
lip service to its founding father, has evolved through the last
five and a half decades in ways barely compatible with Marx's
own ideas and prescriptions.

All the preceding remarks suggest that, in the sections
which follow, the world communist movement will not be
observed as something unfolding according to the rules of a
scientific necessity, but as a movement inspired by an
exceptionally gifted student of hi3tory and an impassioned
revolutionary. Marx's legacy has been interpreted in varie-

gated and often mutually exclusive ways by other impassioned revolutionaries who have called themselves "Marx.

ists" and who only incidentally profited by and followed
the teachings of a typically nineteenth century doctrine.

B. Mam aud the First International (1864-1876)

Since the revolution was for Marx "the driving force of
history," it was of utmost importance for himand his
followersto devise the most appropriate instrument of its
implementation. Here again, both in theory and in practice,
Marx was not of one mind. He had been a member of small,
revolutionary sects which he later abandoned and criticized
in favor of a different concept of mass workers' parties.
Likewise,, he had been a believer in "permanent revolution,"
telescoping, so to speak, the bourgeois and proletarian
revolutions; but he had also admitted the possibility of a
longer lasting evolution of political systems, including the
establishment of communism by peaceful means in some
countries (such as the United States, England, and Holland).
This discrepancy between Marx the revolutionary and Marx
the gradualist was particularly visible and significant in the
ideological orientation and political leadership he and his
friend Engels gave to an emerging international organization
in 1864.
On September 28 of that year, at a meeting in London
attended by representatives of various workers' and socialist
woups from England and the continent, the International
Workingmen's Association (IWA) was established.

His-

torically known as the First International, it was a heterogeneous organization, both in ideas and in participants, yet
one of its primary aims was to protect English trade unir,
against the import of foreign labor. At least on the surface,
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this coiflpl"xity was overcome by the fact that everybody
accepted a common program drafted by Karl Marx, who
came out from a political isolation of several years and
decided to tako an active part in the new association,
believing that it filially represented a gtnniiw movement of
the working class.

Since Marx was not the founder but the invited forniu
lator of ideas for the new organization, he was anxious to
avoid any ideological exelusivism and organization along
sectarian lines. Several years later, in 1872, he wrote that the
IWA was conceived as "the real and militant organization of
the proletarian class in all countries linked together in their
common struggje against the capitalists." This basic idea of
what the IWA should be was expressed in the association'r
general rules, which Marx drafted. It was said there that "the
emancipation of the working classes must be conquered by
the working classes themselves," that the aim of the struggle
of the proletariat should be "the a, Aition of all class rule,"
and that the conquest of politcal power was "the great duty

of the proletariat." initially, at least, and in spite of the
establishment of a general council serving as an international
coordinating agency among the different national and local
groups of the IWA, the association was loosely organized, and
each of its sections had the right to preserve full autonomy.
Only in 1871, at a London conference of the general council,

were its powers extended in order to achieve greater centralization and limit the independence of national and local
sections. But this was done more because of internal conflicts
within the IWA than because of a change in principles.
The First International never became a mass organization,
and from the outset it suffered from internal feuds. The most

significant was the conflict between the followers of Marx
and the followers of two anarchist political figures, the
Frenchman Pierre-Joseph Proudhon, and the Russian Mikhail
Bakunin. The anarchists accepted Marx's critique of

capitalism, but opposed his views on the methods of anticapitalist struggle as well as his concepts cf the state. Since,
for the anarchists, every authority was an enemy and, since
they rejected all the institutions of the bourgeois society,
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they were against participation in political and parliamentary
processes of any kind, favoring a direct and total struggle for
the destruction of capitalism and its replacement by
completely free, federated communities on both the domestic
111(1 international levels.

Bakunin, in particular, was an im ulacable foe of Marx; he
oven had his own secret. political organization working within
the framework of the IWA. Ile accused Marx of authoritarian

methods in conducting the IWA, and he and his followers
strove to capture the leadership of the association. Marx and
his supporters combatted the anarchists at the several congresses of the 1WA and managed, finally, at the Hague congress in 1372, to expel Bakunin and some of his friends from
the association. At the same occasion, the seat of the general

council of the IWA was transferred from London to New
York, a fact which represented the end of the association's
activities. It vegetated for a few years in the United States
and was formally disbanded at a meeting in Philadelphia in
1876.

Besides these internal troubles, other events contributed
to the IWA's demise. The most important was the outbreak
of the Franco-Prussian War, followed by the brief and tragic
events of the Commune of Paris (March-May, 1871), which
adversely affected the 1WA's international activities. Moreover, the British trade unions, which initially supported the
First International, grew progressively colder toward it and
finally irit interest in its activities. Paradoxically, the
anarchists and some other revolutionary groups who disagreed with Marx seemed for several years to be more active
and influential than Marx and his followers, although they,
too, could not achieve more significant political results.
In spite of its short life span and many difficulties and
defeats, the First International played an important role in
the political and social history of the nineteenth century. lt
was, in a way, an indirect result of the social consequences of
the Industrial Revolution and of many battles against the
prevailing political and social conditions. The idea of organizing the working class politically and internationally not
only had enthusiastic adepts but left a legacy and inspiration
even when the IW A formally disappeared.
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1 Marxism of the Second International
(1889-1914)

be fulfilled before a new inter'l'wo _!ondiLions
Witional i cittcL ho(h! cottitl
estahlisiwd: The first was the
spreading of Karl Marx s revolutionary ideas; the second was
the ostkiblishment of genuine national sociiilist ptirties

adopting Marxisni as their ideological creed. During the
880s, socialist parties of Marxist obedience were organi
all western European countries, and, at a
meeting in Paris in 1889, the representatives of these yrties
established tho Second International.
From its beginnings, the new body had adopted the three
basic guidelines mirroring Marx's thought: the idea of
irreconcilable class struggle as the motor force of history; the
internationalist outlook of the proletarian struggle and organization; and the emphasis on political organization and
militancy. At the outset, the anarchists had again tried to
oppose Marxist predominance in the Second International,
objecting particularly to its strictly political methods of
in practically

struggle, but, at the fourth congress of the International
(London, 1896), they wi:-Te officially e xpelled from the new
organization.
The complete ideological dominance of Marxism in the
Second International did not mean, however, that it was free
of controversies. In fact, in practically all western European

countries, the socialist parties were divided into three coexisting factions. On the right, there were the so-called
"reformists," or "revisionists," who were following the ideas
the prominent German socialist, Eduard Bernstein
(1850-1932). He was critical of some basic tenets of
Marxism, believing, in particular, that socialism would be
of

achieved through full democratization of society and not
through a violent revolution for which the working classes
were neither politically nor socially prepared. The second,
and largest, current was that of officially orthodox Marxism,
the leader of which was another prominent German
theoretician of Czech origin, Karl Kautsky (1854-1938), who
opposed Bernstein's views as harmful to the revolutionary
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movement of the proletariat. Despi_ its revolutionary

phraseology, this current grew accommodated to the western
European political system which, in the last quarter of the
nineteenth century, was significantly changing in the direc.
Lion of democracy and social prorress. Finally, at the extreme left stood pure revolutionary Marxists who believed
that only a most determined class struggle could lead to the

radical transformation of the existing society. The most
prominent representative of this current was Rosa Luxemburg (18704919), also a militant in the German Socialist
party,
During the first eleven years of its existence (during
which time it held five congresses), the Second International
did not have anything comparable to the reneral council of
the First International, i.e., a central organ which would try
to synchronize the activities of national socialist parties. Only

in 1900, at the Paris congress, was there established a

permanent secretariat, called the International Socialist
Bureau. However, in spite of the secretariat's existence, the
Second International never became an effective political
body able to make decisions binding to its national sections.

The congresses of the International debated important problems of the day, but the militant resolutions of these congTesses were not and could not be internationally implemented. The leading party of the Second Internatiorml, the
German Social Democratic party, by far the strongest and
best organized, was not willing to submit itself to any sort of
genuine international discipline and did not want to assume
anything comparable to a true revolutionary leadership.
Two issues in particular were debated at the Second
International's congresses. One was the problem of socialist
"ministerialism," that is, socialist participation in a pro.
gressive bourgeois government. The issue raised profound
controversy in socialist ranks, and a revolution on this
subject, adopted by the Faris congress of the International,
was ambiguous. It permitted such participation under specific
circumstances, but stated that it could not be regarded as a
normal way of beginning the conquest of political power.
Even more heatedly debated was the problem of war. All
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Marxist socialists, by doctrinal definition, were professing
proletarian internationalism, and socialist deputies were
opposing in their respective parliaments the foreign and
military policies of their governments, All socialists were, or
professed to be, opposed to military conflicts and waxs, but
they disagreed among themselves on the ways and means of
how to oppose a general European war most effectively. A
militant minority wanted the International to proclaim a
general strike in case of war. The majority, headed by the
German socialists, did not want to accept such a policy,
considering it unfulfillable, As a compromise, the Stuttgart
congress of the International (1907) voted a strongly worded
antiwar resolution, which, instead of endorsing the idea of a
general strike in case of war, adopted an amendment of the
left wing of the International, which stated that in case of
war the socialists should use the situation in order to "hasten
the downfall of capitalist class rule,
In the final analysis, in spite of its official Marxist

ideology and the fiery oratory at its congresses, the Second
International was far from being able to decisively influence
the political history of its time. Three elements in particular
explain its limitations: the nationalist feelings permeating all
social classes in every country; the political democratization
and social diversification of the Western European (and
American) society which contradicted Marxist formulas of
simple class struggle between a handful of capitalists and a
huge mass of exploited proletarians; and its own internal
weaknesses which prevented it from acquiring ideological
unity and a solid international organization able to combat
effectively the existing political and social order.
For all these reasons, at the outbreak of World War I, the
Second International collapsed in the fullest sense of the
word. The masses of people, including members of socialist
parties, were swayed by patriotic fever, and the over .

whelming majority of socialist leaders resolutely supported
their national governments. Symbolically, the president of
the Second International, Emil Vandervelde, became a
minister in the Belgian government.

The Second International was thus among the victims of
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the general collapse of European order and stability, which,
with some rather minor disturbances, had existed since the
end of the Napoleonic wars. Out of the chaos of the war and
the failure of the Second International came a fateful split in
the international socialist movement. This was due, in the
aftermath of the Bolshevik victory in Russia in 1917, to the
particularly activist interpretation of Marxism by the Bolshevik leader, Vladimir Ilyich Lenin.
D. Lenin's Reorientation and Revision of Maixism

Lenin was one of the most mportantif not the most
importantpolitical personalities of the twentieth century.
Three of his essential contributions to the history of our time
were the building of a political party of a new type; the
engineering of the Bolshevik revolution in October, 1917;
and the founding of the Third, or Communist, International.
All this was done in the name of Marxism, though, in fact, in
all these fields, Lenin partly followed the thought of Marx
and Engels, partly innovated upon it, and largely went against
the established grain of Western European Marxism.

In Lenin's case, we encounter the crux of the already
discussed ambiguities of Marxism. The central one was the
discrepancy of Engels' and Lenin's views with regard to the
essential tool of the revolutionary process. In his last writing,
a few months before his death in 1895, Engels left a sort of
political testament in his new introduction to Marx's study

The Class Struggles in France, 1848-1850. In this intro-

duction, Engels rejected the 1848 "rebellion in the old style"
and said that "the time of surprise attacks, of revolutions
carried through by small conscientious minorities at the head
of unconscientious masses is past." In contrast, he stressed

that the proletariat had at its disposal "a new weapon and
universal suffrage." He described the
one of the sharpest
German Social Democratic party as "the most numerous,
most compact mass, the decisive 'shock force' of the international proletarian army," and prophesized that, by the end
of the nineteenth century, German socialists -shall conquer
.

.

the greater part of the middle strata of society, petty124
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bourgeois and small peasants, and grow into the decisive
power in the land before which all other powers will have to

bow, whether they like it or not," It is irrelevant here that
Engels was wrong in his prophecy; the important point is that
he expected socialist victory through the democratic use of
universal suffrage.
Seven years later, in 1902, Lenin wrote a booklet under

the title, What Is To Be Done?, which contradicted Engels
without polemizing against him. Lenin explained that the
working class by its own effort would not strive to achieve
the revolution but would develop only trade-union consciousness. He argued that the idea and spirit of the revolution should be brought to the workers from without, by the
revolutionary intelligentsia of bourgeois origin which has
mastered the theory of socialism and which has inaugurated a

new type of political party led by professional revolutionaries. He took, thus, a position exactly opposite to that
of Engels by advocating revolution-making by the "small
conscientious minorities" over the "unconscientious masses

At that time, Lenin was strongly criticized by other
Marxists for his "elitist" ideas which implied the imposition
of non-worker leadership to the workers' movement Rosa
Luxemburg, for example, in a 1904 pamphlet entitled
Leninism or Marxism, criticized Lenin's views as "a
nwhanical carrying-over of the organizational principles of
the Blanquist* movement of conspiratorial circles onto the
social-democratic movement of the working masses." in the
entire pre-1914 period, Lenin was practically isolated in the
European socialist movement, although he was active in the
Second International (together with Rosa Luxemburg, he was
among the authors of the amendment on war at the Stuttgart
congress of the International).
With the outbreak of World War I and the adoption of
patriotic attitudes on the part of the overwhelming majority
*Auguste Blanqui ( 805-1881) was a famous French revolutionary conspirator, founder of several secret communist groups, and believer in

seizure of power by a sort of military coup perpetrated by these
groups.
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of socialist leaders, Lenin took a violent y different, internationalist position. He started to publish numerous articles,
later pamphlets and books, assailing the "betrayal" of the

leaders of the Second International and advocating the
creation of a new, genuinely revolutionary international. Two

of his most prominent slogans at that time were: "The
Second International is dead, long live the Third International- and -Transform the imperialist war into a civil
war." Until the outbreak of the February, 1917, revolution
in Russia, which overthrew the tsarist regime, Lenin's influence in socialist circles remained negligible although felt
among radical socialists, who were tired and dissatisfied with
the duration of the war.
As soon as Lenin reached Russia in April, 1917, his two

essential political preoccupations were to prepare the Bolshevik party for the seizure of power, and to establish a new,
genuinely revolutionary International. On the first count, he

was not willing to allow the new Russian government the
opportunity to Organize and consolidate its democratic rule.
Over the protest of some of his closest collaborators, who
objected that the Bolsheviks did not have the right to stake
the whole future of the Russian revolution on the card of an
armed uprising, Lenin ordered in October, 1917, the party
organization in Petrograd to stage a coup against the Kerensky government, an operation successfully accomplished by
the Military-Revolutionary Committee of the Petrograd
Soviet, headed by Leon Trotsky. Instead of waiting for the
impersonal laws of historyaccording to the deterministic
Marxist tenetsto do the revolutionary job, Lenin's voluntarism proved to be of crucial importance. In the apt words'
of a historian, Russia was not ripe for socialism, but she was
ripe for a seizure of power by a Leninist party.

With the success of the Bolshevik coup d'etat, Lenin's
situation

changed

fundamentally.

From

a

powerless

oppositional politician, he became the master of the huge
Russian state. His methods of government, howeverthe
dissolution of the Constituent Assembly in January, 1918,

the suppression of the freedom of the press, and the
persecution of all political opponents particularly the non126
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Bolshevik Marxistsprovoked strong criticism in Western
socialist circles. Rosa Luxemburg, though sympathetic to
some aspects of the Bolshevik revolution, asserted in a
pamphlet written in 1918 that Lenin was "completely
mistaken in the means he employs," and claimed that the
Bolshevik rule was "not the dictatorship of the proletuiat,
but only the dictatorship of a handful of politicians." The
Bolshevik coup was assailed as non-Marxist by many Western

Marxists, above all Karl Kautsky, but these attacks only
confirmed Lenin in his willingness to settle accounts definitively with Western socialists of non-Bolshevik persuasion.

E. Lenin's Molding of the Third International
During 1918, while coping with manifold problems of the

new communist rule in Russia, Lenin never neglected to
encourage in every possible way the revolutionary activities
in other European countries. His attention was particularly
directed to Germany, where, in November, 1918, a republic
was proclaimed and a potentially revolutionary situation
came into existence. Lenin counted especially on radical
outbursts in Germany, believing that communist victory in
that centrally located European country could play a decisive
role in the worldwide communist triumph. It should be noted
that in Germany, as elsewhere, the formerly left, radical wing

of the Socialist party was now establishing a new political
organization, adopting the name of the Communist party,
and looking to Lenin and Communist Russia for inspiration
and leadership.

Early in 1919, Lenin decided to take decisive steps in
organizing the new revolutionary international. He was
prompted to do so because in February of that year several
socialist parties of central and western Europe had convened

a meeting in Berne, Switzerland, with the aim of reconstituting the Second International. Early in March, as a
countermeasure, Lenin organized an international conference
in Moscow, which decided to establish the Third or

Communist International (best known by its abbreviation,
Comintern ).
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It is significant

that the founding congress of the

Comintern was extremely unrepresentative, judging by its
international participation. The congress was attended by
fifty-two persons said to represent various international
communist and left-wing socialist organizations. Thirty-five
delegates had deliberative voting rights and represented

nineteen groups; seventeen delegates had consultative votes

and were said to represent sixteen groups. The Russian
Bolsheviks were in full command, while the overwhelming
majority of non-Russians who attended the meeting were
actually either former prisoners of war who lived in Russia or
individuals who happened to live there at that time. The only
genuine and strong foreign communist party whose representative attended the meeting was the German Communist
party. However, its delegate, Hugo Eherlein, had a mandate
of his party not to accept an immediate creation of a new
international because the German communists believed such
action to be premature (this was particularly the opinion of
Rosa Luxemburg who was assassinate& in Berlin in January,
1919). Lenin did not want to follow German suggestions and
decided to go forth with his cherished idea of establishing a
new international revolutionary organization in total opposition, ideologically and organizationally, to the Second International.

From its inception and through the first three years of its
existence (1919-1922), the Comintern was directed by Lenin
according to his ideas and concepts of a revolutionary party
organization. The most appropriate way to illustrate the
Leninist molding of the new International is by analyzing
briefly the salient features of the first four Comintern congresses.

The First Comintern Congress (March 2-6, 1919) did not

achieve much beyond its historic decision to establish the
new revolutionary international. Its manifesto, written by
Trotsky, indicated by its militant tone what were the chief
aims of the new body: "Our task," said the manifesto, "is to
generalize the revolutionary experience of the working class,
to cleanse the movement of the disintegrating admixtures of
opportunism and sodal-patriotism, to mobilize the forces of
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all genuinely revolutionary parties of the world proletariat
and thereby facilitate and hasten the victory of the
communist revolution throughout the world.- It should be
noted that the manifesto expected the revolutionary wave to

first engulf the western European countries so that "the
emancipation of the colonies is possible only in conjunction
with the emancipation of the metropolitan working class."

As a sharp counter-distinction from the practices of the
Second International, the Comintern was conceived as a
strictly centralized international party organization whose
headquarters, composed of representatives of different
communist parties, should serve as a general staff of the
world revolution.
From March, 1919, to the middle of 1920, Lenin and his

followers in the Comintern were profoundly convinced that
the revolutionary wave would continue to spread westward

of Russia and that the Bolsheviks would not remain as
isolated power holders. In May, 1919, the first president of

the Comintern, Grigorii Zinoviev, wrote that "Europe is
hurrying toward the proletarian revolution at breakneck
speed." While historical events proved this to be wishful
thinking, Comintern ranks began to swell by new adhesions,
chiefly through the split of left wings from socialist parties
and the establishment of new communist parties. At the same
time, the Comintern was attracting other radical elements,
especially anarchists and anarcho-syndicalists, who viewed in

Lenin's victory a revenge over the Second International,
which did not tolerate them in its ranks. Many of the newcomers were poorly acquainted with Lenin and his ideas and
threatened the cohesion of the Comintern by their disparate
views.

In order to clarify the situation, Lenin wrote in April,
1920, one of his best-known and most significant booklets,
"Left-Wing Communism," an Infantile Disorder. It was
directed against those leftist foreign communists, who in
their revolutionary zeal, were rejecting any cooperation with
the non-communists and any compromise in political confrontations. Thus, the central theme of the booklet was to
teach the inexperienced communist militants to "master all
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means of warfare," rejecting both right-wing "opportunism"
and left-wing "sectarianism." In a typical sentence, Lenin
required "absolute centralization and the strictest discipline"
within each communist party and also within the Comintern,
and maintained that "the dictatorship of the proletariat i.s a
persistent struggle, bloody and bloodless, violent and peaceful, military and economic, educational and administrative
against the forces and traditions of the old society." He
advised the foreign communists to work within bourgeois
parliaments and reactionary trade unions in order to foster
thc communist cause by influencing public opinion and the
working masses. Admonishing communist militants to be
tactically flexible while never forgetting their final revolutionary aim, he wrote: "Strictest loyalty to the ideas of
Communism must be combined with an ability to make all
necessary practical compromises, to maneuver, conclude
agreements, zigzag, retreat, etc., so as to hasten the day of
seizing power." Zinoviev called Lenin's pamphlet "a Bible for
the entire working class," and a historian of the Comintern

stated that it could be compared "for force of argumentation, realism, directness, and convincing power with

Machiavelli's The Prince." It is understandable, then, that this

writing of Lenin is being used even today as the most
effective training manual for communist cadres everywhere.

Lenin's "Bible- was prepared in view of the Second
Comintern Congress which convened in Moscow (July

23---March 7, 1920) in the presence of 217 delegates from
forty-one countries. While the First Comintern Congress was
essentially a manifestation, the Second Congress established
the real basis of a communist international organization. It
adopted the famous twenty-one conditions of admission to
the Comintern, largely drafted by Lenin. The conditions were
very harsh and required that all the new communist parties
sever all ties with the socialists. Besides legal organizations,
the communists were asked to create parallel illegal organizations; they had to undertake periodic cleansing (purging) of
their membership; they had to give "unconditional support
to any Soviet republic in its struggle against any counterrevolutionary forces-; and they had to recognize that "all the
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decisions of the congresses of the Communist International,

as well as the decisions of its executive committee, were
binding on all parties belonging to the Communist International." The congress also adopted the statutes (by-laws) of

the Comintern which followed closely the statutes of the
Russian Communist party. It elected the Executive Committee of the Communist International (ECCI), with its seat
in Moscow. As the British historian E. IL Carr put it, "the
historical role of the Second Congress, as distinct from its
ostensible and even from its conscious purpose, was to
establish Russian leadership of Comintern on an impregnable
basis."

The Second Congress took place at a time, when it still
appeared that the international situation was promising to
the communist cause; the Red Army was sweeping westward

into Poland, and the situation in many European countries
seemed favorable for the Revolution. Soon afterward, however, the ebb of the revolutionary tide began in many places
(Poland, Italy, Czechoslovakia, Yugoslavia). In Russia itself,
the Bolsheviks were faced with an intense opposition within
their own ranks which came to a climax with the uprising of

the "red sailors" in Kronstadt in Maxch, 1921. At the same

time, a revolutionary attempt in Germany, "the March
action," directed by a high Comintern emissary, failed cornpletely. It led to the expulsion of the president of the

German Communist party, Paul Levi, who criticized the
Comintern's instructions as inept. In view of all this, Lenin
realized that it was time for a strategic retreat, which found
expression at the Third Comintern Congress held from June

22 to July 12, 1921, in Moscow. In their reports to the
congress, Lenin (speaking about Soviet Russia) and Trotsky
(about the world situation) both admitted that the
bourgeoisie had regained self-assurance and that the prole-

tariat was compelled to essentially defensive struggle. In
contrast to the preceding congress, the emphasis this time
was put on the necessity to "win predominant influence over

the majority of the working classes" in all the countries,
while all of the Comintern's national sections would be
amalgamated "into a single international party of common
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proletarian propaganda and action." The same congress
adopted fifty-nine theses on the structure of communist
parties and on the methods and content of their work, which
enhanced even more the Bolshevik predominance over the
Corn in tern .

The role of the Second Comintern Congess, in Lenin's
mind, was to help establish independent, disciplined and
militant revolutionary cornmunist parties; the role of the

Third Congress was to make them tactically flexible under
the changed international conditions, when the first wave of
revolutions was ebbing. This first Comintern tactical reorientation was accomplished concomitantly with Soviet
domestic and foreign political adjustments to new realities. In
internal affairs, at the very moment when the Red Army
crushed the Kronstadt rebellion, Lenin launched the New
Economic Policy (N.E.P.) which represented a partial reintroduction of capitalism in order to solve the most pressing
economic problems without relinquishing the Bolsheviks'
total political control over the country. In December, 1921,
following Lenin's decisive initiative, the ECCI adopted the

slogan of the "United Front" for all workers' parties and
organizations in the fight against capitalism. It was both a

step forward and a concretization of the main slogan of the
Third Comintern Congress, -To the Masses," and consisted in
inviting the non-communist socialists and trade unionists to
join the communists in establishing a common anti-eapitalist
front. Early in April, 1922, a summit meeting of communist
and socialist leaders took place in Berlin but failed to establish the cooperation of leftist forces. The essential reason for
the failure was that the communists openly proclaimed in
their publications that the United Front was only a
temporary political maneuver aimed to separate socialist
leaders from the rank and file of socialist and trade union
masses which then would come under communist influence
and control. Lenin, in a directive which became known only
in 1965, explained that the aim of the United Front was to
overthrow the socialist leaders and that the United Front
device was to be used by the communists while fighting for
power but not after seizing it.
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Early in 1922 the communist regime in Soviet Russia
re-entered the international diplomatic arena when its representatives attended the economic conference at Genoa (April

10--May 19). Lenin directed the behavior of the Soviet
at Genoa in every detail, and his secret in-

delegation

structions to that delegation (made public for the first time
in the mid 1960s) insisted on a two-pronged approach: on

the economic level, the Soviet negotiators should try to
obtain the best conditions for intensified trade with capitalist
countries (on many occasions Lenin had insisted that trade
with Western countries was "absolutely essential" to the
Soviet Union);, and, on the political level, the aim of the
Soviet diplomats was "to isolate America and divide the
powers.- Although the Genoa negotiations did not produce
the desired economic results, Soviet diplomacy stunned the

orld by unexpectedly signing

a separate

treaty with

Germany in Rapallo, Italy, on April 16, inaugurating in that

way diplomatic shifts which, on many occasions in the
future, would characterize Soviet foreign policy (for
example, the Soviet-Nazi pact of August 23, 1939). In sum,

Lenin left for both the Russian communist state and the
Comintern a legacy of Machiavellian maneuverings in
different fields. In dealing with the Western world, par-

ticularly the United States, the Soviet rulers would try to
obtain commercial and technological advantages necessary to
build up Soviet economy; Soviet diplomats, on the contrary,
would probe the weakest political links to "divide" Western
powers. As for the Comintern, its sections would put to use

means and tactics, according to circumstances, from
violent revolutionary attempts to the United Front ventures.
(The United Front tactics will be refined, as we shall see, at
the Seventh Comintern Congress in 1935.)
The Fourth Comintern Congress (November 5December
5, 1922), the last congress that Lenin attended and
addressed, endorsed definitively the tactics of the United
Front. Its most characteristic feature, however, was a highly
pessimistic speech delivered by Lenin. He complained that
the resolution on the organizational structure of the communist parties adopted at the Third Comintern Congress was
all
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"almost thoroughly Russian," blocking the way to further
Comintern success. He asserted that "we have not understood
how to present our Russian experience to foreigners," but he
himself did not offer any remedy; he stated simply that "the

most important thing in the ensuing period is study " It is
thus of great importance to realize that, at the end of his life,

Lenin was deeply worried by many aspects of both the
Russian communist regime and the Communist International.

He recommended in his testament that Stalin be removed
from his post as secretary general of the Bolshevik party and

intimated clearly in his last writings that he viewed with
apprehension the growing role of communist bureaucracy as

well as the inequality of ethnic relations within the Soviet
state. The irony of the situation was that, while he estab-

lished the Comintern in 1919 with utmost lucidity and

energy, he died in January, 1924, with a clear indication that

he himself was at a loss as to how to transform the
Comintern into a genuinely international revolutionary
organization.
Moreover, despite his early conviction and expectations
that the world revolution would move from Russia westward,

he came progressively to change that perspective and concluded in his last article written on March 2,1923, that "the
final issue of the struggle depends in the last analysis on the
mple fact that Russia, India, China, etc. constituted the
overwhelming majority of the population of the globe." By
quoting these three industrially underdeveloped countries as

guarantors of socialist victory, he decidedly rejected the
aspect of Marxism, but he correctly
prophesized (at least as far as China was concerned) that a
Leninist party of professional revolutionaries, using all
political weapons that he left as a legacy, could lead peasant
masses to communist victory, irrespective of what "scien-

deterministic

tific" Marxism would or could say.

F. Stalin as Lenin's Heir and Chief
of the Comintern

If Lenin was the founding father of the Comintern and
directed with a firm hand the earliest phases of its activities,
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his physical incapacitation and death had two important
consequences: the sharpening of the struggle for power
within the Russian Communist party and at least a temporary

disarray in the international communist movement. The
domestic struggle for Lenin's succession had its ramifications

in many of the Comintern sections, and, in a number of
communist parties (French, Norwegian, Polish, English,
American, Italian), factional battles erupted. The Fifth
Comintern Congress, which met in Moscow between June 17

and July 8, 1924 (the first Comintern Congress without
Lenin), dealt with the troubled situation. The official report
of the ECCI deplored "a crisis of the entire Comintern as the
result of feelings of panic which could be discerned here and
there among the most uncertain elements." To cope with the
so-called

"right and left political deviations" within the

various Comintern sections, the Fifth Congress decided to
purge -the survivals of traditional social-democratic ideas in

the communist parties" and to overcome them by "the
Bolshevization of the communist parties."
As a corollary of the "Bolshevization," a series of other
organizational measures were taken, aiming at further

strengthening of the ECCI's supervisory powers over the
national Comintern sections. The Fifth Congress, however,
did not bring satisfactory solutions, and the post-Lenin crisis
of leadership within the Russian Communist party continued

to trouble many of the Cornintern sections. Moreover, in
1926 and 1927, the Comintern suffered supplementary
failures in Great Britain and China. Contrary to the Comintern's expectations, the British domestic difficulties in
1926 did not usher in radical upheavals. A year later,
erroneous directives sent to the Chinese communists contributed to their crushing, although temporary, defeat by
Chiang Kai-shek's forces.

The interregnum period of the Comintern came to its end

with Stalin's emergence in 1928-1929 as the undisputed
master of the Russian Communist party and the Soviet state.

He was then

free

to end the period of confusion

in

Comintern's history and to mold it according to his own
ideas and will.
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The central concept of Stalin's rule over Russia, with its
deep repercussions for world communism, was contained in

the notion of building "socialism in one country." For
several years after Lenin's death, his successors and contenders for supreme power debated the most appropriate
domestic and international policies which the Russian
Communist party should pursue. Stalin, secretary-general of

the Party since 1922, seemed at first undetermined in his
own views, apparently standing on quasineutral grounds
among the warring Party factions. After succeeding in an
extraordinarily skillful way to eliminate one rival faction and
personality after another, Stalin decided to adopt what could
be termed an extremely leftist domestic policy tin-ough the
First Five-Year Plan (1928-1933), total agricultural collec-

tivization of the country and its most radical industrialization. Appealing particularly to the young cadres of the

Communist party to drastically reshape Russian society in
the shortest period of time, Stalin was trying to utilize the
country's national energies on the greatest scale. His endeavor
thus was of greatest importance, not only for communism in

Russia but for the subsequent behavior of other communist
regimes (particularly those of China and Cuba); instead of
counterposing internationalism and nationalism as abstract
Marxist ideology would command, Stalin was trying to
harness national energies and put them into the service of the
Communist party. This attitude, as will be seen, was strongly
criticized by many of his opponents (Trotsky, in particular),
but it represented one of the essential features of Stalinism
and perhaps a chief explanation of its survival. When, in June,

1941, Hitler's armies invaded the Soviet Union, Stalin's
defense appeals were essentially based on Russian patriotic
feelings and not on Marxist ideological allegiance.

The adoption of the "socialism in one country' concept
did not mean that Stalin abandoned every interest in the
international Communist movement The rationale for his
attitude was that, since the foreign communist parties were
not able to seize power in their own countries, it was the task

of Russian communists, the only successful wielders of
power, to strengthen at the utmost the "citadel of corn136
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iriun1irn'' Ow -i,ict Union while

inir5olinf

an effective

n policy directed toward weakening the capitalist, imperialist" states. In fact, Stalin Unposed total discipline on
the Comintern in i fashion similar to his handling of Sovil t.
doniestic affairs. Thus, the Sixth Comintern Congress, which
took place Low tity l 7 to September 1, [928, mirrorec
radical "leftist policies which Stalin was introducing in the
Soviet Union. The chief slogan of the congress was "class
iigainst

class," which discarded the earlier United Front

tactics and enjoined all the Comintern sections to wage the
most intransigeant struggle against all communist enerni
with particular emphasis on social democracy. Besides the
lengthy seventy-six theses on 'the fight against imperialist
war and the tasks of the communists," the congress adopted
detailed

program, the first explicit program of the

imunist International. Stating that the Comintern is the
only international force that has as its progYam the dictatorship of the proletariat and of ccimmunisin, and that it (Jones
openly as the organizer of the international proletarian
revolution," the program presented a dramatic picture of
"the revolutionary crisis
coming inexorably to a head in
the very centers of imperialism," resulting in the establishment or a "world communist system."
The proFfram anticipated that a consequence or the contradictions within the world's economy and of the accentua.

tion of the general capitalist crisis would be "the armed
attack of imperialism on the Soviet Union," which would
"lead with iron necessity to a tremendous revolutionary
explosion. This explosion [would] bury capitalism under its
ruins in a number of so-called civilized countries; in the

colonies it I would] unleash the victorious revolution ..
this connection, the Soviet Union was hailed as "the base of
.

the international movement of the oppressed classes, the
center 1-if the international revolution, the most significant
factor in world history." Consequently, the deities of the
international proletariat were "to defend the country of
proletarian dictatorship by every means against the attacks of

the capitalist powers." Among other significant features of
the program, two merit particular attention. One was the
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it revolutionary librzitioii
ti'i1t'I Oh ''.;y1ciriatic Ind r)
rrnovcoient or thc
ono of the most important
Aro tegic tasks of the Conlin ter n; the second was long and
\tf aordinarily harsh attzlekt on "socialist reformism, the
( !hit

c nemy o f re volu tionary cornmu nisin ," assailing oven the
sociallsts
Au ktro =vl arNis ts") as "a particularly

clan gerous Nieto y of the puroptariat, niore dangerous than the
ovo wed iallicrents of t,he 132-0(tfatory social imperialism."

The violent language or the Sixth Congress might have
liol[-ied in producing the LN,---ne of fanatical communist militant

whi ch Stalin wanted to h ujicI. In a broader sense, however,
the tactic of "class agai nst eh-Ass" did not bring political
dividends. By isolatinv, th onis elves, the communist parties in
rnany countries lost thei r oniss.s appeal. More specifically,
use of the Com intern,-; goacral line, the Communist
party of Germany fough t (1-erman Social Dernocratis as its
rnai n enemy and, in doi nit this, facilitated the victory of
Int or's National Socia list : iloyeluent.
The Nazi regime in ( lerrnany tiid

the threat whien it

represented for the Soviet ill-jou-1 contributed essentially to a
lull tactical switch in the Cornintern line, accomplished at its
,c-leventh Congress which c-ont./ened in Moscow from July 25
to August 20, 1935. Inst4,!ad of the sectarian "class apinst
ulao" approach, the l935 onaess reverted to the earlier
United Front line and lau 111±1 ed the slogan of an "anti-fascist
popular front," appealing Tot only to the socialists but to all
anti -fascist political forcei ri all countries. In his rarilo us
r (molt to the congress, Georgi Dirnitrov, secretary-general of
t he Comintern, strongly crit:02ed past rinstakes and the

daner of communist isolation. In fact, his themes represent ed

a

series

of

variations

on

Lenin's "Le. ft-gr ing"

Coommism . Dimitrov ey4plained in detail how the
eon-nnuntits should work arid maneuver to attract nonconi nnmist partners. The firlal resolution of the congress

slated that "the establish merit of the united front of the
working class is the dedsi ve hnk in the preparation of the
toilers for the forthcorning,=. great battles of the second r- und
c-,f proletarian revolutions.

The refurbished Male of the
lar front" ICU
successful only in lorarwe and Spain, but it contributed
signally in breaking the communist, isolation which existed as
eOnSequomce of the Sixth Comintern Congress. Together
with the sweep in changes of Comintern's main line, another

fundamental, and certainly the strangest, aspect of Stalin's

handling of world communism was the duality of what
happened to foreign communist parties in their own
countries and what befell the persecuted foreign communist
leaders w ho t-!seaped to the Soviet Union as political refugees,
In

the period between 1929 and the dissolution o f the

Comintern in 19,13, the former were politically trained and
conditioned in the spirit of total obedience to the political
directives coming from Moscow and to the cult of Stalin's
personality. A former Yugoslav communist leader, IMilovan
13jilas, describing his Stalinist enraptures in the 1930s, wrote
that for him and his comrades Stalin w as "in fallihle and
sinless," On the other hand, the great mid-193O purges which
wore sweeping away practically the (!ri tire team of old
Bolsheviks, Lenin's comrads-in-arms, also engulfed countless
foreign communists living in the Soviet Union. It is a paradoxical historical fact that Stalin's police eKterminated more
foreign communist loaders than the police in all countries
where the communists were persecuted, including Fascist
Italy and Nazi Germany.
The conclusion of the Nazi-Soviet pact in August, 19:39,
represented another sharp turn in the Comintern line by the
temporary abandonment o f the " popular front's' anti-fascism
As a corollary, many non-Russian communists broke away
from the party, but the overall discipline of the Stalin ist-

molded world organization was not disiupted. The true
believers retained their faith in communism and the Soviet
Union and considered the paet a necessary Machiavellian
move on Stalin's part, With Hitler's attack on the Soviet
Union in Jane, 1941, the former Comintern's '`anti.laseisrn''
once again became the slogan of the day, Stalin's realization
of the necessity to keep the alliance with Western powers
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ntut. in the fn1-1L iteminst Navi Germany led hun to dissolve
nuintern in \l IS'
In the official act. id' dissoluit was said that the work inwelass movement had ontI

o

I

I

its task and that, in the end, the Comintern heetune

in Ii I Ill obstacle in tile path of further onsolidation of the
working-class parties. While the formal end of the
Comintern idvas hailei I n many circles in the West, as proof of

Stalin's willingness to achieve more confide.it relations with
his Western attics, it was in reality only a skillful and diplomatic gesture aimed LO impress Westerh public opinion.
with or without the Comintern, those foreign
enininuinsts who had form ally espoused the Stalinist cause
continued to behave without that. supreme communist body

as they did before. The prestige of Stalin's Russia, parularly after World War II, was such that, with few
exceptions,

the world communist movement, gave the
IT upwzimh or heine
ithic bloc. That nnpre:;;;;(Iin
last(d, with minor exceptions, until Stalin's death in 195:1.

G. Leo

ky's Challenge to Stalin

The 111051 prominent among Stalin's internal phitiral
rivals and opponents was Leon Trotsky (1879-194

hecaine a Marxist revolutionary around the tura of the
century hut only joined the Bolshevik party in August, 1917.

Still, after Lenin, he was the chief builder of communist
power in RussM, first as the organizer of the Bolshevik coup
in Petrograd in October, 1917, and later as the creator and

head of the Red Army. As early as 1923, during Lenin's
illness, Trotsky became Stalin's political rival. In his testament., Lenin called Trotsky "the most able man in the
present central committee," By his position as the commissar
of war between 1918=1925, 'Trotsky played an outstanding
role and enjoyed great popularity vithin the Bolshevik party.
Moreover, he was very active in the early Comintern affairs

and was the author of many manifestoes the communist
world organization was issuing. In spite of all this and his
veat intellectual superiority over Stalin, he very ineptly
countered Stalin's methods of intra-party fighting. In 1925,
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he ww; numeave
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1,114,

1927, he wa. expelled twin the liolslievits party and
then exiled from i\le!teow; in I 921), he was dcfmted, From
(lie various cot intries Ill Nhich lie lived as n political refugee,
he continued I
poli hcal :;truggle nitairist, Stalin and his rule.
Finally, in Aionist, 1 910, a Stalinist agent pretending to be
Trotsky's follower assasstoated hirn in Mexico.
Trotsky's main criticism or Stalin was direct t'rl ugitinst Ins
michee or -tit ill ansill Ill One 1 uiiiili y. " Iii i 928 flreacly in
exile near the Chinese frontier, Trotsky wrote a full-fledged
criticism of Stalin's views, later published as the Third In leena
/ler 1,enin, Ile tat:ticked Stalin's views from a
position of pure Marxist-Leninist orthodoxy, He argued that
"the national orientation of the I woletanat must, and can
flow only froni a world orientation and not dice Versa," and
contended that the Soviet Union could not develop socialism
el)11

()

,

in, le penden t y front the oondit 11)1V-; ;111(1 It (h''Iitj''5 or world
economy and of the world political system. Opposing Stalin's
allege( Ily "national-reformist" viewpoints to his Own "rovolaticniary-inlernationahst" ideas, Trotsky assorted that without

the -aid of t he intermit omal rovoltiti on the communist ni:,gitne

could not hold Out and that, consequently.. it was
necessary to spnNu_l_ the revolution to neighboring countries
and to support insurwctions there, arms in hand
Continuing his anti-Stalinist struggle from abroad,
Trotsky esh,Mlished in September, 1 9:38, the so-eallod Fourth

International, of which he became the leader as long as he
ivr'ti and a subject. of political veneration by his followers
after his death. A few months before he died, in a "Letter to
the workers of the U.S.S.R.," Trotsky wrote that "the goal
of the Fourth International is to extend the October
revolution to the w hole world and at (he sante time to
regenerate

th

hy purging

it of the parasitic

bureaucracy.''
The Fourth International never beeame an organizatio
of real political sipificanoe. Jlowever, because of its

"Leninist" revolutionary attitude toward capitalism and its
criticism of the "bureaucratic" regitnt, in the Soviet Union
(and later in China), it continued to exorcise influence among

areamd

the sorld. In the

and early I lt70s, Trotsliyile
ort4attit...II ions, while iptarrelliw among I heniselyer,
kleolop,ical and organtAalional itccIJc iii. ttl meted 1.Ile interest and allegiance of inativ stodents, particularly in France.,
contrililited IL, the reneLva!
political agitation
ii many \Vestern countries.

I

I.

lat

nf East-Central Etiroi,e

C011111111111it

h WO end of World War II,

Ijic

sit inilinn of vorld

coition:also' ehanged hanlamentally. hstcad of: the Soviet
I !mon tieing the only commuotst -ruled country, the Soviet
Rod :\riny itt its westward push had been akh . to accomplish
something that it failed to do in 1 920, namely", to create hy
c:d.iwo II haA Central hunipe the precca nlition hot the
Hum(' wp
now ,ninandst rcKunes in several countris. This
process was mit alinip1 bat illir(ddod iii ,ic-viArird :smoiennos.
1cfrc Lit var, the communist parties in East-Central
Eurow, NNith some exceptions (such as ('zechoslovakia), were

basically small, persecuted, and largely ineffective political
g-roups which survived essentially becal Ise the leaders and

cadres were fanatically devoted Stalinists and the Soviet
t hnon exercised attraction and influence it) sortie circles even
heyond till' communists themselves. It was necessary that the
material and spiritual devastations of the svar transform the
entire political picture of the reV1011, thuti giving to the
communist minorities a possihilay to assert themselves in ti

decisive way, For this to happen, the folkiwing seven elements wore necessary:
(1 I The
ideological element incarnated in the MarxistLeninist-Stalinist vision CII the historical necessity of

communist worldwide vii
(2) The existence of an
I tool, that is, of a "Holshevized" emninunist party, in each country.
(3) The application by the conununist parties of a series of
tactical devices, conceived and experienced 10 a certain

extent (luring the C:ornintcrn period: the application of
1 12
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"united- ;old
political
abrupily
the

Huhu. Fioiul with nonA nonunisk and
readines:-; I() change hic ical behavior
:lilies kind Ho:-; ;111

The realities ok ihe international situation will its twopronged delcrounaids: the presence of the Soviet Ited
Army tind the Western resignation not to intervene in tmy

resolute way iu the pwAvvar political iiirientation and
development of East-(entral Europe. 'Me l)velaration Oil
Liberated Europe, part 01 the Yalta commiumpl6 signed
on February II. 1.91 i, hy the highest, representatives of
the Soviet Union, llnitod States and Great Britain,
solemnly proclaimed "the right of all people to choose
the fonn of government nutter which they will live" and
pledged the "q-,stablishment through free elections of
governments responsive to the will of the people," hut it
remained a tleadi letter because the Soviet government
was not willuig to comply with the declaration and the
Western powers. were Ullw iii mg to do anything to enforce

(5 ) Spcific intermit

iii each country with a
tho {-dread, mentioned material

ouidi brio s

COW mon dnnomivator

and moral devastations of tlw ixar US well as divided
political forces or non-corn in mists.
) Techniques of political nianClivering and pressure by the
coin m unists: do-mocratie promises, popular reforms,
threats of ourei.on poll th al eliminations, propaganda
all these varkgated methods of political struggle used

even before the open onslaught for total communist
power.

(7) Proceeding by stages With some variations in specific
cases, the communist seizure of power in East-Central
.

Europe took place in two to three years. During this
period the postwar reghnos underwent changes from a
sort of -neither Soviet nor hourgeois regime" in which
several parties rtrarticipated, to the full-fledged "dictatorship of the protetariat," i.e., complete communist
domination.
Taking these seven elemmts into account, one may distinguish three dift rent ways in which the new communist
1,13

57

n.ginies we

illeorpOrati011 Of
into the DJ-31-LN_, as was

Wished, one

the prewar independent count
the case of the three Baltic republics, Lithuania, Latvia, and
Estonia. Another wns the violent seizure of power almost
immediately after the end of the ;Nat-, as with Yugoslavia and
Alhania, which allowed only a vory short period of political
tolerance of non-communists. And the third was a gradual
seizure of power in other countries such at; Poland, Hungary,
Bulgaria, Rumania, and Czechoslovakia. This third approach
merits soine supplementary remarks.
Communist gradualism can again JR explain -1 by taking

into consideration the following five elements: (1) Stalin's
caution and unwillingness to alienate abruptly and cornHo( cly his Western war allies: (2) awareness that the communists in each country were a strictly minoritarian element
and that it was necessary to increase step by step their
influeoce before inial assault; (3) procez of "anti-fascist"
enmm passing not only the real collaborators with the
Nazis olwii g thl. war, hut also using the stigma of cohaborn as a tool to li vitiate polincal enemies: (4) necessities of
postwar physftal reconstruction of various countries and
1

)(Inchon I7 r piecerneal reforms enjoying popular support;
(5) expoctuti on ol genuine popular support through

electoral processes

This lust aspect certainly played an important role in the
Soviet and domestic communists' docisior to abandon cc.)
vith non-communist parties and to seize complete
power. Thus, for oNarn plc, at the elections in Hungary on
4, 1945, the Smallholders' party (agrarians)
obtained 57 per cent of the votes; Social Democrats 17,4 per
cent, and the Communists 17 per cent. In Austria, partially
occupied by Ole Ito(' Army, in the elections of November 25,
1946, the Popular (Catholic) party obtained 1,600,000 votes
and eighty-five seats; Social Democrats 1,430,000 votes and
seventy-six seats, and the Communist party 174,000 votes
and four seats. Likewise, in Berlin early in 1946, 82 per cent
of the Social Democrats voted against the proposed fusion
between the Socialists and Communists, Even after the

November

imposed fusion of these two parties in East Gen any, the
144
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of Ap
;),IG, gave Lu the new cnn1u1unist =
dominated Socialist Unity party 17 percent, or the votes awl
elc Lions

to the two other tolerated parties (1.iherals and Christian
Demo(rats) 49.1 per cent.
Those electoral returns, mirroring popular chistisiiiuns,
also indicate another aspect of communist gradual seizure of
power% In the first phase, there existed genuine coalition
governments of several parties in which the communists
insisted on having the levers of power in their hands: police,
army general staff, and the publicity machinery. This phase

was followed by what Professor Hugh Seton-Watson,
leading British expert on East-European affairs, called the
"bogus coalitions, in which the communists eliminated their
toughest political opponents while still tolerating genuine

non-communists as political partners. This phase then was
replaced hy a full-fledged. monolithic communist regime in
kvhien the power was exclusively in communist hands with
non-communists allowed to Occupy public functions under
the conchtion that they obey comm(Inist orders. This latest
phase was completed, again with some individual variations,
in all the countries by tht end of 1917, and it culminated
with the communist coup in Cze .hoslovakia in February,
1948.

To complete thts picture of trans formation of a -plebian
kind of bourgeois (1( mocracy," into a " ionple's democracy,
One should consider:

(1) The support which the domestic communists received
from the Soviet military administration in the occupied
country (particularly Germany), or the decisive intervention of high Soviet personalities in various countries
uch as Andrei Vishinsky in Rumania or Valerian Zorin
in Czechoslovakia).

(2) The systematic. communist efforts to take into their
hands or to influence cleesively the -commanding
heights" (a term stemming from Lenin's own teaching) in
both political-administrative (police-army-justice I and
economic lives (mines, power, coniflhii ni cations , and
heavy industry).
t
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tiIiotiaI fron ts" one( mpassing non-

communis s hut with political decisions in communist
hands, as wcql as aptur of Ileadiqsliip i ii mai.;s Organizations (trade unions, youth, women, and a cluster ol
other corporative or political organizations).
Tho sn-ealled "tactics of snlacni," as graphically formuhited by the II ungari an Communnst loader, Matins Ralcosi.
It consisted of "slicing" the various non-communist

forivs one alter the other, splitting the toughest
enemy, the agarians, by politically eliminating their

"right" wing and absorbing or paralyzing their "loft"
wing, and imposing fusion on the Social Democrats, excluding from any political acOvi hos those who Opposed
the fusion. ../1t tho end of this process, full-fledged communist contml, iii the Stalinist sense, was established, It
estpiblishment of a new interwas then riglironed by
national supervisory body.
ii. The Ei

iinform

1

A little over four years after the dissolution of the
Comintern, another intirnatinual communist organization
was foundoil

a closed mooting held in

SepLenihor,

Poland. Every slop in planning the new organization was
personally supervised over the telephone hy Stalin in
Moscow. Tiw name of tho new body was the Information
Bureao of ',he Communist and Worliers' Parties, known more

commonly as the Comin form, Despite Stalin's paternity,
basic differences eNisted between the Comintern and the
Com inform . First, or all, when the Cominform was established, the communist parties in East-Central Europe had
already been in the process of se411Ti ng their monopoly of
political power, a basic difference from the situation of the
Connntern times when the communists reigned only in
Russia. Second, contrary to the Comintern's quasiuniei-osality, the Corninform had very restricted membership.
It consisted of only nine communist parties, seven in power
(Soviet Union, Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Poland,
Rumania, Yugoslavia) and the two strongest parties in
1

60

Western liln

France and Italy For reasons stilt unknown, the communist pt.irties Lir Alkinia ;aid East Germany
were excluded, though they exercised power in these two
countries; likeweie, the powerful Chinese Communist party,
already on the road to power, was not invited Lo become a
member of the new organi.zation. Again, contrary Lo the

situation in the Comintern, which, at least on paper, had
broad political tasks and competence, the Cominform was
charged only with -organizing the exchange of information
and, whore necessary, the coordination of the activities of the

communist parties on the basis of mutual consent." The
Cominform Bureau was to be composed of representatives of
central committees of member parties; it edited a newspaper,
and its first location was in Belgrade. Finally, another distinction between the Comintern ancl the Corninform was that
In:my of t he most prominent Comintern members, still alive

and many in power, were not invited to take part in the
establishment of the Conlin form or in its activities.
The Cominform never acquired real importance. It can he

said that it was eS z tb lished hy Stalin in order to allow a
greater degree of Soviet, control over the communist parties
of ,ast-Central Europe. It played a role in Stalin's confliA
with Tito (as will lie soon later), hut besides tint and Ow
publication of its newspaper, the Cominform's existence was
tmeventful. It survived formally until Stitlin's death in H53,
hut on September 17, 1956, aftcl- the reconciliation between
Tito and Stalin's successors, the Cominform officially sus-

pended its activities. In the document of its dissolution, it
was said that, under the new conditions of the communist
and workers' parties, "neither the composition or the Information Bureau nor the tenor of its activities corresponded
any longer to these new conditions."
With the dissolution of the Cominform, the international
communist movement entered into a new phase. From that
me up to the present, there wore no attempts in Moscow to
recreate a formal, international commimist directing body.
Under the changed conditions of the post-Stalin era, communist interrelationships had to change also. The Communist

party of the Soviet Union continued to be the strongest
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party, though its world leadership
opardized by the Chinese party, This new situation w
examined later, but it is important to stress that Lenin's and
St-alin's party exercised an unrivaled world communist leader-

ship as long as these two men lived. The Comintern and
Cominform were simply reflections or tools of Russian
comnyunist pre-eminence.

J. The SI lin-Tito Conflict
After the communist seizure of power in Czechoslovakia
ifl February, 1948, it appe:.yred that communist dominance
occr East-Central Europe in its Stalinist form was definitive
and irreversible. Only a few months later, however, on June
28, 1948, the world was startled to learn that Stalin, through
Comin form declaration, was excommunicating the cornrnunist leader of Yugoslavia, Josip Broz-Tito, universally
considered as the most "Stalinist" of all Ow communists in
power. It is important and instructive to analyze briefly how
and why this first breach in communist monolithism
occurred,

The case of Y goslav commun' m is one of the most
extraordinary ni cent emporary history. In 1936-37, the
Yugoslav section of the Comintern, outlawed at home, was

cOnsidered in Moscow as one of the most unreliabie and
unpromising. Five out of six former secretaries of the Yugoslay party, which was on the v,?rge of being officially dissolved, perished during the purges in the Soviet Union. Then,

in the fall of 1937, the Comintern appointed as the hew
secretary-general of the Yugoslav puty Josip Broz-Tito, the
only Yugoslav communist leader whom it considered trusttask was to try to revamp the moribund party
worthy.
and to "bolshevize" it. Tito succeeded, indeed, in building a
new, tightly-knit illegal party in Yugoslavia, whose devotion
to the Soviet Un1/2n and Stalin, as seen in Milovan Djilas'
previously quoted testimony, was boundless. In fact, this
negligible political force of the middle 1930s was the only
Comintern section which, after the German attack on the
Soviet Union in June, 1941, was ready and willing to launch
148
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a partIsan warfare against. the Gerriiiin ri ..cupiers of Yugoslavia in order to alleviate the burden or the assailed Soviet
Union and to prepare the ground for its own post-war .eizitre
wer.

The war history or Yugo;davia was excepti
complex_ One of its most distinctive features was the civil war
under the occupation betweenythe pro-Soviet partisans under
Tito and the pro-Western "Cetniks" under General Draja
Mihailovie., who was the first to organize the resistance
movement shortly after Yugoslavia's dismemberment by the
Axis forces in April, 1941, The two resistance forces at first
collaborated in the struggle against the Germans, hut by the
end of 1941 they engaged in mutual all-out hostilities while
continuing to fight the occupiers in their own ways,
Mihailovie was appointed Minister of War by the Yugoslav
;.overr -wilt-in-exile in London., in January, tql) .n bw or
the teriiNe German reprisals against the civilian popuiion,
and the kick of military means to sustain frontal battles,
Mihailovie continued to organize his un,derground movement.
While the stronghold of the Mihailovic resisUmce Was Serbia
(centrally located in the Balkans, and of major importance to
the Germans) and his fighters and sympathizers were

rvsentially Serbs in the different parts of the country,
comrosition of Tho's partisans was ethnically more variegated. During the largest part of the war his main forces
operated in the western, peripheral, mountainous regions of
Yugoslavia. 'Phere, in western Bosnia, in 1943, Tito created a
provisional government, putting into practice the Comintern

device of a united front. However, his merging the antifascist, "national-liberation" stage with the "revolutionary"
stage of the struggle during the war displeased Stalin. For
tactical reasons he did not want the two stages to combine
hut to follow each other, the second belonging to post-war
developments, He feared in particular that 'fito's radical
behavior and waging of the civil war against a rival led by a
member of a government stationed in London could complifle consequently
cate Soviet relations with Western lii
advised Tito, by way of Comintern telegrams, to be tacticafly
more cautious. Western allies, however, especially the British,
149
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with reptek-ientatives in both Y ugoslac

esistiAnc

camps,

decided after the capitulation of Italy in tho fall of 1943 to
and diplomatically only the partisan side.
support
military
reasons and the greater anti-Axis
invol,;_od
They

militancy of the partisans to justify the switch and the

andonMent of Mihailovie. The Teheran conference
(November, 1943), by putting the stamp of approval in favor
of Tito, tioassored Stalin that Western allies disregarded the

political coloration of Tito's partisans mil their post-war
aims. Th.e final act in Yugoslavia's war drama was the entrance of tJie Soviet Red Army into Serbia in September,
1944, whilce. the Western allies refrained from landing on the
Adriatic oaast. Soviet military presence and WeAern absence

decided the outcome of the civil war and final communist

victory. The paradox of the situation was that both the
post-war
democrattc West, indi:"forent to rug
destiny, and Stalin's Russia, pleased with Western indifference arid forgetful of Tito's earlier "sectanankm," helped
e YugcAav Communist party in decisive ways to climb, in
record time., from pre-war impotence to a post-war monopoly
of power.

Stronger than any other East-Central European com-

munist party in 1945, the Yugoslav party preceded thorn all
m speedily establishing an exclusive communist regime, despite

its "democratic" war promises. In practically everything, it
copied the Soviet constitutional an,' economic blueprint,
while Tito, in words and deeds, proudly appeared before the
world a$ _the most militant non-Russian communist. Having
been vindi,oated in pursuing a radical stance in his overall

policies during the war, despite Stalin's cautioning, Tito
intended to carry them on in post-war circumstances, too.
But his very revolutionary zeal and his inclination to promote

a foreign policy of his own, conceived indopendently from
Stalin's orders and intentions, met with Stalin's, this time
irreversible, disapproval. At a time when Stalin did not want
to provoke the West, Tito nearly came to blows with the
Western allies over Trieste, while giving full support to communist-led insurgency in Greece and shooting down
American 4mrpllnes flying over Yugoslav territory_ Tito also
150
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planned with his old friend from the Comintern days and
now ruler of Bulgaria, Georgi Dimitrov, a sort of a Balkan
federation, an idea unpalatable to Stalin. Likewise, at the
founding meeting of the Coininform, the two Yugoslav repre-

sentatives behaved as the most radical, "leftist" communist
delegates of tho gathering.
In dpines>..,; affairs also, Tito's copying of Soviet institu-

tional bluepri ots did not mean that he wanted to allow the
Soviets complete control. Frictions multiplied, reaching
major proportions at the beginning of 1948. For three
months, between March and dune, with the outside world
unsuspecting, the central committee of the CPSU (Communist party of the Soviet Union) charged the Yugoslav
Communist party with a series of political deviations. The
Yugoslays denied the charges. Since the secret exchange of

letters did not bring any results and Tito refused to go
personally to plead his cause with Moscow, the Cominform
was used as an instrument to publicly denounce the Yugoslav
party.
The act of accusation was extremely harsh, even absurd,

but that was exactly the element which helped Tito's
defense. The Yugoslav party leadership was accused of
pursuing "an incorrect line on the main questions of
domestic and foreign policy"; it was charged with "an unfriendly policy toward the Soviet Union and toward the
CPSLJ"; its stands were compared to "counter-revolutionary
Trotskyism"; the party was blasted for "taking the path of a
populist, kulak party," suffering from "petty-bourgeois
nationalism," and from "boundless ambition, arrogance and
conceit." Ominously enough, the resolution ended by

appealing to the "healthy elements" inside the Yugoslav
party that "should the present leaders of the Yugoslav party
prove incapable of [recognizing their mistakes openly and
honestly and rectifying th em,I their Joh is to replace them and
to advance a new internationalist leadership of the party." It
was an open invitation to the party leaders and rank and file
to overthrow Tito and his closest friends.
Tito, naturally enough, was not ready to capitulate. He
did not find it difficult to refuse Cominforrn's sweeping
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ake them even less accurate,
accusations point by point
he accentuated for a -while the collectivistic features of the

Yugoslav economy. At the game time, he insisted that a
" grilve misunderstanding" vvas at the heart of the conflict and
professed eagerness to elirmingte it. Internally, however, the
Yugoslav police acted vigorously against the domestic

Corninformists, some of vihoin even lust their lives, with
many more being arTested aria spending years in jail. It soon
trecElnle obvious that Stalin did not want any reconciliation,

and the conflict grew in intensity. In 1950, threatened both
militarily and economically, Tito was obliged to turn to the
West, particularly tO the United States, for indirect protection and direct economic aid. He also started a socioeconomic "deStalinizatiori" of the Yugoslav regime by
introducing the principle of economic decentralization and
the so-called workers' self-management of enterprises.
in 1951-52, the Tito-Stailin conflict reached a climax. The
Yugoslav ministry of forei gm, affairs published a white book
in 1951 devoted to examplcs of political and economic forms
ol aggressive pressures against Yugoslavia by the governments
o f the Soviet Union and the Egst-Central European countxies.
he sixth congress of the -Yugoslav party (November, 1952)

turned into a huge anti-S talinist demonstration, with 'Tito
accusing Stalin of every imagi nable crime and declaring that
even Hitler would envy the methods Stalin used to liquidate
entire ethnic groups in the Soviet Union. The congress was an
inverse echo of the feroc ious anti-Titoist propaganda
enianating from the Soviet Union and other communist-ruled
countries.
With Stalin's death in March , 1953, the intensity of the
Soviet-Yugoslav quarrel pTogiressively diminished. In May,
1955, Nikita Khrushchey niacie his famous trip to Belgrade,
where he pubhcly declared ttlat Stalin's late chief of police,
13,eria, was responsible for the conflict which Khrushenev
wanted to liquidate. As a prieC of reconciliation, he was

willing to subscribe to a Titoist formula that "questions of
internal organization . and of different i-orms of socialist
development were solely tho concern of the individual
countries." Khrushchev's deflunciat-inn of Stalin at the
1,52
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twentieth congress of the Russian Communist party

in

February, 1956, was another step toward the normalization
of Soviet-Yugoslav relations. Tito's own evolution, in this
respect, was visible during his triumphal tour of the Soviet

Union; in a speech at Stalingrad, on dune 11, 1956, he
"In time of war as well as in time of peace,

declared :

Yugoslavia marches shoulder to shoulder with the Soviet
people toward the same goalthe victory of socialism."
After the outbreak of anti-Soviet upheavals in EastCentral Europe in the fall of 1956, and, following the
adoption of the new program by the League of Communists
of Yugoslavia (as the Communist party of Yugoslavia was
officially renamed in 1952) in April, 1958, Soviet-Yugoslav
relations entered a new phase of tensions and disagreements,
which, however, could not be compared with the virulence of

the Stalin-Tito conflict. The undulatory pattern of SovietYugoslav relations was again confirmed at the time of the,
Soviet invasion of Czechoslovakia in Nugust, 1968, which
Tito coriden-med, and, in turn, his regime was criticized in th
Soviet press. Then again, following Leonid Brezhnev's visit to

Yugoslavia in September, 1971, and Tito's to Moscow in
June, 1972, the relations between the two countries and
parties improved ostensibly to such a degree that Tito wa
awarded the highest Soviet decoration, the Order of Lenni.
To sum up, the first post-1945 open communist split wa--;
not caused by Tito's rebellion against Stalin, but by Stalin
decision to purge his former agent who, once in power, was
disrupting communist discipline. Since Stalin failed 'n
lodge him, Tito was necessarily pushed toward de-Stalinia-

tion of his regime, and, in the process, a new fora' of
communism emerged. Since 1°50 and in waves of sometimes
contradictory reforms, Tito experimented extensively with
Yugoslavia's economy without relinquishing the monopoly of

communist political power. The importance of this first
breach in the Soviet monolith diminished, however, w th a
series of new international events.
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K. Communist Victory in China

Contrary to the Bolsheviks in Russia, whose road to
power was extremely short once the tsarist regime was

abolished, the Chinese connwnists had to pursue a very long
and complicated struggle before assuming supreme power.
When analyzing the circumstances under which the Chinese
communists had to fight, one should note the fierce civil war
they waged, with some interruptions, against the nationalists
under Chiang Kai-shek for over twenty years; the unorthodox
way of having to rely heavily on the countryside and the
peasant guerrilla forces before capturing the towns; and the
role of international events and f:)reign powers, which contributed considerably to the final outecnie of the Chinese
civil war.

Founded in 1921, the Chinese Communist party (CCP)
had an intricate history of relations with the Comintern,
whose emissaries at different times played a very important
role in shaping CCP policies. For several years before 1927,
following the Comintern instructions, the CCP cooperated
closely with the Kuomintang, the Chinese nationalist movement. 'The "united front" formula of communist.nationalist
cooperation broke in 1927 when Chiang Kai-shek attacked

the communists and brought the CCP to the verge of

destruction. It survived, however, though the next ten years
were full of difficulties because of internal factional disputes
and constant persecution by the governmental nationalist

forces. Mao himself had disagreements with other party

leaders and was even dropped from the politburo and sent to

his native Hunan province to stage a peasant uprising. In
1928, the forces under him numbered only about one
thousand. He continued, however, to organize the peasants
and to build up a Red Army in the mountains, In 1931, he
was elected president of the Chinese Soviet Republic in the
Kinngsi region. Govern mental troops continued their pressure

the communists, and, in one of the particularly
dangerous moments, the CCP leadership decided to underagainst.

take the "long marc!-I," leaving Kiangsi in southwestern China
on October 16, 1934, with one hundred thousand men. The
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march lasted over a year and covered some eight thousand
miles, ending after constant fighting and many changes in

direction in the northeastern part of China. Only twenty
thousand of the initial troops survived. The Chiang Kai-shek
forces continued harassing the communists, who were vir-

tually saved by the Japanese invasion of China and the
necessity of the nationalist government, to offer resistance.
The Sino-Japanese war (1937.-1945) completely changed

the domestic situation in China. For about four years an
anti,Japanese "united front" was established. The communists formally accepted nationalist leadership and agTeed
to abolish their own "Soviet" governments and Red Army; in

return they were admitted into the national government, a
fact which offered them an excellent opportunity to enlarge
their influence. The Nazi-Soviet nonagression pact of 1939
was a blow to the united front, and in January, 1941, the
conflict between the natioalsts and the communists started
again, definitively ncl:
e united front cooperation.
During the next two !/ean_ Mao fse-tung was thoroughly
purging the corium al: ranks of all the "deviationist" elements, leftovers of the united front tactics. He imposed
absolute military discipline in his ranks and had indeed a
monolithic military power tool in his endeavors to achieve
final victory. The nationalists could not achieve a similar
internal discipline. Their government, moreover, was beset by
the staggering problems of a ruinous war ,;re:! Lhe Japanese
and the oven more complicated problem,3 if pes ;. war reeon-

struetion. Forein powers also r layed a very importnnt role
after the war against Japan ww won in 1545.
The relations between the United States and the Chinese
nationalists remain a subject of controversy. During the war,
the United States promoted Chinese participation in postwar
affairs as a great powol. Simultaneously, both during and
after the war, the United States governme- pursued a policy
',lists and the comof -accommodation between the cia
munists, favoring, in particular, a coalition government of the
two forces, This policy provoked disagreements between the
United States and the Chinese nationalists, who complained
about the inadequacy of American aid and especially
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resented the stoppage of aminunition delivery as a means of
pressure to achieve accommodation with the communists.
Two schools of thought in the United States have interpreted
the postwar events in China and the reasons for communist
victory in the civil war in 1949. According to one school,
communist victory was due to their greater military effectiveness, popular support, and superior political leadership. In
such a perspective, the role of the United States was minimized, and the communist victory placed as, in the words of
Dean Acheson, secretary of state at that time, "the product
of internal Chinese forces, forces which this country tried to
influence but could not." The other school of thought interprets the events differently, ascribing a major responsibility
to United States foreign policy for the communist victory in
China. According to the former congressman Walter Judd,

himself a specialist on China, four United States policy
decisions contributed signally to undermine the nationalist
positions and to help the CCP in its thrust for power: (1) the
decision of the Yalta Conference (held by the United States,
the Soviet Union, and Great Britain in February, 1945) which

Soviet Union effective control of Manchuria,
"thereby destroying what the Chinese, under Chiang
Kai-shek, had fotight eight years against Japail to try to
gave the

regain and which had been promised to the Chinese by us at
Cairo (the 1943 conference)", (2) "the four cease-fires into
which we forced the Chinese government when it had the
upper hand during 1946, thereby destroying the confidence
of the Chinese in as and decisively weakening the morale of
the armed forces"; (3) "the 1946-47 embargo on 30-calibre
ammunition"; and (4) "the de-activation" of atiout 180 of
Chiang Kai-shek's 300 divi.sions, "throwing their officers and
men into the street, ri effect, leaving them little alt(rnative
except to go over to the cnrmounisis," further demoralizing
the remaining 1SO divisic m nothr intomational element
;:teeision,
which played into communist
in

the spring of 1947, to supply the Chinese communist

troops with Japanese arms captured in Manchuria.

Whoever may be right in this controversy, it is certain
that the CCP under Mao's leadership was pursuing its final
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aimthe seizure of )olitical pow er-=with utter determination
and political skW, hiding, whenever necessary, its ultimate
aims from both the Chinese people and the foreign world.
Conversely, the nationalists were not able to cope successfully with tremendous postwar problems, particularly with
the galloping inflation. Moreover, their internal discipline
could not be compared to the communist totalitarian molding. Finally, while Stalin, despite his refrain from intervening
in Chinese internal affairs, helped the communists through
the delivery of former Japanese arms, the Americans maintained an uneasy and vacillating relationship with Chinese
nationalists. Son e. influential segments of American public
life

advocated, a sympathetic attitude toward the com-

munists, whom they viewed as "agrarian reformers.

Communist victory in China represented an immense
boost for the international communist movement. Contrary
to the situation in East-Central Europe, the Soviet Red Army
was not impli(-aled in directly helping the CCP. The latter's
victory had thus two essential aspects: one was the result of
the CCP's political training and application of some basic
tenets of Leninist-Stalinist devices; the other was Mao's
onginal contrity,ition, in particular the successful waging of
the protracted guerrilla warfare, transforming itself into a
full-fledged and finally victorious military endeavor.
L. Khrushchey's Post-Stalin Policies

As long as Stalin lived, the problems of the international
communist movement seemed simple. In the Soviet Union,
his personal despotism was absolute; in Eastern Europe, with
the exception of Yugoslavia since 1948, the newly established commuMst regimes were totally dependent on the
Soviet power centex; the Chinese communists, in power since
1949, did not indicate any proclivity to challenge Soviet
leadership, while talin himself was cautious not to alienate
them; in the non,communist world, the official communist
parties were following the Stalinist political line without
deviation.
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After Stalin's death in March, 1953, the situation began
to change!, first imperceptibly, then with greater speed. For
several years, as after Lenin's death, there existed a struggle
for power among Stalin's successors, out of which Nikita
Khrushchev (1894-1972) emerged as the victor. In February,
Khrushchev's first rival for the supreme power, Georgi
Malenkov, resigned as chairman of the Council of Ministers;

in June, 1957, Khrushchey succeeded in eliminating the
powerful

Molotov-Raganovich-Malenkov group from the
ruling party presidium; in February, 1958, he achieved full
supremacy by eliminating Nikolai Bulganin as chairman of
the Council of Ministers and cumulating the two supreme
positions of puty first secretary and pnme minister. While
maneuvering for the top position in the Soviet party and

state administration, Khrushchey had to face a series of
momentous changes in both the domestic and international
realms, initiating some of the changes and reacting to the
others. The most significant of his political moves was
without doubt his famous secret speech held at the twentieth
congress of the Communist party of the Soviet Union (CPSU)

in February, 1956. In this long and unexpected speech,
presented strictly for the party elite behind closed doors,
Ehrushchev assailed Stalin's "cult of personality" in the
strongest terms. His central argument was that Stalin had
committed countless crimes against the party and that such
behavior was inadmissible and harmful. In a typical sentence,
Rhrushchev attacked Stalin for discarding "the Leninist
method of convincing and education" and for abandoning

"the method of ideological struggle for that of active

violence, mass repressions and terror." Stalin, in Khrush .
chev's words, "acted on an increasingly larger scale and more

stubbornly through punitive organs, at the same time often
violating all existing norms of morality and of Soviet laws.
Arbitrary behavior by one person encouraged and permitted
arbitrariness in others. Mass arrests and deportations of many
thousands of people, execution without trial and without
normal investigation created conditions of insecurity, fear
and even despair." The startling historical fact is that, while
Stalin was deified for nearly twenty-five years of his rule, his
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main successor was now d bunking that very "cult which
for decades was the basic conditioning factor of Soviet
citizens' minds.
Khrushchev's "de-Stalinization" had profound reperEastern Europe
cussions. The most dramatic took place
i

where, in the fall of 1956 (as will be seen later), a near
rebellion happened in Poland and a full-fledged popular
revolt shook Hungary. Soviet troops were used to crush the
Hungarian dissenters, but, in spite of Soviet repression, a new
era was emerging in the entire realm of communist satellite
states. Khrushchev, in fact, wanted to combine the hard
application of force and a new, softer approach in rebuilding
the inter-communist relations. To tackle the problem dif-

ferently, he decided to u :c the latent possibilities of the

Council of Mutual Economic Aid (COMECON) founded by

Stalin in 1949 but left dormant. After several conferences
during 1957, a meeting took place in Moscow in May, 1958;

its aim was to promote closer economic cooperation. In
attendance were the general secretaries and prime ministers
of all European communist-ruled countries and high-level
officials from Communist China, Mongolia, North Korea and
North Vietnam. The basic decision made at the meeting was
to proceed with a "bloc-wide economic integration through
extra-long-term supranational planning." The conference
enhanced the concept of -socialist division of labor,"
increased specialization in various fields of production among
the Comecon members. The eliniination of differences in the
level of development of individual countries would be the
result of both short-term and broad "perspective" planning
for the entire territory of the Soviet Union and East-Central
Europe.

Khrushchev's idea of econorn

integration had some

similarities with the process then underway in Western
Europe. It was designed specifically to implement his "theory

of a simultaneity," defined by him at the twenty-first congress of the CPSU (January, 1959): "By successfully employing the potentials inherent in socialism, the socialist
countries will enter the higher phase of communist society
more or less simultaneously." A few days later, in a speech in
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East Germany, Khrushchev spoke about
the forthcoming
"consolidation of the single socialist economic
system
eventually making the question of borders
a
pointless
one."
Concepts of the "system of international
division
of
labor
through the coordination of national
economic
plans,
specialization, and cooperation in the production
within the
world socialist system on the basis of
voluntary
participation" were endorsed in the conference
statement
sentatives of eighty-one communist and workers'of repreparties
(Moscow, November, 1960), as well as by the new program
of the CPSU adopted at its twenty-second
congress in the fall
of 1961.
.

Khrushchev's imaginative gland design failed,
however, to
become reality. The Sino-Soviet split
encouraged
the
Rumanian communists in particular to oppose the principle
of socialist division of labor and central,
bloc-wide planning
which would condemn Rumania to remain
the producer of
agricultural goods at the expense of building industry. The

Rumanian communists defended their position
by using
Lenin's argumentation of the necessity of
for a socialist country. By their opposition,industrialization
the Rumanians
succeeded in thwarting the process of
supranational
integration as imagined by Khrushchev.
The Sino-Soviet conflict (to be treated in more detail
later) remained, until the end of his ru, one of Khrushchev's
major preoccupations, His innovatic,uP, in foreign affairs,
particularly his personal diplomacy exemplified
by his visit to
the United States in September, 195.),
displeased
and disturbed the Chinese leaders. The concept
of
"peaceful
eoexistence" among states with different
social
orders,
presented by Khrushchev as the key to Soviet
diplomacy,
became the central target of Chinese attacks.
To clarify the
issues, Khrushchev delivered a speech on Januaxy 6,
1961,
-before a meeting of the highest
party
organizations
in
Moscow. In his speech, he very
explicitly defined his
attitudes toward the problems of peace and war. lie said that
"the problem of preventing a world
thermo-nuclear war is the
most burning and vital problem for
mankind."
distinction among world wars, local wars, liberationlie made a
wars, and
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popular risings. Fie said that both world wars and local wars
should be combatted, the latter because they could grow into
a world thermo-nticlear and rocket war. On the other hand,
he gave his firmest support to the "national liberation wars,"
stating that "such wars are not only admissible but inevitable," and that "we recognize such wars
and will help the
people striving for their independence." The Chinese took
issue with Khruslichev's distinction among wars, contending
that the result of a nuclear war would "certainly not be the
annihilation of mankind" and that, on the "debris of a dead
mperialism, the victorious people would create very swiftly a
civilization thousands of times higher than a capitalist system
and a truly beautiful future for themselves."

Because of his inability to come to terrr7 -,ith the
Chinese, Khrushchev was compelled to wage a , -Id war
simultaneously on two fronts: one against the United States
and the entire system of western alliances and one against
Maoist China, which openly attacked him and insisted that
the vanguard role of the international proletarian revolution
had passed from the Russian to the Chinese Communist
party. In this twofold confrontation, Khrushchev devoted
much energy cultivating friendly relations with the underdeveloped countries, striving to build with them an "antiimperialist" front. At the same time, he did his best to

maintain the ascendance of the CPSU in the world communist movement.

It was during the period 1957-1961 that Khrushchey
reached the pinnacle of his career. A year after the Hungarian
uprising, two achievements enhanced Soviet might and
prestige: on August 26, 1957, a Soviet intercontinental

ballistic missile Tas successfully fired, and, on October 4, the
first siwe satellite, Sputnik 1, was launched into orbit.
When, a few days later, the communist leaders from every-

where, including Mao Tse-tung, gathered in Moscow to
celebrate the fortieth anniversary of the Bolshevik
Revolution, this new sense of overall communist strength was
graphically expressed by Mao himself who declared that "the

east wind was prevailing over the west wind." The banner
harvest of 1958, the steady gTowth of the rate of industrial
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production, and the largescale program for industrial innovations (expansion of the chemica industry, the building of
irrigation facilities,
new fertilizer plants, the construction
elx,), seemed, and were, impressive enough, projecting a
picture of a dynamic society having left behind the nightmare
of Stalin's era.
All this was mirrored in the new program of the CPSU
adopted at its twenty-second congress on October 31,1961,
superseding the earlier 1919 party program. In glowing terms,
the program contrasted the world socialist system "advancing
steadfastly towards decisive victory in its economic competition with capitalism" and the period of the decline and
collapse of capitalism. "An inexorable process of decay has
its economic and
seized capitalism from top to bottom
politics
and
ideology."
The program
political system, its
stated that the great objectives of the working class could be
realized without world war and that the workers could win
state power by peaceful means, without civil war, through
political cooperation with other parties and social organizations, and through workers' and people's fronts. The
possibility of a nonpeaceful coexistence of states with

different social systems was solemnly reaffirmed, besides

restating that the CPSU had as its duty "to support the
struggle of the oppressed peoples and their just antiperialist wars of liberation."
The 1961 program also described the successive stages
leading toward the final building of communism in the Soviet

Union. "In the current decade (19614970), the Soviet
Union, in creating the material and technical bases of
communism, will surpass the strongest and richest capitalist
coimtry, the U.S.A., in production per head of population."

Then, "in the next decade (19711980), the material and
technical bases of communism will be created, and there will

be an abundance of material and cultural benefits for the
a communist society will on the whole
whole population
be built in the U.S.S.R."

Unfortunately for Khrushcbev, a series of events put
unexpected stumbling blocks in his path to full-fledged
communism. During 1962-63, a decline in the Soviet in162
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dustrial growth rate and a sharp fall in agricultural output

tarnished the glowing predictions of the program and dealt a
'7 ',low to Khrushchev's own political career. He was not
better by his periodic and hasty reorganizations of
and party machinery which offended many vested
interests, His confrontation with the United States in
Octobert, 1962, over the ballistic missiles he surreptitiously
tried to introduce into Cuba revealed his bluff and hurt his
_

prestige. His conflict with Mao grew worse and certainly

contributed to his downfall in October, 1964.
It is too early to make any definitive judgment about the
personality and reign of Nikita Khrushchev. Only history will
tell whether his attempts to decongeal Stalinist domestic and
foreign policies were beneficial or detrimental to the interests
of communism in Russia. His flamboyant personality, which
explains many of his hasty measures of reform, introduced
into the history of world communism another figure who
tried to use the uncertain Marxist compass in navigating
through the turbulent waters of our time.
M. Upheavals in East Germany, Poland and Hungary

Everything seemed stultified in East-Central Europe as
long as Stalin lived, and everything began to move almost
immediately after his death. To understand this momentous
and rather abrupt change, one should first have a glance at

the main aspects of Stalinism in the satellite countries.
Economic collectivization and political terror were the
two most significant features of communist regimes in EastCentral Europe, once the road to full-fledged Sovietization

had been cleared nom obstacles existing in the immediate
post-war period. The Sr.
ncept of "socialism in one
country" was extended+
iy acquired satellites. Each
had to become a miniatn rera of the Soviet Union, and

thus had to develop heavy industry, wage war against

independent peasants, and destroy small private industry and
independent craftsmen. Tenor served as a means for fulfilling
these ends as well as for keeping waimunist power intact ano
inculcating the young generation with a primary loyalty to
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however, was not only

th Soviet Union. Political terror,
phase of
directed agai,nst the non-communists, for, during the
communist
fulntledged Stalinism (1950-53), the various
submitted to intensive purges. hi

parties th4nselves were
Germany), the purges were
some cases in Poland and East
physinal violence
without
including
essentially political
in
other
cases
(in Bulgaria,
against the party members.
Czechoslovakia),
the
purges were
Hungary, and especially
closely
resembled
the
Stalinist
purges
violent and bloody and
element to be
in
the
1930s.
Another
in the Soviet Union
added to the picture was overt and/or camouflaged economic

exploitation of individual countries by the Soviet Union. One
figure will indicate its extent. Through various devices (the
overpricing of Soviet goods and enderprieing of products
coming from East-Central Europe; the functioning of joint
the maintenance of
companies in various countnes; and
technical
advisers,
etc.),
the Soviet Union
Soviet troops and
1945-56
a
total
of
$20-25 billion
gained during the period
through the exploitation of the satellites. Roughly during the
countries amounted to $2
same time, Soviet aid to the bloc
billion.

Taking all these features together, East-Central Europe
developed many trends similar to those of the Soviet Union
under its early economic plans; significant increases in inuttanization and growth of
dustrial production, rapid
step.; toward
industrial population, uneven but accelerated
hand,
the list of
land collectivization, etc. On the other
the
failures
was
no
less
noteworthy:
shortcomings or overt
of conoutput,
the
general
neglect
low levet of agricultural
extensive and
sumer goods production, currency -refo:ms,"
Mefficiency
and
unfulfilled public works, extraordinary
behind
the
screen
of
waste, foteed labor, ete. Moreover,
individual
feverish work and public unanimity, countless
Nobody dared to
grievanees accumulated imperceptibly.
but
something in the
express the slightest open criticism, the
gathering of a
grim collective atmosphere suggested
storm.

With sta

democra

h, the entire structure of "people's

s" seemed immediately threatened. On June 17,
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UPSU at,d 'ne Soviet official ireei, inii 01 the principle of 'a
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forms ot

111,,

had

"dillerout road to socialism" in /i-Terent countries contra,
itral Europe,
Two .;,/, owl events illustrated the niounting tensions io
Poland id Hungary. On June 28, 1')56, the workers at a
factory in Poznan staged a demonstration which evolved into
huted in precipitating events in Easi

a riot and ended in a battle between the rioters and the
poliee, resulting in 53 dead and Over 300 wounded, Several
hundred persons were arrested. Although the riots were
Officially castigated ;is 0 "provocation" by the "enemies of
people's Poland," they wore explained a few months later by
the highest party official, Wladislaw Gomulka, as a drotest
"against the evil which was widespread in our social system."
In ||ungury on October 6, the puNic reinterment of the chief

victims or the Stalinist purge trials of 1949 took place; it
turned into a huge, silent but threatening manifestation
against the regime.

In both Poland aim Hungary, the communists in power
'tied halfheartedly to blunt widespread dissatisfaction by
:ratting aside the most, prominent Stalinist figures and by
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Wladislaw Clomulka
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lu' post of first secretary of the

itrty. Ile had been purged politically in 19/19 as 01) Opponent

if

Stalinist

methods of communist rule in Poland. His

popularity as a former victim of Stalinism, his promises of
the democratization of the regime, and his ability to convince
the Soviet loaders that Poland would remain communist with
rspect to hoth its domestic and international policies con
tributed in cooling; off the general atmosphere. Another
element of this cooling Off was the turn or events in Hungary,
tt
aid, HI ffilr,ary was seething with unrest, during
the stininntr of 1 950. A very important factor responsible for
hit, wood of linhLe criticism was the Petal olub (named after
11ingarian poet txho lost. Ilk lire in itSz19 in
Sandor
the Hungarian \V;I: -0 , !dependence), composed of -tioung

intellectuals, many e, atilt int
party. Club meeting- ,vod orte,

11-wits

of the communist

outlets for denouncing
important
than
all the expressions
the regime's
of public disstitisfaction was the fact that the ruling communist party was divided into basically Iwo factions, the
trure Nagy,
Stalinists still in pow t and the reformers
..eakeued
the
wl
challenging the Stalinists, This conflict,
demoralized
communit
cadres,
regime's effectiveness and
explains In the final analysis why it was possible for a genuine
popular revolution LO start on October 23, It began with ant
entirely peaceful demonstration and without an uprising
planned in advance. rl'he rebellion started only when the
governmett4 refused to listen to a moderate list of grievances
presented by the students and particularly when the agents of
the secret police opened fire on the crowd assemblc j. outside
the radio building listening to the prime minister's speech.
wenty-four hours, the rebellion engulfed the entire
Wit
The most remLurkable fact was that within these
coulto
i

twenty-four hours the entire structure of the communist
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(ion committed
regime collapsed. l'r
i
linis,irv tutormoiled
:--1i)vwl
I
Hal.
tnii,
veiled ul. lirst, lhon took pn:;ll lulls awaiting in,truci mos from

Moscow; tile mins of the I litilgarian army refused to I 1011
Iheir
and mu, 01 he splitters iictively
Joined the robots.
Illtring the nest

several days, parltcilhirly
octolier 27 and November 1, the IICW r,M01111/10111.
Nagy, finally taking the upper hand In the wake

ween

made scveral momentous necisions:
(10111P-W,
fumed ;I Volum. coalition government with promincilt noncommumsk; it abolished the tint-party system and promised
Stalinists'

hokling
the dismantling (0 1,110 :-A`cri't 1)01 03 ;11111MInc4'd
of free elections
declared
neutrality of I lungary and
its withdrawal from the 1,Varsow Pact, a military treaty signed
and the oiticr ,onntrios of
1w sioact
in
hr
-km
Yi;goslavia. After
Enropo with
indicatcd
'iscussions and
days,
who'll
.sevoral
probable disagreements among the Soviet leaders on how to
react to the Hongarian evonts, the Soviol, troops intervened
1

with new forces. Their overwhelming military superiority
hure Nagy, who was arrested
-rit headed by
execulod, a now pro-Soviet.

crusho; the uprising. 111

and lan

Janos kadar was !':,;tahilSned

The impact of the Iltincriini ((hellion was enormous
though

certainly

blunted

Ly

tie

siniffitaneous

Israeli-

Frineodiritish military intervention against Egypt. As in the
previous East, German crisis, the Western powers could not
devise any policy of helping the I lung:?xian freedom fighters
in any way. Their ordeal prompted the United Nations
Gect.ral Assembly to appoint a special committee which

a detailed report on the vain. event. II concluded that
drld November,
place in Hungary in Octo
g. due to longspontaneous national up
Mqll among the
Jievances which had caused S
41.-,

was led by
From start to finish the
students, workers, soldiers, and intellec;0015, n.any of whom
The rea: ,"wer
were communists or former communists
:;ind November 4, 10 i lay
in Hungary lbetweia 1 Ut tobor
peo

.

1 G7

with the
pa)

tidy
III

hi. collapsing striiii tire of I he communist
orl.

d

I

II!

report however, was not
1LIII

II

The

vhich had

:slits ol the country

tilt e- Hill

in

lemunwed the -)a.r.sive mined iihr I h :1;
rC `-; in Hungary as an
;Iis.drdilly,
die
krti'r 04 WV !tinted Nations.

'I Is
I

'wl

and Work et

i(,.v

iaidnip,
and 1-1,0

ondticive tu any UI1UII un the

world organization.

(rushing a the hIarhaii iidlilniii

clearly dun the Soviet )1111II1
part. uf its sphere of direct inh

mdicated

,oWng io allow any
to iehicve genuine

I

int lei iendence and tf.) f_rp beyond I lit Ilpi' oh eNelusive
conntiunisl eontrol. tiIl as disewsed earlier, Stalin's heirs,
particularly Khrushyhv. reaHed thin carrots should follow
and I hat inter-comilludist slit e and pialy relations in
Vinopt

LI' If

.

'1

the ()Huber, 956, e(,011i
le in ('
L., in Ameri

N.

tll

Ii

and

11.1 0- Ow sup rt sstoil
Irian reyolnwhieh dealt a heavy, thlitulali tor uary, dow to die
prestige ()I the Soviet Hinon and to the political fortunes
die communist rallies around I H. world, the inda national

communist movement marked
ort kedox victory in (

a

significant, thomji un-

iidvent ut a eommunist regime

itt Cuba followed a different pattern than was the case in
al Kurope and China. In Cuba, die commmist
[may was founded in 1 925, iind Its soc-atary-general, Bias
Itoca. even today a prominant politici.i fignre in Cuba,
itifiction!,.. in
Itoca himself was a Stalinist
ii; the stri(,e.it sHIse of the word, was appointed an alternate
I

a ow Ecci in 1n5, subsequently emerged as one
the leadiIi g. comnionists in Latin Amer ea, and proved to

hi, an exe-Ilent organizer and flexible tactician in Cuba. ln
the woros of a historian on Latin American communism,
"Itoca has vi ivtrtub the inconsequential communist party
into a cohesive itlui ical force through riviti discipline and
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Innel
and

1

Tatum isith (tilniiI strum!, men It'ulgeneto
" Mendip of the Cuban Commuil'st party

appointed ministers in Batista's cahmet in 19,13-11 vere thr
first communists to hold high positions in ;my Latin
Anwrican government. In 1953 thu second Batista regime

outlawed the Cuban party, ha the party rejected armed
struggle against Batista and pwlreered strikes and demonel"etions in
'he alternativi
strations, considering al
which the party would ti ,) establisl I "front" Ilialices with
other oppositional forces, or even a now accommodation
witF the regime. The armed struggle .ipproach was used by
small group of anti-Batista guerrilla fightors who, under the
leadership or Fidel Castro, landed in
from Mot leo in
rritier, 1956.

rom the beginning the communists widtained a twotoward Ctistro and ins July 26 movement
(so-called ni leettiory of an earlier insurrectional attempt hy
Castro in u ly, 9531. They openly erati ized sotne of
Castro's tactics and plans. Two et' the reasons for the failure
general strike on April ;/, 1958, instigated hy Castro,
wer that the trade uHoits did not want to support the strike
and the comtr.onists themselves :'!id not holp in its implementation. With Castro's victory over Batista at the end of
1958., the communists realized the groat potential which
fold attitude

Castio mid his movement, could represent for the furtherance
of Jommunist aims. As for Videl Castro, his appeals for the
fight aaEnst Batista were made es:iential:y in the name of the
restora_tion of the 1910 deciocratic constitution, In the
manifesto of July, 1957, Castro formally prorni)-ied general
elections at the end or one year after the overthrow of
solute gtr,-anty" of freedom of informaBatista and an
tion, proiall indivii-tal and political rights. lie wt-ts
ready for cooperation with the communists in the antiBatisca struggle, but not for submission to them.
With Castro's victory, vvhich came more because of the
internal disintegration of the Batista regime than because of
Castro's or the communists' strength. tki. jt 11-,ion changed
Tonically. During the next year, sharp internai co°trontations

took place in Cuba ending with the defeat ol the anti-

movem IL and with
( 'tti i,vi July
II to side with the communists,
Castro's personal de
dotnesticaP, and internationally, irrespective of his Own
priumses to restore democranc constitutional riglds,
With Castro s ;,pproval, the ;inti communist elements were
1f111 thP
purged Iroin hIS OWn 1)0111 Ical
i.he end or 1959, the
army, ann from the trade unions.
hattle kvas over for all practical purposes; the new Cuban

communists in

.

111 111d 01 (701111

11115111 was emerginr, a combination of the

)ersonality of Fidel Castro and Ife, fusion of les
radical lailitical followers with the (quires o the old coalparty.
pnwerlid

'idea to
The tow:lion arises hy LIIiI how Fidel
the communists (his total, official espousal
cast his lot
ihe communist cause came in his speech of December 2,
1_ in which he said, "I am a Marmst-ixiiinist."). The most
eonyirwing,
who sugi!-,ests

1.(-)

14. 2:111 by Theodore Draper
bcc, "suddenly and 1111CN-

that Castro had

ppcLedly catapulted into power without a real party, a real

army, or a real program ..

It

demagogic, not a crealive ordef

pohtical gifts were of a
Ile did tiot have the
.

disciplined nrd experiem-xl cadres, the ideolon7, and the
111t0n, itional support to switch from one type of revolution
to another, and only the Cuban and Russian communists
could make them available to him.- Moreover, according to
Draper, "the revolution was made and always controlled by
de-classed sons and daughters of the middle class, first in the
name ()I' the entire people, then of the peasants, and finally
w workers and peasants,
Hew are then these peculiariti of the

communism in Cuba: a sell-centerci: political leader rho

Iwtrays hi5 own democratic promises because he comes to the

conclusion that communist ideoe-,;,y, experwnce, and knowhow in the process of maintaining political power are the best
guarantee for his personal political Aaieess. "Ca3Lroism" thus
represents this rew blend of the old communist cadres and
the m.w, revolutionary nodilleelass personnel which will not
only rule with an iron hand over Cuba, but will believe and
proclaim that it has a revo lutionafy answer for all the Latin
American countries.
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In this sense, after assuring a firm giap on the do itic
situation, (_astro (horn in fl)21;) and Ins political {mod
Ernesto "Che- ('.uevara (ArgentiMan by birth and younger

by Iwo years) began to develop a specihe theory for
revolutionary action in different 1,21' lit American countries,

based issentially on the Cuban ,-:perience iind at strong
variance with both the Soviet and (littlest. political and
tactical precepts. Castro and GlIcvmJ aspired, in fact, to
develop an original and independent branch of international
communism, with the power base in Cuba serving in every
sense to help revolutionary guerrilla movements throughout
Latin America.

The peculiarity of the ( 7s1roist approach towar
bon iii Latin Alrionca was most adequately expressed in a
l)V1iV famous booklet by the Fronch intellectual and
admirer of Castro and (Mtwara, itcc:s 1)0bray, who, in the fall
of 1966., wrote his Hee/fill/mil to ow Remit/lam?, rt.-pettedly
revised and corrected by Castro himself, This "primer for
Nlarxist, insurrection in Latin :\merica,- as it was called in
this country, sharply criticiz.ed hoth the pro-Soviet Latin
American communist parties t;issailing their -false stint thirty
or forty years ago") and the pro-Chioes0 ":\bly%ist-Leninistparties and groups which have failed in their objectives.
According to Dehray, the tactics of the pro-Soviet and proChinese communists led only to a -deadatnu street,- while
coba indicated the only revo'tAionary "shortcut." The
,taggering novelty- of flue f -rit) revolution was that its
guerrilla army, and not the old communist party, was the
vanguard part y which formed an organic whole of both the
political and the military sides of the struggle and, in this
way, led to victory, Consequently, for the genuine revolutionaries iii Latm America, the "principal str-,ss must be laid

on the development or veirnia warfare and not on the
strengthening of existing parties or flue creation of new
parties, That. is why insurrectional activity is today the
ii revolutionary
number one political activity."
struggle to he effective, it required
a new method of ory luxation,

tot

le of leadership,

new physical and
ideological responses on the part of the leaders and militant.i."
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Parallel vitti th cripii;IlIun of these tiL V went Castro's
active sponsorship of a series OI international gatherings and
orkanizatious through which he intended to further his aims.
'rhe most important of such endeavors was the so-called First
-Asian-batin Americai People!, Solidarity Conference
(known as the Tri-Continental Confce.)ncel held in I lavana in
,January, 19(16. It was a gloiral meeting of representatives of
c!ommunist, parties I imthiding the t-loviet and Chinese), and or

other revolutionary "anti-imperialist' movements, Its general
declaration was couched in vehement, inflamatory terms,
blasting "Yankee imperialism" as the main pillar of world
aggression and supporting the movements of "national

liberation- throughout the world and their right, to "meet
imperialist violence with revolutionary violence,
Four permanent in )- national organizations were Sot up
at the tri-Continental
nrerence; (1) the Afro-Asian-Latin

American Poplis ididarity Op.onization, with the task to
-unity tiii,rcJinttt add encourage the struggle of people of
1frica, Asia and knit-

rienca agai ist iinperi,.!=st colonialism

and neo-colonialisin iivided by (LS. imperHism"; (2) the
(.'onirnittee of Assistance and Aid to the National Liberation
;,nd
Strcgglo :,k,anst N-o-Colonialisin, (on-

!hy most important executive ayin of the aforementioned er1anization; (3) the Tri-Continental Committee
of Support to the People of Vietnani, established to offer
every support and tich to the Vietnaric), people "including
the aid with voluntem and arms, witbin the framework of
each country, each continent, And tricontmentar; and (4)
the Latin Amerii an Soli,' ,Hty Organization, ei,tablished by
the Latin American delegates to the confej,ence. "che last
organization held its first. conference in Havana on July
ceived

31-August 11) 19G7,
4:1-10 holding of tho

mtal Conference and the
establishment of the Latir American Solidarity Organization
nted, in the words of An American radical writer, the
birth of a liew "Vifth loiernationiti.- Its most militant, both
romantic and tragic, hero ',va!, Che Guevara who, sometime in
1965, disappeared from Cut-n to help organize Castroist type
revolutionary movemenk in dirlerent parts of Latin America.
7

Ile was critical f the Soviet iitl Chinec owNilltia,uess to IVA,
their full might in helping the colic-, unist !Jde
Vietnamese contle,...t, and In Ills letter
Havana ccmference, he violently

ning the Soviet Union and 0minont.

I iii

1"

war of insult.; and it icle" wh
y.df yir v
make Vietnam an urviolable part
Ute,-er!
ApmAhng iniumaonat,ely for a holy war
States, Guevara ropeattiO ieveral billes that the nio; pro
task of proletarian internationalism was to create "th
three Victnams' lIla practical revolutionary work,
did not match
rhetoric, He formed R small guerrilla Ca!icl
keep

remote part of Bolivia, hoping that inipy,\.u:ishef,=1
peasants would soon flock to his side Ha shunned the ',1-banbased, traditional Bolivian Communist party, and fainthr, tc)
enlist the peasants for his revolutionary scheme, was killed
.tolier, 1967.
(The Guevara's failure and death symbolized in a way the
;1

inability of Castroist efforts to supplant oickr communist
patterns of militancy or to foreclose the emerging of newer
different radical forms of revolutionary struggle,
rsuing his polk,ics, (astro came necessarily into Conflict

and

with older, pro-Moscow communist parties in Latin America,
as

all as with the more recent pro-Chinese splinter com-

munist grmips, Pro-Moscow connnunists in partieular viewed
the Castroist approach as adventurous and potentially

dangerous. On his side, Castro openly criticized the Soviet
Union and other communist regimes for establishing diploe of the Latin American
matic and trade relations with
governments. By disagreeing with idoscow, Castro created a
paradoxical situation. Because of his total enmity toward the
lJnited States and the latter's retaliatory economic and
sanctions (endorsed by the Organization of
American States, i.e., the quasi-unanimity of Latin American
political

governments), Cuba ww. entirely dependent on the Soviet
Union for its economic survival and political-military protection. While tactically disagreeing with Moscow and
Moscow-oriented parties in Latin America, Castro play+A a
daring game on the assumption that Moscow would ltrive to
17:3
1
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rl, him economically because il could not abandon the

supi
hist

Tit

I

Iit Western Hemisphere.

the end of foe

ira.1

at

the begInning ti

1970s, the appeals ot the cast roist Fifth International" had
Ic the tics hetween the Cuban
progressively diminished
.,nd

stronger. After 11,/11114 fOr

ItIASSIall

of neutrality nu the Sino-Soviet
coulliel, Castro moved closer and closer to Soviet positions,
Ile fully endorsed the Soviet invasion of C.Aechoslovakia Ill
:1ugust, 1 968. In dun( , 969, at. the International Meeting of
Communist and \Yorkers' Parties held in Vloscovv, the Cuban
delegate declared that "Cuba wilt unyieldingly he at the aide
of the 1,1,S,S.B.- Widespread dislocations and failures of the
Luba!) economy in 1 970. particularly the lag in sugar product
inch 'led ir,iro 1,, (bier, rhetorically, Ins restguabon on la I 2t,', 1 97(1), made Cuba even more dependent on
help. Cu.-aro visa ed the Soviet, (Maw twice
SPveml years to keep a la!)

!II

I

I

i

n;i1chw oot husit-P:t ii :-;pocches ',thout his Soviot hosts,

and. in January, 1.97t, the Soviet government offered the
government an extremely favorable, five-part
economic pi: tcluwe agreement. Finally, in July, I 97:3,
Vas admitted Hs t full member to the COMECON, an indiCubari

cation that her economy was now organically tied with the
Soviet-East European integrative schcnes
t4oist
No less significant was the ineffectiveness of the
road experimented with in several Latin American countries
(Peru, (olombia, Guatemala, Bolivia). Prominent guerrilla
leaders either perished or were forcd to go into exile, while
urban guerrilla warfare, discounted earlier by Castro, made
impressive strides in othor countries such as Uruguay,
Argentimi ;.tnd Brazil. Still, C'astro's popuhtrity did not vanish,
and the Cuban exainple, enha,iced by the myth of the dead
hero Che Guevara, c,..)ntinues to fascinate and inspire many
groups throughout Latin America, Vidol Cas':, a himself has
t(_"
1-1 o w
ii iii ci tint)
come, it not to muclerate
greater patience and to admit that the nabs to revolutioin_ay
victory may differ.
111

I
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ii the Smf ( leaders were aid, ii circumscribe the
Castroist challetwe so that an effective -Fifth internationalditl not ritutterialize, they Itutil to face a different tial much

niore serious cluillenge from their Chi-tat:4e 1.laoist comradesatt tago n

s

Mao

"The Lenin of our Times

Niao Tse;punr it,rn Ill 1,S9;.1) OleUjils ai I Xt(I)ti()iid!IV
importztnt, place in tip, history of world communism. This is
not because he is an original political thinker, but because he
was an extraordinarily suceessful revolutionary leader and
then the protagonist of one of the strangest socio-oolitical
pedments in modern times.
tindittpuittil leader of the Inn,
Cointto
since 1 9i5. Milo had distinguished himself as ,b rmtigin
det communist revolution, wagstratc),ust
tracted
guerrilla warfare from sustaining rural bases
with a
party.
peasant guerrilla army led by the (Mines(' Cc
Mao, t.tis the

titchitect of thc initially runt]

%Lit, has

Inten rightfully put beside Lenin, the executoi
L.oe urban
revolution. lIut, the importance of Mao's revolutionary
strztlegy
ttntt, it suitceoded la China, but also ti
Mao considered it as hat.tifty much wider, international
,

significance. In the first VOlU1tit 01 his Seiecled Works (1951 L
iL was said that "all or at least some of the colonial peoples of
the East can hold hip: or small base areas and maintain
revolutionary regimes for an extended period, carry on

protracted revolutionary war to encircle the cities from the
countryside, and proceed gradually to take over the cities and

win nationwide victory m their respective countries.- The
sante ideas have been developed by Mao's one-time closest
political friend, former Minister of Defense Marshal Lid Piao,

in an especially ht.ralded article published in all the majtr
Chinese newspapers on Septemher 3, 1 965. In that article,
Lin Piao emphasized that Mao's theory of the establishment
of rtirt,,, revolutionary base areas and the encirclement of
cities from the countryside
outstanding and unive
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trill

mportance for the )ii ii)t pivotal(
of all the oppressed nations and peoples, and particulai

revolotionary struggles or 11), oppn,wo

it

Ii AsiN'NFrica and Latin 2\ trwrict against iIiil)tILiilisi
and t

It

k ON'S

.

l:tking Lin' entire globe, if North Ainci

and Western Furope can lie calhd 'the itit's of the woi-d,'
diet( Asia, Africa a d Latin America constitute 'the r,hil
areas of

world.'

claim of quasi-univemil
Chinese revolutionary pattern represented a challenge to
Soviet internattonal leadership. But this is not the only
a

,.xamplo of such a challenge. l lp to 19564957, Mao Tse-tung
not claimed any Chinese peculiarity which could project
i-AS the rival to Russian communists, still officially conhe leading force
inftniational communist
I

mmt. \vith the twentieth congress of the CPSLI and
ashchey's de-Stalinization campaign, Chinese policies

;0 incrasingly adopted an independent course. Although
le has certainly been displeased with Khrushchev's attacks on

Stalin's "cult of personality- (applicable tacitly to his Own
Jsition in chMai, Mao has experimented with internal
llfmrali
beyond de-Stalinization In Russia, Already in
Nlay, 1956, but more soliimnly in Mao's speech oh February
27, 1957, the Chinese party hr
bed the slogans "l,el; a
hundred flow;n's blossom,- and -la a hundred schools of
thought. contend,- IIIVItirlg DOI only party nu mbers but even
non-communists o chticize the purty's policies, The

probably unexpected flood of criticism led, a few months
later in June, to a halt. Mao specified this time that words
and actions will be allowed only, among other things, if they
wi're "beneficial, not harmful, io socialist transformation and

socialist construction- and "tend to strengthen, not to cast
weaken the leadership of the communist party," 'Fbe
-called rectification campaign which followed indicated
that '.'daoist 'liberalization- was o circumscribed that it
became meaningless.
spring of the 1' ' owin, year, Mao inaugurated nue
In t

of the most 'ambitious and sigRIficant of his plans, the socalled "groat leap fon' .1rd on every front ,e Our social con76

struction.- Nloo issued a call

ti )

ii/iitihi

ind

irpass Britain

in the output of iron ,ind steel ind other mRjor industrial
.

productions in ri fteon years. Ile target was to develop Indus-

try and agriculture simultaneotkly, while giving priority to
heavy industry. A few month:, later, in the most solemn way,
and as an expression cif a "spointineous popular movement,"
were established the -people's communes,- a short(ut in the
final t-zansition to c(mnlunkm. The communes wore m).;ented tis the implementation of an old utopian socialist and

Mar-1st trend. They were owned by "all the people,- with
the two-fold system or "free supply" (distribution "according to need") and of wagtes (distribution still "according to

work-) and with their own militia. :\lost umbitiously, the
task of the communes was to elinnnate "the difference bet ween oexn and country, vorker and peasani ;aid inental and
manual labor.- ()rice again, tacitly. he Chinese example was
presented as tile most original and suitable for the speediest.
ilization ot (..inummism. Its implication that a collectivized
economy is more important than an industrialized economy
us u precondition for communism was openly challenging the
blueprint of soviet communist. ilevelopment. Conversely, tiw
viel theoreticians could not fail to stre,;is that the material
and ',Technical backv.,-ardness of the 0nm:0.i-economy disquali-

fied ClitHa and its leaders' pie '.(iitions to offer to the world
their shortcut to communism. In fact, oily five months after
the proclamation of the commtines, it becanie ohvioas that
thoy could not achieve their announced goals. The regime
had to retreat and to admit in fact if not openly, that the
,

'great- leap forward- was not attainable and that the panacea
-p;He's communes'
a utopian dream and not a

t.ahty.
\\tn. Rever the practical failure.s of the Chinese communist
miteit have been . the essential inoedient for its main;et

..; power was

Man,

tung.

Lo that,

i.

c prestige and authority of its chairr tad whose personality a cult similar
1 jn was systematically creatid.

Lung" has been proclaimed as the
supremc truth in all rields of
life, domestically and
internationally. Di itsfii ii wait many aspects or communist
"Lhougiii

'tlao
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and floarroli.',g luthTly t li
ealled "great prol.,larian cut
Jam- whose p
AIM WaS
11'1 pi0tely

m

I

inunist.s, Mao launchcd the
tura

rev,

I

hoi h lb ChH10:-:0
party. ()11 August 4ti, 1 IH.Ni, iii

;IIHI

h

adopt td

it tral

Ow pally

xtiiii basic theses aliont the -cultural revolution.

hesis stilton that despite its overthrow, thi, Chinese
tryi:og "to use tile
idoas culture,
customs and halias of the exploiting classes tu corrupt, the
masses, eapture their minds and endeavor to stage a corne
'I' Ii

i

hotic.J.,,tisie \vas

hack.- In such a situation the task ur the party was "to
struggle ai_unnst and

those persons in autImrit V who are

taking the capitalist road,
and to transform education,
literature and art,
-;(i .as 1,0 tattlital. du consolidation and
NH titri, large -nninhei.--,
youth
;Hank," were or-gam/x(1 and given rfc

aeltieve

the
;11

this ptipmig, endeavor. Thrmigh the inert a of
posters and Odic deliates, the Red Guar(
tc tnt
to '1011nCl1

k1h: :111aCk;--; 011 Hit' 01)(1

of tlw homaw(...

:\lor im!,

it:141.n

.y,

mg the -cultural
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ryplacing Chiang 1(ai-slielC:; llopuhlie of China in Taiwan,

vhicli %vas \ II dh. 41 1'1'0111 Ho world organrz,atio Ii
, 'A the
iic halo, liovever.

i inajor internal event, still
shrouded ill ni.v!-;tory indicated the kii!k of c-ohcsion at the
eIihi;tI ond in ditary top, In September, 10'71 Nlao's official
Atecessor, \lnr-dial kin Kio,
reportedly killed in an :lir

ii Sth)11g011a, ;11E1,
."-;;11-111,' Lime, ilirtain high 111111lary offieink disonpearea naively the diief Of staff of the
ra,..;11

;11

Chinese .1rrned
,krid

t

the head of General

polit ;cal commissar of the Navy,

Logistics. According to

Of heiLd statements in kiie later, Lin Piao was escaping China

.r the failure of his conspiracy to assassitiate Mao anti to
miht arv di.clatorship, Liii Piao's cloy/Wall arid the
onsunig purge of Ins ilsociatns strengthened the authority of
tt1( now second -m-eonmiand after Mao, Premier Chou Eodai
(horn in I 898L His domestic and international status was

ven more enharwed Whal P;-.. President
inn tiuut f
Hut,

'0( IOW

anl Nixon

nk. a id mainland Ch inz in Fe brua,,

,

the interli Mona] field that NI oist China has
190-70, Spectacular improve-

taken the greatest strido

ment in relat 1011S wit 11 the United States was explained on the

12,Tounds of revolutionary expediency, and the September,
1971, issue of the nc.d
theorelical joltrnal of the
lunes, partY, quoted an earlier article by Mao l'se-tung Who,

in a Leninist way, hiad explained the value of temporary
alliances and had ps:tolled "the art of waging all kinds of
struggle in a flexible manner:. What the press did not npenly
say, but what certainly was among the reasons explaining t he
180
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11W, fr(.)rn thei r viewpoint,

slit 11,

as a reinsurance
a rapprochement with the IT,* could
policy in view ()I the persisience of the slim-Soviet conflict,
l'hird World
iniihnly earlier ,rt

revolutionarii,s have been sill-pilled artd ropkired, to :1
;11111 ecoclosoir
I.:dent, 1)y the eshiblkliniont
nomic tie:; with Third World igoveninients, aoother tactical
shift designeit to enable the l'elang government to compete
1

more effectively with hoth tht, l!.S. and the Soviet Union,
the world have been disMany of Mao':-; disciples
appointed by Liu. U.S.-Chinese rapprochement and the
Chinese government's sidling with some ?Norm anti Al
governments (in Ceylon and :;tulan ) against the local revolutionaries-, 501110 of the former true believers (for example, in

the United States and holy-) havo accused Mao of "revisionisra." Others, however, have interpreted the new Chinese

foreign policy as a sign of Machiavellian wisdom, and the
organ of the North Korean Communist party termed President Nixon's visit to China as '`a trip of the defeated," ln any
case, the prestige of the Uhineso communist regime h-as grown

considerably around tlic world. arnong,;overrimenk as well as
in public °proton, and the accounts of ninny non-conmunist,
western travellers through mainland China resetnith, in their
enthusiasm, those of their predecessors who, ill the midvisitod Stalin's Russia,
To sum up, in contrast with the xenophobic rigors of the
cultural revolution, tho Maoist regime has abandoned with
gusto its earlier self-imposed isolation and Obviously enjoys
the role of a major world power, buttressing its credentials by

developing nuclear military capabilities and
striving to assume the leadership of the still shapeless "antiimperialistic" I )loe. IL is more difficult, in this context, to
systemati calk/

foresee the role the Chinese Communist party will play in the
future within the international connnuinst movement, but it
is mrtaio that it will continue to chailenfze the ovorall Soviet
Russian leadership,
This leads us now to review., in a more istematic fashion,

the causes as well as the outbreak and development of the
Sino-Soviet conflict, a major political schism of oil 'hie and
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tile
least in iselate-t,

his %suy with Tito, he
-l'evlsionist- Ccinuntinist
tiL;0-_4.1:_ivp, antI apoarently to !ieep intact his doinir
mice and
influence ainong thy other eenlintinist slates and part ies. As
long as lie lived, there nevor irattmirvd on the Chinese 'On:ii LII Ii:,
It Mly InIt!iThOil tO icily SOVIa
communist
pre-cmmenee. This (lid not mean that. the Chinese communists (lid not have reason to complain_ about Stalin, klao
ng was aware, (q course,. that it was Stalin who, in the
lato l920s, influenced the Conuntoin's polar; ID China which
Ivan temporary eat aiitrouhi, epusequeru es for the Chinese
1,ikewis,e, Mao knew that, 03 late as 1948, Stalin did
not 1ilicve in a Frompt cfr:inimunist success in China and oven
advh-ieri Chinesie cornainneas to st.oli an accommodation with
I

sucee-dee

cons UI e

Kial-:shek, Mao Tso-tung, after his victory, did not
it necessary Lo iyabircly reproach Stalin for Ins lack

or confidence. In view of his own domestic situation and

needs, hi, tried tc; maintain the host possible relations with
the Soviet I riion and to pro Pt from its cooperation and help
lin, On his side, also tactfully did 6othing to complicate

the relations netween the two countries and parties. On
uary 14, 1950, a reaty of Friend:16p, Alliance and

Mutual Assishnice- Ndivecn the ;-,bviet ani Chinese governments Vas si gr:ed, pledpjng
und military and economic

;usistLiute and nicipInatiOn.

For several yiars alter Sta'in's death, practi y up to the
spring or 1960, l'-:ino-Sovit.t. relations appeared to follow the
nornial, friendly ,!ourse. Today, however, it is known that
there oNisted, at least since 1956, A series of niisunderstandings
were Aowly building their momentum. To start
the Chinese communists considered Ehrushchev's
tatticks on
twentieth cong-reSti of the CPSU
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if, oil-

1!1

spoko ut silo'
Live terms iItiit, thu S JVII I n inn, adding that "ilic pee' des
of oIr t We count ries h Hve alrozid,,, 1iuu I n fraternal :d WI(
lii thf,ir (Tormoon s,(1-1ft!g1e:-, and there is no force On oarlo
Vliiili u:an separate us. ' The ( leel,daiton or HI(' M,-,;(.0.0.7
di4.;1`C'eMent luol i,ni not
rlic.
meeting, itelf
its radical forinolations ,.41.1gg..,sted Mao's sponsorship (later,
when tho Sino-Soviet etnifl to 1. broke into the open, the
resolutions of
placn
Chinese party Etccirhed the CPS;.1
its own vongrosses above tho Nloscow Declaration). In the
words of the British historian, Edward Crankshaw, -the basic
kit

lit

10:001N

11 Or( UI

difference arose from the ra(4 that Khrushehev viewed the
declaration as 3 tl instruity of Soviet state policy, while Mao
the 71'evo lii tionary process.'
viewed it as an instrumen
During the re\ t two years, a sere;.-; or Chinese domestic
;rid Soviet foreign political imitiatives at first provoked tacit

mutual dissatisfaction and ,4orved later as ammunition in
public settlements of ack_DuntsAs described earlier, in the
spring of 1958, tho Chinose communists adopted their "groat
leap forward" economic policy and then established their
communes as a shortcut to co in in unisminitiatives unpalatable to the Soviets. In the realm of foreign policy, two events
during 1959 particularly complicated the Sino-Soviet relations, When China invaded Indian territory in AugustSepternbu'r, tho Soviet government expressed its regrets and
emphasized its friendly relations with both the Cninese

People's Republic and the Republic of India. In February,
196i, the Cninese declared that this Soviet statement of
neutrality between a socialist and a capitalist country was the

first public indication to the outside world about the SinoSoviet disagreements. The second event which displeased the
Chinese leackr was Ichrushchiw's trip to the United State:sin
1S3
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mg the surfaco, the tWa lratit', ;Whit qrtql a temporarynto_
during Ow internal io nal ,..oliferg (-(tv or eighty-0),c
parties which met in \'T oseav ItIr ;in exhonded period of time
in Novonilwr, I 960,"I'lic iong statement folkiiving the (q)lift.rMoscow.. 1957,
onco (usually rolorred to Lov,ot hor with tho
the Soviet
represented
a
romproir
iso
between
poclaration I
lanit
used
rai:Jcal
revolutionary
arid CInm-se vimpolel s.
the
ph
Of
s(wialisin
was
inevitable,
and
guage: the world trittin
"an
intense
process
of
dis.
capitalist systom was undergoing
integration and decay,'' United States -imperialism" was "an
'tltIV of Oa' peoples cif the world,'" World war couhl he
Chinesd views, -should
prevented, but, in accordance w

the peoplos will sweep
the imperialist maniacs start war,
Soviet

capitalism out of eKistence and bury it,- l'he central
peacekil coesist oleo or countries with different
tenet
social systems was endorsed 2Is the only alternative toofa
destructive war, hut it wkis explained that "the coexistence
states with different social systems is a form of class struggle
between socialism and capitalism.' Both peaceful and. nonpeaceful transitions to sociahsni were mentioned. Thc hopes
of those who wanted to plit the socialist camp were said to
be "doomed to failure," and it was proclaimed that "all the
socialist countries cherish the unity of the socialist camp like
the apple of their eye,- The CPSLI was confirmed as "the
universally recognized 'vanguard of the world communist
184
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movement,

1

it ornallotial Coinniunnt aiovelacnt

th,

ChnipSe (()IIIITHUW4(

1111.

(.ontniaiiing

CHM

the change in the balance (11- worlo um,,,,; in favor of
ae.

a

Ind ha'

r

-,etir;

te the

national hhetat ion movement the People's kevolution

contra:a, the
tremendous inthiel"
yawl) of
'Yugoslav variety of international opport
modern revisionist 'theories' in cunt entrated form- was unChirri exerted

animously condemned, and Lin-. Yuwalv "rviKtonpk" wen,
accused of carrying on "subversive work against the siwialist

tilli

t.tul

the world Communi4 movenient,- l'roclanning

that the task of 1111 communists wits -to lanuch a determined
offensive on the ideolon:ical Front ." the statement condemned

both -revisionism" and "seckinanism," addin, however, that
the former "remains the main danger.
Despite the formal unanimity of the Noveird- r .onference and the verbal radicalism of the Moscow stattolemit,
Sino-Sovict relations wore not improved, Chou Emllai. head
of the Chinese delegation to the twenty-second eongress of
the CP8I1 (October, 19( 1) iort the congress Oof ore its end,
after havMg publicly defended the A Ilmnian party previously
criticized hy Khrushchev. While in Moscow, Chou En-lai
placed a wreath on the tomb or Stalin, In December, 1962,
both parties circulated confid(mtial memoranda among the

other ruling communist parties, the Chintse aonising the
Soviets, and the. Soviets denying the charges, Finally, on
February 27, 1963, the official organ of the Chincse Communist party, People's Daily, published the first lengthy
account describing the various phases of the Sino-Soviet
conflict and the basic issues of disagreement Since that time
up to the present, it has been unnecessary to ue the "Yugo-

slav" and "Albanian" pretests both sides continued their
campaign of mutual vilification from then on, openly and
directly.

Three particular instances should he mentioned to

Hits-

the intensity or the conflict, Throughout the later
phases of the Vietnam war, despite the military and political

support the Soviet and Chinese governments gave North
185
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nu, in injury aod death for
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i.ve:ilorti
border between the
iii
Iii
Hash oceurrod
!owa,quently.
sottio hu -ahli:-dim tit I
laiiidop
along
their
borders
itHtiiliih
ha)th .-iyht..;
ahout the possibility of
and speculations mo nigh ill the
Sionet pro mpnve strike anatiust Ihe ChinoSe nuclear instal-Unions, In Septetnik.r, hov over, border neotiations began
hotween the two goirerninenlA following a meeting at the
Poking airport het when thim i wiet promier Aleksci Kosygin
and Chou En-lat. The hordor talks continued in the ensuing
achievnv tangthle results. A certain detente
yoars
was liotril 1-0) I hi' gorilninental level in November, 1970,
when a four-year ambassadorial hoyeott ended between the
two countries and a trade agre.Anent was signed. Still, the
verbal battle co nt in tied unahated on the party-propaganda
level hor example, on t he eve of the twenty-fourth congress
of the CP511 in Nlareb-Apri I 1971, the main Chinese newsin any Chinon+. and

z

papers celebrated the 100th anniversary of the Commune of
Paris and unleashed strongest. attacks on Soviet leadership.
is
I ere are a few samples of time attacks: "The Soviet Union
of
bureaucrat-monopoly-capitalists
a paradise for a handful
1

new type, a prison for the millions of working
Nlay we ask the Sovielleaders: Is it a 'milder'
pcople
form when you send large numbers of armed troops and
police to suppress tile peo ple of different nationalities in
whorl you station large numbers of troops
your country'?
in some East European countries and the Mongolian People's
ltepuhlic to impose a tight control over them, and even carry
out the military occupation of Czechoslovakia, driving tanks
when you engage in military expansion
into Prague?
of

a
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the ;-ovit Armlenly of Sciences publi;;Hed a hook contairanI,T
strong accilsations ()I' the Chinese communist learlerslOpi
tho told v
chate,ing
[-;ocLl'hA

;(nintries and communist movements" and with "1'anir4
ideological struggle against the CPS1 l and other eommunst
SI rl

It is a moot, question what result the Nixm
Lion policy of negotiations and accommodations with both
have had on the Slim-Soviet conflict, in
eminnunktgiants
the ntid:41, of 197, in any case, the military buildup on both
sidvs or the Smo-soviet, Ii irclei persisted, and mutual propn,
gandistic accusations, son itvhaL subdued in tone, continited

to flow.
Passing now from the d&scri ption of the phases of the
mnfliet to its substance, One may distinguish between tho
openly proclaimed and the hidden causes of the Sino-Sovtell,
ti
split. In an overall survey, four open issues may he
(1 )

Tactical disagreemenk on how to wage th

national class struggle. For example, in the aftermath
Soviet-Aincrican confrontation over Cuba in the fall of 1962,

the Chinese assailed the Soviets for their initial "adven,
turism" (surreptitiously

bringing

the

nuclear-mi

Cuba) and then for their "capitulation" before the Unitcd
States (taking thP missiles Out of Cuba). For years since that

tirrie, the Chinese have hammered on the theme of Soviet
"betrayal" and alleged Soviet-American collusion aiming at
anti-Chinese world domination. On their side, as seen above,
the Soviets have insisted that Chinese sectarianism has prevented the establishment of a genuine world-wide, anti,

imperialist bloc. Recent. Chines

and Soviet rapprochemont

with the finite(' States has complicalad for both subs the ILISO
of the "MI hiSi011" argument with the Amerietms, although
the mutually accusatory charges or who is betraying the
international elpss strup,gle by plotting with Western
poria6ts" have not disappmed,
tioaling with nnelew
('-.!)
(I0000rieiuig the
bon. The Chinoso have boon persisten
of Soviet.
ix(
ilclierous
ally
since
the
departure
Soviets iis a
lfl
families
from
mainland
China
their
technicians
,

August, 1960, Lack of Soviet support, to recover Taiwan

l(isa) has also boon Often mentioned. The Soviets have
denied these charges, noting the huge economic aid, over 34
billion rubles, they offered to China in the period 19C5061.
In a similar vein, the Soviets have been accused of sabotaging
the struggle of the Vietnamese ruq)pk, against the United

States. The Soviets, in turn, havo charged the Chinese of

fomenting a military confrontation between the Soviet Union
and the United States, so that they may "sit on the mountain
and watch the fight of the tigers," Likewise, the Chinese
authorities have been blamed for placing obstacles in the rail
transportation of Soviet war material to North Vietnam.
(3) Territorial issues, Even more ominously, the Chinese
have opened some SinoSoviet territorial issues, challenging
the territorial integrity of the Soviet Union. In an interview
with a group of Japanese journalists on July 10, 1964, Mao
Tse-tung attacked the Soviet Union for placing Mongolia
under Soviet domination and for aspiring to annex the Sinkiang area and other Chinese territories north of the Amur
river, Ile intimated to his Japanese listeners that the Soviet
Union had seized the Kurile Islands legitimately belonging to
Japan and blamed the Soviet Union for appropriating a part

of Rumania, separating a portion of East Germany, and
dividing a part of Poland. "They took." said Mao, "every-

thing they could," A corresponding theme in Soviet rebuttals
can be found in the CPSU theses on the fiftieth anniversary of
the Bolshevik Revolution, in which the "Mao Tse-tung
goup" was accused of "taking up a policy which combined
petty-bourgeois adventurism with great-power chauvinism
disguised by Left phraseology.
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moveLeadership if die international cumin
ea. As a natural consequence a political disagreements,
the Chinese party had at first tried to convince th4 E-H to
I

I

adopt, Chinese views, mid, vlien it faded, it had begun to set
up a sort or a rival international communist movement, and to
already Peon men!Tilt i)ro-Sovict
tioned that i hi Maoki blueprint for ;t revolutionary struggle
oF racially eolorod ;inil economically underdeveloped continents against thi. ITnited States and rornwr European
colonial countries was put forward irs the most valid (cample
and approach. Calliing Mao the "Lenin of our time" in(wt
For the Chinoso Faithful and their Followers everywhere that
Mao's task in the present world corresponded to Lenin's

struggle fifty years ago when he attacked and split social
democrats and creaked a now communist international. The
moaning of the "east wind prevailing over the west wind" was

then extended to signify Maoist leadership of the international proletarian struggle which the CPSU has allegedly
abandoned. Tho Soviet, party's total rejection of such views
was reflected in its continuous efforts to assemble the largest
possible number of foreign communist parties which would
be willing to denounce Maoist "heresy."
Besides these open issues, one should take into account
some hidden cauSes of the conflict. One such cause is what
could be called a discrepancy of revolutionary levels in both

Russia and China, The fact that in one country the communists came LO power in 1917 and in the other in 1919
means that the Russian post-Bolshevik society is distinguishable by its many Mistitutional, economic, and psychological
features from the still relatively fresh revolutionary China. In
other words, the successors of Lenin, the founding father of

communism in Russia, and Mao, the founding father of
communism in China, necessarily view in a different light the
problems of socialist essence as well as the ways to achieve
communism under thissimilar conditions. In the Soviet Union,
the classics of communism are Marx, Engels, and Lenin; in

China, besides these three, Stalin is still praised as a major
communist figure, and Mao, the -Lenin of our time," is put
on the highest po6sible level as the only living classic of
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y called the tlioiiglit. of lia

Mar
Mat

di ff aTe st ggest, that, at least as long as Mao
liyes, the chances a a genume Sino-Soviet reconciliation arc
minium!. Moscow's denunciations of the "Maoist clique" in
PekinCs priHiyhow; hill th ride of "revisionists"
within the CPS!! will not last long Inc icate that, both sides
count on internal faclThe'l ,,Irifes in the enemy camp to get
-rid of the present le;Jde

Q. Leonid Ilre410

s

stic and Foreign Polk

Nikita Klirushhcvs downfall in October, 19

the third perioj of "collective leadership" in the

ot

::
Sl vti(i

Union (the first period followed Lenin's death and lasted
until 1928; the second extended between 1953-1957 in the
wake of Stalin's death)'. The first public gesture of Khrushchev's successors 'WM to denounce his rule. On October 17,
the official organ of the CPSU, Pravda, without mentioning

Khrushchev's name, denounced his "harebrained scheme,

half-baked conclusions and hasty decisions and actions

divorced from reality, liragging and bluster, attraction to rule
take into account what science and
by fiat, unwillingnesR
practical experience have already discovered." After such a
denunciation, the how regime set out to straighten Khrushchev's wrongdoings,

During the next net ,iecade a new team of leaders

shaped the policies of the Soviet Union and its ruling party.
Despite occasional disagreements and some official changes in
the politburo, the top decision-making body of the party, the
post-Khrushchev rulers showed a great deal of cohesion in
conducting state and paTty affairs. However, (',spite its initial
collective-leadership character, the period following the
twenty-fourth conposs

of the CPSU held in March-April

1971, was .marked by the increasing prestige and authority of

the CPSU secretary-general, Leonid 1. Brezhnev (born in
1906). He emerged as the undisputed leader of the sixteen-

member politburo, outdistancing its two other most p minent members, Nikolai Podgorny, nominal head of the Soviet
State, and Aleksei Kosygin. Soviet premier. Brezhnev's politi-

cal style differed in both form and substance from Khrush-

chev's more innovative but erratic politices. Contrary to
Khrushchev's virulent attacks on Stalin and his de-Stalinization schemes which had introduced confusion and disaffection into the ranks of the party bureaucracy, Brezhnev put a
halt to de-Stalinization (even allowing partial rehabilitation
of Stalin as party and war leader) and relied on the existing
organizational structure of the party to enhance its overall
control and u: administer more efficiently the Soviet. officially called, "developed socialism." Likewise, with greater
consistency dean Khruslichev, Brezhnev insisted on the Leninist orthodox7y of the CPSU's domestic and foreign policies.
Having established his own preeminence, Brezhnev engaged in restructuring the top and checking the general membership of the- party. On April 27, 1973, in a unique reshuffling

in the history of the Soviet party, three new full

members entered the politburo! foreign minister ndrei
Gromyko. defense minister marshal Andrei Grechko, and the
head of the secret police Yuri Andropov (while two nwmhers, considered opponents of Brezhnev's policies. were dropped). Some Western commentators estimated that this unprecedented simultaneous inclusion of the highest representatives of the Soviet Army, police and diplomacy into the top
policy-making body represents a sort of leadership formed at
times of crisis. ln any case the reconstruction of the politburo indicated Brezhnev's willingness to be in closest contact
with those heading the most important departments of the
state machinery. At the same time, the CPSU leadership
decided to weed out undesirable elements from party ranks
by reissuing party cardsan operation conducted in 1973197,1.

Besides pursuing an extremely active foreign policy (to be
reviewed later), Brezhnev's regime paid particular lttention
to the overall development of Soviet armed forces, strength191
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inmg, thus,
ening their might and combat capahdity.
the elemonts of Lenin's teaching on party and army roles,
and Stalni's Ilse of nationalism (as ii scusse(I earlivr ), the
Soviet inion under ltrezhnev has aehwved the status of a
workl superpower, With only the United States in the same

league. This tovendaney is aptly described hy a noted British
Soviet affairs expert., Ntalcohn Mackintosh: "1Brezhnev and

his colkagues sharei the conviaion that in the 1,,ng run
history is on the side of ft assia and t be Soviet Unkin This is

hold On the nationalist ground that it is now the turn of
Russia to enjoy the power and prestige so long denied her, as

fumhinentallv the
Soviet system is politically correct, and sooner or later will,
through the prooess of history, corm to he accepted as a
model throughout the world."
All this does not mean, (if course, that the Brezhnev
reuina has eliminated domestic difficulties and has found
nays to cope wit Ii the deficiencies (if the Soviet economic
system. Pespite Ine official claim that the national question
in the Soviet Union had hero definitively solved, nationalist,
centrifugal agitation persisttql (i,sson tinily in the Baltic re-

well as on tin kiOgkr;11 ,.4rou

'w11

publics, 1 Ikrainv and Cleorgial, and Firezhnev himself admit-

ted, M a speech al the fiftit,th l',S,5,11 anniversary celebra"nationalistic prejudices,
tion In Doi:01110w 1972,
exaggi

or distorted national feelings, are extroniely
oils and deeply inittedded" Thus, for example, the

self- mo iat ion of a student at a lathuanian university in the
spring of 1972 provoked elnshes hotween the secret police
and thous.ands of youths ghouting "freedom for kithuania";
in Georgia, the wave of nationalism was responsible in large
part for a major change in poltneal command, and in the
I Ikrnine, prominent iatellectual dissidents and nationalists
Soviet. authorities were
were arrested and severely iillkt

also sensitive to the host de only) VI- 4.1()11011(141 emanating from

Peking and directed to the non -It fissia n ethnic groups in Asia,

invosition of a high levy on Soviet Jews wanting to immigrate to Israel became a source tir ernharrassinent to the
regime, having attracted internattonal attention and protests,
intellectual dissent also idagood the regime, partieularly
1112

cause the leaders of the dissent were world-renowned writers
and scientists such as Alexander Solthenitsyn, winner of the
Nobel Prize for literature, and Andrei Sakharov, one of the

most prominent Soviet physicians. An unofficial Human
Rights Committee, led by Sakharov, fought desperately for
greater intellectual freedom and political liberalization, with
Sakharov complaining that the Soviet society was infected
with -apathy, hypocrisy, narrow-minded egoism, and hidden

cruelty." A widespread net of underground literary and
political publications and a growing interest in religion were
other aspects of the same phenomenon of dissent. The regime, however, reacted ruthlessly op;ainst all forms of domes-

tic opposition. "I'lw most active members of the dissident
movement were either removed from their regular professional posts, or imprisoned, or driven to exile abroad. One
particular aspect. which caused wide international protest was
the confinement of dissenters to psychiatric hospitals. Signifi-

cantly enough, while Khrushchev's domestic liberalization
paralleled his greater openness toward the West, lire zhnev
was imposing stern ideological conformity coupled with persecution of dissenters while approaching the Western world
with appeals for cooperation and reduction of international
tensions.
Largely successful in tightening internal controls and dis-

arming budding opposition, the lirezhnev regime has been
beset with both structural and current economic problems.
From an overall viewpoint, 1972 was the least satisfactory
economic year since the downfall of Khrushehey. Targets of
the ninth Five-Year Plan (1971-1975) were not. reached,
particularly in agriculture, the perennial weakspot of the
Soviet economy. That required turning to the West, especially the United States, for the purchnso of grain, which
negatively a fleeted the balance of payments. The rate of
economic growth, industrial production, labor productivity,
and output of consumer goods suffered setbacks, so that the
reOme was forced to reorder its economic priorities at the
end of 1972 and to try to overcome existing shortcomings by
improving administration and strengthening labor discipline
and supervision. Nlore importantly, to achieve the necessary
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modernization of the Soviet economy and to build what
some commentators call "computer communism," Brezhnev
has turned to a device introduced by Lenin and practiced by
Stalin, namely to harness Western technological and industrial know-how to the needs of the faltering Soviet economy.
This element ceftainly had high priority in the overall conduct of Soviet foreign policy.
It is impossible to describe here all the facets of Soviet

foreign policy on practically all the continents. One must
therefore select and evaluste its most important aspects. In
many respects, Khrushchev's collective heirs, and then
Leonid Brezhnev himself, have pursued the early Khrushchevian foreign policy, minus his personal style. Like Khrushchev in the case of Hungary in 1956, they appeared at first to

tolerate the genuinely liberalizing communist eIperience in
Czechoslovakia under Alexander Duh6ek during the first half
of 1968, and then, as in Hungary twelve years earlier, ordered
a massive invasion of the country in August. Following that
dramatic event , which had temporarily aroused a wave of

indignation around the world, Brezhnev came forth to pro-

claim the right of the Soviet Union to interwne in any
country of the "Socialist commonwealth" in which a "threat
to the cause of Socialism" was thought to exist. 'This concept
of limited sovereignty within the socialist community, which
Brezhnev formulated in his speech before the fifth congress
of the Polish Communist party in November, 1968, became
henceforth known as the "Brezhnev Doctrine."
The invasion of Czechoslovakia and the enunciation of

the Brezhnev doctrine had momentous repercussions for
three reasons: they clearly indicated that the Soviet Union
was willing to use military force to prevent any domestic
course which the Soviet leadership might consider objectionable in any of the people's democracies"; they also showed
that Western powers, including the United States, were resigned to the Soviet domination of East Central Europe; and

they alarmed the Chinese communist leadership lest the
Brezhnev doctrine be used as a pretext to attack the Maoist
"deviationist" regime.
For a couple of tense years following the i vasion of
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Czechoslovakia, the Warsaw-pact maneuvers in different East

Central European countries nurtured rumors of a Soviet
invasion of Rumania and Yugoslavia, whose unorthodox
foreign policies have been, in many instances, at odds with
those of the Soviet Union. Then, in the early 1970s, with
"order" being restored in Czechoslovakia and outcries in the
West about the invasion quieting :town, the Soviet diplomacy

reverted to intensifying contac- with the Western world,
hammering on themes of peaceful coev,tence, international
security and detente, and economic-seientific cooperation.
For obvious wasons, Leonid Erezhnev and his colleagues
were most interested in establishing a new kind of relationship with the United States, and the agreements signed both
during President Nixon's visit to Moscow in May, 1972, and
secretary-general Brezhnev's visit to Washington in June,
1973, were clear evidence that a new stage of the relations
between the two countries was emerging.
To introduce a brief evaluation of Soviet policies and
motives vis;'n.vis the United States, both in general and especially under Brezhnev, I shall quote the words of a prominent
Amelican historian and occasional diplomat with deep knowledge of Soviet affairs, Archibald Cary Coolidge, who already
in 1922 wrote that "as the richest, most suct ssful bourgeois
capitalistic state of the day, , the United Stat ; embodies the
most advanced type of the form of sociel..:_; which Communists regard it as their chief object in life to destroy, but as
it has the largest amount of available capital it is the country
which can do the most to build up Russia and finally it is the

one which has shown itself by far the most generous

!n

rviieldng Russian distress." Keeping in mind this fundamental
observation, and updating it to fit the present circumstances,
one inay say that the Soviet leaders -view and approach the

United States as a partner, provider, ond enemy. Each of
these approaches is dictated by specific reasons which need
further elucidation.
The "partnership" aspect sterns froia the Soviet goal of
maintaining on the par with the United States the exclusive
status of a nuclear superpower, which in turn necessitates
reaching political and military agreements and building mech195
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anisins to prevent local conflicts escalating into nuclear war.

In the nuclear geld, the "partnership" between the two

countries started with the conclusion of the Nuclear Test Ban
Treaty irs Aupast, 1963, prohibiting the testing of nuclear
weapons in the atmosphere, outerspace and under water, but
permitting continued underground testing. Five years later, in
1968, a Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty vas negotiated
between the U.S.A. and the U,S.S.R. under United Nations
auspices. A further step was taken by the signature in Moscow in May, 1972, of the Soviet-American Treaty an Limitation of Anti-Ballistic Missile Systems, and the Interim Agreement on Limitation of Offensive Arms. In a similar vein,
during Secretary Brezhnev's visit to the United States in
June, 1973, both sides expressed willingness to continue
talks an further limitation of strategic offensive weapons. It
should be noted, however, that while both governments are
certainly anxious to prevent a nuclear holocaust, the overall
military equilibrium is not a stable one. In fact, the Sovietsustained efforts to replenish their huge military arsenals with
the mast modern types of weaponry (efforts unobstructed by
public opinion pressures and parliamentary opposition and
investigations) have brought results in the sense that the
previously existing American nuclear superiority has become
a parity between the two countries, the Soviet quantitative
strength matching the U.S. qualitative weapon advantages.
But the announcement in the middle of August, 1913, that
the Soviets made a breakthrough in the arms race, success-

fully testing for the first time the so-called MIRA/ s warhead
missiles (MIRVs being an abbreviation for Multiple hide=
pendently Targeted Re-entry Vehicles), may representin the
absence of effective American counter-measuresthat the
Soviets have not only closed the technological gap in tbe
military field but have also gained a strategic edge.
The "provider" aspect of Soviet interests in American

technology, foodstuffs, credits, and investment capital, is
practically as old as Soviet Russia itself. Lenin had been
extremely eager to attract American capital and engineers
and to obtain Western credits to rebuild Russian industry.
Stalin had candidly admitted to an American businessman in
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1944 that "about two-thirds of all the large industrial e terprises in the Soviet Union had been built with United States
help or technical assistance." No wonder, then, that Leonid
Brezhnev, facing economic difficulties briefly outlined above,

wants on his sidein the words of an editorial in the New
York Tirnes"that the anticipated fruits of detente include
mwive transfers of American capital and technological
know-how to speed up Soviet development andinevitably
the growth of Soviet power.' In fact, the 1972 harvest failure
prompted the Soviet government to purchase 17.4 million
tons of U.S. corn and other grain, worth $1 billion. Besides
such transactions and, conclusion of noarnal trade contracts,
Soviet leaders are anxious to negotiate obtention of extensive
long-term credits under favorable repayment conditions,

which would not only help Soviet technology but would
allow the regime to avoid shifting budgetary expenditures
from the military buildup to the pressing economic needs.
The increase in trade volume would certainly benefit many
American businessmen, hut the granting of the most favorednation status to Soviet exports would be another major boost
to the Soviet economy.

The "enemy" aspect of Soviet attitudes vis--a-vis the
United States is also imbedded in the very core of Lenin's
ideas and subsequent Marxist-Leninist ideology. While the
official policies of the Soviet government waver according to
he temporary diplomatic needs, the ideological and political

hostility of the CPSU toward American institutions and
policies remain unchanged. For example, at the time when
Soviet diplomacy was in full swing hailing the new "provider" aspects of cooperation with the American government
and businessmen, the main resolution of the twenty-fourth
CPSU congress proclaimed that "the reactionary tendencies
and aggressive aspirations are most pronounced in the policy
of U _S. imperialism, which presents the greatest danger to the

independence of peoples and world peace, and is the main
obstacle in the way of social progress. What is especially
characteristic of the U .S.11.. is its aggressive foreign-policy
line, and its inflation of militarism, which carries with it the
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r." Similarly, Soviet party leaders and
danger of a world
chief ideologists have consistently asserted that peaceful coexistence does riot mean. the ideological rapprochement and
conciliation between the communist and capitalist systems,
but, On the contrary the intensification of the international

class struggle. This explains also why Soviet representatives at
the first two stages of the Conference on Security and
Cooperation in Europe, held in Helsinki in January and July,

1973, were adamantly opposed to Western proposals for a
free exchange of people , ideas, and information. As for the
detente in East-West relations, Brezhnev himself had explained that it should essentially serve communist political
purposes. Addressing the Conference of European Communist and Workers' Parties on Problems of European Security, held in Karlovy Vary, Czechoslovakia, in April, 1967,
he said that the cold war climate was seriously handicapping
favored anti-communism in the West- "Conversely," he
stated, "recent years have demonstrated with particular force
that when international tensions relax the hand of the political barometer swings to the left. The certain improvement in
the relations between Communists and Social-Democrats in
.orrie countries, the perceptible abatement of the anti-Communist hysteria and the increased influence of West-Europe
Communist parties are directly connected with a certain
asing of tension on the European continent." These words
found a quasi-identical echo six years later in a Pravda
editorial of August 26, 1973, in which it was said that the

Soviet aim in seeking closer economic and political relations
with the West is to "isolate the reactionary, aggressive forces
of the capitalist world and to strengthen world socialism as
well as the Communist, workers and national liberation

movements."
The complex three-corner pattern of Soviet-U.S. relations

outlined in previous parag-raphs may also be applicable to
Soviet relations with Western Europe, "Partnership-provider"
aspects are perceptible in the proliferation of bilateral political contacts and in the signing of trade agreements with
different West European governments, as well as in the Soviet
Union's particular interest in the conference on Security and
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Cooperation in Europe, which vas held in Helsinki and
Geneva in 1973. As for the bilateral relations, in ways reminiscent of Soviet diplomatic moves under both Lenin and
Stalin, Brezhnev's foreign policy has been oriented especially
toward a new closeness with West Germany. On August 12,
1970, a non-aggression treaty was signed between the Soviet
Union and the German Federal Republic, and, one year later,
a four-power agreement on West Berlin was also concluded.
Secretary Brezhnev's visit to Bonn in May, 1973, was considered by many commentators as a historical event for both
political and economic reasons. Politically, it was a very

important stage of the Ostpolitik (Eastern policy) which
German Social -Democratic chancellor, Willi Brandt, was pur-

suing, aiming at a rapprochement with the U.S.S.R. and
Eastern Europe. Economically, the nev agreements signed
between the two countries opened possibilities of increased
economic and industrial cooperation for both sides. A German analyst wrote in this respect that from the Soviet view-

point "the vast Soviet potential, combined with German
technology and organizational skill would represent an unbeatable duo." As for the Helsinki-Geneva conference, it

should be seen in the context of the "peacc offensive"

proclaimed at the twenty-fcarth congress of the CPSU. From
many nfficial Soviet pronouncements, three elements
emerged, reflecting basic Soviet aims to be achieved at the
conference: recognition of and respect for existing territorial

and political realities in Europethat is, confirmation of the
status quo in Eastern Europe; expansion of economic, scientific, technical and trade relations; establishment of a perma-

nent mechanism to explore and survey common political,
economic, security and cultural affairs of Europe.
As for the "enemy- aspi t, one should stress again the
insistence of both the Sovi and East-Central European

communist leaders that diplomatic rapprochement and increased technological and trade cooperation with the West
have nothing to do with domestic tightening of controls over
dissidents and ideological intransigeance. Moreover, as succinctly put by Malcolm Mackintosh, the kind of European
relations which the present Soviet leaders would like to see
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would be "an Eastern Europe firmly under
Soviet domination, its political systems and frontiers
unchallenged
by the
West; a Western Europe divided both politically
and
economically, without binding military ties or defense
links to the
United States; each country with minimum forces
deployed
only on its own territory, and, hopefully
persuaded
of the
need to make its own bilateral deal with the
Soviet
Union
on
foreign policy issues." This statement hints
at the notion of
"Finlandization," often mentioned and analyzed in the West
European press, which implies the long-term
Soviet aim of
making Western Europe as dependent politically
nomically on the Soviet Union as the nowadays and ecoformally
independent but actually subservient Finland.
Soviet diplomatic initiatives and attitudes
in other parts
of the world should finally be mentioned
to
illustrate
Soviet
global interests on eil continents. Already
in 1969, after the
Sino-Soviet border clashes. Soviet diplomacy
promoted the
establishment of an Asian security system
resembling somewhat Soviet schemes in Europe. Inoperative for
several years,
the idea of an Asian collective-security
system was revived
early in 1972 and pushed with even greater insistence
in
1973. The Asian idea, much less developed
than
that
concerning the all-European security system, aims
to contain
both Chinese influence and potential
pre-erninence
in
Southern and Southeastern Asia, as well as to
undermine
any
attempt to revive the American-supported Southeast
Asia
Treaty Organization (SENTO). On the Asian
continent,
too,
the Soviet Union has strengthened its ties with
India
signing in August, 1971, a twenty-year pact provided by
for
m utual nonaggression and increased trade, and promising

more
technical aid. In a somewhat similar, though
more
remote,
vein, Soviet diplomacy has also pursued closer
political ties with Japan (in 1972, the largest economic and
non-communist
Soviet trading partner), paralleling on the Asian
scene the
recent rapprochement realized in Europe with West
Germay.

In the shifting world of Ivliddle Eastern policies, SovietArab relations have been niwked by significant ups
and

downs in recent years. DuHng the 1967 Arab-Israel
war, the
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Soviet Union gave full support, short only of direct military
involvement, to the Arab side. However, the close cooperation with Egypt under the rule of President Gamal Abele!
Nasser (who died in 1970) suffered a notable setback under
his successor, Anwar el-Sadat, who ordered on July 18, 1972,
the withdrawal of most Soviet military advisors and experts
from Egypt. Another setback for the Soviet Union took place
in September, 1971, when Sudan recalled its ambassadOrs
from the Soviet Union and Bulgaria, following an attempt by
the Sudanese Communist party and left-wing officers to seize

power in July. As a sort of compensation, however, The
Soviet Union strengthened military and political ties and
increased its influence in Iraq, Syria and Yemen. In several
other Middle Eastern, as well as African, states, the Soviet
policy consisted of supplying, whenever appropriate,
economic and military aid, competing with both the United

States and Communist China. As for Latin America, the
Soviet government, and especially the CPSU, showed great

interest in the "united front" experiment of the Chilean
government led by the Marxist president Salvador Alleride,
and, after his overthrow on September 11, 1973, the Soviet
Union broke diplomatic relations with the new military regime. These developments in Chile underscore Cuba's unique
position in the Western hemisphere and, as already discussed,
her ever strongt c political and economic ties with the Soviet

Union. Soviet policy in other Latin American countries
varied according to circumstances. It was generally low,
keyed, in view of the geographic remoteness, although in
some countries, such as Peru, the Soviets offered military and

economic aid, while in others they tended to cultivate both
friendly diplomatic relations and intensified trade.
Soviet global foreign policy, reflecting the status of the
U.S.S.R. as the second world superpower and serving to
enhance even more its might and prestige, should also be
viewed in connection with the CPSU's persistent efforts to
maintain its leading role in the international communist
movement. In this respect the Soviet party under Brezhnev's

leadership has strived to stave off both the challenge of the
Chinese party to replace it as the leading international corn,
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munist party and the inclinations of some p les gen rally
following Moscow's line to conduct their affairs more independently. As a vehicle to achieve these aims, especially in
the wake of the invasion of Czechoslovakia in 1968 and the

border clashes with China in 1969, the CPSU convened, after
several consultative sessions and postponements, the International Meeting of Communist and Workers' Parties, which

met in Moscow on June 5-17, 1969. It was the third such
conference since the dissolution of the Comintern, the first
and second having been held, as we have seen, in 1957 and
1960 under Nikita Klinishchev's rule. The 1969 conference
was attended by seventy-five party delegations, with the
conspicuous absence of the Chinese party and, in general, a
very weak representation of Asian parties; those which
abstained either followed the Chinese leadership or were
unwilling to take sides in the Sino-Soviet conflict. This time,
contrary to the 1957 and 1960 conferences, which offered a
facade of unity to the outside world, some of the CPSU
policiesthose relating to the dispute with the Chinese party,
to the invasion of Czechoslovakia, and to questions of party
autonomy and international obligationswere openly dis-

cussed and criticized by some of the participants. Despite this
display of disagreement, the CPSU positions were supported
by a large majority of participating parties while the critics
did not go beyond making dissenting remarks on specific
points and/or refusing to sign unreservedly parts of the main
document issued by the conference under the title "Tasks at
the Present Stage of the Struggle Against Imperialism and
United Action of the Communist and Workers' Parties and
All Anti-Imperialist Forces." This document made no direct
reference to the controversy with the Chinese Communist
party or to the invasion of Czechoslovakia, although some
fifty delegations criticized the "Maoist leadership," and

Gustav flusak, Alexander Dubek's successor as the new
leader of the Czechoslovak party, tried to deflate criticisms
of "some fraternal parties in relation to the invasion of his
co u n try.

In the years following the Moscow meeting, the CPSU
managed to consolidate its position within the international
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movement, although it never succeeded (and did not even

try, at least not formally) in recreating an international
communist organization along Comintern lines. On the other

hand, as was expressed at the meeting of leaders of the
Communist and Workers' Parties of the Socialist Countries
held in the Crimea on July 30-31,1973, all the ruling parties
in Eastern Europe (with the exception of the Yugoslav and
Albanian parties, wbo did not attend the meeting) endorsed
the "peace program" of the twenty-fourth congress of the
CFSU and especially the purposes of the Helsinki conference.
A British-American expert on international communist
affan.s has recently analyzed the alignments and fortunes of
the world Marxist,Leninist parties whichif one counts small
splinter groups, Castroist guerillas and adherents to the four
contending Trotskyist internationalscomprised some 300

organizations by the autumn of 1972. If one sets aside

splinter groups and takes into account only the well established communist parties, one obtains, according to the same
author, the following picture: "The CPSU can count on the
totally uncritical alignment of six ruling parties (five in East
Europe plus that of Mongolia) and forty-nine non-ruling
parties (seven in West Europe, four-teen in the Middle East
and Africa, twenty-four in the Western Hemisphere, and four
in Asia). Likewise, the Chinese Communist party can count
on one ruling party (Albania) and eight non-ruling parties
(all, except the New Zealand CP, in Asia). The remaining
twenty-seven parties, of which five are in power, have shown
varying degrees of independence. Nearly all of them, however, were among the seventy-five parties that attended the

1969 International Meeting of Communist and Workers'
Parties held in Moscow, which would indicate that they do
on occasion align themselves with a Soviet-initiated action. In
fact, a number of the independent partiesalthough not the

majorityare independent only over the issue of Czechoslovakia."

The preceding statistical survey indicates that the inter-

national communist movement is essentially pro-Soviet.
Moreover, the existence of Soviet-dominated international
communist front organizations (such as the World Federation
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of Trade Unions, Wor d Peace Council, etc.) facilitates the
orchestration of protests and denionstrations in many parts
of the world. The perennial interest showed by the CPSU

leadership for the world revolutionary process has been
vividly expressed in an article published in the October,
1971, issue of the CPSU central committee's organ, Kornm unist. It was written by Boris Ponomarev, a secretary of the

central committee speleializing in relations with the international communist niovernent. In the apt summation of
Ponomarev's lengthy article, Professor Lothar Metzl (writing
for the U.S. Senate Subcommittee on International Security)
stated: "Through the prism of Marxism-Leninism Ponomarev
perceives unprecedented opportunities for revolutionary

action resulting from an increasingly grave economic and
political crisis in the non-communist world. His.main worry
seems to be whether cOmmunist partiesSoviet-oriented, of
courseare subjectively capable of exploiting these opportunities. Therefore he gives them considerable advice on how
to improve their organizational and political capabilities in
the true and tested Soviet-approved way."

The Brezhnev regime faces a contradiction which has
existed since the days of Lenin and the foundation of the
Comintern, namely the conflict between the interests of the
Soviet state and those of foreign communist partiesthe best
illustration of which is the fact that the Soviet Union maintains friendly relations with many governments, especially in

the Middle East, which persecute local communists. For
several decades the official Soviet dogma has been that every-

thing that strengthens the Soviet Union also benefits the
world revolutionary process and, that despite occasional reversals, the capitalist system is doomed. The task of nonSoviet communist parties was (and remains) to adapt their
activities to local conditions, without abandoning their
Leninist goals and allegiances to the first country of communism. Brezhnev bas experienced, as Khrushchev and Stalin
before him, that some foreign communist parties view their
tasks differently, but he certainl7 nelieves, as he forcefully
expressed in his report to the twz nty-fourth congress of the
CPSU, that everything must be done to strengthen the Soviet
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however, thre cases which, because of their
karat:ter and relevance, simuld hp included in Ibis
ese cases concern recent and disparate communist

es in three countries on two continents: Albania,
and t.zechoslovakia,

(rty to Yugoslavia, the history Of communism in
full of odd events and sharp reversals of policy. In
vely short history, the Albanian Communist party
on November 8, 1941) has switched its ideological
itical

allegiance three times. Initially

between

the party had been co Aetely under Yugoslav
Two members of the 1 ugoslav Communist party
rumental in forming the Albanian party and were its
ical and military mentors during World War II. After
the Albanian communists proceeded, as the Yugospeedily imposing their full power and eliminating
i-comm unist rivals. In this, as well as in the general
;Ind economic! orientation, Albania became a satellite
Yugoslavia. in November, 1946, a customs union
the two countries was established, and, afterwards,
talks about Albania's incorporation into Yugoslavia
,qral republic were held. Within the Albanian party,
I

a factior opposed to such close relations with
and, when the Stalin-Tito conflict
in June, 1948, that faction headed by the present
ia persisted,

rotary, Enver Iloxha (born -in 1908), took the upper
reversed the Albanian party's political course.

the next seven years, Aihania adopted a stridently
It now became a full-fledged Soviet,

:ist attitude.

a Yugoslav, satellite, with Soviet advisors replacing

:oslavs and with the Stalinist instead of the Titoist
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roiled agam4 the Chinese, ,A.| the twenty,second congress of
the CI,!--Itit( )etolier, I ',hi I Khruslichev
the .Alhanian
party leaders for their Stalinist melinations. The Albanians
answered a few days later in o hnit. open antr-Khruslwhtivist
Lila:it, denouncing the "anti-Nlarxist hes anri attacks I which
serve only the enemies of communism and of the Albanian
l'eoplc's Republic, the imperialists anti the Yugoslav revisionists." On Novendier 25, Ihe Soviet 1.1ml/eminent. decided
to withdraw its anthassador from Tirana. and, on I)erembor
I ,I, the Albanian embassy slat' I
t Nloscow.
rrom that tune up to the present, the Alhanian Com,
num: t part ylias Iwcome the statincheid sdipporter
any (r1
Maoist. Chinii, I( has maintained an extremely rigorous, inded Stalinist, tkimestic political regime. In Vehruary, 1%7,
the Albanian version of the -cultural revolution- was annoueed, patterned in many respects af ter the Maoist
example, A particularly strong attack was made on relignis
institutions and, in September, an offivial party organ
exulted that "under their i,p,, the party mid I loxha I shining
guidance together with the entire populace, youth has
created the first atheist stalp in the world.- In Llw same
spirit, tlw foxha regime has hammered day after day against
its twin targets: American -unpenalism- and Soviet "revisionistn." ,Nt the occasion of the hftleth anniverSar y of the
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indicates that. because of the Sino-Soviet split, tiny Albania
was and still is able to attack and challenge with impunity the
Soviet giant, Pespite its small size, the Albanian Communist
party plays an important role, both because it remains consistently Stalinist and because it is the only original European
communist party which is officially aligned with the Chinese
Communist party.
Tlw case of t'oi1iiiUiiisni Ill Vietniun
North and
South, is unique in its oiiiinatiu,it Of virtuahy all elements
or contemporary communist politico-military warfare. In
fact, the Vietnamese communists blended some of the basic
precepts and characteristics of Lenin's, Stalin's, and Mao's

teachings and practices into their revolutionary struggle.
From Lenin they took the organizational principles of the
party and the concept of "united front" maneuverings; from
Stalin, the totalitarian toughness in politics and economics,
plus the need, in wartime, to mix patriotism and communism, or to put the cause of nationalism in the service of

the party; from M;io, the theoretical as well as practical
lessons of waging the revolutionary guerrilla wax. This appwnticeship of the fimdamentals of twentieth-century
Marxism-Leninism was furthermore enhanced by a series of
favorable domestic and nternational factors and by the longlasting role of the party's founding father, Flo Chi Minh

(1890-1969), surrounded by a homogeneous leadership in
which the military chief, Vo Nguyen Chap (born in 1912),
merits particular mention.
Formal history of Vietnamese communism began in une,
1925, when Ho founded the Revolutionary League of Young
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Prior to this, he had already
acquired rich I) Lical expen !nee. Active in the ranks of
French socialist, youth after World War I, he attended the
founding coni.lc:;s of the French Communist party
December, 1920. In subsequent years he obtained extensive
theoretical and practical training as a student at a Comintern
school in Moscow and as a participant in several Cominternrelated congresses. He spent much of his time in the Soviet
Union and in China as a professional revolutionary during the
inter,war period and was thus in close contact with both the
Russian and Chinese communist leaders (which may explain
his ability and inclination to remain neutral in the SinoSoviet, conflict of the 1960s, while obtaining indispensable
military aid from both sides for his purposes in Vietnam).
The Indochinese Communist party was founded in Hong
Kong in January, 1930, and despite name changes, it developed and maintained highly cohesive leadership, both during Ho's lifetime and after his death, a phenomenon
described by a Vietnam expert as "probably the longest
uninterrupted directorate in world communism." In the
inter-war period the party followed the Comintern line, including the struggle against the Trotskyists and the "united
front" cooperation with groups of Vietnamese nationalists,
However, the party's most significant activities took place
during and after World War II. The Japanese occupation of
Indochina and the arrangements between Japan and the
France of the Vichy regime favored the establishment of the
Vietnamese Independence League (Viet Minh) in southern
China in May, 1941, a typical "united front" organization
under communist control. It was instrumental, first, in the
proclamation of the Democratic Republic of Vietnam (DRAT)
in 1945, and, second, in the waging of the first Indochinese
war against France (19464954). In the process of creating
Vietn

China

the DRV, the Viet Minh could count on the support or
non-opposition of the British, Chinese Nationalist, and

American forces, In the long and bitter struggle against the
French, three elements worked in favor of the Viet Minh: its
ability to neutralize or destroy nationalist leaders and to
appear as the key force in anti-French resistance; communist
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victory in China, and the subsequent Red Chinese
aid to the Viet Minh; ind the collapse of 1he fightin
the French government.

With the Geneva

)_

_

1954

'hici

anti-French war and partitioned Vietnam t,t. die 17th p_

a new situation was created. The communist rule was now
firmly established in the North, but, during that same year,
some 860,000 people fled from North Vietnam and settled in
the South to escape the communist regime. A strong underground Viet Minh network remained in the South, temporarily quiescent, while a new Nationalist regime under
Premier Ngo Dinh Diem tried to rebuild the .:cpublic practically from scratch. The chances for unification elections in
1956 called for by the Geneva agreement dwindled due to
Ngo Dinh Diem's refusal to hold such elections and because
the exclusivism of the communist rule in the North made free
elections meaningless. In fact, during the period 1954-56, the
communist regime in the North assumed both Stalinist and
Maoist characteristics, A very harsh land reform was intro-

duced leading to Soviet-type collectivization. As a result
according to a prominent expert on Vietnam, the late Professor Bernard Fall="close to 50,000 North Vietnamese were

executed in connection with the land reform and at least
twice as many were arrested and sent to forced labor camps,"
Early in November, 1956, at the very time that Soviet tanks
were crushing the Hungarian rebellion at the other end of the

communist bloc, a popular upheaval took place in North
Vietnam Since there was no support from abroad for the
plight of the North Vietnamese peasants, their rebellion was
ruthlessly suppressed. Ho Chi Minh, however, realizing the
degxee of popular dissatisfaction, openly admitted mistakes
and the ferocity of the Stalinist-type, forced collectivization,
and offered self-criticism and abandonment of previously

employed methods. At the same time, the Hanoi regime
initiated its counterpart of the Maoist "Hundred Flowers"
campaign, which at first brought about an outburst of critidsm against the state of affairs in North Vietnam but then
led to systematic and long-lasting suppression of formal
opposition to the regime, especially among intellectuals.
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The establishmeh . of antagonistic regimes in

Vietnam led to the Second Indochina War which, in the
words of Professor Fall, -began by deliberate Communist
Sout h Viet nam early in 1957." The awareness that
the pro-American Nationalist regime in the South was becoming increasini;ly effective politically and economically
prompted the V ietnamese communists to fight it (as well as

its American protector) by reactivating the Viet Minh network and the revolutionary guerrilla warfare. Relying on
three basic asset: organization, leadership, and use of
violence, the comm,inists stepped up t he propaganda campaign and selective terrorism against the village leaders and
rural administrative cadres of the Saigon government. (President. Kennedy in 1961 assailed those practices as "deliberate
liavagery of the Communist program of assassination, kidnapping and wanton violence,") In 1959, the central committee
of the Vietnamese Communist party called for national unification by -all appropriate means," and, in September,

1960, the third party congress resolved "to carry out the
Socialist revolution in North Vietnam" and "to liberate
South Vietnam from the yoke of L.S. imperialists." The
general communist strategy of the two-stage revolution was
now in evidence: a -national-democratic revolution" to be
pursued in the South while a definitive Socialist revolution
was taking place in the North. In December, 1960, the
National Front for the Liberation of South Vietnam was
created to assemble all "democratic and patriotic" elements

in the fight against the Ngo Dinh Diem regime, to implement
the national-democratic revolution and to n2gotiate re-uni-

fication with the North. Tht NFL thus became another
variant of the -people's front" device, and the fighters who
under communist command pursued military battles were
now known as the Viet Cong.

The Second Indochina War became particularly violent
and complicated after the a:;sassination of Premier Diem in
November, 1963, and the increasing infiltration of North
Vietnamese regular army units into the South. This military
movement began front October, 1964, onwards and caused
intervention of U,S. combat and support troops in
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February, 1965. From then on, the Vietnam conflict was
internationalized in the sense that the American troops were

joined by military units from the Republic of Korea,
Australia, New Zealand, he Philippines. and Thailand, while
the North Vietnamese were assisted by the 8oviet Union and

Communist China. The ltussians supplied heavy arms and
machinery, fighter planes, and ground-to-air missiles; tM
Chinese provided ammunitions, small arms and military and
civilian technicians.

leading British exAccording to Sir Robeit
pert on guerrilla warfare, thi Second ,ndochina War can he
roughly divided into four periods. The first, from 1959 to the
end of 1964, was a classical insurgency which turned into a
guerrilla wzirfare phase. Here again the communists employed

elements of the military strategy used against the French,
with General Giap applying Mao-Tse-Tung's teachings on

operations to new circumstances. (Another
authority cn Vietnam, Douglas Pike, in his masterly study
entitled Viet Cong, wrote that "Mao-Giap became to revoluguerrilla

tionary guerrilla wa 7fare what Marxism-Leninism is to Communist theory.") The second period of the war, from 1965 to
the end of 1968, was fought as a main force war between the

Americans and the North Vietnamese. The so-called Tet
(Lunar New Year)-offensive began in late January, 1968, and,
from the military viewpoint, turned into defeat for the North
Vietnamese and the Viet Cong because the offensive failed to

promote mass uprisings while the best Viet Cong military
units were destroyed. On the other hand, the Tet offensive
achieved a striking psychological victory in the United States
and contributed to Hy? weakening of public support for the
official American policy in Vietnam. The third period, which

lasted from 1969 to the end of 1971, was characterized by
the joint American-South Vietnamese policies of pacification

and Vietnamizatio,, which further reduced the Viet Gong
insurgency in the South. This in turn provoked a threepronged conventional invasion of Sou',h Vietnam by the
North at the end of March, 1972. This fourth period, which
ended with the peace aRreement between the Nixon administration and the North Vietnamese government in January,
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1973, had _he following three characteristics: General Giap's
"Blitzkrieg" offensive failed again to bring desired results; the
North Vietnamese troops, however, established various enclaves ,,n the territory of South Vietnam; the withdrawal of
American troops left the antagonistic Vietnamese partners to
e,ich other, under the assumption that they would be

to transform an uneasy military truce into a longer

lasting political settlement.
Thii extremely condensed sketch of communism in Vietnamfrom which was purposefully left out any discussion of

American involvement in that country and particularly the
ways in which successive ti,S, administrations pursued the
wax militarily and politicallyeannot be terminated with any
definitive conclusion. After a series of post-World-War-II
communist failures in Indonesia, Malaya, the Philippines, and
Burina, Vietnam, together with Cambodia and Laos, had
been the only region in Southeast Asia in which the communists were able to achieve a significant politico-military
success despite the fact that their final goal is still unattained.
One may be certain, however, that they will continue to fight
for final victory in Indochina, even if they have to change
their strategy and become more patient than they have been
in the past. Needless to say, the outcome of their efforts will
depend largely on the ability of the Saigon regime to resist
them effectively in the military field without U.S. support
while maintaining a viable political and economic structure.
One may at the end, stress again the uniqueness of many
aspects of communist militancy in Vietnam which, while
inspiring many communists and revolutionaries around the
world, will also be difficult to match under different historical and geo-political conditions.

Passing on to a brief survey of communism in Czechoslovakia, we face another story replete with dramatic and

ennredictable events, though distinct from those in Albania
and Vietnam. At the beginning, Czechoslovak communists
had been considerably behind their counterparts in other
European countries in establishing a coherent party. It was
only after Lenin's personal intervention that a united, multinational Communist party of Czechoslovakia was organized
912
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in U tober, 1921, comprising several ethnic g:roups (Czechs,
Slovaks, Germans, Hungarians, Poles and Ukrainians) which
composed the new state that had been established in 1918.
For several years after its establishment, the Czechoslovak
party had difficulty aligning itself with Moscow. AL the Sixth
Congress of the Comintern in 1928, it was criticized as the
worst section of the International, and a complete change of
leadership was ordered. During the 1930s, the party headed

by Klement Gottwald followed Stalin's policics without
reservation and did not play a major role in domestic affairs.
In the apt decrpt on of a political scientist, Paul Zinner: "as
a revolutionary force, it amounted to nothink. As a parliamentary factor, its influence was also nil." It is noteworthy
that, contrary to the situation in other East European countries in which the communist parties were outlawed and
Lhe political climate in democratic Czecho-

persecuted,

slovakia was hospitahle to the communists. During the war
and the ruthless German occupation, the party maintained its
organizational network and propagandized its views clandestinely, but its overt r-siytance to tne Germans was minimal.

A- new phase in the life of the Czechoslovak Communist

party began after tit., nd of the war. With its well-trained,
disciplined, relatively young and dynamic cadres, the party
emerged as a major political factor in the country. In the first
post-war government, communists held key posts in the
ministries of interior, information, and agTicultur. During
national elections in May, 1946, the party obtained thirty-

eight per cent of the votes and had 114 deputies in the
300-seat parliament. More importantly, the communists
succeeded in imposing a limitation on the number and types
of political parties in the country, and, through the establishment of the National Front chaired by Klement

Gottwald, they had a convenient political tool to prevent
other democratic parties from consolidating the non-

communist majority. The communists were particularly
skillful in dealing with the president of the republic, Eduard
Benes. They succeeded also in dominating the trade unions,
infiltrating the police, neutralizing the army, and building
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other mass organiutoiis as trmisni ission belts of their influence. Still, in a country ingrained with democratic tradition and unoccupied by the Red Army, they were not able to
seize power through parliamentary means. Moreover, at the
beginning of 1918, the polls indicaled decreasing communist
support M the forthcoming spring elections. To avoid the
possibility of an embarrassing defeat and probably under the
advice and pressure of the Soviet party who was just then
-mg Tito's expulsion from the Cominform and
tightening the communist. rule in East Central Europethe
Czechoslovak communists implemented a political coup in
February, 1948. President 13ene, succumbing to their
pressure and threats, capitulated to the communist ultimatum and did nothing to encourage other parties to defend
the democratic order. The leaders of these parties were
unable to resist 6ffeetively, and the national assembly was
adjourned sine die on a communist initiative. The weakness
of the democratic majority was thus one of the crucial assets
of the determined communist minority. In June, following
President BeneA" resignation, Klement Gottwald became
president or the republic; the Social Democratic and Comniunist parties formally merged; the new government com.
prised eighteen communists and six handpicked representatives

of

non-communist splinter parties, and

the

elections held in May featured a single electoral list of the
National Front, endorsed by eighty-nine per cent of the
electorate, with the communists securing 214 out of 300
seats, With much less violence than in any other East Central
European country, the Czechoslovak communists attained

their monopoly of power and aligned Czechoslovakia,
domestically and internationally, with Soviet political
prototypes.
Strangely enough, and in striking contrast with the

"softness" with which it seized power, the Czechoslovak
communist party underwent the most extensive and violent
Stalinist purge of all other East-Central European countries in

the period between 1950-1952. The purge affected mostly
the party leadershipfifty out of ninety-seven members of
the central committee and six of seven members of the party
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secrelAriat. In November, 1951 , Rudolf Slansky, deputy

prime minister mid former secretary-general of the party, was

arrested an(' accused by President Gott wald of playing "a
leading part in the anti-party and anti-war conspiracy,"
Vladimir Clementis, former foreign minister, Wah among the

many other high party and slate functionaries who were
apprehended. The trial of these two and other officials in
November, 1952, had an openly anti-semitic character
(Slansky himself was a Jew) and was similar in many ways to

the Soviet purge trials of the late 1930s. Eleven of the
accused, ineluding Slansky and Clementis, were hanged in
December, 1952. The ferocity of the purge perhaps explains
the relative passivity with which Czechoslovakia watched the
explosive events in Ilungary and Poland in the fall of 1956.
In subsequent years, Czechoslovakia appeared to be one of
the most docile and resigned Soviet satellites. Then, in the
mid 1960s, internal non-conformist forces began to stir again,
both within and outside the party, especially am..,ig intellectuals and economic planners, leading the country toward
genuine liberalization which a decade ago seemed unthinkable.

The first open criticism of the regime's domestic and

foreip policies was manifested at the Czechoslovak writers'
union congress in June, 1967, and was followed by student
demonstrations in October against conditions existing in
college hostels. The decisive breakthrough came in early
January, 1968, by the replacement of Antonin Novotny, first
secretary of the party, with Alexander DubZ']ek. In March,
Novotny also resigned as head of state and was replaced by
General Ludvik Svoboda. It was under Dubcek that a flood
of reforms unfolded. A loading expert on East European
affairs, Professor William Griffith, enumerates five factors
which drove out Novotny and unleashed the reforms.
(1) Novotny's complicity in the Stalinist crimes had undermined his authority and prestige during the de-Stalinization
period, (2) Economic weaknesses which the established
centralized Soviet economic model could not overcome
persisted. (3) The role of the intelligentsia increased, either in
the form of Marxist "revisionism" among many party

members searching I _ a new synthesis of democracy and
socialism, or in the form of re-emergence of non-communist
democratic tradition going back to the democratic and
humanistic ideas of T. G. Masarik, the great
philosopher-statesman and founder of Czechoslovakia.

(il) Attitudes among the intellectuals changed toward both
the Germans and the Russians, with the democratic and
technologically developed West Germany appearing as a more

suitable economic partner than the technologically inferior
Soviet Union. (5) Slovak nationalism, shared by communists
and non-communists alike, emerged and was determined to
achieve equality with the Czechs.
The case of Alexander Dub6ek (horn in Slovakia in 1921

but raised in the Soviet Union and educated at a Moscow
party school) is significant for several reasons. Considered a

weak man and a leader who certainly did not intend to
abolish the party's dominant position or to break the alliance
with the Soviet Union, Dub6ek nevertheless was engaged in
bitter feuds with the conservative (Stalinist) faction within

the party and was willing to inaugurate reforms in the
country. In the words of Professor Griffith, "to get rid of
Novotny, Dub6ek gave freedom to liberal Communists in the
communication media. Once free, they led the massive thrust

toward economic rationalization, free speech and press,
equality ('symmetrical federation') for the Slovaks, improved

political and economic relations with the Nest (especially
with Bonn) alongside the primary alliance with Moscow, a
reform of the Communist party and a degree of institutionalized political opposition which, many of them hoped
and expected, would lead to a genuine multiparty system."
Under Dub6ek's "Czechoslovak Spring" the balance of forces

both within party and government moved toward reform
which was best expressed when the central committee
adopted a new Action Program in April, 1968, promising a
"New Model of Socialist Democracy." Dub6ek, in fact, did
not go as far as Imre Nagy in Hungary twelve years earlier
(see section on Upheavals in East Germany, Poland, and
Hungary) but became extremely popular in a country galvanized by hopes and expectations that it was recapturing its
democratic traditions and values.
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The trend toward democratization in Czechoslovakia
obviously alarmed the communist leadership in the Soviet
Union and perhaps even more in East Germany and Poland.
They saw in Dubcek's policies dangerous experimentation
which, if left unchecked, would not only lead Czechoslovakia

On the fatal road from de-Stalinization to de-Leninization,
that is, toward the liquidation of the Communist party's
dominant position in society, hut could also have a nefarious

impact on their own positions at home and on the communist movement in general. There were other communist
heads of state, such as Ceausescu of Ruinania and Tito of
Yugoslavia, as well as the leaders of the Italian and French
parties, who advised Moscow to proceed cautiously and not
to take abrupt and violent measures against Dub.6ek's regime
but to try to channel its policies in the right direction. Many
international communist consultations and visits were exchanged in the spring and summer of 1968. The CPSU leaders

themselves appeared divided about what to do in Czechoslovakia. Finally the decision was reached to employ the
most drastic measurea military occupation of the country
by Warsaw-pact troops. On August 21, 1968, a flawless
invasion of Czechoslovakia took place, but the military
success failed to produce a political counterpart for no one
initially was willing to openly accept power from the hands
of the invaders. Despite the quasi-unanimous passive resistance of the population and the wave of international protests
and demonstrations, the Soviet leaders appeared determinedas seen earlier in the discussion of the Brezhnev

Doctrinethat no significant change in the "socialist
commonwealth- under their direct supervision could be
made without their approval. Soviet leaders certainly calcu-

lated (and at least up to now were proven tight) that they
would find a new team of docile communists in Czechoslovakia to administer party and state affairs, that the
initially exasperated population would he resigned to a new
submission, that protests abroad would subside, and that the
essential was to preserve intact the Soviet "imperial" domain.
Whether the military "surgery" would prove to be an effective solution in the long run to the problem of Czecho217

slovakiaand by implication to other East Central European
countries tempted to follow the 1968 Czechoslovak path
ains to be seen.*

S. Str ngths, Weaknesses, and Paradoxes of
Present-day Communism

amply demonstrated in the preceding chapters, world
communism is not a simple, coherent, and static phenomenon but, on the contrary, a very complex one with aspects
changing constantly and often in unpredictable and spectacu-

lar ways. For that reason, it is impossible to conclude with
any definitive statement. The greatest probability, if not
certainty, isbarring any cataclysmic international events
that the communist movement in the foreseeable future will
advance in some parts of the world, suffer defeats in others,
will split and regroup, and pursue its militancy at least as long

as the communist parties at the helm of powerful states
continue to profess the Marxist-Leninist ideology, maintain
their monopoly of political power, and guide and inspire
followers around the world. Under these circumstances the
communists of all stripes will continue to believe in their
final world-wide victory, which does not mean necessarily
that history will put the stamp of approval on their wishes.
And since the future of communism is as uncertain as everything else in our changing world, some final observations
about world communist strengths, weaknesses, and paradoxes
may be in order.
In this connection, two concepts should be imul-

taneously kept in mind: con munist expansion and corn-

*As a footnote to history and as an illustration of how sudden eruptio.'-s may
shake communist regimes in East Central Europ e. one should mention the
domestic unheaval in Poland in December. 1970. In response to a government
decision to increase the price of food and other consumer goods, widespread
rioting broke out in several Polish Baltic ports followed by clashes with police
and the army, attacks on Communist party headquarters, and demonstrations
spreading to other parts of Poland. The essentiO aspect of that episode was the
working class chaacter of the dots which led to the removal of Wladislaw
Gomulka (communist leader since 1956) and his replacement by Edward Gierek
who made concessions to the workers derrinds.
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fragmentation. The concept of expansion should be
cl in a historical perspective, with the Bolshevik revolu)1 1917 as the starting point, followed by the emergence

teral communist states after the end of World War II,
,.nted by communist victories in China and Cuba, and
characterized by communist militancy in practically
non--communist country of the world. As for cornfragmentation, it unfolded from the end of the

ist monolithism up to the present -polycentrie" situaCommunist "polyccntrism,- however, should not be
-stood as a reflection of a fixed number of political
rs or axes around which other communist parties graviTo be precise, only Moscow and, at a considerable
Peking, qualify as real world communist centers
because of their power, influence and prestige, are
wed and obeyed (in a stricter or looser sense) by other
nunist parties and groups. It should be added that other
nunist party-states and communist movements without
ance to any existing communist regime, have aspired
some still do) to build an international "center.- In the
'Moist Yugoslavia has aimed to become a point of
ction to many dissident communist groups and indivi; in various countries. A few years ago, Cuba sought to
me a "center" for Latin America and, together with
h Korea and North Vietnam, formed an axis in more
al terms, an informal alliance of smaller communist
rs dissatisfied with the policies of both the Soviet Union
Maoist China (particularly their quarrel), offering its own

el of communist militancy as an inspiration to revolu-

Hies around the world. Also in the recent past, the
lanian Communist party practiced a kind of -national
imunism" following a hard domestic line and, at the same
a foreign political course which was at odds on many
_nts with that of the CPSU.

All these tendencies faded quite recently, with Yugoavia and Rumania aiming to accommodate, not rebel
igainst or challenge, the Soviet Union, and with Cuba adhering even closer to the Soviet camp. But, if no real and durable

centers able to compete with Moscow and Peking arose,
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something else developed in place of further polycentr sm.
Individual communist parties in Western Europe (Italy,
Sweden, Holland, Spain, Britain) and in Asia (Japan) showed
propensities to tailor their own domestic policies and tactics, while criticizing some aspects of Soviet and CPSU policies (in Europe) or even openly quarreling with both Moscow
and Peking (the striving Japanese Communist party). Their

varying dissenting positions improved their domestic political
situation and increased their chances of accession to power
(in Italy), without forsaking the essential Leninist features of
their organization and tactical maneuvering.
This "nationalization" of some communist parties should
be counterposed to the significant and, in some instances,
even spectacular re-emergence of the international Trotskyist
movement, claiming to represent the only authentic MarxistLeninist revolutionary orthodoxy, unspoiled by the bureaucratic sins of both the Moscow and Peking regimes. Today

there are some seventy Trotskyist parties active in forty
countries and divided into four contending "Fourth Internationals." Despite internal divisions, Trotskyist groups
served as a major catalyst in the near-revolutionary events
which shook France in May-June, 1968. Likewise, besides
being active and loud on many American university cam-

puses, the Trotskyists were the moving force of the so-called
National Peace Action Coalition which mobilized large numbers of people in major American cities (especially Washington, D.C. and San Francisco) on April 24,1971, demonstrating against the war in Vietnam. It is doubtful whether the
Trotskyist and other independent revolutionary communist
groups, being too small, undisciplined, and lacking levers of
revolutionary power, will ever represent more than an occasional, localized, and eruptive force; still, these independent communist movements, by their very fervor and militancy, give a supplementary illustration of the twin concept
of communist expansion and fragmentation.
Let us proceed now, in a systematic way, to outline some
of the basic reasons behind communist successes in the past
as well as the present. Four factors appear as paramount:
(1) The role of a messianic ideology, in which communism
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appears as the necessary and inevitable result of the historical

process itself, and thus a movement capable of the final
resolution of conflicts and social contradictions. Viewed
from this angle, communism pretends to be a political movement which corresponds to a "scientific" necessity of
modem times while also satisfying the utopi&n expectations

of those irreconcilably opposed to the established order in
society. Communist movements, particularly in the non-com-

munist world, are strengthened by their appeals to revolutionary destruction, total commitment to building a new
political and social order, and the perspective of unlimited
power the communist parties promise their followers.
(2) The role of communist success. Even when they quarrel among themselves, all communists point to the accumula-

tion of the global communist strength during the last half
century.* They project themselves as an uneven but irresistible

trend of history, with fourteen communist parties exercising
power, many more formal and militant communist parties
fighting for power, even more numermis radical groups which
are willing to cooperate with the communists, and countless
non-communists and even non-radicals, ready for different
reasons to follow communist leadership. None of the established communist party-states has as yet been overthrown
and dismantled, a major communist argument that the trend
toward their universal victory is irreversible.

Communist determination to keep power at any price
mpresses both followers and opponents of communism.
Methods of global social engineering (such as economic planning, industrialization, land collectivization, educational plan-

ning and comprehensive social insurance programs), or at
least some aspects of these collective measures to build new
socialist societies, encounter sympathy and approval even
among non-communists. Soviet military might and techno *Accorcling. to the figures compiled by the U. S. Department of Slate, total
membership of ail the communist parties, including splinter groups, but excluding Lhe small CommuMst praty of the United States. was estimated in 1972
at about 47.7 million. 44.8 million or 93.9 per cent belonging to the fourteen
ruling communist parties. Of this total, the combined party membership in
mainland China and the Soviet Union comprises 71 per cent. This means that the
communist parties not in power represent only 6.1 per cent of world membership, that is, 2.9 million.
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logical achievements or Chinese nuclear successes work in
very much the same way. Communist propaganda of worldwide dimensions, which hammers only on successes and
systematically omits to mention failures and shortcomings,

contributes also to the picture of strength and progress.
Moreover, communist ability to exploit emotions and political dispositions which are theoretically at the antipodes of
Marxist internationalism (such as nationalism, racial hatreds,
and xenophobic attitudes) helps communist advances to a
considerable extent and reinforces the impression the communists want to create, namely, that their side is winning and
that non-communists would be wise to join the bandwagon.
(3) A systematic methodology for waging political
warfare, one of the strongest communist weapons from
Lenin's days up to the present. The arsenal of these weapons
is widespread and goes from the broadest "fronts" with the
non-communists destined to achieve victory through parliamentary and electoral confrontations to peasant guerrilla warfare led by small bands of professional revolutionaries aiming
to seize power violently.
(4) Irresolution and mistakes of the non-communist world
and, in particular, Western inability to profit, at appropriate
times, from communist weaknesses, which have helped the
communists overcome their own shortcomings and maintain
or advance their position.
Just as with global communist strength, let us examine
the four factors of global communist weakness. (1) The very
utopian character of communist promises has opened a permanent gap between theory and practice, with glaring shortcomings of communist socieites undermining their professed
aims and justifications. None of the four promised attainments of communismfreedom, equality, abundance, "new

men"have even approached their realization. It is significant, as stressed earlier, that the intellectuals (writers, poets,
journalists, and students), whose role everywhere is to
describe the situations and aspirations of their societies, are
in the forefront of criticism of communist regimes and have

been and remain a specific target of official control and
systematic repression. It is this critical role of the intellec222
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tuals which has been responsible for the "death of the
apocalyptical spirit" of communism in East-Central Europe
and for the oppositional ferment against communist regimes
everywhere.

(2) The discrepancy between theory and practice has also
contributed to what the former Yugoslav communist leader,
Milovan Djilas, has described in his book, The New Class, as a
"permanent civil war" between rulers and the ruled in communist countries. This term, of course, should be understood
in a figurative sense, but it aptly describes the phenomenon

that exists behind the facade of official harmony and unanimitythe potential for unrest and explosion which occasionally erupts in one form or another.

(3) International communist splits, and particularly the
Sino-Soviet conflict, represent at least a potential fundamental communist weakness. Mutual accusations and charges

of extraordinary virulence contribute to ideological confusion and blur communist historical perspectives. The "scienti-

fic" pretense of Marxism appears preposterous in view of
what the Chinese communists say about their Russian comrades and vice versa. Sino-Soviet inability to maintain even a
semblance of unity creates serious organizational problems

and encourages tendencies toward fragmentation. At the

same time, new, radical revolutionary groups, operating outside the conventional communist framework, complicate the
situation and disrupt -unity," which Lenin viewed as a precondition of communist success.
(4) Failure of Marxist predictions concerning the fate of
Western capitalism and the emergence of affluence within the
developed industrial societies have not only complicated
communist ideological pronouncements, but have meant that
many aspects of Western social and cultural lives have profoundly influenced and attracted large strata of communist-

ruled countries, including segments of communist parties.
While the communists may claim rightfully that nobody has
been successful in depriving them of the monopoly of
political power, Western influences as well as national reassertions have deeply permeated societies in East-Central
Europe and are being felt in the Soviet Union as well. While
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communist propaganda has enough material to build images
of Western social "decadence," the dynamism and success of
Western "socialized" capitalism have made the Western world
irrecognizable from the viewpoint of Marx's nineteenth
century predictions, and even -new economic models" experimented with in East-Central Europe borrow some of their
devices from neo-capitalist practices.
This entire essay-survey of the ideological and political
history of world communism has revolved around a basic

paradoxical phenomenon of our time: the modern communist movement was shaped by a doctrineMarxism

whose postulates required the unfolding of a very different
story. The logic of "scientific" Marxism presupposed that a
maturing and dynamic industrial society, proceeding by
stages, would come to socialism after having exhausted all the

productive capabilities of capitalism. In reality, the reverse
occurred: the less a society was developed industrially, the
more able were its militant communist parties in seizing
political power and reshaping socio-economic structures. Instead of being the servant of economics, as Marxism would
require, polities was its master.
This reversal was conceived in theory by Lenin in 1902

with his -party of a new type" concept and confirmed in
practice by the Bolshevik coup of October, 1917. In both
instances, Lenin had revised some basic tenets of Marxism

(remaining, however, faithful to some others). What followed
after him, in the sequence of communist "isms" (Stalinism,

Titoism, Maoism, Khrushchevism, and Castroism), was a
perpetuation of revisions of the basic dogma, with every
communist regime pretending to be the only faithful interpreter of the doctrine while, in fact, adapting it to the

regime's specific needs. The "scientific" character of Marxism
disappeared in its pragmatic or opportunistic application by
every ruling communist group.
Another paradox should be added: Marxist nineteenth
century doctrine minimized the role of the individual in the
historical process. This again had its logic: if the impersonal
modes of commodity production conditioned everything
else, the individual was an object and not a subject of history.

In reality, the striking feature of communist movements and
regimes

in the twentieth century is the paramount role

played by individual leaders. Lenin, Stalin, Mao, Tito, and
Castro are eminently, in the words of the philosopher Sidney
Hook, "event-making individuals." The doctrine which
preached economic determinism inspired movements
dominated by the voluntarism of their leaders.

Thus communism was not a product of any historical or
socio-economic necessity. It was not brought forth by the
maturation of any abstract objective processes but as volun-

tary acts of determined men who profited from chaotic
moments in the history of their countries to impose their
rule. They had, of course, a set of ideas which they wanted to
put into practice, with one central concept believed to be of

cardinal importance: the abolition of private property over
the means of production. Marx led them to that point and
then left them to their own devices. The collectivization of
society, however, did not bring the expected all-healing
results. Socialism under the rule of communist parties went
along divergent national roads, introducing new and original
social measures to coexist with old and new social illnesses.
Whatever these new societies have become, they are imperfect societies in view of their own final aims, with basic
defects which would horrify the founding fathers of the
movement.

It is, therefore, essential for those who want to understand the nature of communism, to be well acquainted with
its history: from it they will learn that communism is manmade and not history-preordained; that it is both effective
and vulnerable; that its leaders strive to conquer the noncommunist world while, at the same time, engaging in
fratricidal struggles among themselves.

What the non-

communist world needs is not anti-communist propaganda,
but adequate knowledge of these contradictory aspects of
communism. Communist leaders believe that contradictions
in the camp of their enemies will lead to communist victory;
we know today that communist contradictions go deeper
than those which unavoidably exist within open societies.
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Chapter IV

THE SOVIET COMMUNIST REGIME
By Andrew Gyorgy

A complicated duality of Party and government spreads
through every phase of life in the Soviet Union; the Communist party controls the informal and often semisecret area
of politics, whik the government presents its formal and
more public aspects. The actual ruling organization of the
U.S.S.R. is its Communist party. The government is a tool in

the hands of the Party and operates according to Party
policies, which are guided and controlled by Party officials at
every level of administration. Thus, a tremendous overlapping
of functions and of personnel develops at higher levels: the
majority of government officials are Party members, and, of

course, all officials must be subservient to the ruling Communist party.
The "interlocking directorate" of the dual government is
made obvious by the fact that almost all leading Party
officials have equivalent high government offices; the same
persons have in their hands the main lines of command of
both Party and government. These two organizations even go
so far as to announce national policy in joint decrees. At the
top of the structure, distinctions between Party and government tend to fade completely, and supreme authority in both
is often vested in one man. Both Stalin and Khrushchev have
held the two top positions of chairman of the Council of
Ministers (government) and first secretary (Party) simultaneously, thus exercising total control over the affairs of
their vast country. After Khrushchev's dismissal, the top jobs
were split between Leonid Brezhnev, who became the first
secretary (later renamed secretary general), and Aleksei
Kosygin, who was appointed prime minister or chairman of
the Council of Ministers. However, in the past, what was true
of the top position also extended through the whole system.
Party and government have displayed this "interlocking
directorate- all the way down through their organizations,
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A. Organs of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union

The first secretary of the Communist party is the most
powerful person in the Soviet Union. He may, or may not,
hold the office of premier (or chairman of the Council of

Ministers) in the government, but, since the Party overshadows the government anyway, the immense powers of the
first secretary are not diminished if he is not simultaneously
head of the government as well. Why is this the key position
in the Soviet Union? Primarily, because it is the nerve center
of the entire Communist party, dominating, from its lofty

summit, the approximately 10 million members of that
organization. The first secretary (until 1952 better known as

the general secretary and since 1966 again referred to as
secretary general) is automatically a member of all other
Party committees and agencies, and, with unlimited political

authority, he is in a position to pack the roster of the
Presidium or Central Committee with his friends and

supporters. As presiding officer of the Central Committee
and, particularly, of the mass meetings of the Party congress,
he can determine the names of the speakers, the order of
their appearance, the agenda, and the issues to be "played
up" or quietly omitted. Decades of continuous tradition have
created an aura of tremendous power surrounding this post,
which has been held by the Soviet Union's most awesome
dictators: Lenin, Stalin, and Khrushchev, and, currently,
Leonid Brezhnev. Georgi Malenkov was the only fleeting
exception. He held the secretary's post for only two weeks
following Stalin's death and then was forced to yield it to a
more ruthless competitor, Nikita S. Khrushchev. The first
secretary is not only the head of the Party in internal Soviet
affairs, but is a dominant figure in world communism. Until
the Sino-Soviet dispute directly challenged Moscow's world
leadership position, the leader of the Soviet Communist party
was also the acknowledged head of the international Communist mon,: ment. In view of the enormously high stakes and
rewards, the post is obviously the most sought-after
appointment on the Soviet political scene. The term "struggle
for succession" is accurately applied to the competition for
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this most powerful position in the Party, since even the

premier's post in the government is not by itself significant
enough to provoke bitter civil wax-type feuds among the
competing leaders.
The Presidium of the Central Committee can be described

as the center Of real and final authority in the Soviet Union
and as the "inner core" of its communist movement. Headed

by the all-important first secretary, the Presidium is the
carefully selected executive committee of the larger and
unwieldy Party Central Committee and is actually small
enough to act as the highest collective policy-making body of
the Party. The size of the Presidium has fluctuated through
the years. In 1952, shortly after the nineteenth Congress had

met, the twelve-man Politburo (Political Bureau) and the
Orgburo (Organization Bureau) were reorganized under the
new name, Presidium of the Central Committee, and its
membership was enlarged to 25. Subsequently, the size of
this chief Party unit was reduced and is composed, at present,

of 12 full (voting) members and 6 candidate (alternate or
non-voting) members. The first secretary has great influence
in the selection of members to the Presidium. Like Stalin and
Iihrushchev, Brezhnev has replaced many of his predecessor's

choices. Some are relative newcomers in Soviet politics,
comparatively younger men who have acquired most of their
political experience in the years since 1953.
Under Lenin, Stalin, and khrushchey and his successors,

the Presidium has been composed of the dictator's closest
friends and supporters, further enhancing the considerable
Powers already vested in this group. It has assisted the first
secretary in making all Party decisions and is in charge of

directing the work of the Central Committee when that body

is not in session. As the supreme political clearing house
within the Party and the main channel of communication
between the leader and the Central Conunittee, the Presidium

concerned with a tremendous range of governmental
affairs. Meeting in secrecy, its deliberations cover both
is

internal and foreign political issues, as well as problems in the

economic, social, and cultural life of the country. Its decisions form the -Party line," and, once the Presidium deter230
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mines the "Party line," both the membership and the government have to follow it In this gigantic policy-making task,

the Presidium is assisted by the Secretariat and a small
administrative staff in controlling the execution of Party
policy throughout the Soviet Union.
Under the Presidium, the Party organization moves along

divergent channels with the Secretariat and Party Control
Committee achieving approximately the same level of
significance in the Party hierarchy. In recent decades, the
importance of the Secretariat has steadily risen. Today, it
forms the administrative headquarters of the Party, thus
complementing and balancing the Presidium, which is the
political nerve center. The Presidium and the Secretariat can

be considered as a unified executive, chaired by the first
secretary.

Since the secretaries are also members of the Presidium
and of the Central Committee, this overlapping and interlocking small nucleus of leaders actually constitutes the most

powerful officials of the U.S.S.R. Although the individual
secretaries are theoretically "elected" by the Central
Committee, in actual practice the Party leaders decide on the
slate of secretaries, and the Central Committee subsequently
approves the prepared list as a matter of formality. The size
of the Secretariat has also fluctuated. Although, under Stalin,
it usually had 5 members, the 1952 Party reforms raised this
number to 10. Since Stalin's death, the number of secretaries
has varied from 3 to 10. Since December, 1957, the Secretariat has stabilized with 10 members who have played the
role of top-level administrative assistants to the first secretary.
The administrative duties of the Secretariat involve the

short-term, day-to-day supervision and control of Party
affairs and the direct administration of the Party personnel
and machinery, while, indirectly, they control non-Party,
national matters as well. The secretaries are powerful individuals called upon to execute Party policy and to stress the
Party viewpoint at all times in the realm of national policies.
Their assignments range over such important problem areas
as:

(1) Soviet Communist party relations with foreign
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communists and with the international communist movement itself; (2) control over Party organizational and
and
personnel matters; (3) culture, education, agitation
propaganda matters, and youths' and women's affairs; (4)

agriculture; and (5) Party schools and academies for ideological research and training.
The Party Control Committee has an interesting and
important dual function of surveillance combined with
judicial powers. Its main role is one of control, beginning at
the
th top with the central Party organizations, such aslocal
the
way
down
to
the
Presidium, and extending all
parties and the rank-and-file of the membership. In this
"control agency" capacity, it determines whether party
members are adhering to the "line" and carrying out Party
policies;

it acts as a watchdog committee for the Party

leadership, performing the significant function of being the
"eyes and ears" for an ever-vigilant body of rulers. The
Control Committee has its own personnel stationed throughare
out the country on every Party echelon, and these agents
in
the
then supposed to report.successes and shortcomings
Party's programs and policies directly to central headquarters
in Moscow.

The second function of this committee has been
described as being the supreme court of the Communist
by
party. It has semijudicial powers to punish offenders
to
the
reprimand or dismissal, and it can bring violations
attention of the regular courts. The committee also sits as a
"Party-court of review" to consider appeals from Party

members who have been punished for one reason or another.
The Party Control Committee, along with the Secretariat
and the members of the Central Committee, can be described
These
as the intermediate level of the Party officialdom.
so-called
agencies are composed of full-time professionals, the
apparatchthi, who together form the apparatus, or apparat, of
the Party and are key performers in a communist society.

They are well-paid officials who run the national Party
administration and act as official clearing-house channels in
enforcing official directives from the top-level down, while
simultaneously supplying the regime with a continuous flow
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of political information from below. They do not usually
participate in the all-important political process of decisionmaking; their main task is to supervise, from their central
vantage point, the overall execution of Party policies.
The Central Committee is'elected" at each regular Party
congress of the membership, and it is supposed to serve until

the next congress

is

convened. In theory, its principal

function is to act for the large and unwieldy congress in the
long periods that elapse between the meetings.
Officially, little is known about the real substance of the
Central Committee's function and powers. It usually meets
twice a year in total secrecy but occasionally holds an open
(plenary) session whose stenographic record is published. The
committee's membership has fluctuated considerably through
the years as different Party congresses fixed the numbers at
different levels or, in actual practice, formally approved a
detailed membership slate already prepared by the ranking
leaders of the Party. At the Twenty-Second and TwentyThird Party Congresses (1961 and 1966 respectively), the
Central Committee membership was established at 175 full
(voting) members and 156 candidate (alternate, or
non-voting) members. This was a considerable increase in the
size of the Central Committee when compared with the size
of the same committee elected by the Twenty-First Party
Congress (1959).
MEMBERSHIP OF COMMUNIST PARTY ORGANS
IN THE U.S.S.R.
Year

0 gres

Central
Delegates to Total Party
Presidium Secretariat Committee Party Congress Members

Full Cond.

Full CancL

1,192
1,269

6,882,145
7,215,505

111

'1 ,375

8,239,000

156

4,008

9,716,005

1952
1956
1959

19th
20th

25

11

10

6

8

125
133

111

11

21$t

14

9

5

123

1961

22nd

11*

5*

9

175

122

*In 1962, the Presidium was enlarged to 12 full and 6
candidate members.
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responsihle for setting overall policy for the Party, revising
rules for the organiZation of the movement, and hammering
out Party tactics. In wality, the Congress has developed into
one of the regime's major propaganda agencies, automatically
and (..ithusiastically improving II I principles and policies
tted In its huge gatherieg h. the dominant Part,"
ship, Since Stalin's death, the Party congresses have
tended to become more meaningful in substance, although

the operat 'omit details have not. cha rged funda men ta lly.

According to Communist party rules, the Party Congress

is supposed to meet once every four years. The irregular
meeting dates clearly attest to the fact, however, that the
history of these congresses ( ind their rdative significance in
the life of the Party) has been a varied one. Stalin's con-

temptuous treatment of the Party congresses was indicated
by his refus:il to call on them for 13 years. '1 he Eighteenth
Congress met in 1939, an(1 it was not until 1952 that the
Ninetoentli Congress was finally coveried, Since Stalin's
death, there have been four congresses: the 'Nventieth
(February. 1956), the Twenty-First (January-February,
1959), the Twenty-Seeond (October-November, 1961), and
the Twenty-Third (March-April, 19661.

Delegates to Party congresses are formally elected from
the Party's membership-at-large at various local and regional

conferences. Until the Twenty-First Congress (1959), the
ratio of representation in the Congress consisted of one
voting delegate for each 5000 Party members and one nonvoting delegate for each 5000 candidate members. As Party
nib ership increased rapidly, the ratio was then changed so
that one delegate now represents manN more members. At

the 'I'

ty -Second and Tw en ty-Thi rd Congresses, held in

1961 and 1966, more than ,1000 voting delewtes were in
attendance, and representatives of communist parties from
over 80 countrUis were also present.

Recent congresses have exploited this convert tent p latrm with its large trudience. 'Phey are being used to review
and summarize past experiences of note and, simultaneously,
to launch new tasks and to esplain radically changed policies
for the future. F or eNample, Khrushchev, in a bold speech to
the Twentieth Congress (1956), denounced Stalin and
exposed, in detail, Stalin's crimes of the previous :31-year
rwriod; at the same time, Khrushchev's new "peaceful coexistence- foreign policy wi_as introduced, In 1959, at the

Twenty-first Party Congress, a novel "economic plan" to
in eroaa S-Jviet production and to raise the standard of living

was decreed, Greater emphasis has been placed Oli
national communist policy considerations at these congresses,

and there has also been increased participation by foreign
communists. Communist leaders from other countries are not
only admitted as guests, but are called upon Lti deliver formal

and major addresses, and oven to take stands on issues
a_ __eting international communism, Both the Twenty-second

and the Twenty-third Party Congresses (1961 and 1966)
further dmpen,x1 the dispute licitween Russia and Communist

China, adding fuel, in the form of angry speeches, to a fire
which had been raging openly among world communist
leaders ever since the Bucharest and Moscow conferences.
Thus, at least four successive congresses seemed to play a
more meaningful role in shaping recent Communist party
history.
In

its procedural aspects,

average Party congress

reflects the principle of "democratic centralism" so char-

acteristic of communist operations in strategy and tactics.
Congresses are allowed a certain amount of latitude for
debate and discussion until the Party leaders have reached
their decisions. After that point, the Congress has only one
remaining duty: to carry out the Party's orders with blind
obedience. The political impact of the individual Party congesses has been summarized by Professors Herbert McClosky
and John E. 'Turner:
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die Conttreiis an to itiv formal approval to the current Party
the enthusiasm of Communist funcprogra II iiI
b onarips. who aro expdood, on returning home, to infect their
illoglies wit h t heir newly port irhislimi zeal.
13.

rgans of I he ( ci rnment it' the SOVIet Union

recurring and varied w-i ul the terni -Presidium
may he disturbing to the student ,11logether, there are throe
typos or presidiums in Soviet, pol dies. one on the Party sidle,

dourilied earl ler, and two on the governmental side. 'rho
Freisidium of t he Council of illinisti-qs is the first of two to lie
reviewed ill connection with the operation of the government.

.\ci>ccI ing to tho sovito, coo,-,litaton of 19:16, Artit.to
the lcIihct executive and administrative organ of the
stal,y =ao wer of lii I Mimi or Soviet Socialist Republics is the

the P 4, lt," 'the council, itself> is
Council of Ninisters
headed and controlled by a small executive committee,
offidially "(flown as t he Presidium of I he ( oumal of 'Ministers,

This Presidium consists a the premier (or chairman of the
counc(l), th v two first deputy prerniers tor first deputy
chairmen), tlwee (eputy prenners (or deputy chairmen), and
two or three other individuals appointed to this group by the
la_rger Council of Miinstors, In theory, the Presidium, as the
head of the Council of Ministers, is supposed to nandle the
current, daily tasks relating to national administration,
leav ing the council itself to grapple with broader and longerln practice. however, the Presidium of the
Cou nod looms large as the actual policy-maker, far over-

torm issues>

shadowing tile Council (or (abinet) of Ministers, whose work
is most often restricted (.0 routine administrative functions.
Indeed, one could suggest that the Presidium of the Council
perlorrns ditties and occupies a prestige position on the
government side akin to that of the Presidium of the Central
Committee on the l'arty side,

The analogy is further strengthened by the fact that
both of thes-,v presidiums are approNiniately equal in size and
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ally headed hy the Sa
IOW;
r01110 huth Ii rit secretary of the, Party
im
-,rnier 4 ow wivernment, Vrior Ii the eurrent
division of those top-loved a,,,signments, Nikita Khrusholiev
liad occupied both positions iii through the years had given
1"

OW
(is

in immense amoura of political weight to th Council-Presidium. The overlapping membership or the two

prei-adiums lirings into further sharp relief the "interlocking
directorate" ;.ispects or the Soviet Party and goverimmit.
Mernbers
Presidium ur the Central Committee arc, in
many instances, a Isi) members of lin' Council of Ministers'
Under the over-all control of the premier, the Presidium
I on thli basis or ra nk. The two first deputy
prermen4 osna
divide the major ',overflown( al iireai
responsila hi y hetwe,,n them; one, is concerned, for example,
with foreign affairs, %vhil the other is occupied with
dennestic matters. Either of theru can also he called npon to
play the role of aetaig-pn,mier nc the absence of the prenner
who might
traveling abroad, sick, or taking a vacation.
Just below the first, deputies, the three deputv premiers are
genera 11,' assigned reipowahilities for one specific field or key
importan('e to the government, sod) as economic planning,
light or 'Wavy widustry, or de fense prod 'Action Fl nally, the
additional appoi tit( 'd Mein hcrs of the Presidium inay repre
sent a spwial field in which crises or national di f ficu Ides have

occu ii 411 such as agricu It ure,
such critical situ(tions, the

Nuance, or foreign trade. In

council (cabinet) minister
mvol veil in a ci 0(1 of special mtcrest is temporarily promoted

to thc Presidium and included among its high-ranking and
0100, senior members. The primary reason underlying Ow
makeup or the Presidium is to shift sensinve political itisties
from the Council o 1 Ninisters, ton large and complicated an
organizat ion for speedy consideration or governmental problems, to a smaller and more tightly structured group. The
presence, Or :II Ir'ast direct concern, of the prom ier himself
lends added prestige
and weight to the daily Presidium

deli herati ohs.

Umillotw

foiriNliN13,1y liclow II

l'r

of Ministers (((t Cahinet. in the Western tawiel

-)wt

firq or pH of the premier (chairman), the fi Est
y premiers already won (Hind, while
premiers, and the
its
membership
consists of die heads of the
the bulk of

vIirti)ti inimstrii.;,, spire comma lees, planning commissions,
and selected agencies. Usually, certain Other governmental
representatives are also included because (A their special
position. Like so many other Party and guliort ilrwrlt organs it)
the Soviet Union, the council has sh,adily iIrown in member,
ship frmn an origilud group of la to more that i C)0 in 1,9:11.1:.
toiok
Vollowing '-;ittlin's death, the ritimber

sharply reduced, ;nal the council temporarily appra tat
manageable-sized group of 26, Ry 1915G, the council again
lpanded h) about 50 ministries, and, lc) 1.1)( latter part
1t)594 it had tiro incnincr!.

Theorel wally, the council is elected by thy Kidiament,
the Supremo Soviet, for a lotir-year term, to theory also, the

supposed to la, accountable to the
individual mernhers
sanie national legislature. In practice, however, the top Party
hy the
loaders decide on the cabinet list, whieh is presented
preneiq iiersenally to the Supreme l-loviet and is accepted
with unanimous enthusiasm, and without any debate, by that
ile hody of representatives,

Here, in the case of the Council of iNti ntsttrs , the gap
separating the formal democratic theory of "division of
powers" from clearly dictatorial practices e mkTges more

dcarly. 'The constitintonal powers delegated to the Council
Ministers aro broad and comprehensive, and range from
directing the work of Lhe ministries to national planning;
from setting up the national budget to conducting foreign
affairs and supervising the country's armed forces, In actual
ctice, however, front the period or Lenin and Stalin
through the Khrushchev era all the Ivay to the current
Brozhnev and Kosygin period, the council has been completely overshadowed by the Party leadership rather than the
governmental organs or the stato, Not only does the Party
Presidium perform tlw usual ministerial functions associated
9:39

in the Wcsi, with tlie track innal forms of :abnet goveinmuiit ,
hut this displacement til piiLitRul importahce, subordinating

the role of the government organs to the dictates of the
Party, is mink! easier hy the tremendous overl,apping of periin el between goven-unent, and ['arty iigelicies. Through
decades or Soviet political practice, most ot ale Party Presi-

dium members !lave also served as elioinnan Or deputy
cliairinan a1 the Conueil of Minislers, Their power and
prestige in the complex hienirchy of Soviet communism is
derived from their Party standing and
to m inall y splend id government appointme

not from their

The nurnerouil minktries in the Soviet government are
classified into two major categories: the All-Union ministries
and the Union-Republic ministries. The Conner possess exclusive jurisdiction over the governmental functions assigned
Lo d win; and exert e:.:ciusive ;minority throughout the entire

miry; their operations center in, arid radiate from, the

federal caintal. These bureaucratically overgrown giants include such econornicoriented ministries of the country as
transportation and corrimunication, forelpi trade, and
armaments and munitions, Although in recent years
number of ,nsie economic activities have been shifted from
All-Union to more restricted regional (Republic) levels, the
Alltinion category is still dominant and imphes an iron-clad
system of central planning and direPtion, operating straight

from Moscow and disregarding the subdivisions of the
country.
The Union-Repuhlic ministries actually operate on two
levels simultaneously Each republic has a ministry in the
Council of Ministers of the Soviet Union in Moscow and a
corresponding ministry in each of the 15 republics which ale

pails of the federal construction of the Soviet Union. The
central (Union) ministry works through the regional

(Republic) ministry winch, in practice, will act as a local arm,
an extension of Moscow's power. In these duag arrangements,

it remains clear at all times that the Republic ministry is a
subordinate branch, inferior in every way, to the central
decision-making power of the ministries at Moscow. In this
category of Union-Republic ministries, we find such essential
240

areas of rnuckrii government as the ministries of foreign
idfairs, interior, armed forces, justice, and finance. Recently,
several economic ministries have been shifted from the AllUnion to the Union-Republic category.
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Special in Ilion in List he InaIItI of those U n ion4te public
-thinet ministries which are related to the permanent police

functions of the state, and which buttress the "dictatorship
of the proletariat." These are, primarily, the ministries of
state control, state security, and internal affairs (interior_
These agencies had previously been unified in one large
branch under Stalin's dictatorship, but have been broken up
into these three fragments following the 1953 liquidation of
Lavrenti P. Beria, the last, all-powerful police chief of the
U.S.S.R.
The recent sweeping reorg,_ lization of the security and

economic ministries is by no means the last 1.4orm wave in
Soviet government and politics. Indeed, the constant change
in organization, the trends toward consolidation alternating
wit!:-, attempts towasd decentralization, make it most difficult
both timely and ay,curate in surveying this ever4luid
field,
I

describing the parliamentary background of the

iet government, we must again distinguish sharply bepractice. The
ween constitutional theory and political
constitutional
statement
that "the
theoretical guideline is the
Supreme
in
the
U.S.S.R.
is
the
highest organ of state power
tuneAll
important
governmental
Soviet of the U.S.S.R."
Soviet.
A
originate
with
the
Supreme
tions are supposed to
the
of
this
parliament
is
1)artieularly important function
appointment of the Council of Ministers, which acts as the
real executive branch of the Soviet Union. The Supreme

Soviet also elects a presidium of its own to represent it when
it is not in session.
The Presidium of the Supreme So. et I' a 33-- an body
serving as a parliamentary executive committee for the slow,
unwieldly houses of the Supreme Soviet, which are seldom
called in lengthy session. As the official representatives of the
Soviet State, the Presidium of the Supreme Soviet has broad
constitutional powers on paper. However, it exercises this

authority only to the extent that the top Party

leaders

approve of it. The Party totally controls the Presidium; in
fact, the members of the Presidium invariably are also ranking officials of the Party. The membership consists of a
242
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who is the official and ceremonnd head of the
Soviet Staki and government; n secretary, l5 deputy chairchairnizi

men, and 16 members, The 15 deputy chairmen of the
Presidium, who, in their own republics, serve as chairmen of
the presidiums of their local soviets (parliaments), represent
the 15 individual Union-Repuhlics of the Soviet Union. Thus,
we find here "interlocking directorates" on the governmental
level between tlic federal government in Moscow and the 15
individual republic governments which form the U,S.S.R.
The Presidium olr the Supreme Soviet combines within
itself all three major political functions of twentieth-century
government,: it operates as a legislative, executive, and
judicial body. Acting as the formal and collective head of the
government of the Soviet Union, it is authorized to declare
war, decree national mobilization and martial law, appoint
and remove ininiAm,, and military commanders, and to conclude all types of international agreements. Its judicial
powers are or a supervisory nature: it controls, in theory, the

work of the Supreme Court and of the Soviet Union's top
attorney-general, the procurator general. Even here, political
practice considerably detracts from the significance of this
Presidium, since it normally approves of the suggestions and
decisions presented to it, (often personally) by the chairman
of the Council of Ministers. in ad such situations, the executive branch of the government and the Party overshadow the
role of the legislat

The Supreme Soviet of the U.S.S.R. is organized as a

bicameral assembly. One house is known as the Soviet of the

Union, and the other, the Soviet of Nationalities. Both
houses are equal in importance; there is no distinction in the

Soviet government between an upper house and a lower
house of the legislature. The Soviet of the Union, composed
of 738 deputies, is olected on the basis of total population:

one deputy for every 300,000 citizens; while the Soviet of
Nationalities, composed of 640 deputies, is elected on a more
complicated territorial basis by the different nationality

units. The deputies are elected for a term of four years.
According to the Soviet Constitution, Article 135, "all
citizens who have reached the age of 18
243
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have the right to

Every citiwn
deputies
who
has
reached
the
age
of
23
is
eligible for election
T-SR
to the Supreme Soviet of the u.s.S.R.

vote

the eleetion

in

.

.

The national "elections" are usually preceded by treendous Communist party propaganda campaigns stressing
the widespread and allegedly popular appeal of both the
elections and the candidates. Practice again differs sharply
from theory. Normally, the Party authorities carefully select
one candidate to run for the given electoral district. Thus, the
single-slate election does not offer the voters any choice of
candidates whatsoever; hence, the usual and utterly meaningless 97 to 99 per cent popular vote for the Party-selectedand-endorsed candidate. The voter does not even have the
alternative of not voting. Since participation in elections is
compulsory, staying away from the ballot box is not considered safe in a police-state.
Although the impression is created that Popular election" launches a deputy into a significant and active parliamentary career, this, in practice, is not Lhe case at all.
Whether he sits in the Soviet of the Union or in the Soviet of
Nationalities, the Supremo Soviet deputy is never entrusted
with independent choices or meaningful alternatives, as
would befit a legislator or decision-maker in a Western-style
parliamentary form of government. The short duration and
i»frequency of Supreme Soviet sessions denotes the lack of
importance and "rubber-stamp" charact'listics so typical of
contemporary dictatorships. While the Supreme Soviet k
supposed to meet twice a year, it often meets only once, and,
usually, the total length of its sessions does not.exceed 30
days a year.
Instead of long sessions. there has been, in recent years,
more use or the comm ttee system to holster the strength of
the Supreme Soviet. Since 1957, the standing commissions of
each house have met more frequently and have had more
intensive discussions of impending legislative acts. The Soviet
or the Union has three such standing commissions: one in
Legislative Proposals (31 members), one in }3udget Affairs
(39 members), and one in Foreign Policy (23 members). The
Soviet of Nationalities has four major commissions: Legis-

2, 5 7

Budget. ($9 members),
inemb
Pro'.
Is
Eoreign Affairs (21 triembers), and an Economic Commission
(31 members).

lative

C. The C vernments of the Union.Repuhlics

'Me description of union-republic gcvrnments is facilitated by the fact that they are small-scale duplicates of the
larger pattern of the federal government centered in Moscow,
Their councils of ministers are, for example, strikingly similar

to the All-Union Council except that their primary responsibility is for local republic affairs, such as interstate commerce, local judicial administration, and the republic's own
educational system. The presidiums of local parhaments (also
referred Lo as Supreme Soviets) are appointive executive
committees, composed of the leading state (republic)
Parliaments, however, are one-chamber legislatures
ofti
in the individual republics elected on the basis of population
figures and not in accordance with nationalitie. The
nationality principle is obviously less complicated in each of
the individual republics and not even applicable at this level

in some of them. The single-chamber legislature is in other
ways comparable to the Soviet of the Union on the federal or
national level.
The lesser political mtbdivisions, such a: the regions, r_ rat,

and city districts, and even the village and city-ward levels,
are all governed, at least nominally, by th.eir own Soviets or
"Councils." The Soviets are large legislative bodies with
impressive governmental powers on paper but little leeway
for independent action in practice. In most cases, small
executive committees are selected by regional Communist
party officials from among the more reliable Soviet, members,
and these committees then wield the influence and exert the
powers which have been theoretically ascribed to the Soviets.
These practices are justified on this level in the same way as
they are justified in the national government. Since the
Soviets have too large a membership for efficient operation,
their administrative (and even legislative) roles must be
undertaken by smaller and more compact local presidiums":
245

the carefully sc cued and chosen executive committees. Ii
reality, these co mittens ;let as -transinissiioto, belts" between
the government and the Communist pany, always m..-,intaimng the fiction of governmental iacjcipendence while
ohediently serving the purposes of the regional and n
Party leadership.

1). Total Social (oiitroi

Although immense changes have ()muted in world
communism since Stalin's death ill 1:15 communist societies
retain certain fundamental features. Two basic characteristies

have been obvious wherever communism has heen established. The first is the centralized contr0 ever society; the
second is a revolutionary change from the previous class
structure.
Con tr

utiumi and coArol are essen `"-LLecl iques in an,,

society haied on a political dicta ship. In contrast
with the voluntary and free nature of a dmweratic society,
life under communism is severely restri4ed. It has been
described as a closed society when coin pare4 with our open
way of life. These are useful adjectives since they reflect the
regimentation brought aimut hy a communist regime.
Although communism may never give op its technique of
total supervision, which is essential to the perpetuation of a
closed society, its methods of control cheage from time to
Lime. In Stalin's Russia of the past and tn Mao's China of
today, the principal means of social control Rtave been terror,
intimidation, and suspicion. In its more relaxed version,
displayed in Khrushchev's and his successors' Russia, com .
munism may actually forego the use el Phpsical terror arid
violence as unnecessary buttresses to its sofely established
rule. However, intimidation and suspicion Are basic psychological characteristics which are not elinii)aked at any phase
of development. People live a "closed-in 10e" with an air of
secretiveness surrounding all forms of sociil mmmunication.

A mat deal of .social strain can be generated by the
tenuous relationship between PaTty members and the nonparty majority. In practical terms, the Communist party

ifl(llbeIShi1J serves as a built-in network of emtrot rcuching
into every corner of society. The members act as "eyes and

ears" for the more remote leadership and keep a ainstant
cheek on the attitudes, thoughts. and behavior u f every
citizen. Lenin's description of the membership as "transmission belts" of society is applicable to each Party member

who serves as an individual pipeline of information and
observation, linking
leaders.

the masses of the people with the

The political control is centralized, radiating oat from
Party headquarters and spreading through every level of the
social structure. In every town, village, or collective-gouping,
the Party controls by means of vigilance. The Party sftretary
of a town or a collective farm is not only the representative

of a distant political organization, but he also actS as the

decision-maker on all local economic and political issues. As a

two-way channel of communicat ion for higher levels of th,
Party bureaucracy, he passes downward the decrees of the
upper-echelon hierarchy, while reporting back the local reactions of the city dwellers or village inhabitants.

Although only three to four per cent of the Soviet

population belongs to the Communist party, the 13 million
membership of the Soviet Communist party, the 1.8. million

members of the Chinese Communist party, and the 1.6
million members of the East German party offer ample
opportunities to their respective leaderships to cafeguard and
intensify the Marxist-Leninist regime. A few policemcn can
usually control a large mob, and a handful of prisoil guards
may suffice to hold in check a good-sized prison population.
The Communist party membership is large enough to assure
the presence of sufficient guardians and supervisors to
achieve totalitarian, or total, rule.
E. The Social Py-:: id in a Communist Society

arx and Lenin forcefully advocated the overthrow of
the existing social order and the introduction of a brand-new
and wholly revolutionary society. They also outlined the
utopian goal of the social system: the classless society of the
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future. This Marxist dream-world was based oil tbe assumption of an inekitable "class struggle" which) wctild result in
the achievemer of total social, political, arid economic
its members.
equality for all
What has hAppened to this utopian goal? Of all Narxist

theories, this oue has been tho most blatantly distorted in
communist practice. Today's "classless socioty," vvhother in
China, Russia, or the ex-satellites of Eastern Europe, is the
most rigidly divided rank-and-privilege-conseio us society of
the modern world. 'The communist social pattern introduce.
far bigger cleavages among existing classos and a stricter
stratification than any traditional capitalist society over
produced or ever imagined to create.
The Soviet Union seems to have reached the stage of a
status quo society, and the revolutionary uphezvals of 1917
are only historic memories today. The new upper elass, the

working class, and the group of "social outuasto" (forced
labor, etc.) form the Soviet social pyramid. Eacri of these
three major groups is then further divided into tigritly drawn
subeat(Ttories. it is the most layer-arranged structure of
twent

h -eon tury society .

ltHeonuals are so confined to their own group, and there
, so little communication between classes, that a society has
been established which is sharply divided Otto separate and
distinct layers. The image of Marx's visionary "classless
society" has faded into a remote and tin praetleal future.
What is visible and present today is Stalin's, thrushichev's,
the current Soviet, leadership's, and mao's pe.ettliarlv classco nscions society.

By "social mobility we mean the oprortnnity for an
individual to move from one social class to another rhis can
he either "upward mobility," that is, moveruent frorn a low
position to a higher social level, or "d ow nwzrd mobility," in
which the individual moves from a higher slan.dinp to lower
social strata.
find
inist-dorm -Led societies
In an analysis of _
_

that in the early years of conmunist rule We Jiattern of

mobility is q aiw --tsible and is characteri zed by immense
upward and downward pushes of large groups of people. This
2,18
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entire society
period of revolutionarily restructuring anchanges and even
of great social
usually involves a process

ends; the friends of
crises. Then the period of flexibility
shifts upward on
communism have been rewaxdcd by abrupt
have
been
punished hy
the social ladder, and the enemies
lower strata of society. 'This
mass downward moves into the
in the Soviet Union
reconstruction point was reachedEastern Europe around
approximately in 19341905; in 1961-1962. Soon there1955; and in Communist China in
mobility

after, a second phase of social development emerges;
of rapid changes,
yields to stratification, and, after a period
the new communist society crystallizes.
communist, society than
There is less nobility in this new
worker may
in any of its capitalist equivalents. The American California
his family to
choose to change jobs freely, move
work
hard to improve his
on the spur of the moment,
to become doctors,
economic position, and train his children
whether in the
lawyers, and college professors. Advancement,
rests almost entirely OD
social, economic , or political sphere,
Comparabte
shifts are practhe initiative of the individual.
communist society.
tically impossible in today's closed of employment by

Frozen to the job and to his place

farmer, and the
government edict, the farmer remains a
change jobs,

cannot as a rule leave or
industrial worker who
improvements
in the same general en.
can only hope for
opportunities to ino
vironment. Their children do have in communist youth
upward (mostly by working hard
in their
organizations or by showing unusual eNcellence
limited
and
opportunities -re far more

schools), but these
atmosphere of
Cewer than in the free and competitive

American and Lint ish society.
class is constituted of
In the Soviet Union, the new upper
privileged individuals and
,;ie economically and politically benefited from the estab-

their families, people who have
system. Most
lishment and perpetuation of a communist
since, they are primarily
l'arly members fall into this class
political network.
components of the Marxist social and
division
are based on
Other categories in this upper class state. 'This new upper
special activities or skills that serve the
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class, in its broadest definition, is composed of somewhat less

than 10 per cent of the Soviet population. Three primary
groups, (a) the ruling elite; (b) the managers and the technical

intelligentsia; and (c) the non-technical intelligentsiaeach
with distinct social characteristics and privilegesmake up
this new upper class.

At the very top of the Soviet social pyramid are the few

hundred farniligs of the ruling clique. This elite group is
formed of the highest officials of the Communist party and
the government, and the highest army and secret police
officers. Their average income has been estimated ai 9000
roubles a year, or, in terms of actual purchasing power, at
least the equivalent of $10,000 in the United States. In
addition to the irvorne, they enjoy many free privileges and
benefits that raise their standard of living even higher. This

the communist social ladder guarantees to the
members of the ruling elite a luxurious standard of living
level

on

which parallels that of a wealthy industrialist or businessman
in the West. Its external characteristics axe comfortable

apartments in Moscow or Leningrad, palatial villas in the
country, hunting lodges (dachas), or family retreats on the

Crimean seacoast or in the mountains of the Caucasus, sleek
automobiles, private railroad cars, and an elaborate social life
with fel low-members of the group.
The "-New Class," a term describing the communist top-

elite, was coined by the jailed Yugoslav ex-party leader,
Milovan Djilas. In his book, The New Class, he portrays the
innate secrecy and suspicion of communism as illustrated in
the everyday behavior of t his group. Their lives are completely separate from the masses of tbe people. Special shops
are open only for them (and members of the diplomatic
corps ), and their houses and vacation retreats are securely
g-narded by hordes of secret policemen. In Communist East
Germany, in the midst of the most depressed and impoverished of all the Soviet ex-satellites, a whole city
designed fox luxurious living was constructed for the Party
and government hierarchy, but was completely "off-limits
to the rest of the populace. IChrushchey's successors may
have relaxed their secretiveness to some extent, but they have
251
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not changed their way of life. A millionaire's standard of
living and an ingrown cliquishness of the elite group is ever
present.

Just below the superaristocracy of Party and government

is a separate group composed of the leading managers of
industry and of the largest state farms, artists, writers, actors,
musicians, scientists, important technical personnel, and the
top-rank white-collar professionals (teachers, etc.). Most of
the membership of the secret police and the lower-echelon
military officers are also ranked in this subdivision of the
upper class. Income estimates of this group have averaged
around $S500 annually, in American terms; and some salaries
are considerably higher.
'The two significant components ,-)f this group axe the
epresentatiyes of the managerial l As and of the technical
intelligentsia. The former include,; ;le. successful executives
of the largest industrial planrs (apriaments, chemical, and
_;le the latter refers to the
related heavy industries),
scientists and technical experts. The managerial class consists
of responsible and often Western.sVle "entrepreneur" types,

who are well rewarded by a society intent on rapid industrializatioi, . 'These administrators may earr, up to the
equivalent of $25,000 and maintain a standard of living
.;,;s is,
commensurate with this income, This degree
.1 to
however, not typical of the g-foup; they [nay
state-furnished autornobile6 and pleasint vacation rescrts,
hut, on the whole, their standard of living is consideiably
lo wer than that of the ruling elite.
The intelligentsia is harder to place into neat categories.
The performing artists are treated better than others; if they
cooperate with the regime politlly, they are pampered and
adm ired members of society, especially in the ulture and
art-conscious atmosphere of the Soviet I 'n:;. The line is
often hard to toe; one day leading musicians are rewarded by
the Party leadership with prizes for excellence, which ma... be
revoked the next day if the dictator is displeased with their
performance, Below the creative artists stand the scientists
and technical experts, such as engineers, physicists, and
agricultural specialists, for whom there is a great demand in a
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newly industrialized society. The term "technical intelligentsia" is used to differentiate these specialists from the
non-technical group, the lowest subdivision of the upper
class, who are not given the same level of rewards or recognition.
The -non-technical intelligentsia" includes the marginal
groups of the new upper class. Here we find the lower Party
functionaries, engineers and managers of collective farms, but
largely the non-scientifically engaged members of the urban
classes. Their average yearly income has beeri estimated

around 5000 roubles, or about $6000. While surviving
economically, this group finds its opportunities sharply curtailed. They can afford a private apartment or a small house
and a pleasant vacation, but few luxuries.
Doctors, lawyers, journalists, and teachers of such social
sciences as history, economies, and philosophy fit into this
subdivision. The Communist regime has always eyed these
professions with suspicion and has withheld the recognition
generally accorded to them in the West. At least 65 per cent

of the doctors in the Soviet Union are women; it would
appear that men are not particularly encouraged to enter the
medical profession. Political journalism ig a dangerous pro-

fession under coiniministn and, except for the fanatical
Marxist-Leninist, so is the teaching of economics or hIstory.

"Lawyers are not really needed in a communist society,"
remarked an official of the SoVet Univn. While their lot has

improved since 1953, it cannot, he compared with that of
their Western colleagues who Ltre prosperous, badly needed,
and respected members of thei society. The regime pampers

the much needed scientist hut does not offer the same
rewards to the non-technically traincl group, whiel suggests
that it has a distinctly marginal role in the society
munism.
The two principal components of the second major grmy
of the Soviet social pyramid, the working class, are the
workers and the peasants. In a rigidly stratified society an
immense cleavage separates these two groups. The workers
divide into two groups: the skilled and the unskilled. The
skilled industrial workr-rs, who earn about 1000 roubles, or
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$1200 a year, have the advantage of job security and, if they
are fortunate, possession of a tiny one- or two-room urban

apartment. Their income is low, but they have a difficult
time spending it anyvvay. Government-controlled rents are
usually kept low, and, beyond food and drink, the workers
have few outlets for improving their daily lives. Their difficulties stern from overlong working hours, crowded living
conditions, and, typical of all communist societies, an often
appalling lack of consumer goods for themselves and their
families. The rnornmt consumer goods appear on the market,

the long pent-up demand of this group bursts forth in a
spending spree on what for them seem to be luxuries, but to
a Western worker would he normal items of daily life (radios,
electric irons, washing machines, etc.).
In an industrializing society, the welfare of the working
class can be measured by the availability or the scarcity of
consumer goods. Economic relaxation with a relative abundance of such goods has been least obvious in Communist

China and East Germany and most marked in the Soviet
Union and some of the Eastern European ex-satellites. In
situations, such as in the post-Stalin U.S.S.R., where there are

rising opportunities for spending and the expectations of a
higher standud of living, family budgets become increasingly

unbalanced. Consequently, the worker's wife must go to
work; the children we turned over to state-controlled
nurseries (creches) or kindergartens for care and are gradually
separated from the parents. At this point, economic pressure
on the worker pays a handsome political and social dividend

to the communist regime: it helps to break up the family
unit, which has always been regarded as a stumbling block to
communism, and thereby opens up endless opportunities for
the children's early indoctrination in Marxism-lAninisin.
'The unskilled worker is considerably worse off than his
skilled comrades. Earning only about 70 roubles a month, he

cannot even afford to pay for his absolute necessities in
addition to his rent, forced contributions to the government,
and union dues, These desperately struggling urban workers,
where even a working wife presents no economic solution,
make up one of the most resentful and embittered groups in
25

the country. Their loyalty to the communist regime is
minimal, and only police terror prevents a mass expression of
hatred. As the East Berlin, Polish, and Hungarian revolts so
clearly demonstrated, the moment this terror abates, the less

fortunate urban industrial worker will rise up and vent his
anger against communism.
The

pe a s an try

has been the neglected stepchild

ommunisni everywhere. The continuing "problems in agri-

culture," as Marxist economists so often phrase it, is a
camouflage term denoting human discontent and hopelessness_ The spectrum is again a broad one, ranging from the

famine-ridden communes of Red China through the totally
collectivized, sullen villages of East Germany to the higher
agricultural standards of the Soviet Union and to the relative
abundance of the semi-regulated Polish and Yugoslav agriculture.

Despite the incredible brutality of Stalin's massive "dekulakization" campaign of the 1930s and the millions of
casualties it involved, the Russian peasantry can still he
divided into two distinguishable subgroups. One is the newly
emerging well-to-do peasant group, those living on the more

fertile, more productive farm complexes, and those whose
skill and hard work make them prosperous. The other is the
least productive and poorest peasant group, the communist
equivalent of a tenant farmer, the permanently indigent and
depressed who belong among the most unproductive inmates
of the collective farm.
in the broad group of the working ,class, the peasantfarmer ranks well below the industrial worker and is only a
shade above the "social outcasts- of communism. Collectivization, to him, is no abstract term since it has reached
deeply into every phase and aspect nf his daily life. It has

deprived him of his home, his fai in, and his freedom of
movement and independent agricultural activity; and it has
forced him into a vast community where the local agent (a
Communist party secretary) of a distant and absentee landlord (the state) directs his movements and controls both his
work and his personal life. The collective farm operates on a
central plan, a long-range blueprint which does not allow for
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individual enterprise or initiative. In such a totally collectivized system there is no escape: one farm complex operates

much like the next. Only in such partially collectivized
economics as Poland or Yugoslavia, where re-ent reports
indicate that 85 per cent of the arable land is still regulated
but largely free and privately held, is there a tangible hope of

betterment for the farmer; there he may move from the
collectivized-sector of agriculture and return to such capitalistic institutions as his own farm, fields, and cattle.
Communism has benefited from the fact that farmers as a
class are usually the least likely to rise up in violent opposition to any regime. Conservative by nature, anxious to hold

on to their landed property, they are not a revolutionaryminded group. Their opposition, as in the case of Red China's
ill-fated people's communes, was more a civil disobedience
campaign, a show of passive resistance to the dictates of an

unpopular regime. Treated most poorly by an indifferent
Marxist-Leninist system, they are not considered dangerous
by their communist masters. Communism has much more to
fear from the dissatisfaction of the urban industrial worker
who may yet touch off massive popular explosions. Paradoxically, this is the group that Marx and Engels wanted to

"liberate" from the yoke of capitalism and lead toward a
utopian world order. Communism has not fulfilled its
promises to the working class; its inability to do so has been
one of its most conspicuous failures.
Communism is enemy-minded. From its perspective of
life, it is ceaslessly concerned with enemies, domestic and

foreign, present and future, and visible and invisible. The
key doctrine of the permanent "class struggle" is predicated
on the conflict between friends and foes of MarxismLeninism. Those felt to be on the wrong side of the "class
struggle" are punished. Social mobility for these unfortunates

moves in a downward direction as they are forced into the
punitive category of social outcasts": slave-laborers, concentration camp inmates, and jail prisoners.
The high human cost of maintaining a communistsociety
can be seen in the large number of its citizens who are kept in

detention or who are under permanent police surveillance.
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Among the "social outcas " one group is used primarily to
supply free or cheap labor to a vast economic system in the
throes of rapid industrialization. Countless able-bodied young
men and women are confined to "camps" to supply
inexpensive labor for various projects, such as gold mining,
lumbering, and road-building. Labor camps can be erected
near the projects themselves, and the indeterminate sentences
handed out by the secret police can easily be extended for
the duration of the labor project.
Stalin's Russia specialized in this involuntary massrecruitment of labor. The First Five-Year Plan (19284932)
helped to launch the great Soviet industrial effort and led to
the construction of hundreds of slave-labor camps that were
to dot the countryside from the western borders of European
Russia all the way to the wastelands of northeastern Siberia.
Once a labor project was terminated, many of these slave-

laborers were released by the regime with a perfunctory
apology for a regrettable "administrative error."
Political prisoners, those who are labeled "enemies of the
Communist State," form a second group of "social outcasts."
They are the immediate victims of terror and mass intimida-

tion, and their numbers are usually highest in the period
immediately following the establishment of a communist
regime. In the first revolutionary flush of the "takeover" in
Lenin's Russia and Mao's China, hundreds of thousands were

arrested. Many were shot immediately, as wa, the entire
family of Tsar Nicholas II of Russia, while others began 20to 30-year prison sentences. They were imprisored either for

past "crimes" (opposing communism), for past activities
(former landlords, aristocrats, officers, members of the hated

bourgeoisie), or for fear of future trouble (the danger of
continuing resistance to communism).
It is impossible to estimate accurately the percentage of

ocial outcasts'. within a communist society. The numbers
in Red China may exceed all previous estimates; its closed
society and the fact of non-recognition by most Western
countries preclude any statistical surveys. Estimates varied
immensely in the Soviet Union, ranging from 2 million up to
20 million under Stalin. Rejecting extremes, expert observers
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have talked in terms of 10 to 12 million people kept in camps

and prisons during the 31 years of Stalin's rule. This

amounted to five per cent of the total population who were
abruptly purged and declassified beyond the limits of their
own society. This astounding statistic has been considerably
reduced since 1956 as Khrushchev and his successors, in a
more relaxed environment, have dealt differently with the
opposition. With the diminution of secret police terror, most
of the camps have been closed in the Soviet Union, and while
the class of -social outcasts" has not disappeared, it has
greatly decreased in recent years,

F. Education as the Training Ground for Communism

The early indoctrination of the youth of the country in

Marxism-Leninism is considered essential

to sustain the

system, for politics and education are inseparably meshed
together in a communist society. Both the classroom and the
politically-oriented youth organizations provide the only
chance for the youth to move upward in the strict social

structure of this totalitarian society.

Since the primary function of education in the Soviet
Union is to serve the needs of the state, political and social
education are a "cradle to the grave" phenomenon, available

to the people throughout their lives. Such media of com-

munications as the movies, radio, television, the press, music,
and the theatre are used by the state to influence and shape
the thinking of the people along communist lines.
The exaltation of a "Glory to the Party- theme is part of
an aggessive anti-religious campaign in which Marxism is
substituted for Christiani4 or Judaism as a new religion. The
most sensitive and receptive youthful minds axe taught in
communist schools that Marxism has the answers for man's
problems and that all forms of organized religion must be
viewed with contempt as "unscientific superstition '' serving
only as an "opiate of the masses." Anti-religious instruction

is regularly given in the schools with the result that this
ceaseless din of Marxist-Leninist propaganda may well offset
the efforts of the chuiches to instill religion into the minds of
the young.

The church-state controversy is particularly bitter in the
countries, Poland, Hungary, and
Czechoslovakia, where the population is ovem.nelmingly
Roman Catholic. Here the communist regimes have arrested
and persecuted priests, closed down seminaries, and expelled
most of the teaching orders which provided the backbone of
secondary education. In East Germany, the Protestant church
has resolutely opposed the Ulbricht regime which has tried to
restrict Protestant influence. Members of the Jewish faith
have also been obstructed in their educational and religious
efforts.
three East European

The communist education system, controlled by the
Party and the government, has waged a tremendous and often

signally successful struggle against illiteracy. Both in the
U.S.S.R. and in China, the number of people receiving an
education has mushroomed almost beyond belief. Although
secondary and higher schools have been built at a rapid rate,

they can accommodate only a fraction of the applicants.
Evening and correspondence courses have been developed to

offer part-time education to those denied full-time opportunities.
The people of the various republics in the U.S.S.R. speak

many different languages. In the non-Russian speaking
regions, education is carried on in the native tongue of the
area. In addition, Russian language, literature, history, and
traditions have been incorporated into the curriculum.
Since many women in the Soviet Union are also part of
the labor force, education begins with the nursery school,
where state and Party personnel take the place of the working parents. Communist indoctrination surrounds the young
child's earliest school routines even as he advances to the
Idndergarten. Some of the cost of this pre-school education is
paid for by the parents.
At the age of seven, the law requires Soviet children to

enroll in the first grade of the ten-year primary-secondary
school program. This universal education is paid for hy the
state, and attendance is compulsory through grade seven. At
this plateau, the program divides into three tracks: vocational, semiprofessional, and senior-secondary. Those who go
on to higher educationuniversities, institutes, academies,
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and conservatoriesreceive an a( di tional four to six years of

education. Completion of the ten-year prograril (seniorsecondary track) is a minimum requirement for admission to
the higher education programs.
The needs of the state for skilled and semiskilled workers
are determined by the government. The programs offered in

the vocational schools reflect the changing occupational
needs of Soviet society. In general, vocational education
prt,grams, varying in length from six months to two years, are

terminal and are designed to train individuals for a specific
type of work in industry or agriculture. Only a small percent-

age of the students have come to the vocational schools
voluntarily; most of them have been conscripted by the local

authorities to fill the needs of the state. In recent years, a
new one-to-two-year vocational technical-training program
was inaugurated to accommodate the graduates o the tenyear secondary program who are unable to gain admission
into higher educational institutions.
The semiprofessional schools, known as teehieums, offer
specialized training in such fields as public health, teaching,

music, and the arts; and develop technicians for industry,
transportation, communications, and agriculture. Admission
to these semiprofessional training programs is by competitive
examination. Graduates of the seven-year general education
program may enter a three- or four-year training period; a
higher level training course of two to three years is available
to graduates of the ten-year secondary program. In general, it
is unlikely that a semiprofessional graduate can advance to
the rank of a professional in a communist society.
On the university level, the students receive mall subsistence payments in addition to full tuition. If the students
fail to pass the many frequent severe examinations, they are
subject to lose all of their benefits. Because Soviet institutions of higher learning can only absorb a small percentage of
the grade ten graduates annually, the regime tightly controls
and supervises the admission of students to the universities
and institutes. Political reliability and the student3 "socially
correct- origin are just as important as his educational excellence. Theoretically, students with a -worker-peasant- origin
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times. Students who refuse LO "volunteer" soon find that
they will be punished by the authorities and that their

educational opportunities are blocked. "No extra workno
education!" is the motto. At the end of the education process comes graduation from the university or the technical
institute. The regime, at this point, expects that the readuate
will emerge a fully indoctrinated new "Communist: Man"
with total loyalty and automatic ob,:lionce V, the Party and
state.
Active participation in poPn.ics parallels every stage of the

line
communist education1 effort. The political assembly the
the
most
junior
hranch
of
begins with mernhersk.',p in
youth movement (the Octobrists) at age seven; then comes
the next level at ages ten to fourteen (the Young Pioneers);
and then the regular youth movement (the ]<omxo/no/)which
spans the yeab; from fifteen to twenty-eight. Membership in
the highest level of (he (tommunist youth organization, the
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members. Other Soviet youth movement figuret; are correspondingly high. There are about ten million Octohrists and
about twenty million Young Pioni!ors. 'Him, we can see that

the semicompulsory youth movement of the U.S.S.R. has
mobilized a total or about rirty-one mdlion young people.
Dedicated and loyal participation in the youth movement
for tho chosen, lead to membership in the Communist
party and potentially a rise to higher Party and government

office. For those not elected to Party membership, weekly
communism provide a continuing and
seminars
compulsory indoctrination. This assembly lino is not only
continuous with ri lativoly few variations in the pal torn, hut
it.

is also interspersed with l
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adult life for the citizens of a
Juvenile delinquency, or "h diganism" as it is called, is a
nuing problem in the Soviet Jriioui While major crimes

gime has tried to c

are handled by the police,

hooliganism by setting up special squads of tAudents.

Komsomol members, who are alerted t.o act against such
offonses as drunkenness, disorderliness, and various forms of

rowdiness. The Komsomol squads are also directed to correct such "anti-social behavior" as the wearing of Western
hairdos and loud Wostern-style sport shirts, and dancing to
decadent jazz and the "twist,"
What is most disturbing to Soviet authorities is that the
sons and daughters of high-ranking Communist officials and
the "New Class" compound the problem. Communist lawales have an immense amount of trouble
enforcement ar'
on the son of an army general or the
in cracking du
daughter of a secret. police colonel. These children enjoy and

abuse the privileges which come to the offspring of the
affluent in a non-affluent society. These "golden youth," as
they are sometimes described, are often found committing
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-our hand is not *law- 01 tremlil l. the next tinie," he ad,t
sign i fican fly

Let
look at the eolehrated Pasternak ctu(he freedom of oxpre iiillustricion if Soviel reael
Thit Nobel Prize for lateral unt in 1958 was invarde.: Oi the
Hie( and novek.a, lions Piisternak, for his
orks :nal widely aoHanned novel, /moor ZIncogo. Pasternak had allowed htt manuscript, which was cr. 'al of the
Conuminisl Revolution and the Soviet system, to be taken
ahr.,,itl, and the hook was lust puhhslied in Italy. HooLor
has since lieeti translated into many languages and
mildly road throughout (H worhl, ytti. it has never been
published in the aitlior's homeland. Pasternak was severely
ituanded hy the wgime, attacked by the Soviet press, and
expelled from the Writers' Ilnitm. ,At first, he Ivas noL
allowed to leave the country-, later, he was informed by
hut if he Ion.,
Khrushchev himself that Lie was iroc to
he was never to return, -Leaving my homeland would equal
death for me," Pristernak said. Under such pressuros, he was
forced to decline the prize. Piitsternak remained isoLtted from
his public, ighored by his fellow citizens, and oiciaantined in
omuntry home outside of Moscow until he died a broken
man (,!( 1960. The handling or the l'',Istaxtik case aroused

considerable consternation abroad.
The tightening process over the fr iedom of express__ n has

cautiously, hut steadily, continued over since 1958. The
barriers of intellecRial freedom hzive reiniMied tangible and
visible at all t:mles. Yevtushenko zweepted several invitations
to lecture and to read his poetry in Anairican universities, but
under governmental pressure was forced to cancel his trip.
December, 1962, Khrushchev attended an abstract art, exhibit
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and, cm-111001e
artists %vith

it s temper, angrily threatened the

Ite

and );ocial punislawalt. In the
he delivered a him!, teade Lo artists and
literary representatives stating minio rILH lUll tlit' period of
"limited tolerance- in cultural matters ,xtrt over dud that R
new era of harsher controls was ahont to lie initiated.
r1 he press was also scolded Fur the weakness and laxity of
it
-opagando efforts, Throughout 1968, a determined cam .
was waged to make the two leading newspapers.
the Part v organ, tind lzocstia, the government's
mouthpiece, eito a -militant arm- of the regime. Thezay two
papers, which 1-1:ive l coinInned circulation in exoess of 1 2
million copies daily, have introduced a new and tougher
spring

lit!

()I'

v Jul(
I

1 9 6 3,

Huth

lit

1:1-1,

ii

glvoil

vi6o,4 pos;tOle national distri-

the political propagandkts and culturit1

\let conwitinish),
It would he a mistake to ;Issume from this cliseussioti that

hruslichev was a Stalin, or that the Russian people are
willing to return to the total infleiibility of the Stalinism of

the 1 9 21-1 9 3 period, Khrushchev wa!-; shrewd enotig'h to

'xpliit the popular fear and hatred of those decades. In
I 9 6 2, he personally authorized the publication of Alexander
lzhl,nitzyn's One I hly
Life 01- Ivan Denisouich, a
terrifying iiccount of lire in Stalin's concentration camps. To
the
puhlication of this Iwo:, represented a literary
landit :irk: an officially sanctioned hook which implicitly

criticized commutnist institutions, lt also gave the West the
prison-intnate's view of a eommunist society. Its impact on
the Russian reading public was immense and immediate, hut
what significance it will have on the future trends of Soviet
hteratitny remains

scull,
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Chapter V

P

I TWAT, AND ECONOMIC
INSTITUTIONS
0111 rftlE UNITED STATE'
By IV L. Grueiiewald

Political and economic institutions aro immensely important and inseparable elements of society. Along with marital,
familial, educational, religious, and other institutions, they
form the basic structure by which people order their lives and
fulfill their individual and collective needs, These institutions
are systen of concepts. They are basic systems of human
activities, having considerable permanence, universality, mid
interdeiwndence.
Society is the complex whole of human interrelationships
in action. It includes the entire rwege of posirons which
humans hold with respect to one ,c''vher and an, reciproc,
influence and actions which those rel:Aionships involv. hist',tutions constitute the focusing of all relationships in society

on particular functif:e-- Pohti-al institutions em.y on the
regulative functions, Hie economic institutions are ccncorned with supplying tI.0 goods and services necessary to
sustain life.

As interrelated and interdependent parts of the
society, the nature and operation n; any institution will be
affected by other institutiom in the same society. All function from a common base of usages, i ovays, and mores.
Thus, it is improper to conside :. particular institutions as
complete and distinct entities. All institutions are parts of a
"seamless web of society."
Political and economic institutions, like other segments

of a dynornic society, are constantly in a state of flux.
Change, struggle, and resistance occur in and transcend all
posil-ion, function, or
institutions. One alteraLion in

form ,eads to another, and the latter, in turn, produces
changes. Functions aro subdivided; new institutions
or subinstitutions develop, acquire autonomy, and furthor
proliferate. A change or innovation ny )ave an impact on
269
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.1 pond sends
pebble droppi
)(Hely Innen
waves to the farthest edge. Television and We
examples of inventions which illustrate the rani
many institutions of socirty. But scientific an1 teci
innovations are not alone. Siiin;ur con6cquences
sharply changed birth rites. wars,
and other soial phenomem4. .°,;(iciety and its inbe J!i iasl itutions are always in a state of becoming. Changes 01' On
velopments which manifest themselves first in one segment ,
all of

society can be expected to appear in one form or anothef
n. instance, some of the results Cie
elsewhere in society
sharp increase in the birth rate in the 1940s L.,; having aro its
impact on education, governmental efforts to finance education, housing, and various industries.
Such changes in social and economic eundidt s are
always accompanied by struggles among interst g);oups 3eek-

ing to defend or secure advantage. Thus, with their jobs
threatened by automation, workers may seek shorter hours in
order to distribute the remaining work among more people or
they may seek company- or government-financed retraining

or other protective measures. Employers naturally resist.
Both groups seek to enlist support from other groups and to
secure governmental protection. The eventual accommoda6on, although temporary, is a compromise between the posibons of the groups involved. The political struggle is always
pcesent.

Along with changing conditions and the never-ending
struggle of individuals and groups for .: -ions of advantage,
ideas as to what is proper, necessarN,, or expedient also
change. Thus, the assertion to the Declaration of ladependence that all mon are created equal served in the American
Revolution to Justify rebellion on the grounds that colonists
were denied "rights of Englishmen" and equality with those
living in the mother country. A generation later, the concept

of equality was reinterpreted to justify the elimination of
property qualifications for suffrage and an attack on aristocratic government. In later generations, it served the cause of
abolition and was used to support equal rights for women. In
our gener ation it is a driving force in the struggle to end
?70
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dre pow !aid weal
Liotr of men.
and aleph. yare interThree ractors -ecology,
related and continuous factors in the diwelopinent of Amen=
Together they determine hi Hature and function
racial disci-41mm

of the seveitil institutions in our

iiiety. including political

arid economic instittnions.
I laving calicd attention to the societal context in which
political and economic institutions 1'k) 1.11 d he considered and
to the factors or ecology, politics, Aid ideas, we shall tlevolt.

ou attention henceforth somewhnt more to ideas than Lhe
other factors. Such emphasis On ideas seems to be justified by

the peculiar mle they seem to have. They reflect changing
conditions and political struggles in society. Frequently, thev
rIb to jitsfay it poilit or view or a course of
',whom already taken, In th.s sense, they arc a result. Mso,
twrve a lir-cl1nk:A[11g role. They may cause changes
thvy
iii coeH,qpir, and precipitate cow struggles. They may he
generalized expressions or hopes, ideals, and goals. In any
case, they give to society a ttense of direction and purpose.
C

Ideas ',-,corripass both theory and doctrine, which nre
closely related hut display different characteristics, Theory is
concerned with systematic analysis and generalization of phenomena wherever discovered. Theory may be both speculative and descriptive. IT is speculative where it oeals with
rots for prospective conduct. lt is descriptive and comparative when its subject matter is found in the facts or behavior
and institutions. It is logical because the complexity and
nature of its raw material demand orderly classification and

only that of the deductive

sonle means or ext rapolat ion%
syllogism.

Doctrine or ideology is sllstatnecl by belief or faith rather
than by demonstration nr fm,t. ir logk. ,.'hose in the eighteenth century who conducteil revolutions in the nanCe of
liberty and equality did so in the ftr th that equality and
liberty would bring satisfactions; and they did so withcfat t-iny

substantial fund of historical evidence that could permit
them to predict- what realizaLon/of their announc?d goals of
liberty itici equality would mean in the lives of pewje.
27 1
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tieti
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The target ol (loci
speculation or analysis. At the time of its formulation, it ilea

prescription of faith dictating to its converts through con(!epts which promise radical progress. It cannot stand still and
cannot stop for proof. I lowever, those imbued with a doctrine of ideology or myth must be teachers also, and they do

not oppose a teachable, consistent pattorn for doctrine if it
can be borrowed or easily assembled.
Obviously theory ahd doctrine overlap. They share common historical sources. Frequently, the theorist who analyzes

and systematizes ideas doubles as a polemicist for the ideological faith of his day. Doctrine for which polemicists developed systematic expression sometimes receives later institutional implementation and becomes, to some det..4ree at
tic.;cription ot
[Mt political behavior.
icwit,
as
politicians sometinles achieve posthumous reco
;

slat

dear 1'oleriiicists may becom:

A. Sources of American Democracy and Capit
ht
ossible to determine where or

Tho La proots of Ann rican political ano cconon n k:

he deep in the past, It is

how far in the past because investigation always reveals

antecedent sources. Nllvtithelesr t seems that the climate of
opinion produced by the Renaissance and the Reformation
(1300-1(100) was a bounteous well from which was drawn
much that is fundamental in our thought.
The era of the Renaissance and Reformation was one of
turbulent, rapid, and fundamental change. FOr nearly eight

centuries after the fall of Rome, the civilization of western
Europe was dominated by the universal Church. It ruled the
minds and hearts of men, persuading them literally that they
lived tinder the divine guidance of a divinely ordered mi.
verse. During much of that long period, life was rigidly
structured in a feudal system which was characteriwd by a
.nt division of the population into classes with the clergy
at the te:. Below them were the secular rulers (lords), members of their courts (nobility), and the ruled (peasant-serfs),
'rile clergy wore the moral guardimis of society and, by broad
272
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duct in
iat role, presenhed standards
interpretation
virtually every phase of hilMan activity. The secula: rulers
were a hereditary caste or warriors who possessed the sc
it. Peasant-serfs were attached to the
ruled those Wno

soil and subject for life to the lord of thy manor on which
they were horn. Feudal society basically was an agrarian
society of men who were bound to God, Church, and lord.
Even during the Middle Ages, society was not completely
the later centuries, perhaps as a consequence of
stata

the C. tades, commerce, cities, and a commercial class

-te) hegan to develop. Increasing numbers of people

-indon manor and class to indulge a passion fo
-dth, learning, and freedom from the restraints
manor. By the fourteenth century, these
ieliieved a momentum thA wa:; to transthought in western Europe .

commerce fostered a new form of Peoattn a which was the germ of modern capitalt stages of commercial development led to the
development or towns which were largely community
commercial centers and in which economic life centered
around guikis. The guilds were organized with reft:rence to
the town market so that each guild enjoyed a monopoly in a
monopoly
given line of commerce. In return for the ffic,e

n,

,c

granted by the town government, the guild assumed tin
obligation to furnish consumers a sound article at o fair price.

Competition among members of a guild was not entirely
absent, but it failed to become an important factor in
commerce because of the prevailing Christian ethic with iLs
ideal of a decent living on a basis of approximate Nuality for
all members of the organization. Also, the guild sought to
eliminate the middlemtm or trader by requiring the producer
of an article to display and sell it in his own shop.
Tbe development of trade with other towns and eventuall

vith distant points rendered ineffective the guilds,

whit, :vJ.1 been fashioned for purely local needs. Obviously,
goods in foreign t,7ade could not he sold in the shops of

producers. The risks and profits in such trade were large and

were a strong incentive to the r lventurous
278

Cmisequently, there developed a body of merchan prinm
and capitalists who tO'wered above the rest or Lhe COMniunity.
Foreign trade pr_duced the merchant corn mny in which

number of partners would pool iesources to acquim ships,

buy cargo, and pay wages. Partners snared in profits in
portion to their individual contributions. The compan_ .s
took advantage of the many opportunities for profit, which
led them into a variety or financial operations, including
hanKing Money became king in the Renaissance. The bank of
the Medici family is an illustration. ;t. accumulated vast
cz-q:ital under the leadership of several generations of eminent

merchan,,s. By the socond half of tho fifteenth century, it
operated banks in every important trade center in Europe. Its
financial power enabled it. finally to make its head the ruler
or Flotence. Similar developments in northern Europe prepared the way to subjection of all neonoin ie life of Europe to
the power of money.
Although capitalism originated in foreign trade, it soon
invaded and overwhelmed the guild system. The exporters

and importers, with connections in every market and with
anuie resources, could buy wool, leather, and other raw
naterial, cheaper than the local guild, By supplying guildsmen with r,n,v malorials and by ,!on'zacting for their annual
outpui the merchant sooi, acquired cons'iderable control
over the gtirHs. This was accomplished in the textile market
of Horenee as early as the fourteenth century. A few great
merchants bought and sold nc.-;r17 all cloth without producing 4 Yard. Itence, the guild no longer squared with its
original
Guildsmen began to look like shop foremen
while s. ci fieymen and apprentices became more like wage-

earner.

Th decline of the guilds signified an economic revolution
in crowdi
I be socialistic guild system entirely nod, h .;-ene caL eplacing it with a competitive,
This development harmonize
with the
the l,,..naissance: the enlargement of the
which

world and its markets, the development of the new individualist thk inviting every man to make the most of his
27,1
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talents, and the repto:ement of the town as a llOhtIro
economic unit viith the nation ruled hy an autocittic
sovereign,

The new s

i

I

",

(bourgeoisie)

i.oduced by those

oni merce, the
mic chan S wei-e the captains
sw idTliy men of trtcle and city. As then
did their appetite toy pleasure, power, privdeg, and ostenta-

w Ui hm ideal of poverty and chastity and
her depreciation ut moneylending, declined in influence
among members of this class apprommately in proportion to
the increase of their wealth. They became patrons of the arts
and of intellectuals who helped give them a good conscience
in he work they enjoyed. The inabili' y or lack of interest on
LIR part of the Holy Roman Empire in protecting rommerco
tion. The Church

from roving hands of marauders caused the merchants to seek

protection from other sources. Ambitious princes became
willing collaborators with merchants. As the power and
success of such alhances grew, the participants became sufficiently bold La challenge the authority of both emperor and

pope and thus helped to lay the foundation for m

0

nation-states as well as for the Reformation.
The political ideal of the Middle Ages was that of :

Christian family. Posited initially by St. Augustine in
CUy of God, the idea developed to envisage a Christian
world-state committed to peace and justice under the combined guidance of pope and emperor. However, the united
Christian commonwealth foundered in the power struggle
hetwecn

pope

arid

emperor and

finally

sank in the

Renaissance with the emergence of nation-states ruled by
monarchs supported by city burghers.
The highly structured and integrated feudal society of the
early Micidie Ages embodied political as well as economic and
social aspects of life. The lords were responsible for the

well-being of both members of the court and the peasantlords owed allegiance to the emperor and to the
"
pope. However, circumstances of distance and continual
turmoil often made the obligation to the emperor largely a

dead letter. The ilcessant local wars, alliances, marriages, all, i

other forms of the power struggle among feudal lords led
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uiiii u ly lu the eine kelp it in many areas of t 10 wpriiiI lords
imiailves t, overhirds or In n !s. v1 niiwts of
who pro clainioi

the tudili. class, defeated in the power struggle and relegated
bind
hi
kilw
t
The risc Of corn! irce, (id los, and the burghers paralleled and
struixles, The
these
atoll win deeply

onn inereial class Ind the monarch had a iionnlion enemy in
to udal rioluli tv I lence, king ti.nd burg,hers were natural
.

political allies.

When the king needed 010 iioy. as he onsistenlly did
cau;--.e

ji.alotu-; I lo

kA/A add O)UcPd4

111111

tuitiling beyond

their feudal obligations, he commonly turmid to the wealthy
In return for their generosity, the burghers sought
bundn
and received advantageous municipal charters and membership in the feudal assembly. Originally, the assembly or
parliament was composed of clergy and nobles and served as
a na tinnal council of advisers to the Icing. With the admission
.

or

burghers to the assembly, a constitutional as well as a

finaiw al bond between king and burgher was established.
The clergy as well as the nobles, were rivals of royal
power .

Nring tly, Middle Ages, the clergy had acquired

privileges and immunities which gave them a substantial
degree of independence from the state. 'This independence
rested on eontrol of vast tracts of kind, tax immunity, and a
papal decree which asserted that every sovereign in Europe
hold h is dominion as a papal Clef. Thus, it. was necessary for
the monarch to establish dear dominance over the clergy as
well as OW n oh leS and tn
own person.

-thlish a monarchy centered in his

This goal was achieved again with tin support of

the

their own well.being enhanced by a
nation -state mitliciontly strong to maintain order and prevent
their exploitation or restraint by the privileged classes. The
king confirmed his position as head of the national system of
built substantial royal administrative system, enhawed royal income by securing enlarged subsidies from
cities in return for favors to the commercial class, and established a pernutuent. military organization responsible to and
dt-Tt'ndclit upon himself. 'This broad pattern of development
burghers, who nami
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fill
iv kith hail
it.cd h'ralice, Spain, innl
acquired formidable stature by the end of the Rena
1,:conorme changes were aecoinpanied or followed
,.vide!rr"a ic\,olt or the lig,iirgeol,;i, alynns; inedievA
cents and melt lads. I lurim the Nlirldlc Ages, civilization was
consciously .,iluiped oward ends deb.iinined hy the Church.
Maliv of those ends were inconsistent with the goals of the
niorchaiti class and with the new discoveries in geography,
science, and other areas. The voyages of Columbus and others

elinrac

1

1,

led not only to discovery of new continents but to IWW
ktIOVIIt 'lig(' of oceans, mountains, deserts, climates, and cul-

tures. The curios] ty and efforts of scholars produced IT°
niarkaluli achievements in the sciences and the arts. Greek
and Ronan wntliws on these subjects were re-examined and
new contributions made at a romarluible rate. The I Wes or
printing, gunpowder,
chimneys, glass windows, spectacles, mirrors, microscope-,
docks, the compass, and a host of other inventions. N icolans
Copernicus, Leonatdo da Vinci, Vasco da Gama, Hieronymus
Flock, Albrech t illueror, and William -.Shakespeare were only a
people

were

revolutionized

by

few of the many who engaged in the search for truth and
beauty in the contemporary world. Each new discovery increased enthusiasm for the struggle to eKtend the horizons or
human understanding of man and his world.
This goal of learning was consistent with the interests of

and was supported by the bourgeoisie. It was a departure
from medieval scholasticism, which was man's attempt to
justify tbe lata of his faith nv reason . St. Thon.as Aquinas
had employed Aristotelian logic to produce thiq cam Jim lig
triumph of scholasticism- a faith rooted

in

icason- -hut

Renaissance scholars were far more concerned with man's
existence on earth that with his everlasting salvation.

The Renaissance was an ago of profound change

in

medieval ways of thinking. One of the most important new
conceptions was humanism, which is derived from the Latin
word liii manittvL Cicero had saA that "We are called men,
but only those of us are human who have been civiliwd by
studies proper to culture." Those studies, he believed, should
include literature, philosophy, rhetoric, history, and law.
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These studies enhanced imin's understanding and illpreciatiti of man. Ow most tR,l li a f di goals of education and
The humanism of tli c teriaissance also included a

rstudy of seripture itnd seven, criticism of those aspects of
doctrine and Church practice vvh mmli impeded pursuit
FILITTIZIn-orit4Ited goals. Eventually. this produced a decline in

the binding power of religion in life and action; opposition to
medieval theology, philosophy, art, and letters; and contributed sign ificant ly to the Iterorm at ion . 'Phu paga n aspects of
Clreek and Roman life, which had been ignored in the Middle
inspired emulation
Ages, attracted ,,..;rcater otto-esi and
because of their focus upon man.
Humanism concentrated upon titan and his life on earth,
would produce intelligent,
It emphasized education which
human beings competent to assume a broadly active and

useful role in society, rather than the scholastic goal of
scholarly enjustification of faith by reason. Similarly,
toward
policies
were
directed
deavour and institutional
universe
and
achievement
of the
knowledge of roan and his
of
the
finest
qualities
in
man
ti,00d life on earth. Exaluain II
It
encouraged
tact
and
politeness
in
v,fs the primary concern,
considered
equals
of
interpersonal relations. Women were
considered
potentialities
of
the
human
mind
were
men. The
unlimited, a view that was further substantiated by every new
discovery, invention, and intellectual insight. llurnaMst culture was made possible largely by wealthy bourgeoisie who
supported and encouraged able and industrious students,
scholars, artists, and explorers. 0 ften these patrons were 'nen
who had amassed great fortunes in commerce, such as the
House of Medici.

fly the sixteenth centurv, men had literally discovered a
new heaven and a new earth. The invention of the printing
press

had made hooks and

learning readily available.

Immortal artists had given the world masterpieces of color,
had
form, and meaning. New continents, oceans, and cultures
established
the
fact.
that
the
been discovered, Copernicus h
much
larger
earth was but a tiny planet spr ring around the
replaced by
sun. The medieval guild system had been lasgely
The wealth
a productive system based w capital and wages.
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of. Illy rising comintitidal class gave it the means to challenge

the long establishod power of the privileged classes, The
ornpire was behlg successfully challenged by princes in league

with merchant... The inherited law and government were
being made over to suit altered politico-social conditions.
Men had developed a sense of besistant sk opticisin regarding
the dominant Church and its supernatural teaching. In the
sixteenth century, the universal power of that Church was
broken, In sum, man exhibited growing confidence in his
own energy and intelligence. Ho began to emancipate himself
from the theocentric or dir in world w hid, enveloped tim in

the Middle Ages and to lay the foundation for an anthropocentric or humanly centered world,
B. Individualism
Ono of the
lteriaissancm' era

-most

significant developments of the

was a new attitude toward man,

vidualism, It was a development fundamental both to the
devAopment of dcmocracy and capitalism. Its central theme
was the exaltation of the human individual. It was a declara-

tion of faith in the autonomy of human reason and tha
essential goodness of man. The concept of the autonomous
individual or "masterless man" embodied elements of

Stoicism but much more. Its stwting point was recognition of
self-evident traits of the human individualhis interests,
talents, desire for happiness and advancement, ambition, and
especially his reason. This latter seemed fundamental to the
successful use of one's faculties atid also to the establishment
of a stable society. The turbulent changes of the later Middle
ages and Renaissance rent asunder the authoritative feudal
class codes which bound and dominated every concern of life

by a multitude of meticulous prescriptions. The resulting
rootlessness forted men to rely On their own resources rather
than on traditional institutions and patt2rns for security and

satisfaction. The growing number of trained and leisured
intellects facilitated the search for solutions to instability,
and those solutions further emphasized the need for and
utility of self-reliance, Each tit?w discovery, invention, or
279
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other Ind a Oita
int 01

egoism

strengtkened the iitisurnphon of
n sourcefulness. 'Utley lielped to produce an
i,gotism which could he sat iated only fiN greater

freedom front tho,;e inherited strite-nees nuJ restraints of
society wit Rai were (ihstactos to ill divakal progr,.ss. Everywhere, i| wa:s eviiitio. that knowledge is power,
d everyw hen
Ili
looked he saw know ledge chd
g old
xu)hori/y.
Ache. \l'incois
eo 1114,:ree Wience the arts, and politics
wit only strenp.thr ncd conEdeneo in human rca -on, hut they
(Touted ite-,v cNocctations. e'er centuries. Christianity had
ennibasized earthly self-abnegation as preparation for eternal

salvation. The creativeless of the Renaissance greatly en-

liancod curt hly pleasure of the creators and niany others as
well. lo I!ine, it became
proper to create for one's own
pleasure, So lf-satis faction he ca me respectable. Eventually, the
principal element!, nf Part My pleasure came to he viewed as
rights. "File risi
commercial and intellectual class, as it
became increasi. y creative, insisted on the right to possess
and benefit fully from that which it created (e.g., wealth).
But, also, there %wry other rights equally essential to the

enjoymenr, of one's power, of creativity and Us product.
'Those included free socedi and press, inviolability of the
person, free trial, and freedom of conscience in matters of
religion. Insistence upon such rights was in part a reaction

against practices which were viewed as abuses and injustices
in society, but the notion of rights also was an expression of
anew sense of individual importance and of r.spirations.
Fhe concept of individual rights was buttressed by anew

concept of the nature of roan. This concept contained

a

number of -elements. One was the moral worth of the
vidual. Essentially, this was a Christian idea derived from the
notion that, as sons of God, all men are brothers and equal in
his sight. The Reformation concept of the priesthood of all
believers had placed man and Cod in one another's presence
and condemned the notion of a hierarchy separating them.
With each man responsihlt directly to God and each guided
by the illumination of God in his own conscience, salvation
became a personal and individual matter. The individual was
280
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fre,.d from the dictate» of intcmedian -!s.

c(u-icept,

man and taw importance
f-Inphasid the iicarness of
relationip_Also, it es'Atblished the cor copt
to ni
raf enualitv uf all nu,n hjonc God roKarclless of their status.
hie a e,c_l
a d
'I!
he rest ,Jiispai
salvaue,n ,,vere placed upon the indiyidual, but ill( se v,i(?n,-.
ivicleal power and diglity
iiccompailied -y a new sense of
religious concept of r«ooiby was given further
-;

support hy the new s-ience and philosophy. Natural icientists
reant y, and philo1,0s:uhscri-led tn the atomstic
!pad by applying the contv pt to smciety
phers olio
Each huinan being. i.vits seer, as ari atom having its ,x)mplete
natyre in itself. As social at,oms. oU ilidividuals vere equal,
and society was ;I combine bon of equals. The application of
the scientific method tc what was basically a Chxistian coricent provided further affirmation.
The new view of man which ernezged in the Renaissance
vas the foundation for the concept of freedom. If individuals
aro of equal moral worth, it follows that no individual can he

required to submit to any will eapable of acting arbitrarily
and capriciously. To c:o so mou!d be a denial of his moral

dignity and equality, would prevent such a person from
realizing his full potential, and would deprive him of the
respect to which he is entitled as a rational person. Such
subservience would be a denial of moral autonomy and
equality.
Individualism created a new problem which has plagued

the reconciliation of individual
autonomy with the necessity for authority to maintain social
order and stability. It was recognized that individual
autonomy, hence freedom, in its most literal sense meant
mien

ever since. That

is

anarchy and, thus, chaos. The free individual could exist only
in a society in which order and stability were maintained by

some commonly recognized authority. Yet what authority
could act objectively, impersonally, and without caprice? The
answer was law, Only in a society governed by impersonal,
calculable, and objective law could the individual retain his
freedom and moral dignity.
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If the authority of law were riot to be arhttrary and
capricious, it could riot emanate from any individual will
capable of acting capriciously. Mc solution was a conception
of law as eternal, universal , in-limitable, and rational. The

source or such law is nature, or the order of things." It iS
the embodiment of values nod truth which transcend indi .
virtual wills and interest. Thus, it must be discovered,
made. Its validity derives from the inherent or natural rightness, rationality, and ohjectivity of its substance.
Yet the will and interests of the autonomous individual
t subjective. How could it be assured that the individual
would not will that which is subjectively desired rather than
that which is objectively demanded by the higher law or
authority? It was assumed that individual reason, conscience,
and sense of duty would require the individual to follow the
dictates of universal reason rather than personal, subjective
interests. In so doing, he would realize freedom in its fullest
sense.

The principal drive of Renaissance man was to break the

rigid bonds of traditional institutions and customs which
impeoed development and expansion of economic enterprise.

This meant an attack on all forms of absolutism, whether
they were political, religious, intellectual, or social. The
rationale for their attack was individualism, which demanded

the unleashing of individual reason. Renaissance man was
unwilling to trade an authoritarian society for the chaos
which would have been the result had individualism been
carried to its logical conclusion, anarchy. Instead, he posited
a society based on the rule of law, the law of nature. This law

was right reason in the universe, and its substance was
universal and immutable. The individuars relation to it
derived from individual rationality and conscience.
The theory was a practical expression of rebellion against
what were regaided as specific abuses and injustices, but the

problems left unanswered by the theoretical solution were
formidable. They have been the subject of speculation and
experimentation throughout the ensuing centuries. Modern
capitalism and democracy are two results of those efforts to
apply the concept of the `'Inasterless man.
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Modern individualism and related ideas were born in the
era of the Renaissance ancl Ilefornmtion. They continued tu
develop in western Europe in the ensuing centuncs. In
England, in particular, religious, economic and political institutions in the ses:leent h and sovenicenth cold tides underwent
significant liberalizing changes. Religious controversy beginning in the rciini of Henry V III led eventually to toleration of
religious groups other than the official state church. England
became the leading commercial nation in the seventeenth
century. The Industrial Revolution which begun in the next
century helped lo make it one of the most formidable world
powers in the nineteenth century. Capitalism reached a high
level of developmeat in (hose centuries. The civil wars of the
seventeenth cen'ury, which culminated in the Glorious
Revolution in 1688, resulted in the emergen,:e of Parliament
as the dominant force in government. Parliament certainly
was not democratic at that time, but it was an instrument of
representative government. 'l'he Bill of Rights (1689) was a
statement of the inviolable `-`rights of Englishmen" and
became a model for similar statements of individual rights,
elsewhere, particularly in the United States.
All of these developments reflected in some degree ideas
and forces of the Renaissance and Reformation. They represent an important step in the evolution of free society.
Although post-Reformation developments in western
Europe were important, it was in North America that
theories of individualism were given their fullest practical
application. Circumstances involved in the migration of
European people to North America and in colonial development provided fertile soil for those ideas. A laxge percentage
of those who migrated did so because of political, religious,
and economic repression in Europe. The traditions and
institutional restraints of feudalism, church, monarchy, and
class were absent from the North American wilderness. The
plenitude of natural resources, favorable climate, and
resourcefulness of immigrants assured success of the colonies.
The great distance and difficulties of communication left the

colonists largely to their own devices. They were free to
devise procedures a d institutions which embodied the indi283
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vidualist ethic and the spirit of freedom. Democracy and
laissez-fair- capitalism wore almost natural developments in
that setting, but their evolution was gradual.
An1
v

1)(Inoc

iments and other social institutions in Britain'

North American eoionies were influenced by individualism
and related ideas from the beginning, hut nearly three centuries were requited for them to evolve into democracy. In

fact, the term did not become respectable until the nineteenth century. Bu't the inherent optimism of individualist
doctrines and favorable circumstances impelled men toward
experimentation with the governmental forms and procedures which came to constitute much of modern democracy.
The first significant development occurred in Virginia in
1619. In response to continued difficulties in Virginia, the
London Company decided to extend greater political and
economic freedom to the settlers in the hope that such action
would inspire greater enthusiasm and cooperation and prove
profitable to the company. A new governor was dispatched
to Virginia with instructions to liberalize the colony's
government. This led to the establishment of the first representative assembly in America. It was composed of two
delegates from each plantation, such delegates having been
elected by -freemen." The assembly at first met with the
governor and his council, thus participating in the exercise of
legislative, executive, and judicial powers. As early as 1624,
authority to impose taxes passed from the governor to the
assembly.

This experience with representative governm nt soon
seemed to stimulate interest and enthusiasm rot: "Liberties,
Franchises, and immunities." When control hy the London
Company ended, colonists requested and received assurances
from the king that tile royal government of the colony would
continue to recognize those rights and privileges. During the
English civil wars, the Virginia colonists were largely royalists
and opposed efforts of Parliament to legislate for them. When
Cromwell was viet-orous in England and sought to establish
284
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effective control of North America, Virginia succeeded in
negotiating a compromise whereby the eolony pledged obedience to the English government in return for recognition of
the freedoms, privileges, and imrmini ties which the colonists
claimed. Shortly thereafter, a constitutional convention
established a colonial government with supremacy clearly in
the assembly. Authority to elect and prescribe the powers of
the governor and council and to iegislate was lodged in thc
assembly, thus creating for Virginia a parliamentary form of
government which continued until the Restoration in 1660,
During the first generation of experience with representative government, Virginians became impressed with the
merits of popular government and the value of law. They
further developed the notion of no taxation without representation and asserted that law should be an expression of
right, not simply an act of will. Any expansion of powers by
king or parliament would, in their view, violate the established and known laws of England, Thus, only the previously
kilown laws of England and acts a the Virginia Assembly
were considered legitimate. This notion became fundamental.
in the American concept of representative government and
had an important impact on the struggle for independence
and the continuing issue of states' rights,
The Puritans who colonized in New England established
an oligarchic theocracy which proved to be a surprisingly
fertile seedbed for democratic ideas and institutions. The
purpose of the founders was to establish a society in which
their particular Calvinist religion would be secure. They had
failed to "purify" the Anglican church in England, and their
sometime substantial influence in Parliament was largely
terminated during the decades of Stuart supremacy after
1629. Consequently, they turned to the unspoiled wilderness
in North America.

The Puritan leadership was composed of men who, in

England, had been middle-class country gentry, town traders,
and ministers. The society they sought to construct in North
America was stratified after the Enkclish pattern but with the

leadership group constituting the highest class. It was expected that the much larger lower dass, composed chiefly of
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anal urban labore would remain benignly subservient
and roperly deferential to the leadeN. Mosiac hiw provided
l

Ilettal

foundation ror their system, and all human laws

(ordinances, administrative icts, etc.) -were expected to

conform to the laws of God, It was the prerogative of th

'net Hutt :;Imdard,
role
in civil as well is
thus giving to that group a dominant
1,1) doeqinine wIn.ther human

religtoos affairs.

Calvinist doctr,ne, to vInch l'aritans sul !rihe_ , recog,ed Ood its the i ThOIU to sovereign of the universe and the
code, 'I'hat code, based on the
SO ik.'e Of a universal ui oral
Decalogue, provided the standard of conduct for all men in
all classs. The doctrine of predestination decreed that,
although all men wore sinners, some were preordained to
salvabon and all ethers to eternal damnation. The discovery
of predestined election to sainthood might, be manifested in
an Mward call to piety and service or worldly success in one
form or anothor. Those already members of the elect passed
upon the qualifications of those who presumed to worldly
recognition as members of the sainthood. In effect, the
ristocracy was closed to all except those who achieved the
blessing a the existing aristocracy. The unredeemed were
required Lo cornply with the stria, universal moral code,
attend church regularly, and submit to the guidance of God's
saints on earth. Anyone failing to live up to the rigid standards as interpreted by the loachirship group, could expect
exile or Worse.

The doctrine of predestination was a denial of the innate
equality of men in that only a few were presumed to have
been elected to salvation and only those few were fitted for a
guiding role in society. The monarchical conception of God
denied, the principle of government by consent. Control of
spiritual and civil affairs by the elect (freemen), who constituted perhaps one-fifth of the adult, male population, was
distinctly aristocratic rather than democratic. Tho restriction
of voting and civil office-holding to freemen assured church
domination of civil institutions.
In spite of the narrow intolerance and the closed nature
of the society, certain elements of doctrine and practice
28(3
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,lonioots
d the gtris at lemocracy. One ar
the social contract theory. Puritans were opposed to the
tIn .1 oglican and other churches.
hierarchic;il strukquke
INhich pkwed control in the 'mods of bishops. Following
referen.co; to a covenant basis for Christianity, they
of people combined togaller
dylined a church
covenant for the worship of (;oil and gave it practical
application by ..;s1' ,lisLing a congregational organization
hased u)on a corri, ,ct among members of each congregation.

The compacts, of i.ourse, were made by the spiritually elect.
Nevertheless, Ilte vompact was an application of the social
vont ract theory whivil had develop-d in the Reformation era,
`I'he contract theory emphasized the importance of Ow

and

individual as the hasic unit in society, in that organized
society, including government, was established on the basis of

voluntary consent of the individual nicmhers of the community. The compaict practice lweame widespread in seven,nth century NOrli England and came to b(! recognized as
only proper liivOs for social organization. When conflict
with England developed later in the eighteenth century, the

contract theory bccame all important element in revolutionary thought m later becaine the basis of written
national

l'he Puritan sYs(em of to self-government based on'ttalti::
town meeting also Qontributed to democracy, even though it
was aristocratic in it;:i initial development. All inhabitants

were permitted to attend the meetings and to speak.

As

public forums, the meetings stimulated discussion of public
issues and soeia) awareness of all who attended. However.
only the spiritual aristocracy, the freemen, were permitted to
vote in adopting rewlutions and ordinances and in the selection of magistrates. Thus, effective conb of civil affairs was
confined to the sarve elite which dominated church and Other
social institutions. Near the end of the seventeenth century.
suffrage was brounietned by making property ownership rather
than spiritual electiion the principal qualification, but even
then many adult Wales were unable to participate. With the
passage of Italie Mita the generally improving econoinic circumstances of the colonists, property-owning and, with it,
287
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eligibility for political participation, increased. Thus, the

democratic character of the town meeting increased in

im-

portance.
Doctrinal differences and internal conflicts beset Puritan

congregations almost from their arrival in North America,
and these at once undermined the theocracy and promoted
dernocrati trends. Roger Williams was one of many vvho
became storm centers, but his was a greater impact that the
rest. He arrived in the Massachusetts Bay Colony in 1631 and

almost immediately became embroiled in controversy because of his insistence upon separation of church and state,
his deni:f.1 of the Biblical foundation of government, and his

assertion that the king had no authority through colonial
chasters to grant land which rightfully belonged to the
Indians. The indignant reaction of colony leaders to his views

led to his flight from the colony in 1636. Thereafter, he
established a community at Providence in which he had an
opportunity to implement his radical ideas. He purchased
land from the Indians, granted religious freedom to nonPuritans who joined his colony. established civil government
based upon contract separate from the agrecwent which
served as the basis of church organization, and implemented a
governmental procedure based upon compromise and arbitration rather than on authority and coercion.
During the first half of the eighteenth century, the
English colonies prospered and developed identities separate
from one another and from the mother country. Differences
in background of the several colonies and the peculiar character of their individual development often led to jealousy
and conflict which accentuated the sense of separateness.
Difficulties of communication and English concern vvithi
more immediate European problems contributed to a neglect
of the colonies, with the result that bonds with England vvere
weakened and colonial self-confidence grew rapidly. . It was
not until after the middle of the century, when the threat of
frontier conflict with the French and Indians became serious,

that there developed a sense of urgency for cooperative
action, in this case for the common defense. But colonial
interest in cooperation was not encouraged by the British.
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Near the end of the French and Indian War, the English
government determined to establish more effective control of
the colonies and to require them to pay most of the defense
and future colonial administrative costs. Efforts to
implement the new policies met determined resistance in the
colonies. The twelve years following the Peace of 1763 were

alarked by increasingly precarious relations. Each act of
Por liament or attempt at enforcement brought colonial
resistance, followed by more determined efforts by Par liawont. Violence was met with violence and revocation of
charters.
Revenue legislation, especially, was anathema to the
colonists. Persistence of the British in the exercise of the
sovereign right to tax stimulated constitutional and political
argument which became increasingly vehement. From that
argument came ideas which became a part of democratic
thought
FArly in the controversy, the colonists relied heavily on
arguments based on the British constitution, but Parliament
nonalwd adamant. 'then the colonists relied more heavily on

contract and natural rights theories. The constitutional argument contained several elements. One was
that the issuance of colonial charters had been an exercise of
royal prerogative. The charters %yew contracts and, as such.
eonforred rights. In the British constitutional system, rights
were amenable to judicial examination but could not be
atrogated by the exercise of legislative power. Hence, in
tine social

_Martyr matters, Parliament was required to aet in its judicial

ClaPaCitY and to adhere to the basic principles of Justice,
whic h included the right of the contracting parties to be

hord.

Colonists argued that the power of Parliament was
United to England and did not extcH to the colonies. Limier
the British constitution, tascs could not he levied exeept, hy
consent of Parlianwnt The colonial ItNislatures were parliaroents for the colonies, 'taxes could he levied on colonists by
sent of their own representative assemblies, but tile Par1i:on-lent of Great Britain could Ins them only when and if the
colocists were represented therein.
21.0
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It was argued, also, that, since colonial legislat ures existed

in all colonies for the otapose of legislating for the inhabitants, there was no area of legislative authority unoccupied.
Each colonial legislature was in the same relationship to
subjects as was Parliament to English citizens. Honey,
Parliament could not possess authority over people already
governed The unity of the British Empire derived not from
parliamentary authority but front the common fealty owed
hy all to the khg.
Wh en it became apparent that parliamentary leaders were
umin pres sed hy constitu tional arguments, colonists began to
rely inure on the social contract doctrine. That doctrine
asserted the existence ot- a primeval state of nature in which
in(lividuals were absolutely free and in which each individual
enforced his own rights. When men established society, they

ut ual agreement. Thus, the rights enjoyed by
(lid so I) y
individuals in a state o f nature antedated government and
1,vere superior to it. These rights were the foundation of
political or civil rights after governments based upon coast:
of the gowrned, !Sinn, government was formed hy free
LOt iset ct. of the gbvcrucd , it follows that so very iglity, or ultimate power, resides in that group, Furthermore, the
government so created acquired no powers not possessed by

individuals in a state of nature. The only right men surrendered upon entering the social eontraet was the right of
individual enforcement of his other rights. Government,
therefore, is limited by the inherent rights of mon which no
i ndivid tat I can alienate.

The logic of the social contract theory led easily to the
the right of revolution. If man established

assertion of

government hy his own contract and if the operation of
governnwnt rested cn his consent, then he could w ithd raw
consent. This withdra.11 became an inalienable
I tis
piss .55 ion.

revolution ha
d and discussed in Europe as early as the sixte('nth

thy concept or the
ecnitiry, but

it

did not become an important part of the

y until after Lexington and
i
idlut
ntial
advocate
of revolution was
Concord. The twist
lehitte Over British v.() lonial I
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Thomas Pahie, who arrived in North America from rigland
in 1774. His Common Sense, published in January, 1776, had
the effect of quickly shifting colonial thought and purpose

from a demand for recognition of their rights as British

subjects to a demand fqr complete independence.
Prior to 1776, colonists had directed their opposition to

Parliament and the new imperial pu y it had adopted in
1763. Their denial of parliamentary authority and demands
for colonial autonomy had been accompanied by assertions
of allegiance and loyalty to the king, Paine directed his attack
on the king. He ridiculed hereditary rule and the doctrine ot

divine right of kings, asserting that the latter vas a prostitution of Biblical teaching, The king was a "royal brute" whose
position was based upon usurpation rather than right.

Colonists should not support the immoral institiution
monarchy. Vainc's attack on the ldng undermined royal
allegiance, the last effective psychological bond between
colonists and the British government.

Paine followed the natural law approach which char-

acterized the colonial position in the controversy with

Britain, Society, he said, is produced by our wants and
promotes our happiness by providing a framework for the

cooperative pursuit of happiness. Government is an evil made
necessary by human fallibility and wickedness. En order to

assure their freedom and security made tenuous b3r human
shortcomings, men surrendered a portion of the remainder.
Since the purpose of government is protection of freedom
and security, that government is preferable which fulfills the
purpose with the least cost and the greatest benefit.
The revolutionary views of Thomas Paine were expressed
in somewhat more temperate form in the Declaration of

Independence, which was adopted a few months after the
publication of Common Sense. Thomas Jefferson, the
principal author of the declaration, subscribed to the doc
trine of natural rights and the right of revolution, conscterixig
the latter an unalienable" possession of free men, ,A decade

later, he asserted that the world hdongs to the living rather
than the dead. The best interests of the living, which are

different in every generation, constitute thc standard against
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which government should be measured. Society cannot make
a perpetual constitution. Hence, there must be regular con-

stitutional revisions in every generation. In a free society,
peaceful methods are available for renewal or revision of the
social contract (constitution), but if the society should
become un-free, then people have the right to withdraw their
consent to the social contract and overthrow the government.
Although Jefferson -,!nd Paine both were influential in the

Revolution, only Jefferson h.:.d the intellectual resourcefulness and adaptability to m ake the necessary adjustments
which enabled him to continue as an influential figure in
American polities and political thought.
Perhaps the outstanding quality of Jefferson was his faith
in the individual. Whereas Paine had emphasized the wickedness in man, Jefferson emphasized the good. Man is far from
perfect, but he has the potential for improvement, aid
education is the best means to that end. As early as 1779, he
urged the establishment in Virginia of a state-wide system of
free public schools which would have even included university-level education for those of demonstrated capacity.

He saw education not only as a means of enhancing the
wisdom of men but also as an essential of free society. The
ignorant can never expect to he free. Government always
degenerates, he said, when left entirely to the rulers. Control
must reside in the people, but that control can be maintained
and exercised intelligently only by educated minds.
Jefferson was devoted to the principle of decentralized
representative government. Wherever possible, public action
should be in the hands of citizens at the local level. Those
affairs beyond the reach and competence of ordinary citizens
should be handled hy representativos elected and. removable
by citizens. There will always be differences of opinion and
conflicting interests in a society of free men, so that
government in such a society can never function on the basis
of unanimity . 'The only solid and valid basis for operation is
majority rule. In his first inaugural address, Jefferson asserted
that absolute acquiescence in the decisions of the majority"
is a vital principle of representative government and one from
which the only appeal is to .force.
292
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He was fully cognizant of the inherent conflict between
majority rule and minority rights. The protection of minority
right lay, first, in the nature of free society and representative
government. It should permit free discussion and frequent
elections, making it possible for minorities to become
majorities and reconstruct government after their own
desires. Even more important in his thinking, was his belief in
a "natural aristocracy" of wise and good men whose qualities
were widely recognized by citizens and who would be elected
to positions of responsibility. Government would be managed
by men of superior talent, wisdom, and virtue who would be
able to deal wisely and impartially with minority problems.
Furthermore, as opportunities for education through public
schools, libraries, free press, and free public discussion
became more widely available, increasingly larger numbers
could achieve places among the natural aristocrats.
The decision to break the bonds with Great Britain made
necessary the establishment of state and national governrnents. Those governments reflected the basic elements of

American political thought current at that time and represented another important step in the evolution of American
democracy. The concept of the social contract had become
so much a part of thinking in the century and a half after the
Mayflower Compact that it seemed to 'be taken for granted
the new governments would be established on the basis of
written contracts or constitutions. Thus, constitutionalism
became a distinctive characteristic of the American system.
The written constitution was the instrument by which
the sovereign people created government, and it served to
remind both people and their representatives that governmerit must forever be the servant rather than the master. The
maintenance of that relationship through careful definition
and limitation of the powers of governme nt was the essence
of constitutionalism. Since governments derive their

authority from the sovereign people, and since the constitution, or contract, is the means by which authority is

delegated to government, that document is in the nature of
higher law which binds governmental action. As an organic
act, the constitution stands above statutes, judicial decisions,
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repreand executive orders. The latter are acts of the ent,
but
who
constitute
the
governm
sentatives of the people
the former is the source from which those officials get the
power to act. Hence, governmental acts must conforni to the
will of the people as expressed in the constitution, making
constitutional government, one of limited powers.

Identification of constitutions with higher law carried
the
with it the idea that constitutions are expressions of
moral purpose for which society exists. Realization of that
moral purpose, often expressed as the good life, required a
well-ordered state that could provide maximum opportunities
for all people to achieve happiness and in which the rights
individuals might claim by nature were guaranteed to them
state
by the constitution. Those rights existed prior to the
made
it
of
a
higher
order.
'This
and government and were
law
considered
a
part
of
the
higher
appropriate that they be
expressed in constitutions.
American constitutionalism made a unique contribution

of
to political thought through the joining of the concept
institucontract
theory.
Both
were
higher law and the
tionalized in the Constitution and given an interpretation and
practical application. The first, for example, served as a

justification for judicial review, by which acts of government
are held void if they are contrary to the higher law as found
The contract theory led to the practice

in the Constitution.
amendof popular ratification of constitutions and of their
method
of
achieving
government
ments, whi':h constitutes a
based on consent of the governed.
The delegates to the Philadelphia convention in 1787
of devising a
were confronted. with the practical problem
permit a
government
which
would
system of national
differences
among
sections,
states,
reconciliation of political
facilitate
groups;
which
would
classes, and varied interest

an
national economic development; and which would serve as
Inde-

instrunient for reconciliation of future differences.
pendence brought to the surface many divisive and centrifugal forces which had largely remained submerged during
the conflict with Britain. Jealousy and competitiveness
among states arid sections undermined national cooperation
294

ander the Articles of Confederation to the point where some
states refused to send delegates to the national cong-Tess or
honor the actions of that body. The trend clearly was away
flom union and toward state particularism. Commercial and
tariff controversies raged among a number of states. Several
states were in the grip of open conflict between the ruling

aristocracy on the one hand and artisans, debtors, and
frontier settlers on the other. Shay's Rebellion in Massachusetts in 1786 was a dire warning to leaders everywhere
that the future of free and orderly society was in jeopardy.
The plan of government which emerged from the convention in the autumn of 1787 was a remarkable
combination of colonial-revolutionary political thought and
practical arrangements for the reconciliation of internal
differences. The principle of popular sovereignty was reiterated in the Preamble and implemented by provisions for
constitutional ratification and amendment and by provisions
for periodic elections. The doctrine of limited government
was further expressed in the application of the principles of

separation of powers, division of powers, in the power
prescriptions and prohibitions, and in the Bill of Rights,
which vas added in 1791. The Creat Compromise ef fectively

dissipated the fears and jealousies between large and small
states, Those between North and South, slave-owning and
nen.slave-owning areas, were resolved temporarily by provisioris for ending the slave trade and determining the population basis for representation and taxation, The widespread

concern over the particularistic tendencies of states and
gro.ups which threatened union was ameliorated by the
proposal of a central government, with coercive powers over
states and individuals, To safeguard freedom from the

possiblity of a tyrannical central government, which was
widely feared, the central government was delegated only
those powers considered essential to effective government.
All others were reserved to the states, which presumed to be
less inclined toward tyranny hocause they wore closer to the
people. The central government was to he one of definitely

limited powers. States were subject to certain limitations
which might impede the operation of national government in
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the exercise of its legitimate fu ctions or which might be

injurious to their own inhabitants (e.g., contract clause).
Economic development was also a major concern of the
delegates. They realized that continued independence from
foreign influence and the realization of individual freedom
and happiness were closely related to economic growth and
development. Equally important was the binding together of
the several sections and states into an economic union as a
supporting foundation for lasting political union.
At least a dozen provisions were included which had a
significant impact on economic development. The commerce
clause gave the central government power to regulate and
protect the movement of goods and people among the states,
thus depriving states of power to impede such commerce.
The power to coin money and regulate its value provided a
universal medium of exchange. The full faith and credit

clause assured the enforceability of contracts and other
official acts of one state in all others. Interstate citizenship,
like the previous provisions
mentioned, encouraged the
mobility of population and business across state lines to the
extent that, today, most people are hardly conscious of state
lines. Other provisions, such as those granting powers to

regulate weights and measures, grant patents and copyrights,
establHi post offices and post roads, and to tax and spend,
have provided national protection to individuals and firms in
the development of business and greatly reduced the restric..
tive tendencies of states which were common in the 1780s.
These constitutional provisions have also provided a basis for
positive action hy the national government in promoting

economic development, utilized from the beginning. National
roads. protective tarifis, river and harbor improvement, and
land grants to railro. s are only a few examples from early
history of promotiom iction of government.
During the second quarter of the nineteenth century,
American political thought and practice acquired a character
that made the word democracy appropriately descriptive.
Whereas the Jeffersonian revolution at the turn of the
century was a generally peaceful rebellion of aristocratic and
conservative landholders against corn mercial and industrial
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pretensions of the Federalists, who dominated national

government prior to 1801, the Jacksonian revolution was
distinctly equalitarian in tone. It drew much of its support
from the agrarian west and reflected to a considerable degree

the commonly accepted values of frontier society, but the
revolution could not have succeeded without the support it
received from eastern agrarian, labor, and immigrant groups,
intellectuals, and humanitarians. All were joined in a battle

against aristocracy and privilege. All sought political and
economic status and power under the guise of equalitarian
democracy and economic opportunity.

The Jeffersonian revolution had utilized individualist
ideals and republican techniques to achieve a temporary
transfer of power fre m the commercial aristocracy to the
southern agrarian aristocracy; but rapidly changing circumstances, produced largely by external threats and eventual
war, led to continued great influence and growth of commercial capitalism. In a practical sense, the success of the
Jeffersonian movement was short-lived. But the ideology of
the movement, found largely in the writings of Jefferson,
emphasizing individualism and natural rights, remained to
inspire future generations in their democratic aspirations. In
the Jacksonian era, that ideology was given an equalitarian
emphasis that previously was absent.

The democratic movement, of which Jackson was a

symbol, did not have a spokesman of the stature of Jefferson.
Among the more prominent intellectuals of Jackson

democracy were George Bancroft, Orestes Brownson, and
Walt Whitman. Bancroft, in spite of his aristocratic background, believed that the greatest wisdom resided in the
democratic mass and that this collective wisdom derived from

reason, conscience, and an intuitive process of mind which

inheres in all men. It followed that the best government
vested authority in the whole people and was administered
directly by the people or their responsible agents. In the
1830s, Brownson exhibited even more confidence in the
wisdom of the masses than other intellectuals. He identified
mass wisdom as the highest level of wisdom and the voice of
the masses as the voice of God_
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Walt Whitman preached a religion of democracy based
upon faith in the potentialities of the common man. Those
potentialities included not only reason and wisdom but also

the emotions, attitudes, and beliefs of people. For hhn,

democracy was as much a matter of the heart as the mind.
His democracy was an expression of confidence in people,
but it was also the love, faith and confidence of people in

their fellowmen and in the society wherein they could
achieve mutual happiness. Men had to have freedom from. all

but the absolute minimum of restraints in society. It was
only in a climate of complete freedom that the human
personality could develop fully.

The spirit of democracy expressed by these and other

intellectuals was that of rebellion against the status quo in its
broadest sense. Aristocracy, privilege, convention, law, and
institution were alt guilty of preventing the realization of the
perfect society. These reformers argued that all institutions,

and especially government, should be completely demo-

cratized.
The practical meaning of Jacksonian democracy can best
be seen in the political attitudes and practices that emerged
during the period. Property and religious qualifications for
voting were ahohshed, Governors, judges, and administrators

wer ,. made elective by popular vote. National nominating
conventions replaced party caucuses for the selection of
presidential candidates. The spoils system and rotation in
office became corornon and were viewed as important
instruments for democratizing government, Candidates who
win elections can implement the will of the people only if
they can appoint civil servants who are loyal to the victorious
candidate. The spoils system assures that kind of a loyal staff,
Rotation in office is necessary to prevent any individual or
group from achieving too great influence. Thus, some states

prohibited governors and other officers from succeeding
themselves or holding office for more than eight out of
twelve years.

It was the widely held opinion that expertise in government was antithetical to democracy. if any oE(ice became so
complex that its functions could not be performed by the
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ordinary citizen the fault was with the office and not the
man. Functions had to be divided and simplified to make
them manageable by the non.expert in order to safeguard
democracy. Experts in government were potentially as
dangerous, if not more so, as kings and wealthy aristocrats.
This opinion was reflected in an increase in the number of

elective offices in state and local government and in the
elimination of virtually all prerequisites. Anyone who cail
win enough votes could hold virtually any public office,
Reduced qualifications for office and rotation were
justified as contributions to education in democracy as well)
as practical extensions of democratic government. If offices
were easily accessible, more citizens would seek and hold
office. Both experiences would greatly enlarge understanding
and appreciation of the democratic system. The impact of
Jacksonian democracy was large and lasting. Many of the

ideas and practices inaugurated

in

that period are still

important.
During the early decades of American independence, the
principal political contest was between the commercial
aristocracy of the northern states and the agrarian aristocracy

of the South. The contest reflected different patterns of
political, economic, and social development. Generally, the
commercial aristocracy supported the development of a

vigorous national government with power to implement
policies to protect and encourage national and commercial
and industrial development. Their interests required govern-

ment action in the form of tariffs, trade treaties, naval
protection, financial stability, and interstate transportation.
The agrarian South sought free trade, laissez faire, and local
autonomy. Increasingly with the passage of time, the
divergent interests of the two sections tended to crystallize
into a political controversy over the nature of the Union. The
North emphasized nationalism and supremacy of the central

government while the South stipported particularism and
states' rights.

The controversy over the nature of the Union swirled
around a series of specific issues including the tariff, land
policy, the national bank, and slavery. It was the latter issue
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which dominated the debate in the 1840s and 1850s and was
largely responsible for precipitating the Civil War. The war
and Reconstruction resulted in the firm establishment of
national supremacy. Even so, states' rights has been a
continuing issue in American politics and thought. The
federal system, with its recognition of two levels of sovereign
power, cannot avoid the problem.
During the decades of debate and conflict involving the
nature of the Union, natural rights, individualism, and
equalitarianism were in process of r interpretation. The
Transeendental movement which began in the 1830s had a
Inificant impact on that reinterpretation. The Transcendentalists tended to reject empiricism arid to emphasize
intuition. They saw understanding, reason, and conscience as
the principal attributes of man. Empirical knowledge derived
through sense perception, when subjected to intuitive reason
which transcended sense experience, enabled men to grasp
ultimate truth. Conscience enabled man to keep his actions
consistent with divine and social justice. Intuitive truth was
objective and its own proof. All men were said to have the

intuitive faculty and, because of that fact, all men constituted a common mind. The individual mind is an incarnation of the universal mind. This resulted in a parallelism

between the individual mind and nature. If individuals

followed their intuition, all
opinions.

would come to identical

Transcendentalist stress on intuition exalted the indiVidual and contributed to a reinterpretation of human rights
to include slaves. Man's soul connected him directly with
God and nature, making him much mare than an atom in a
mechanistic universe_ Since all men knew God and truth
directly, they were spiritually equal. Any earthy sanction of

inequality was a violation of a higher order of equality.

Intuition made the individual not only equal with all others
but also made him self-sufficient. This self-sufficiency freed
him from allegiance to traditional ideas and institutions not
approved by intuitive reason. The infallible quality of
intuition held by all men provided a justification for
democracy. Also, it reinforced behef in the perfedibility of
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man and society a tius contributed to a faith in progress.
Transcendentalism. gave added stature to the concept of
individual moral wortb and dignity and to equalitarianism. In
so doing, it made a positive contribution to the development
of democratic thought, Transcendentalism was also deeply
involved with the slavery issue, with members of the group
leading the philosophical attack On that institution. They
attacked it as a violation of both reason and revelation. Their
reasoning supplied arguments for such radical abolitionists as
William Lloyd, Garrison and such free.soilers as Abraham
Lincoln.

Southern ntel1ectals responded to the attack on slavery

by striking at fundnentals of the natural rights position.
They said equalitariarti m is nonsense. The phrase "all men
axe born equal" is paten.tly untrue because infants, not men,
are born. Infants grow to be men. Obviously, they do not
have the same endowments at birth or in adulthood; thus,
they cannot be said ta be equal. Neither are men born free,
Liberty is a condition tlependent on human development and
a condition reaiized only by the higilly civilized. Freedom is

derived from society and can be justified only by

its

advantages to society .

They denied the v+alidity of the social contract concept.
Force, not contract., is the basis of government. Governement

as an institution of, social control cannot function as a

controlling force if its actions are dependent on the consent
of those to be control]vd.
Following the Ci0 War, the United States was rapidly
transformed into an uyban-industrial society. In the process,
many small enterprises became industrial giants. The more
successful entrepreveiirs became immensely wealthy and
influential. The rapidiy of the change and the large number
of individuals who moved from humble beginnings to

positions of wealth and influence tended to undermine

earlier confidence in tkle equalitarian views of the Jacksonian
era. To rnany, it became obvious that John D. Rockefeller,

Andrew Carnegie, and others were men of unusual natural
endowments, It was iaconceivable that they ever were equal
with the masses who toiled throughout life in comparative
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Thns, the American people started the new century with a
much different attitude )ward the role of i!,overnment than
they had held in prvious generations. The erawhile enemy
of individual liberty itovernment now was looked to as the
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,were demoeratic and humaniThe reforim; of the per
tarian in character. Although government was the principal
agent of reform, it was also the subject thereof. Critics had
emphasized the existence in government of corruption, ineffi.
ciency, iind domination by big business and machine politil

Reform was directed toward elimination of these
conditions and the return af government control to "the
people. The direct, primary method of nominating candi
cians.

dates was wuh4y adopted. Critics of traditional nominating
v_dures, caucuses and conventions, asserted that they were

controlled by machnw politicians who were hirelings of
i,,conomic "interests" and that the candidates chosen were
obliged to those groups. Voters in the general election were
confronted with a choice between evils rather than between
good and evil. The direct primary would place nominations in

the hands of the people. Candidates thus chosen, it was
implied, would be free of obligation to corrupt political
machines iuid other evil influences. The drive for direct
denwcriAey also nickeled the initiative, the referendum, and
the recall.
ncy also began to change. During
The role of the p
the first century ndcr the Constitution, Congress generally

had been regasded as the more truly representative of the
three branches of national government. In the Progressive era,
the presidency came to be regarded as more representative of
all the American people in that it was the only office (other
than the vice-presidency) filled by a nation.wide election.
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Closely related to the chang,ing role of the presidcw'Y Vai
the change from rultatRio to positivo .t,ovoronlont. Vroldenis
or district., !he

or the industrial period required more than a policenum.
Uncoordinated decisions of individnals, it was argued, could
not he

relied upon to achieve a stable and lust ficiety.

Conservation of natural and human resources, for won-0)1e,

required careful and coordinated direction On a national
level. As a consequence of this changed attitude, the executive branch of government has increased in size and responsibility through the years.
The Progressive era producill mime -.I old sulistailtial
changes in government and in public expectation,; regarding
government, People tended to look more to that institution
1(4 positive policies in hehalr of social nistice and welfare.

During the decade of (he 1920s, there was a "return to
normalcy" in the sense of a dampening down of enthusiasm
for vigorous national government, but the Groat Depression
led to further and rapid developments in the tradition of
Progressivism.

The Great [kjirtssuuui brought dosperation and dernorali
zation. Unemployment, business failures, loss of savings, ai-id
leneral sense of insecurity undermined confidence in traditional values, institutions, and procedures. Demands for
governmental action became velionient, and proposed
remedies from numerous sources ranged from the imaginative
to the ridiculous and from liberal to radical.

The conditions of the period required bold action, but
past experience did not include economic, social and political

problems of such magnitude. There were no dependable
guidelines from the past or at least none in which there was
adequate public confidence. The administration which took
office in 1933 was committed to action but, ii the absence
of guidelines from experience, that action was experimental,
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President Franklin Roosevelt csrressed the chiaricter
New Deal when he said:
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I
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American lwhavior bad always been largely pragniiatic, hut it
M.16 not until the New I /eal that it hecame avowedly so.
The Liction taken in the carly IN`ew Deal stwitied to lie
directed to three goals, which have heen expressed as the

nwaswes
relief, recovery, and reform
immediate
alleviation
of
suffering
and
were desiginNI for the

-tlin

U

included such programs as the Federrd Emergency Relief and
the Civdian Conservation Corps. Other measures were tn
tended to restore more normal movement. in the economtc

system. The National Industrial Recovery Act, the Public

Works Act, and the Agricultural Adjustment Act were characteristic of this effort. In ordct to prevent recurrence of severe
economic ills, the government inaugurated programs designed
to achieve the more long,range goal of reform. Social
Security, the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, the
Tennessee Valley Authority, the Securities and Exchange
and the Fair Labor Standards Act were important
examples.
Thu so

of futility produced by the Great Dep ession
the
American
people ready to accept significant
-_ de
changes in the role of government, Although many of the

New Deal efforts were characterized by trial and error, the
overall structure was built upon foundations laid in the

Progressive era. The basic ideology adopted by the New Deal
had been enunciated by Theodore Roosevelt, Herbert Croly,

and Woodrow Wilson a generation earlier. The contribution
of the New Deal to the progresive tradition was not so much
in ideas as in bold and imaginative innovation, which produced a new merging of political, economic, and social poliIt was a reversal of the major goal and achievement of
eighteenth and nineteenth century liberalism, which had been
separation of government from economic and social affairs or
narrow limitation of its role therein. Whereas liberty in the
two previous centuries had largely meant freedom from
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government rostrain, in this century it has c ne t.
security, equality, and social justice under the aegis of
government. The role of government has changed from
policeman to act ive participant.
Every generation of Americans has been conlroiitecl with

controversy which has often given the impression that the
nation was being torn asunder. During the Revolution, fully
one-third of the colonists actively supported Great Britain.
New England almost seceded from the Union in 1816. Congressman Abraham Lincoln and many others bitterly condemned United StaLes policy toward Mexico and the Mexican-American War. Lincoln himself was so reviled during the
Civil War that nearly all members of Congress opposed his
re-election. Populists and Progressives bitterly attacked big

business and the wealthy in the late nineteenth century.
Super-patriots banned the teaching of German in twenty-five
states during World War 1. Millions applauded federal raids on
"radicals" in the 1920s. -Iloover's Depression" led to a social
revolution in the 1930s, and 'Truman's War" became Eisenhower's path to the White House.
The controveuies of earlier generations were comparable
to those of today involving the "immoral" war in Viet Nam,
civil rights, and the ghetto. They are unpleasant and frustrat-

ing, but they are a part of the price of free society. When
sovereignty resides ultimately in the people and is exercised
by representative government functioning by direction of the
majority, there must be freedom for dissent. It is only in the
free trade of ideas that -truth" can be ascertained.
Each generation of policy-makers quite rnIturally assumes

that its policies are correct and that radical dissenters are
guilty of unforgivable obstruction or treason. Yet, with few
exceptions, the society has emerged from each controversy
stronger and more just. There is little reason to doubt that
the process will continue.
D. The Economic System of the United States
Like representative government and democracy,
capitalism originated in the Renaissance era. As pointed out

previously, the development of a highly lucrative foreign
trade taught the ambitious and successful traders the utility
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of capital accumlatiun and investment. Foreign commerce
was incompatible with medieval doctrines and practices and,
consequently, was resisted by the Church, guilds, and other
tradit ional instn utions. But the temptation of great wealth
from commerce was overwhelming, The traders became
participants in and patrons of the individualist trends which
eventually undermined medieval institutions and values.

For more than two centuries after Lhe discovery of the
Americas, merear,t itism was the prevailing economic policy of

kings and the merchant class The universal demand for gold
and similar precious metals (bullion) as a means of acquiring
other commodities impressed mercantilists to the point that
they identified money with wealth. Since foreign trade was

the most important source of bullion, it was favored over
domestic trade and extractive industries. Government economic policy was an essential feature of mercantilism, and
the basic policy was to build a favorable balance of trade.
ficanestic production was carefully regulated with the goal of
securing goods which would net the greatest return in foreign
tra le. Imports, besides bullion, were limited chiefly to raw
materials, while exports usually were manufactured products.

There was a drive for colonies to be a source of cheap raw
materials and a market for manufactured goods. In many
instances, government extended exclusive trading privileges
to selected companies, as in the ease of the British East India

Tea Company. Thus, the mercantilist system was characterized by extensive state control of economic activity,
monopoly, discrimination among industries, and colonialism.
ft was a Product of economic rebellion against feudal
restniint and class privilege, but it, too, became the object of
protest and rebellion.
A series of inventions and innovations in the eighteenth

century produced an industrial revolution, Creators and
direct beneficiaries of the revolution chafed under mer-

cantilist restrictions which were considered to be inimical to
the interests of industry, Their protests led to revolution and
a new economic order.
Probably the leading contributor to the intellectual phase
of the economic revolution was Adam Smith, a professor of
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y of Glasgow. His Wealth of
moral philosophy at the
Nations was published in the same year as Thomas Paine's

Common Sense and the American Declaration of lndepef,d-ri(
in

Although the latter two publications were political

orientation while the former wm economic, all were

expressions of the doctrines of individualism and attacks on
institutions of privilege and tyranny. The Wealth of Nations
was more subtle and less inflammatory, but its long-range
impact has been no less significant.
Smith and other classical economists advocated an
economy in whi,h the individual would have free scope to
develop his energy and talents through freedom of enterprise
and freedom of contract. Man's talents and motivations, such
as self-protection, ambition, and acquisitiveness, were natural
ilowments, the free development of which should not be
nipered by unnatural restrictions imposed by government
and other institutions. They argued that economic activities
were governed by infallible natural laws. The law of supply
and demand, for example, was said to be of the same order as
law of gravitation. Consequently, effort :. by government
to regulate economic activity were violations of the nature of
Man and the natural laws of economics.
It was axgued that, in a free economy, fair prices would
result from the operation of the law of supply and demand.
Prices, profits, and competition would stimulate production

and provide the necessary natural regulation of quantity,
character, and quai.`y of production. Under such conditions
of decision-making freedom by enterprisers, business would
prosper, and the nation, in turn, would prosper. Capitalists
would earn profits, laborers would find employment, farmers
would experience good prices, and landlords would receive
high rents.

The proper economic role of government in a free
sc.cJety, they said, was only to protect the free market. It
should enforce contracts, punish frauds and conspiracies, and
maintain a stable currency. Positive action designed to direct
and control economic activity was considered unnatural and
should be prohibited. Government intervention on behalf of
business was viewed as mischievous meddling, and on hehalf
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of workers as a futile effort to i gate the normal functioning

of natural laws. The laissez-faire views of the classical
economists were much the same as those expressed 1-,
Thomas Jefferson when he asserted that. the government

is

best that governs least,
Because of the basic clement of individualism in
capitalism, the circumstances which prevailed in North
America wore as favorable to the development of capitalism
as to representative government. Plentiful natural resources,

favorable climate, sparse population, and relative security
from ,ixternal economic and political domination provided an

excellent environment for the development of laissez-faire
capitalism.
Although capitalism has undergone continuous, and

sometimes rapid, change through the years, certain basic

characteristics have persisted. One is private ownership of the
means of production. Public ownership is not prohibited, but

private property, including the means of production, is a
cornerstone of capitalism. The overwhelming portion of
productive facilities in the United States is privately owned

and managed. Private ownership is considered an important
element in individual liberty in that it permits wide diffusion
of ecoei 'mic power in society. If all productive facilities were
owned by the state, individuals would be completely at the
mercy of the state. Also, it is assumed that ownership provides a strong incentive to individual experimentation and
innovation, providing a strong base for economic progress.

Another feature of the capitalist system is the maxket
economy. Ancient economic systems relied primarily on
barter, but, as division of labor developed, exchange operations became more complex. Barler was replaced by an
exchange system based upon money, prices, buying, and
selling. Increasingly through the years, commodities and

services produced have been designed for market rather than
for the producers' own use. In the free market, supply and
demand determine price and profitability. If a given producer
cannot realize a profit, he will be forced out of the market. If

a given product cannot be produced profitably, it will dis-

appear from the market.
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Competition is :mothr basic char cteristic of capi fah
Theoretically, each individual is free to enter the market as It
seller or a buyer of any legitimate product or service. 'I'hus,
.

he is free to choose

his own (palmation. Competition

assumes a large numbi,r of buyers and sellers for tiuy given
product with no one individual or firm bing in a position to
influence market behavior. Price, quantity, and quality of a
given item aro presumed to he determined by the bargaining
between sellers and buyers and competition among sellers
and arming buyers.
The profit motive aid risk are fundamental to the
capitalist system. No One can expect. to engage in business for

long without realizing a profit, and it is largely the desire for
profit which motivates people to produce. The enterpriser
never has assurance of success, yet the opportunity to earn
substantial profit is sufficient incentive to induce many to
assume the risk of failure.

These are some of the more important features of
capitalism. Some of them may he found in noncapitalist
economies, but their presence may indicate common tile,
ments of historical development. olore than similarities in
current goals and methods.

Price is the exchange value of a commodity or service
stated in terms of money. Any commodity or service which
has utility, is relatively scarce, and has worth which can be
measured in some way, is said to have econornic callic The
economic value of one unit of a good compared with that of
a unit, of another good is called exchange value, Since it is
usually inconvenient to exchange ecouumic goods directly
through barter, money has been utilized as a common
measure of exchange value. It is the commonly accepted
medium of exchange. I lence, prices are measures of exchange

value expressed in dollars.

In addition to serving as a medium of exchange and a
measure of exchange value, prices have other functions. For
example, they determine production, influence the use of the
factors of production, and apportion consumer goods. When
prices are free to move up or down as they are assumed to be
(and usually are) in a free enterprise system, they determine
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tho production of the nits and qua
les of goods people
want. If the price of I
farm
will produce more
heef and vice versa. If the price of inr .onditionors is subiiliove costs of production, manufacturers will
produce au meleasing nitnilk.i II tile demand lOr air
I

ditimiers should dot !int. ;Hid their prices fall, fewer units will
prtidiwed.
lii facior,; itt produc
Ilancl, labor, capital and
managem(nt) -.ire devoted to the production or those goods
which the owners think will lie most profitable. If the price
lit soybeans is hath, more land will he devoted I o production
of thin emp. If salaries for engineer-. should rise sharply in
iparison with salaries in other professions, larger nllMhers
of men and women will elect to become engineers. Higher
stock dividends paid in certain industries (because of higher
profits) will
kreater mvestment eapital to that
industry.
Prices tend also Iii ililiort ion (0051141cr goods among the
p imitation. 'Hiu i. iccomplished in part by the prices a
consumer receives for the goods he sells or, in other words,
by his income, Also, the imount and kinds of goods which
olio buys are determine(l in part by the prices of those items.
'Hu, consumer allocates his income among goods he desires,
in piirt, on the basis of the price of those goods.
Prices of most conimodities aro determined by ono or
more of the following conditions: 1) (ompetition, 2)
,

monopoly, 3) monopolistic (imperfect) competition, or 4)
government. regulation,

Perfect competition probably never existed, but it was
the model used by Adam Smith in his Wealth of Nations, The

concept sugests a market situation in which there are innumerable sellers and buyers of an undifferentiated product.
It is a situation in which no seller or buyer or any transaction
can have any influence on price. Competitive prices result

from the relations of demand and supply or what Smith
referred to as the higgling and haggling between buyers and
sellers. Each individual is pursuing his own selfish goal, but,
doing, contributes to achievement of the greatest good
all. Any interference by government with free competi312

tion could only be injurious. Thus, it would seem, as Smith
said, as if avaricious individuals were led by some invisible
hand toward promotion of the general welfare of society.
When a single firm acquires substantial control of the

market for a given product, it may be in a position to
determine prices with little or no regard for the action of
other firms. lf, for example, one firm were the sole producer
of gasoline, it would be in a position to fix the price of the

product substantially higher than if the market were competitive.

In recent generations, production in many industries has
become concentrated in a few large firms. The production of

any one may represent a sufficiently large portion of the
total market for a given prodUct so that pricing and related
decisions will have an impact upon all. Thus, the element of
monopoly power is present in the market. The market is not
free in the sense that the purely competitive market is free
but is controlled by powerful sellers or buyers. Even so, such
large sellers or buyers may, and usually do, compete, but that

competition tends to focus upon product differentiation
through advertising and innovation. Prices are "administered"

or determined by sellers rather than by bargaining between
sellers and buyers.
The fourth method of price determination is by
government regulation. The principal area of privately owned

and operated business in which prices are so determined is
public utilities. During the century since the Civil War, certain

industries

have

come

to

be

considered

natural

monopolies, or those in which competition is not feasible.
Telephone service and electric power are examples of industries in which prices are determined by government rather
than the producing firm Or the market.
Even though monopoly, monopolistic competition, and
government regulation are important factors in price deter-

mination in many segments of the economy, the scope of
choice and decision-making by consumers and other buyers is

large. Those decisions constitute demand, and the
freedom of choice available to buyers places substantial

very

power over the direction of economic development in their
13
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hands, Likewise, Liu area of free decision-making by sellers
remains quite large. Ours is a free erlterprisc! system in spite
of the exceptions and limitations indicated.
Early in the history of western Europe, people recognized
the importanec of private property for individual liberty and

for stability and progress in society. Aristotle argued that
private property is important as an individual incentive to
production and to progxess of civilization; as a means to
individual happiness; and for the general welfare of society.
John Locke, writing late in the seventeenth century, asserted
that property is a right which man acquires through his labor.
Man, not government, creates property, Thus, it is a right
which

government must recognize. Government is an
instrument established by men for the purpose of protecting
rights, including property rights. The same view was ex .
pressed nearly a century later in the American Declaration of
Independence. A few years later, John Adams asserted that:
"The moment the idea is admitted into society that property
is not as sacred as God, and that there is not a force of law
and public justice to protect it, anarchy and tyranny cornmence." These views as to the fundamental importance of
property have persisted throughout American history.
It is the ownership of productive property which has the
greatest social significance. Control of productive property
carries with it power over others because the owner is in a
poSition to use such property to benefit others or to deny
benefits. Control of productive property means power over
employment, income, and security of others. Ownership of
consumer goods is important, of course, but almost entirely
to the owner. Such goods ean satisfy the owner's immediate
personal wants, but normally they do not give him power to
control other people.
The more widely ownership of productive property is
dispersed, the gTeater the freedom of individuals from control
by others. If productive property is owned by government,
that institution controls the lives of people. The same situation would prevail if ownership were concentrated in the
hands of one or a few private persons or firms. Private
economic power can be as dangerous as public economic
wer, Liberty requires widely dispersed ownership.
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The basic source of ,dynamism in capitalism is the individual. Capitalism recognizes the basic human drives and
seeks to harness them for the benefit of society as well as the
individual. It assumes that if individuals have El maximum of
freedom in the satisfaction of personal goals, rnnging from
acquisition of material goods to prestige and influen( e, they
will produce those goods and services 1) for which there is
demand, 2) which they can produce most efficiently, and 3)
which will return substantial profits. The scope of productive
activity will be as broad as human wants and talents, A free
market system will permit flexibility in demand and supply,

governed ultimately by the consumers' allocation of their
available dollars among available goods and by the skill of
producers in producing at a profit those goods which consumers (society) want.
Classical economists assumed that individual drives were
fully adequate to the satisfactory functioning of the
economy. Experience has shown that imperfections exist in
the classical model and that they may become serious. A few
individuals or firms may acquire sufficient economic power

to t...istort the free market, resulting in injury to some segments of society. Also, advancing technology has made the
economy and society so complex and has so greatly increased

the rate of change that serious economic and social maladjustments have occurred. In order to alleviate the consequences of Aich imperfections, society has required govern-

ment to regulate and direct certain aqiects of economic
activity. For example, government has acted to protect the
public from impure food and drugs, workers from unnecessary health hazards and economic exploitation, and competitors from unfair and fraudulent practices. Also, govern-

ment has been called upon to assist and promote stable
economic gowth and development. Such activities include
the protective tariff, patents and copyrights, a uniform
money system, land grants to railroads, agricultural extension
services, small business loans, and many others.

During the first century after the American Revolution,
the economic system was predominantly commercial and
agricultural. A thriving trade with foreign nations developed,

with exports consisting primarily of agricultural products,
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lumber, and other natural resources. Imports included
manufactured goods and products, such as spices, not

produced in the United States. American shipping interests
enjoyed large profits and substantial influence during the
period.

After the close of the War of 1812, government policy
was directed more vigorously toward the development of
industry. Dependence on foreign manufactures had proved to

he an Achilles heel in national defense and development.
Industrialization moved slowly, however, until the Civil War,
even though substantial progress was made. After the Civil
War, the nation experienced a remarkable industrial revolu-

tion, By 1890, the United States ranked fourth among

nations in the production of manufactured goods. Ten years
later, it ranked first. By 1914, American production was
greater than the total production of the next four industrial
nations.
Industrialization

greatly

increased national wealth,
power, and prestige. It attracted millions of immigrants and

converted the United States from an agricultural to an

urban-industrial nation. The 1920 census revealed that, for
the first time, more people lived in urban than in rural areas.
The trend has continued; by 1960, more than two-thirds of
our population resided in urban areas.
Industrialization was accompanied by increasing use of

the corporate structure, which permitted accumulation of
vast quantities of capital in individual firms. This stimulated
industrialization and permitted the development of increasingly larger companies. Big business became a fact of

American life in the late nineteenth century and, with it,

came problems of modifying social institutions and revising
ideology to conform to new circumstances. Those modifications and revisions have been a major concern of Americans
since that time.
K. Contemporary Economic Issues in the United States

In a society as complex as ours, with its large population

and diverse interests, controversy and conflict are to be
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expected. Commitment to individual liberty, property rights,
and free enterprise inevitably leads to conflicts among
individual interests and between individuals and public
authorities charged with protecting and promoting the
general interests of society. The specific issues are many, and

most are never fully resolved. The search for a workable
compromise is continuous, but the results always are
temporary. Changing circumstances make each compromise
obsolete almost as soon as it is effective.
Throughout its history, the United States has been

committed to a competitive, free enterprise system. Yet, the
concept of competition may be said to embody the seeds of
its own destruction. Classical economists assumed that firms
or individuals which could not compete successfully in one

line of commerce would be forced out of that niarket by
their inefficiency and inability to earn a profit. Those who
freely entered a market also assumed the risk of failure. As
the unsuccessful dropped out, their customers tended to turn
to the remaining firms. Over a period of time, the number of
competitors tended to become fewer but their size greater.
The pattern has been demonstrated in most major industries.
Of the more than one thousand manufacturers of
automobiles in the United States since 1900, four major ones
remain. The hundreds of thousands of small retail grocers
have been replaced by corporate chains operating, in some
instances, hundreds of individual stores. The most successful
competitors, because of their success, tend to become
monopolistic giants.

This seemingly natural process of evolution is not the
only possible explanation of business concentration. The
process has been facilitated by liberal corporation laws and
the drive of firms for market power. Corporation laws of
states permit accumulation of vast amounts of capital and the

use of that capital to buy, hold, and vote the stock of other
corporations; to combine physical assets of many separate
firms; to engage in diverse kinds of business operations; to
form subsidiaries without limitation; and to utilize corporate
powers without assuming specific obligations and responsibilities in the public interest.
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The privileges so gained by corporations
been used
dramatically, and sometimes irresponsibly,have
to build an
economic system in which power is highly
concentrated. A
study made by the Department of Commerce
in 1947
revealed that in 150 different industries,
four
companies
in
each produced more than half of the
output
of
the
industry.
In eleven industries, four companies
accounted for more than
ninety percent of the output. Three companies
produced one
hundred percent of the nation's
aluminum.
In three
industries (linoleum, aluminum, and tinware),
one
company
owned more than fiftylive percent of the net
capital assets in
the industry.
The trend toward economic concentration

and giantism
appeared early in the Industrial Revolution.
In
the
1870s, the
Standard Oil Company acquired virtually
complete
control of
petroleum refining by engaging in discriminatory
pricing
which destroyed smaller competitors.
Competitors
in a
half-dozen industries were tied together in the
1880s
by
the
tt-ust device. Subsequent decades saw additional
industries
concentrated through mergers. Early mergers tended
horizontal in that firms in the same line of commerceto kle
were
joined into a single organization. Vertical and
conglomerate
mergers became more common later. A vertical
is one
in which the parent firm acquires producers ofmerger
components
for its own products, or distributors of its
finished product.
Conglomerate mergers, which have become
recent years, involve acquisition of firms in quite common in
different lines of
commerce, as when an automobile manufacturer
acquires a
firm producing household electrical appliances.
Combinations
of competing firms have been effected in
some instances by
informal agreements on pricing and production.
Similar
results have also been achieved by interlocking
directorates.
The net effect of economic concentration
competition. When one firm (or a few firms) is to reduce
to influence a market, the natural regulative achieves power
free market disappear. Pricing, for example, aspect's of the
product of bargaining between sellers and ceases to be a
buyers but is
dictated by the economic giant. In
the absence of
competitive controls, society must turn
to government for
protection.
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Government regulation has taken a variety of forms
through the years. The Sherman Act of 1890 was the first of
a series of antitrust laws designed to maintain competition
and curb monopoly. Public utility regulation inaugurated in
the 1870s subjects firms in certain industries to a variety of
controls, including rates or prices, standards of service, and
market entry or exit. Labeling and Pure Food and Drug acts
regulate quality of products. Certain financial practices are
subject to control by the Securities and Exchange
Commission.
Government

regulation

has

become

extensive

and

complex. It is also controversial. The decline of competition
has made government regulation necessary, but regulation is
contrary to our traditional concepts of free enterprise,
competition, individualism, and property rights. A workable
balance between individual and property rights on the one

hand and the general welfare of society on the other is the
goal of public policy. It is an elusive goal,
We have indicated that the American economy developed

from a comparatively primitive agricultural system in the
eighteenth century to a complex, wealthy, powerful, industrial

society in the twentieth. That development was spectacular
during the century following the Civil War, Between 1790
and 1960, population increased from four million to one
hundred seventy-nine million. The standard of living
increased remarkably, and the nation moved from a

struggling infant republic to first place among nations in
terms of power, wealth, and prestige. That transformation
illustrates the concept of economic growth.
Prior to 1930, Americans marveled at their achievements

and attributed most of the success to the free enterprise
system; to the shrewdness, initiative, and energy of the
people: and to the limitations on governmental interference
with economic activity. The national ideology embodied a
sense of American economic superiority. But that optimism
and smugness were severely shaken by the Great Depression
arid by the spectacular economic growth of other nations
following World War IL Economists began to concentrate
much of their energies upon analyzing economic growth and
stability. They sought the causes of both and the means of
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achieving them. Although those goals
have not been realized,
a substantial body of knowledge has been
accumulated. Much
Of it still is speculative and
controversial, but interest in, and
understanding of, the problems are much
greater than before
1930.

One meaning of economic growth is
an increase in the
total (want y of goods and services

produced in the nation as
measured hy the gross national product.
a gain in average per capita productivityAnother meaning is
and average per
capita income. Growth can
also be expressed as a
combination of national and per capita
figures.
A projection of past trends suggests
that average per
capita productivity will increase
about
twenty-five
percent
per decade. Total national
productivity will increase
approximately fifty percent per decade.
gross national product will double in In other worth., the
standard of living will double in three two decades, and the
The level of prosperity dependsdecades.
on productiv ty and
effective demand. Each sets the upper limit
of prosperity. If
spending gows faster than output,
prosperity
cannot go as
high because spending would tend to push
it
and
the result
would be inflation. On the other hand,
if
spending
does not
increase proportionately to output, the
eventual
result
will be
a decline in production and employment.
National productivity is influenced by
numerous factors.
They include size of the population and work
force, level of
education and skills of the work
force, incentives,
technology, psychology, spirit of enterprise,
and public
policy. It is never possible to determine
all
of
the
influences
nor to measure their significance, but it
would seem that
these are some of the factors involved.
Throughout our history, the federal government
actively involved in the encouragement of economic has been
growth.
Even so, most Americans assumed
that
growth
was
exclusively the result of efforts of individuals
operating
in
a
free enterprise system. Beginning in the 1930s,
the
role
of
government in this area expanded rapidly
in order to deal
with depression and later with war. During
those years,
public attitudes and expectations concerning
the role of
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government changed. Fear of a post-wax depression and mass
unemployment led to a widespread demand for the

government to assume responsibility for sustaining a high
level of employment and prosperity. Congress responded by
enacting the Employment Act of 1946.
The Employment Act declares that
It is the continuing policy and responsibility of
the Federal Government to use all practicable
means . to coordinate and utilize all its plans,
functions, and resources for the purpose of creating
conditions under which there
and maintaining
will be afforded useful employment opportunities,
.

.

self-employment . . and to promote
maximum employment, production, and purchasing
including
po wer.

Thus laissez faire was officially laid to rest.

In general, the act confers upon the federal government
an obligation to use its constitutional powers to promote 1)

high and expanding levels of output, 2) reasonably full
employment, 3) price stability, and 4) a strengthening of our
system of free and competitive enterprise. It does not specify

the means to be used in achieving these objectives, but,
instead, Congress and the president are charged with finding
and adopting means which seem appropriate to circumstances
existing at any given time.

The declaration of federal responsibility in promoting
growth and stability implies systematic government planning
toward that end. The act provides for a Council of Economic
Advisers charged with making studies of the current

economic situation and preparing recommendations to the
president on what should be done to promote economic
growth and stability. The act also provides for a bipartisan
Joint Economic Committee composed of sixteen members of
the House and Senate. The committee is charged with making
continuing studies on matters included in the reports of the
Council of Economic Advisers and preparing reports on
recommendations submitted by the president. Although the
extent of government planning implied in these provisions is
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modest, it represents a marked change from traditional
American attitudes toward the role of government.
Through the years, the federal government has developed
a number of policies and techniques which were designed to,

or may be utilized to, promote growth and stability. The,
primary ones axe fiscal and monetary policies. Antitrust
policies, Social Security, and the Tennessee Valley Authority
are examples of programs which have a contributory role.
During and since the Great Depression, fiscal and

monetary policies have been the principal instruments for
promoting growth and stability. Fiscal policy means the
purposeful use of public revenues and expenditures to

influence the level of employment and business activity. In

order to expand economic activity, the government may
undertake large-scale borrowing and spending activities.
Budget deficits would be incurred and programs of public
works and subsidies expanded. Taxes might be reduced in
order to increase purchasing power and total demand.

Revenues would be derived in large part through borrowing
from commercial banks rather than from the public, because

borrowing from the latter would reduce spending by the
public. When bonds are sold to banks, new money in the
form of bank deposits is created, thus adding to the total
money supply. In the event that the economy becomes
"overheated" and inflation threatens, converse steps may be

taken. The federal budget could be tightened and taxes
increased.
Monetary policy may also be utilized to influence
economic activity. Through its power -to coin money and
regulate the value thereof," Congress has enacted legislation
which empowers the treasury and the Federal Reserve
authorities to implement numerous controls on money and
credit which may have the effect of increasing or decreasing
the supply of money and bank credit. Since an increase in the
availability of money and credit stimulates private borrowing
and spending (and vice versa), monetary controls are
im porton t.

During the 1930s, the treasury devalued gold and
increased its purchases of silver for monetary use. Large
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quantities of bonds were sold to commercial banks, and
proceeds were used to finance government spending. These

actions are illustrative of the techniques available to the
treasury.

Federal Reserve authorities have three major powers to
increase or decrease the volume of money in the form of
bank credit. They are: 1) the power to raise or lower
discount rates and regulate other conditions of member-bank
borrowing, 2) the power to sell government securities in the
open market co reduce the money supplies of member banks
or to buy securities to increase the money supply, and 3) the
power to increase or decrease the reserve requirements of
member banks.
Fiscal and monetary policies are more flexible and have
been used more extensively in sOme European countries than
in the United States. As indicated by the recent controversy
over tax increases and budget cuts, many Americans still have

strong reservations about governmental action in overall
economic planning and control. Even so, the evidence of
their importance and effectiveness in today's complex society
seems rather apparent.
Antitrust policies, inaugurated with the Sherman Act in
1890, are designed to restrain monopolistic tendencies in the
economy rather than prevent major economic fluctuations
involved in growth and stability. The chief evils of monopoly
are long-nin. They include inequitable distribution of
incoine, uneconomic allocation of resources, price rigidity,
and restrictions on investment capital. Monopolistic practices
probably do not cause depressions, but they may make them
more severe and prolonged. They may thwart innovation,
encourage stagnation, and aggravate unemployment. Thus,
antitrust policy which seeks to curb monopolistic tendencies
can make a significant contribution to economic growth and
stability.
The various Social Security programs provide assurances
that most of the population will have at least minimal buying
power in the event they are unable to produce because of age
or disability. Individuals have some degree of economic
security, but the economic system and society benefit from
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the fact of demand, albeit restricted, which emanates from
recipients of payments. This fact tends to reduce the

-snowball" effect of economic recession.
Programs such as the Tennessee Valley Authority enhance
productivity. Much of the Tennessee valley region was
wasteland, and inhabitants were poverty-stricken and poorly
educated. The TVA reclaimed land and controlled erosion,
produced electric power, and laid the basis for an economic
revolution which brought industry to the region, spawned
thousands of small businesses, and attracted a lucrative
tourist trade. The project has made a significant contribution
to national economic growth, as well as having an important
psychological and economic impact on individuals living in
the area.
It is generally agreed that a nation's economy must grow
or decline; it cannot stand still. The optimum rate of growth
remains to be determined. Some argue that the growth rate in
the United States, which has been lower than that of Canada

and several West European nations in recent years,
is
dangerously low. Others argue that a growth rate of seven or

eight percent in West Germany as compared with three
percent in the United States, cannot be sustained and that
dangerous inflation will be the inevitable result.
Stability, likewise, is recognized as an essential of sound

economic development. Sharp fluctuations create serious
hardships for large numbers of people and undermine public
confidence that could jeopardize the nation. Again, there is
controversy as to definition and measures of stability as well
as techniques to assure it.
In a democratic society, the ultimate test of institutions
is heir contributions to the well-being of individual citizens.
If individuals are denied opportunities for development and

utilization of their talents or to participate equitably in the
benefits of society, there obviously is a negative discrepancy

between social goals and achievements.

The test is not whether absolute equality and security
to create perfect

prevail. Fallible men should not expect

institutions, hut, rather, they should seek continuous
improvement. Gross inequities which violate the goals and
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philosophy of the system shouki be eliminated as they
become apparent.
Probably the most important base for the development of
maximum equality and security is education. Its aim should
be to equip people for employment in the diverse categories

of work required in a complex society and to maximize
individual potentialities. At the same time, education should
be sufficiently broad to facilitate adjustment to changes that
inevitably occur in occupational demands during the normal
life span of individuals. The broadest of educational progTams
will not eliminate the need for retraining in a rapidly
changing society. Consequently, adequate adult re-education,
or continuing education, should be available.
Education alone cannot solve problems of inequality and
insecurity. Jobs must he available and accessible. The higher
the level of education and training, the higher are individual
expectations. If substantial numbers of individuals are denied
)loyment as a result of discrimination or
access to
economic maladjustment, serious conflicts in society should
be expected.
The vicissitudes of life make a degree of insecurity
inevitable, but the goal of individuals and society should be

to limit it as much as possible. As society becomes more
complex, the individual's ability to cope with insecurity is
reduced. Wage-earners cannot prevent layoffs, and individual

investors cannot prevent sharp drops in security prices or
dividends. Technological changes which destroy some
businesses and Jobs while creating new ones usually have a
beneficial long-range effect. In the short-run, human suffering
may he great. In such circumstances, society has an
obligation to inaugurate policies to alleviate insecurity.

Retraining, unemployment insurance, public einployment
offices, and similar programs arc essential.
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Concepts

4' An ideology, either religious or st .ular, is an irrational system of
thought based on the will to see the world in a pre-conceived way by
bending reality to rit. doctrinaire ideas or "false consciousness,"
rather than viewing actual reality as given to man by his insight into
life through his experiences.
Marxist ideology clifferN from other ideologies bftause of the claim to
the "knowledge" or the laws of history moving forward and upward
in a necessary, impersonal way toward a perfectly harmonious social
order ushered in by a radical revolution. Man and society are "byproducts" of these impersonal, historical forces.

4- A dilemma of man from time immemorial is his alienation or
estrangement from himself, or society and the social order. Marx
attributes this alienation to man's thoughts (religious, philosophical,
etc.) and his economic system, which of necessity leads to a division .
of-lahor system permeating capitalist society.
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Man's liberation from the present, completely false, irrational society

can only be obtained by "radical revolution," which destroys so

absolutely as to not leave "the pillars of the house standing." Marx
first implied this would be a single cataclysmic event but later said it
might require several decades Present ideology refers to the struggle
as a "continuous revolution," or "protracted struggle," caused by the
"terrible force of habit."
* Historical materialism views past society according to man's economic activities observable through the "laws of history," and then
it "scientifically" predicts the future by these immutable laws moving
history forward and upward.
* All history is a series of class struggles between the minority owners
of the means of production and the exploited workers, or majority,
who produce. Each established mode or system carries within itself

the seeds of its own destruction brought about as the struggle
between the rulers and therruled. Today's struggle in the capitalist
societies is between the bourgeois (owners) and the proletariat
(workers); tho latter will effect a "radical revolution" and usher in a
socialist society, classless in nature, because it is the only revolutionary and propertyless class.
Capital, Marx's analysis of the present economic structure and mode

of production and its development toward its ultimate downfall, is a
sociological treatise formulated around the widely-held labor-theoryof-value of his day lts pivotal points are the concepts of surplus value
and exploitation of labor, as based on Marx's "doctrine of economic
value." The prediction of the inevitable collapse of bourgeois society

relies on his "general law of capitalist accumulation," the law of
declining rate of profit, and his theory of economic crises.

* Between the overthrow of capitalist society and the realm of

freedom," the state will be under a "dictatorship of the proletariat,"
which will transform society by abolishing private property, raising
production levels to where all human needs can be satisfied, and
molding the new socialist man. When this level is reached, the state

will wither away and perfect harmony will pi-4 vail.
* Marx envisioned the class struggle as occurring within a given nation
between owners and workers, but Lenin extended the struggle to a

world conflict between two campsthe imperialist, capitalist, ex-

ploiting countries and the underdeveloped, colonial, exploited
countries, Because of the export of finance capital and the corn-

petition for world supplies and markets, world war would be the
inevitable result of capitalism's highest stage, imperialism.
* Lenin's contributions to Marxist philosophy was to accept the latter's
views of history and the class struggle, the complete worthlessness of
present-day society, and the need for radical revolution. These ideas
he enshrined in dogmatic terms that were never again to be questioned or critically analyzed.
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Key Terms

* Ideology
* Alienation
* Historical determinism
Dialectical materialism

* Radical revolution
* Realm of freedom

* Class struggle

* Totalitarianism
* Division of labor
* Capitalism
* Imperialism
* Socialism

Strategy and tactics
* Dictatorship of the proletariat *

* Period of transition
4' Class consciousness vs.
tionary c.onsciousness

* Bolshevik
Menshevi

Activities
Hegel, Ludwig Feuerbach,
* Prepare a report on the following: (icor
Lenin.
Joseph
Stalin,
I.con Trotsky, Karl
I.
V.
Friedrich Engels,
Djilas.
Kautsky, Mao Tse-tung, Milovan
of these live societies of
* Draw a mural depicting typical scenes
feudal,
bourgeois
(capitalist), and
history: primitive, slave-holding,
socialist.
major features of the
* Organize a panel diseuWon centered around
strengths
and
weaknesses
of each. Try
above-mentioned societies. the
analysis that each
centering
on
the
communist
to draw conclusions
base and that
society's institutMns revolved around the economic
capitalism,
violent
overthrow
of
history has ordained the
most industrialized
On two world maps, name and shade the fiveindustrialized
today.
and
the
five
most
countries of Marx's day
the revolution
to
where
Marx
thought
Compare the two in relation
would occur.
transparency depicting ``salami tactics"
* Have a committee prepare a
and explain ne visual to their
over
Czechoslovakia
as used in taking
classmates.
future justifies the hardships
* Debate: The "realm of freedom" in the
of
communist
rule
in Russia.
of Hie last fifty odd years
of world events
display
of
news
clippings
Rrepare a bulletin board
conflict.
communiSt
ys.
free
world
directly related to the
of trying to
Organize a panel discussion on the pros and cons
may investigate
society.
Individual
members
establish a utopian
the Fabian societies,
previous experiments of this type, such as
Brooke Farm. etc.
Discussion Questions
of man's alienation other than the
1' What are some possible causes
economic structure which Marx saw as the cause?
Marx-Lenin believes it.
* explain the role of history as a follower of
from Marx's view to Lenin's

-"` Identify the shift in the "class enemy"
view.

will be a
explain how "peaceful co-existence" does not mean there
complete absence of wars in the future.
your
always move forward and upward? Justify
Does history
position.
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Concepts
i an populism of the 1860s and 1870s emphasized the debt of the

intelligentsia to the people, Russia's u nique destiny and course or
sociai development, and the special role or peasant cooperative

!'

institutions in building a new society.
formation of ;Marxist groups in Rus.sia during the 1880s and

'Pile

1890s led to the organization of the Russian 8ocial Democratic

Labor party (ItSDLP) in 1898, 'Phis party emphasized radical revolution and the seizure of political power in Russia.
Legal 3.1arxisin, the revisionist Marxist ideas of Eduard Bernstein,

favored abandoning the revolutionary objectives of the party and
concentrated upon building a legal, rums social democratic party to
work lin t he establishment of a parliamentary order.
+' The Russian Social Democratic Labor party was split in 1903 into
two groups, the Bolsheviks and Mensbeviks, on the question of party
organization and ideolog-ical and tactical questions, Lenin, as leader
of the Bolsheviks, insisted upon a small, disciplined, dedicated party
01 professional revolutionaries, plus an alternative conception of the
stages of revolution and of the class struggle and party alliances.
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Concepts

u None of the four pronnsed

nments of communism have been
realized-freedom, abundance. equality, or die "new man."
-inittnisni is not, a product. of any historical or socio-economic
noce!-3sity, but was ereided as a politic uI ideological act of determined
is man-made, 1 ad not. preordained by

mon. Thus, communism
hislory
fi

Aocording lii Nalx, communism would appear first in such highly
industrialized societies as Great Britain. France, Italy, and Germany,
However, it has only appeared in much less industrialized societies
such as Russia and China.

Nit vommunist party has obtained power by free election in an
major nation.

6
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Me 'WO tAqi
r Iii 1110sf, Illipuirtiulil tactics winch the
cinninunists used to avoid isolation and to IiliiOVr political power by
allying themselves with any non communist parties Mat were willing
to enter into a coalition with them.
Not one of the isttiblished common I party-shites h i been over-

thrown, and the comom nisk believe that this 'Tim-wilts a trend

toward global victory.
'the central concept of Stalin's tole was the building of "socialism la

One country,- hut Trotsky attacked this view from a position of
IMarxist-Uninist orthodoxy and argued for an immediate world
revolution.
Marx was a student and critic of the capitalistic society, but he left,
no practical blueprint for
future socialist society. l'hus, the
1.

communisl parties which have seized power cannot profit from

Marx's classical teachings in building a socialist system. Marxism was,

and remains, an effective tool of critique and struggle against
capitalism.

With the establishment of the Conn ntem in 1919, all communist
parties of the world took orders from Moscow
'The right, wing Marxists in the Second International believed that
socialism would he achieved through full democratization of society

and not through radical revolution. With the dissolution or the

Comintern in 19/13 and the Cominforrn in 195t3, all announcements
of the future come either from the party congresses of the USSR. or
from individual party headquarters.
'The world communist movement has no longer a single world-wide
organization, a single doctrine. or a single center of gravity, but is
essentially divided into three orbits: Russia, Ch,na, and the
"independents."
Key Terms

*Castroism

"Socialism in one count ry''
Monolithic

Khrushchevis

"Different roads to s ck.lism"
'Lenin of our time'
*New Left

'Titoism
it Maoism

Vistory Will Absolve Me

* Popular Front

Polycentrism

Ac tiv ities

* Debate this topic: The United States could have prevented a coim
niunist take-over in china.
* Prepare a tape on "de-Stalinization" and include the schism that
resulted in the communist world.
* Make a world outline map with an appropriate key and show the
three axes of world communism today.

* Write a paper showing the results of communist parties forming
coalition governments with non-communist parties. Show what
positions in the govertuneut the communists desire.
* Prepare a large outline map and show the communist party-states.
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iiionr and
Collect articles Icaling with svi,rlri i onnounisin tor
reporting,
Pwpare a display of communist maga/ines and iwwspaper
Marx, Stalin,
'Write a short biography on oni of the following: Lenin,
Castro.
Mao, Khrushehev, Tito, or
r what the Western
Present a panel discussion on the question
advance of communism in
done
to
prevent
tlw
powers could have
Eitstem Europe following Wu el d War IL
communist world?
Debate: Can the free world "coexist" with die
student
shmild
know
about the nature of
Debate: Every high school
com intoosin.

Discussion Questiono
doctrine:
opinuni, ixhich is more faithful to Marxist-Leninist
lii v
Chinese
communism?
Why?
Soviet communkm or
llow did Ow communists seize power in Hungary'? taking control of
!low might die West have prevented the USSR from
Eastern Europe'?
.!ialiscor What does it
'1-

What is the doctrint. of "separate paths to s ni
.ignilv to the nations in the Soviet orbit'?
9d against communism?

m Why did the Poles aml liungarians rebel in

Castroism? Why does Castro taunt Itussia when Cuba's
economic life is supported by Russia'?
mean? Why does Mao
What does the term "Lonn of our time'
What

is

accuse the Soviet leaders or 'wing revisionists?
communism and dv
4- What are the basic differcnc,,s between
social ism'?

Why wits the Comintern dissolved in 1943?
the Nationalists?
Why were the Chinese Communists victorious overhis policies'? What
Why did Khrushchev denounce Stalin and change
effect did this have on the world communist movement?
* Why is education a good weapon to fight communism?
Soviet particip ation in
* Are treaties such as the Nazi Soviet. Pact and ideology?
with
Marxist-Leninist
the tinited Nations in line
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'
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Three major developments in tile original Frarno ihr ovornt
the constitutional lrittiilllitiiL
udicial dt2(..4;t0IM, and growth
Ihrough ihe political party system,
Economic eimeopis romid mow I Iit Amorwan dittEmetatie way of
hip inchulc rree onrorpri.,p. ijiit iii Ifl sUpply anki *inland, laissez-faire, and unionism,
IlidIVillitlil t-induct should he vit,ttil in relationidiip Ltr,
values,

Individualism \'.IIS

ihiiii I prednil

I

I he ReniIk.,

* A key problem created by individualism is he reconciliation of
individual autonomy with the necessity of maintaining social
stability.
* The "Jacksonian

volution

brought gr ater democracy to the

American peopk!,

s In a democratic ylciety, the ultimat e test of inst itu lions is their
contributions to tin- well.being of individual
Key Terms
* Democracy
* Reciprocal responsibilities

Mine Right of kings
" Toleration
* Reign of law
* Sovereignty of lhe people
* Federalism
* Separation of powers
* Free enterprise
Laissez-faire

ltefererirlurn
Contract theory
Natural law
Com petit ion
Property
Gospel of Wealtli
Renaissance
Progres.sive movem n
The New Deal

Social Darwinism

Activities
* Since the availability of natural resources is one of the prerequisites

of economic productivity, compare the relationship or the United
States and I he USSR in t his area by the construction or a series el bar
gra phs.

* Students oho write a play portraying a comparison of the American
democratic way of life in relation to life in the Soviet lhnon.
* Photographs and news articles may be daily arranged on bulletin
boards by students to make them alert to current happeni ngs in both
the communist and free worlds,
* Pro-tests may be usecul n Mon Lily many fallacies concerning
American democratic princi es coin moldy found among students-

* Through the co-operation or county, state, and federal officials,
students may be taken on held trips to observe the work being

accomplished by the various branches of government and to witness
such ceremonies as naturalization and other courtroom procedures.
* Through the use of a crossword puzzle, the student can learn terms
used in studying about the American democratic way of life. The following termsinay be useful in completing the activity;
g. containment
rn free market
a. appeasement
h. democracy
n. laissez-faire
b. Bill of Rights
a. liberty
1. republic
c. capital
p. loyalty
equality
d. capitalism
q. Magna Carta
freedom
e. Civil Rights
free enterprise
r. patriotism
f. cold war
* Instruct students to make a list of federal governmental regulative
bodies as oxk-ted in the years 1860, 1900, 1930, 1950. 1971 ncourage the use of hu.a,try texts for the early years and newspapers
for the later ones.

Discussion Questions

* What ideas found in the history of democratic thought enabled our
forefathers to write such a successful constitution in 1787'?
* While dernocuRy has Flood shed in the United States, what are:some
of the internal threats to its continuity?
'i iwe democracy rejects economic absolutes, one finds that there is
no one economic system essential to its vitality. Can capitalism,
I

therefore, he considered the best economic system for American

democracy?

After an ex.amination of American social institutions, relate hoNv

these institutions contribute to our democratic way o f life.
* What conditions make membership in the Communist party different
from membership in a political party in the United States?
* If freedom and equality are linked with the democratic tradition, do
they presuppose some kind of ultimate moral worth?

* What are some df the basie democratic principles that axe the
foundation of American life?
* How can these basic principlcs of democracy he more fully carried
out in the lives of ordinary American citizens'?

* Would you prefer to live by the economic guidelines set forth by
Adam Smith 's Wealth of Notions?
* Finw revolutionary was Franklin Roosevelt 's New Deal?
* Discuss the effect of the frontier on American ideas and i nstitutins .
Was its eff ect greater than onr European heritage?

Educational Media Materials

* TIIE CORPORATION MAN, 29 minutes,
Bloomington, Indiana: Indiana University.
* THE FRONTIER AMERICAN. 29 m inutes.
Bloomington, Indiana : Indiana University.
0 UR N ATION1AL G OVERNMENT

( Filmstrip 100 frames)

Chicago: Society for Visual Education.
* THE RED, WHITE AND BLUE 29 minutes,
Detroit, Mic higan: Encyclopedia Britannica
Educat ional Corporation
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